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Chapter 1:
Introduction: studying grassroots actors in memory politics

1.1 “Dig where you stand”
On the 5th of May, 1985 – three days before the fortieth anniversary of the end of the
Second World War – a small group of people gathered with shovels near a mound of
overgrown rubble in West Berlin. They were activists of the Active Museum Fascism and
Resistance in Berlin and the location had been the headquarters of the Gestapo until
1945. Here, thousands of political dissidents had been interrogated and tortured and
major plans for the Holocaust and the war of aggression drawn up. And yet, the place had
been all but forgotten in the postwar era. On this day, the activists (symbolically and
literally) began digging up the past. It was a publicity stunt that was highly effective in
propelling local authorities to address the Nazi past – particularly as the city’s 750th
anniversary loomed. With a rising tide of civil society activity, it became embarrassing
and unacceptable not to reckon publicly with this history. Over the decades that followed,
the Gestapo site became one the most prominent and important memory sites in the new
capital: the Topography of Terror.

Image 1.1: Symbolic dig organized by the Active Museum,
1
Berlin, 5 May 1985

1

Aktives Museum Faschismus und Widerstand in Berlin e.V. http://www.aktivesmuseum.de/geschichte.html (last accessed 15 July 2006) (last accessed 15 July 2006)
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The Active Museum was part of the larger Geschichtsbewegung (History Movement)
which is the focus of this dissertation. The motto of this History Movement was “dig
where you stand” – and though the Active Museum activists took this imperative a bit
more literally than most, its concerns were very much in line with the larger Movement.
Like most of the initiatives that composed the History Movement, the Active Museum
was founded in the early 1980s to organize a growing grassroots critique of the official
and public confrontation with the Nazi past. In 1983, the anniversary of the Nazi takeover of power would have gone mostly unnoticed had it not been for the many small and
improvised exhibits, city tours, and theater plays that were organized by activist groups.
In this context, the former grounds of the Gestapo provided the Movement with a clear
focus for action and a confirmation that they had to take matters into their own hands if
they wanted memory politics to change. Their goal was to found an “active museum:” a
site where visitors would not merely commemorate history, but actively engage with it
and reflect on its meaning for the present by offering facilities for research, meeting
places, and opportunities for collective deliberation.

Though the institution that resulted from their efforts – the Topography of Terror
Foundation – does not correspond exactly to the activists’ vision, it has adopted many of
their principles. The Topography is an understated memorial that prioritizes information
provision. It has taken on a wider mission to network memorial institutions across the
country and provide resources for memory work, thereby aiding education and debate
about the Nazi past. The Foundation routinely cooperates with civic initiatives, organizes
dialogues about salient commemorative concerns, and has taken other memorial spaces
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under its auspices. Most importantly, through the Topography, the perpetrators of the
Holocaust have shifted to the center of public memory, encouraging reflection about how
the German catastrophe could emanate from the midst of society. In sum, a pivotal
memorial infrastructure has resulted from the contentious actions of a small group of
“memory rebels.”

1.2 Main arguments and findings
This dissertation puts a spotlight on the engagement of grassroots actors in German
memory politics generally, and on the actions and impact of the History Movement
specifically. I argue that the role of grassroots actors in processes of memorialization has
been sorely neglected by scholars of memory. Civic engagement has been an important
component of German memory politics at least since 1945. In the immediate aftermath of
the Second World War, Holocaust survivors rapidly demanded the commemoration of
victims. Throughout the decades that followed, victims’ associations and interest groups
representing German expellees or veterans lobbied state agencies to officially remember
and they erected their own monuments. They deeply influenced the commemorative
culture of the Federal Republic (FRG) from its inception – with the help of a few key
figures in government and intellectual life. In the GDR too, there were nascent impulses
for memory activism – but they were quickly squashed by the regime.

In the late 1970s, however, the participation of civil society in West German memory
politics underwent both a qualitative and quantitative transformation with the emergence
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of the Geschichtsbewegung. This Movement was composed of myriad autonomous
citizen initiatives and history workshops that sought to investigate local and everyday
history, uncover the traces of the past, and make their findings relevant to political
education. By some estimates there were over 120 history workshops, in addition to
“alternative archives,” by the end of the 1980s.2 In particular, these groups were
instrumental in putting the local manifestations of Nazi rule – including its perpetrators
and its victims – on the agenda. The Movement was composed of locally-grounded
groups that were nevertheless well networked through a federal association, a newsletter,
and annual meetings. Its activists were immersed in the larger “scene” of new left social
movements that was vibrant at the time. Given the fluidity of the social movement scene,
the workshops’ membership fluctuated but could rise to considerable numbers in
response to concrete concerns.

The principles and memorial aesthetic of the Movement were nonetheless coherent. The
History Movement’s primary objective was “emancipatory” memory work and the
investigation of the neglected narratives of history – not public commemoration.
However, their investigation of local historical topography and their concern with the
relevance of the past for the present made them one of the most important memorial
initiators of that era. According to a survey of memorials built in the 1980s conducted by
Brigitte Hausmann, about half of memorials of this time were initiated by history
workshops.3 The memory landscape that resulted was decentralized, anti-monolithic, selfreflexive – and profoundly different from both previous civic and contemporary

2
3

‘Barfuß-Historiker” ohne Boden,’ Frankfurter Rundschau, 23 April 1992; Hüttner 2003 p.17
Hausmann 1997 p.13
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“official” monuments. For the first time, perpetrators, sites of crimes, and the whole
range of Nazism’s victims were named widely and explicitly. Much of this
memorialization activity took place against the resistance of state authorities.

The History Movement activists were of course not the only ones concerned with
memory during this decade. A general “memory boom” was underway in which the
federal government under Helmut Kohl, local authorities, intellectuals and the whole
range of political and social organizations participated. As part of this “boom,” prominent
intellectuals and politics were able to build on a longer tradition of confronting the Nazi
past that was begun in the postwar period by figures such as Kurt Schumacher and
Theodor Heuss. The activists of the History Movement benefitted from these previous
efforts, though it did not often acknowledge its indebtedness to such more conservative
contributions to democratic memory culture.

The History Movement variously cooperated or argued with, protested or supported the
other manifestations of the “memory boom.” But I contend that the History Movement
was not only the most important initiator of memorials in the 1980s, but that without it,
both the physical landscape of memory and the institutional infrastructure governing
memorials would today be profoundly different.

I support this argument in two ways. First, I provide in this dissertation the first
comprehensive account of the West German History Movement. Though the activists
themselves undertook some efforts to record their struggle, most of these writings were
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published in the mid-1980s and so do not examine the long-term impact of the
Movement. More recent academic accounts have remained relatively brief or specific to
particular episodes. The Movement is also not widely recognized in public. I thus study
closely the Movement’s historical context, its predecessors, its inception, development,
goals, strategies and the reasons for its decline. This detailed investigation serves to
demonstrate the novel approach of these activists in contradistinction to earlier activists
and others operative at the time.

Second, I scrutinize how the practices and actions of the Geschichtsbewegung impacted
public monuments, as well as contemporary institutions of memory. By discussing the
Movement’s

aesthetic

principles

and

offering

numerous

examples

of

their

implementation in concrete memorials, I show its effects on the memorial landscape. By
charting the activists’ conflicts and interactions with state actors, and by explaining the
gradual institutionalization of Movement principles, I demonstrate its effect on
institutions. In particular, I argue that the Movement’s pressure on institutions to alter the
way they confronted the past resulted in the creation of “hybrid” memorial institutions
that exhibit both civil society and statist attributes. Many of the formerly radical memory
activists have found employment or are even leaders in these institutions, have influenced
their standards and governing structures, and act as mediators between state and civil
society spheres. For these reasons, key History Movement principles have become
normative within the memorial institutions. In large part due to the actions of the History
Movement, then, most representatives of the German state today are not only favorably
inclined to critical representations of the Nazi past, but have wholeheartedly endorsed
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this approach and made it part of their “official” identity. Official memory projects are
praised routinely for their groundedness in civic engagement and authentic local
participation: this is what makes them legitimate. The institutional arrangements and
memorial styles which have emerged from the History Movement’s struggle have
considerable staying power: future activists (and other actors) must either accommodate
or challenge them. They cannot ignore them, and so the History Movement’s importance
is felt long after its decline began in the late 1980s.

With these findings, and in a dissertation concerned with putting grassroots activism on
the maps of memory scholars, it would be easy to slip into the championing of civil
society as the key to democratic memory politics. Indeed, Germany has been hailed as a
model of how to organize commemoration in the service of democracy – a model to be
emulated by others.4 However, my critical examination of the processes by which the
History Movement and subsequent citizen initiatives have interacted with the state
apparatus precludes such a conclusion: civic activism is not always or straightforwardly
the solution. My in-depth inquiry into the dynamics by which History Movement
principles were embraced by institutions and through which institutions were transformed
leads to a more critical assessment of contemporary German memory politics. Its insights
are also more generally applicable to issues beyond the realm of memory.

Though I stress the deep impact that grassroots actors have had on memory, I would
caution that civil society is neither always the source of novel impulses to memorialize,
nor necessarily the most progressive. In the past and in the present, there are many
4

Frei 2005 p.7
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instances of civic activism pushing for public memory that commemorates perpetrators or
bystanders to violence above its victims; that denies or glosses over historical truths; or
that supports an exclusionary or anti-democratic political agenda. In other words, civic
engagement is not virtuous in and of itself (as some theorists would have it), but rather
depends upon its institutional context and the substantive goals it pursues.

Moreover, I argue that the relationship between civil society and the state is highly
complex, to the point that the two have become entangled in the memory arena. Civil
society action is today funded and praised by state actors and at the same time subjected
to control. Civic activists suspiciously eye “the state,” and yet work closely with its
representatives or even inside its agencies. Activists identify with memorial institutions
that they helped create and bureaucrats contend that these same institutions are not “statelike.” These claims are not merely for show – the individuals involved often deeply
identify with their work and the accomplishments of German memorial policy. My larger
point is that the analytical division between civil society and the state in the memory field
(and I suspect in many other fields) is artificial and unhelpful for understanding the
realities of politics. My analysis does not take conventional boundaries between actors
for granted but rather interrogates them in order to understand their contradictions. One
key insight is that civic activity can be located in diverse settings – both institutional and
societal. Where progressive memory work takes place, then, is an empirical question and
not determined solely by the labels that are attached to actors. The state, in turn, is not a
static or unitary entity but rather embedded in society. Its components can be both
supportive and obstructionist to memory demands at various times, and can harness civic
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activity to serve their own representational interests. In sum, neither state nor civil society
is a neutral or monolithic party in memory politics. Both need to be disaggregated in
order to understand the actual social relationships that underpin and shape memory. The
experience of transforming the commemorative landscape in the past thirty years in
Germany holds many practical insights for practitioners elsewhere – but it does not
suggest a straightforward path for how to achieve “democratic memory.”

1.3 Research Methods
This study was conducted based on the assumptions of interpretive research methodology
– an approach that is concerned chiefly with understanding practices of “meaningmaking” in the social and political world. Interpretive researchers view the world as
socially constructed, rather than objectively “out there” waiting to be discovered, and see
themselves as actively part of this social construction. For this reason, interpretivists try
hard to be upfront about their own background and role in the research process, as well as
highlight that their findings are context-specific. The goal is not generalization. In
Appendix II, I detail my methodology, methods, and personal background. Here, I want
to discuss briefly the considerations that went into “case selection” and the methods used
in this study.

While my goal – in line with interpretive principles – is not to produce generalizable
theoretical propositions to be tested on various cases, I do aim to provide both
constitutive and causal explanations of German memory politics. By this, I mean that my
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dissertation seeks to explain both what memory politics are “made of” – who crucially
influences them, how they work, by which processes they come about – and how these
practices have impacted memory landscapes, institutions, and policies. Unlike some
interpretivists who have abandoned the goal of causal explanation altogether in favor of
“understanding,” I believe it is crucial to lay open the meanings and functions of the
causal mechanisms at play – even if I do not think they should be transferred to another
setting as a universal causal pathway, as case study researchers would maintain. What my
research does is, first, tell an illuminating causal story about an important instance of
memory politics and, second, evoke fascinating questions about memory, civil society,
and the state that can be helpful when we think in comparative terms.

Since interpretivists regard the research process itself as crucial to the development of
theoretical statements, there is no formal procedure of interpretive case selection as there
is in case study methodology. Nevertheless, in the course of planning and undertaking
research, the need arises to delineate the focus of a study and to consider how it might be
meaningful to a broader audience. In other words, positivists and interpretivists alike
must answer the “so what?” question to their own and others’ satisfaction.

The issue of dealing with the past in post-1945 Germany is by no means an understudied
topic, especially in German-language literature.5 In US Political Science, however, the
study of memory politics is in its infancy. For me, this brought the advantage of being
able to build on a whole body of research – mostly in German “memory studies” – while
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identifying important gaps and connections that I believe are valuable contributions to the
scholarly debate on both sides of the Atlantic. The extent of existing scholarship also
allowed me to focus in on some of the specific practices of civil society action in the
memory field – thereby seeking to explain a specific and crucial component of the causal
story, rather than having to provide merely the general outlines of the case. My study,
then, is delineated in several dimensions.

First, and most generally, I focus on the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG), and its two
predecessors, the pre-1990 FRG, and the former German Democratic Republic (GDR).
The German case is what case study researchers would call “extreme:” an especially
unusual instance of how the past is dealt with – in the sense that no other society has
devoted so much attention and debate to reckoning with its own history. These efforts
have certainly been assessed divergently by many different scholars and observers. I want
to refrain at this point from evaluating them – but the amount of energy devoted to
memory in Germany is unprecedented. Germany is especially interesting for two reasons:
on the one hand, dealing with historical culpability has become absolutely central to
German intersubjective and “official” identity to an extent that is ostensibly unique and
has come to influence a broad range of policy arenas – from immigration to foreign
policy and more. On the other hand, German practices of remembrance have acquired the
status of a model for other societies seeking to find a successful modus of dealing with
the past. While this notion is controversial, there is practical evidence that memorial
officials and policy-makers are seeking to learn about the German experience in order to
gain insight for their own circumstances. In other words, there may be a transnational
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diffusion effect in memorial cultures and policies, in which the German case plays a key
role. Further, the German path is intrinsically important due to the trauma from which it
emerged. The Holocaust is meaningful far beyond the German setting – it is both
empirically and morally a global affair, so that communities and individuals outside
German borders are invested in the outcomes of German society’s attempts at reckoning.

While I adopt a wide-angle lens in much of the dissertation – discussing memory politics
at the federal level as well as providing an overview of developments in the regions – I
concentrate on Berlin when examining the local practices of the History Movement and
post-1989 memory politics (this pertains especially to Chapters 5 and 7). I chose this
second focus for several reasons. In order to understand grassroots practices and
mechanisms, it was necessary to operate close to the “ground.” While some aspects of
civil society action in the memory field are similar in various locations across (West)
Germany, the groups in Berlin are by no means representative. In part, this is what makes
them especially interesting. Both before and after 1989, Berlin held a special status,
making memorialization there symbolically important not only locally, but for federal
politics and German culture in a broader sense. Before the fall of the Wall, West Berlin
had a peculiar insular character, making it both unique and intimately connected with the
Cold War politics of the super powers and the coping strategies of its residents.6 It was
and remains an especially poignant place to think about clashes in various kinds of
memories. Berlin History Movement initiatives of the 1980s are clearly marked by their
location, including the strong impact of locally grounded social upheavals, especially of
the squatters’ movement. Since becoming the capital and seat of government again and
6
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attracting large numbers of domestic and international visitors, what gets set in stone in
Berlin has acquired a heightened significance and is therefore often strongly contested.
Because of this, local memory disputes in Berlin are an especially good venue to examine
the relationship between various non-state and state actors at all levels.

The third delineation is temporal. While I provide the historical and political backdrop to
my story since 1945, with particular attention to memory activism, my field work and the
bulk of my study investigates the period since 1980 to the present. I identified 1980 as a
good starting point since – as I argue – this is when civil society action in memory
politics underwent both a quantitative and qualitative shift. Furthermore, the History
Movement began around 1979/80 and it is central to my account. Fourth, I concentrate on
memory politics: that is to say, I take into account, but do not highlight, mnemonic
developments in the private sphere, among generations, or in diffuse cultural narratives.
My interest lies in public and political representations of the past, though of course these
are affected by private and generational factors.

Fifth, I have chosen to focus on the politics surrounding memorials, or built artifacts in
public space. Other manifestations of memory – such as anniversaries, educational
policies, representations in media, fiction, or historiography – are of course no less
relevant. However, memorial sites are especially significant in the sense that they are the
subject of intense civil society mobilization. They can be highly visible and thus hold key
symbolic value due to their placement in (more or less) prominent locations. They are
economically linked to the lucrative tourist industry. And in disputes over memorials
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civic actors necessarily encounter components of the state directly. The politics of
memorialization are of course closely linked to more general politics of memory, but
their outcome in the form of monuments do not neatly correspond to the memories
present at either individual or more intersubjective levels. The memories present in
society are, in any case, both conflictual and often contradictory, and are thus in no sense
“collective.” What makes the politics of memorialization fascinating is that through them,
decisions are made about what gets “set in stone” in public spaces. Such public memory
then can potentially in turn influence the politics of memory and even individual
interpretations of the past – but memorials do not reflect a unitary or consistent
“collective memory.” Rather, memorials evoke the contention and power relationships
that resulted in their construction.

Finally, my interest lies in memory activism and its interventions in more regular political
spheres. Most of the scholarship to date has concentrated on the actions of intellectuals,
historians, and government officials, mentioning civil society only peripherally and
neglecting to scrutinize the role of grassroots actors. My dissertation seeks to address this
gap and argues that civil society involvement in German memory politics does much to
explain its course and nature.

My field work was conducted during several trips to Berlin and Frankfurt between 2005
and 2009. All in all, I interviewed about seventy individuals involved in memory politics,
mostly in Berlin: academics, government officials, memorial staff, members of
parliament, artists, and above all memory activists of various organizations. My strategy
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was to identify through media reports and websites the most important memorial
campaigns, organizations, and players. From this initial set of interviewees, I used the
snowball sampling technique to identify more key informants and to gain access to them.
I wrapped up interviewing when I had covered a diverse range of actors – both within and
across organizations and types of memories – and when my topic seemed “saturated,” i.e.
when I was receiving similar kinds of responses to my questions. My interviews can be
characterized as “semi-structured:” I prepared a list of questions which I followed
loosely, letting each respondent expand on the questions as they saw fit. This was
important since I was interested not only in the information on offer, but in the ways in
which the interviewee framed the issues. With some respondents, especially those of the
Berlin History Workshop, I developed a more continuous relationship through sending
them follow-up questions and soliciting feedback on some of my writings.

My archival work was conducted primarily in the organizational archives of two activist
groups, the Berlin History Workshop and the Active Museum. Here, I found extensive,
and partly previously unseen material on the history and practices of these groups,
including, letters, internal memos, statements of principles, newsletters etc. In addition, I
used a few small libraries specializing in the history of the Holocaust and the reckoning
with it, finding here museum catalogues, organizational newsletters, and more. Finally, I
used extensively the German National Library in Frankfurt (my trips during 2008 and
2009 were entirely devoted to research here) where I reviewed not only secondary
literature in German, but publications by History Movement activists that qualify as
primary sources for my purposes.
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Between interviews and archival research I visited countless memorial sites in Berlin,
sometimes on recommendation of or guided by interview partners. I viewed exhibits and
wandered through memorials to get a feel for the space, as well as the connection and
proximity to the surrounding environment. I developed a very good sense of how and
which sites are accessible and who might seek them out or happen upon them. Though I
have not analyzed these site visits as a formal part of my study, I believe that the
understanding I developed in this way is crucial to my interpretation of what the
contention over commemoration was or is about.

Transcripts (and in some cases notes) of the interviews, archival notes, and documents
were analyzed with the help of the qualitative software package Atlas.ti which allows for
qualitative coding, visualization of linkages within the data, and memo-writing to
facilitate theory development and systematize the writing process.7 Whenever possible, I
sought to “triangulate,” that is, to corroborate evidence and arrive at the most plausible
interpretation by using different types of evidence. Taking a cue from writings on
“process-tracing,”8 I worked to understand and explain the chronology of relevant events,
how they were linked together, and how they led to certain outcomes. This, it seems to
me, is the most rigorous path to causal explanation in qualitative methodology.

All translations from German, unless otherwise noted, are my own. With the exception of
one, all interviews were conducted in German.

7
8
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1.4 Chapter outline
This dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, I outline the theoretical approach
that frames my empirical research. I begin by introducing the field of “memory studies”
and describing the specific contribution of Political Science to it. In this context, I note
the lack of attention paid to non-state and non-elite actors. I consequently examine
theoretical traditions that can help conceptualize grassroots actors’ involvement in
memory politics as well as their interaction with the state. Repeatedly, I interrogate the
analytical distinction between state and civil society spheres from different theoretical
perspectives. Finally, I offer an overview of the most important actors in contemporary
memory politics.

Chapter 3 provides the background history and context of memory politics up to and
during the History Movement and beyond. I examine how East and West Germans
maneuvered their respective (and later united) paths of memory politics and how later
memory work was able to build on earlier achievements. I also discuss the larger political
contexts of post-war reconstruction, the Cold War, and internal ideological divides, and
point to the most significant interpretations of the mnemonic developments of the last six
decades. Most importantly, however, I investigate to what extent grassroots activists have
been involved in the shaping the landscape of memorials.
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In Chapter 4, I investigate the origins, founding, principles, participants, development,
and causes for decline of the new left History Movement drawing on social movement
theory as a lens. Based on extensive interviews, archival research, and numerous
examples from across West Germany and Berlin, I assess the organization of the
Movement, its strategies, and its cultural frames. I argue that through both painstaking
local “memory work” and more contentious “memory protest,” the Geschichtsbewegung
profoundly altered the way the Nazi (and other) pasts were confronted in the Federal
Republic.

In my case study of the Berlin History Workshop (Chapter 5), I take an in-depth look at
the internal practices of the History Movement. Tracing the association from its early
days in 1980 through to the present, I pay special attention to internal disputes between
activists over the meaning of their memory work, particularly as it relates to
“mainstream” narratives of commemoration. I also show how the Workshop was
involved in shaping the Berlin memory landscape. This close reading of activist politics
underpins my overall account of the importance of grassroots actors in memory politics,
as well as their complex interaction with official institutions.

Chapter 6 investigates the memorial design principles espoused by the History
Movement. I first contrast the aesthetics of the History Movement with those of more
mainstream memorial projects, both of which together form the larger “memory boom”
of the 1980s. Then, I examine specifically the Movement’s fostering of a decentralized
memorial landscape; its emphasis on authentic spaces and local grounding; its rejection
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of monumentality and support for contemplative and reflexive design; and finally its
promotion of specificity in information-provision and diversity in memorial content.
Throughout, I illustrate with examples from across the Federal Republic.

At the heart of Chapter 7, I present the case study of the History Movement group Active
Museum which was the driving force behind what is today the Topography of Terror
memorial in Berlin. Though I provide a brief history of this initiative, I focus in particular
on the process by which it was (partially) institutionalized, as well as the current structure
of the resultant Topography of Terror Foundation. I then more generally consider the
changing relationship between the state institutions and civil society in the field of
commemoration. Drawing on the concept of a “shadow state” as an intermediary between
components of the state and civil society, I explicate the distinctive nature of the Berlin
memorial scene. I examine the manifestations of institutional “hybridity” and take care to
highlight the conflicts and contradictions that result from it. Further, I discuss recent
efforts on the part of state actors to gain more control over memorial institutions.

In the conclusion (Chapter 8), I examine a new cycle of activist-state contention – that of
GDR memory in the mid-2000s – as a way of drawing out the lessons of this dissertation
for thinking about the interaction between grassroots actors and institutions in the
memory field. This chapter sums up the history of the period and highlights the main
analytical findings concerning the History Movement and its impact on German memory
politics.
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The Appendices include background material for those readers interested in the
methodological and discursive underpinning of this dissertation. I provide a detailed list
of my interviewees and the archives visited (I); a more comprehensive account of my
research methodology, research process and personal background (II); sample interview
questionnaires (III); and a discussion of the terminology of memory studies (IV).

My account and analysis of the History Movement offers not only a missing part of the
story about German memory. It is also a case study of how a political science perspective
can fruitfully be brought to bear on memory studies; on the importance of grassroots
actors in memory politics; and about the intermeshing of state and society in the cultural
field. In the next chapter, I outline a theoretical framework for thinking systematically
about these concerns.
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Chapter 2:
Memory Politics, Grassroots Actors, and the State

2.1 Introduction
In this chapter I outline the theoretical framework for my study – presenting a set of ideas
and central questions around which I have organized my empirical research in later
chapters. I begin by introducing the relatively new and interdisciplinary field of memory
studies and highlight the real and potential contributions of political science to it –
especially its focus on strategic action and agency. In this context, I emphasize the lack of
attention paid to non-state and non-elite actors in memory politics. Bringing grassroots
actors “in” to memory studies is one of the major contributions of this dissertation. I
therefore examine carefully the literatures on social movements and civil society and
draw out useful concepts for my purposes. Moreover, I examine writings on the
relationship between state actors and society to elucidate the changing dynamic between
civic initiatives and institutions in the memory field. Throughout, I offer a critical cultural
perspective that facilitates interrogating the boundaries between categories such as “state”
and “civil society.” Calling into question the analytical, practical, and symbolic divisions
between these spheres aids an understanding of the distinctive nature of the German
memorial landscape and is another key contribution of my work. Finally, I provide a map
of contemporary Berlin memorial actors to serve as a guide for the rest of the dissertation.
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2.2 Memory Studies and Politics
Memory has become an academic and cultural buzzword in the past two decades and a
popular lens through which to examine old and new puzzles. While the problem of how
to confront the past is certainly not new, only in the last thirty years has memory become
“the central category of cultural theorizing and cultural-political discourse.”1 Since the
“cultural” and “linguistic turns” in the social sciences, the concept has become a
framework for analyzing questions which were before studied under different headings
(such as traditions or mentalities),2 and it is also used in a broad range of other
disciplines. In history, Jay Winter has argued, memory has become “the central
organizing concept.”3 Moreover, memory has become a highly relevant to practical
politics as states engage with interests groups over the memorial landscape in public
spaces and the character of collective remembrance.

Pierre Nora, the eminent French historian, argues that the fascination with the past and
collective meaning is manifested most prominently in places – especially in monuments
of national heritage and “cults of the dead.” He argues that these lieux de mémoire
(realms of memory) are modern phenomena resulting from the “speeding up” of history.
The need for representation and place-creation exists because the memory of our past is
no longer an integral part of everyday life and rituals.4 Thus, memory is a historically
contingent concern (not intrinsically significant), and its present strength as a cultural

1
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mode explains in part why many groups now seek memorialization when they previously
might have expressed their identity and interests in other ways. The cultural and political
importance of having a particular moment or version of history represented is what
makes political competition and social conflict over public memory so interesting.
Observers have sought to explain the “memory boom” by citing the confluence of a host
of long-term developments and events, most notably the information revolution which
allows for the saving and processing of vast amounts of data and the visualization and
dissemination of historical narratives.5 Add to this the string of anniversaries and end-ofmillennium soul-searching which provided occasions for looking back on the “Dark
Continent” of twentieth century Europe and beyond.6 As the last eye-witnesses to the
Second World War and the Holocaust reach the end of their lives, the importance of
recording authentic stories has become more acute and has propelled a cottage industry of
oral historians and documentary projects about a whole range of “pasts.” The end of the
Cold War not only opened previously inaccessible archives and dismantled ideological
barriers, but also heightened awareness of the lessons to be learned from history in the
face of renewed (and new) ethnic conflicts.7
One driving force and simultaneous consequence of the memory boom has been the
universalization of Holocaust memory as the ubiquitous reference point for all debates
about past wrongdoings.8 Not only has the language developed in the context of
Holocaust remembrance been adopted across the globe, it has also supplied an effective
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discursive tool to support symbolic and material demands. As Torpey writes, “One might
well say that ‘we are all Germans now’ in the sense that all countries (and many other
entities as well) that wish to be regarded as legitimate confront pressures to make amends
for the more sordid aspects of their past and, often, to compensate victims of earlier
wrongdoing.”9 Discourse and practices of memorialization have shifted from the focus on
victors and national triumph (or at least the larger meaning of great loss) which was the
norm until the middle of the twentieth century, to an emphasis on the plight of victims
and the senselessness of the violence which they experienced.10 This has meant that the
demand for recognition of suffering, including in the form of apologies, and material or
structural compensation, has turned these “politics of regret”11 into highly contentious
interchanges that have prompted state agencies and other political actors to devise
explicit strategies for managing them. In sum, memory is a concept which cannot be
ignored either for its cultural meanings or its real-political implications – in fact, it
revealingly connects the two.
In recent years, efforts have been underway to formally establish the field of “memory
studies” and to enhance cooperation and interchange between the disciplines involved. A
growing number of panels, specialized conferences and workshops, and scores of edited
volumes have appeared on the subject. Enthusiasts have expressed the hope that the
concept of memory will help to overcome the divide of scientific cultures12 and help to
turn a multidisciplinary collection of scholars into a more productive and
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methodologically cohesive interdisciplinary undertaking.13 Indeed, some studies have
skillfully drawn on insights from fields as diverse as psychology, neuroscience,
sociology, and cultural studies.14 However, probably because of this vast array of
research, the field is almost too large and amorphous to grasp. Sociologists Jeffrey Olick
and Joyce Robbins noted over a decade ago that “Social memory studies is […] a
nonparadigmatic, transdisciplinary, centerless enterprise.”15 The scarcity of memory
research conducted by political scientists – even after a recent surge in development – is
quite striking (although this does not mean that memory scholarship is otherwise
apolitical).
2.2.1 Memory in Political Science
In the inaugural issue of the journal Memory Studies, Roediger and Wertsch include
history, literature, philosophy, psychology and education as the core disciplines of the
field.16 Political science is listed as one of the more peripheral contributors. Similarly, in
an earlier classic, Jacques Le Goff does not include political scientists in his lineup of
professional specialists on memory (which includes anthropologists, historians,
journalists and sociologists).17 This lack of acknowledgement is to some extent justified
by the comparatively marginal status of memory in political science. German political
scientist Helmut König contends that this is to be explained by a functionalist notion of
politics which is narrowly focused on “hard” questions of competing interests and policy
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making.18 The investigation of identity formation, symbolic orders, and cultural meaning
is a relatively small portion of the discipline, especially in the United States.
However, developments such as the rise of constructivist research in international
relations, the growing influence of theorists of the “cultural turn,” and the resulting
sophistication of the study of political culture, have brought increasing attention to
memory as well. Political scientists have sought to demonstrate that issues of memory
have very real implications on power balances and political decisions and should thus be
treated to the same scrutiny as any other policy field. They have treated memory as a
crucial independent variable in foreign policy making19 and in domestic politics – for
instance concerning the viability of right wing parties and the formation of immigration
policy.20 Moreover, political scientists have noted that since governments and other
actors must deal with contention over memorial placement and design, commemorative
celebrations, anniversaries, and the like, memory should be treated as any other policy
field and analyzed with attention to competitors, interests, financial and administrative
constraints, possible outcomes, and policy options.21
The aim of such scholarship is to “de-dramatize” the study of memory and make it
comparable to other arenas of policy making by examining regular components of the
policy cycle: agenda setting, the lobbying of executive and legislative branches, viable
majorities, implementation etc.22 Claus Leggewie and Erik Meyer have applied this
model in their book-length study of the politics surrounding the Berlin Holocaust
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memorial.23 Eric Langenbacher promotes his concept of “memory regimes” in order to
better understand the changing dominance of discourses centered around particular
interpretations of the past.24 Joachim Landkammer, Thomas Noetzel and Walter
Zimmerli have edited a volume of research on memory politics in which they employ the
even more hard-headed concept of “memory-management.” They focus on historypolitical pressure groups and their lobbying activity and seek to derive useful models for
management and a basis for political consulting.25 In a nutshell, the specific contribution
of political science to memory studies is a focus on strategic action in memory politics.

2.2.2 Agency in the making of memory
Much of the literature on memory in Germany is made up of descriptions and analysis of
public discourse. This concentration is partly a result of the important role that debates
have played in the memory politics of the Federal Republic, such as the Historikerstreit
and the scandals over Bitburg, the Jenninger speech, or the Wehrmacht exhibition.
Accordingly, some of the most insightful analyses, including some excellent edited
volumes and republications of discussion contributions, have happened in this context.26
However, this scholarship is often curiously silent on who it is that is defending certain
lines of arguments and by which strategies and alliances they have come to be successful
– as if the outcome of public deliberations were based solely on verbal competition
between individuals. Though authors often mention various actors, they seldom provide a
more detailed account of their role. As Jan-Werner Müller has pointed out, however,
23
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memory is always a product of ongoing intellectual and political negotiations between the
social “carriers of memory.”27 Michael Kohlstruck has similarly argued that in order to
become “memory,” history must be interpreted and represented by concrete actors.28 The
term “carriers” is somewhat of a misnomer as they are not merely passive transmitters of
history – they reshape images of the past in the course of struggling for their acceptance.
“Remembering […] is a form of action,” as Müller puts it.29 Alon Confino has therefore
advocated “writing the history of memory’s construction as commingling with that of
memory’s contestation.” 30 In sum, memory studies have recently made great strides in
making agency more central.
There remains in this literature, however, an almost exclusive focus on the activities of
governmental and other elite actors.31 To some extent, this focus can be explained by the
fact that members of the state have long dominated memory politics. According to
philosopher Agnes Heller, in modern times, especially since the 18th century, nationstates (in addition to religions) became carriers of cultural memory. She writes,
In the process of the division of the social and political spheres – namely, in the process
whereby civil society achieved its relative autonomy from the state – the work of building
and preserving cultural memory became first and foremost the employment of the state,
or governments. States, or more precisely governments, began regularly enlisting socalled intellectuals – teachers, poets, painters – in the production of cultural memory, and
32
continue to do so.
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Memory has only relatively recently been acknowledged to be an endeavor in which
diverse social groups and individuals are involved. The erection of monuments, the
staging of public celebrations, the naming of streets and memorial days has long been an
activity of state agencies, of political and religious leaders.33 The period since the French
Revolution has been widely identified with national symbolism and remembrance for the
purpose of unifying a population behind a common war effort or national cause.34 Since
the cataclysm of the Second World War and the increased visibility of victimhood
narratives, the making of memory has gradually become more inclusionary. Memory is
no longer simply imposed from above – though it is probably misleading to assume that it
ever was; it is the result of a societal negotiation between “official” memory actors, elites,
and non-elite groupings and individuals in the context of the prevailing networks of
meanings.
So far, few scholars have adjusted their research focus to this diversification in memory
carriers. It is true that the simplistic notion that memory can be instrumentally bent by
politicians to match their interests has largely been discredited – as Thomas Noetzel
paraphrases Marx: “the construction of the past is made by man, but not in conditions of
his choosing.”35 But most studies still concentrate on the actions of the components of the
state – its agencies and individuals at various levels of organization, – as well as those of
so-called Deutungseliten36 (interpretational elites) such as journalists, intellectuals,
historians and possibly film-makers and artists.37 In so far as contention is recognized, it
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takes place at this elite level. Timothy Garton Ash for example argues that the past in
East Central Europe is addressed at three levels – in state-directed truth commissions,
through independent actions by scholars, journalists, or filmmakers, and during the
opening of secret police files.38 Erik Meyer writes: “Not only representatives of the
political administrative system are involved [in controversies about the past], but also
individuals and groups who possess a privileged access to the political public sphere. In
addition to politicians, this elite includes journalists, intellectuals, and scholars.”39 And
David Art proposes a top-down model of ideational change which is elite-driven and may
open windows of opportunity for the participation of civic activists, but these are also
identified as elites.40 Noetzel directs his attention to lobbying efforts.41 While this is a
noteworthy approach, it assumes that “the state” is the main memory creator that must be
persuaded into action and ignores the fact that the impulse to commemorate often
emanates from other spheres of society to an extent that cannot be captured with the
concept of “lobbying.” In other words, such studies depict an image in which the state is
the (only) defining institution for the politics of the past in which only elites partake.
Notions of social movements, civil society and “ordinary people” are peripheral, as are
more complex understandings of state institutions and their alliances.
This is surprising given the routine reporting in the press on civic activists’ involvement
in memory politics. A few authors do connect civil society with the concept of memory in
a variety of contexts. Barbara Misztal argues that the past is sometimes (but not
necessarily) used to define a group’s self-understanding: “Collective memory in civil
38
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society provides a source of categories through which a group constructs its identity; a
necessary step in the development of the group’s ability to speak in one voice or be a
political actor in the process of its mobilization.”42 Greta Uehling sees memory as a
crucial component of movement mobilization for the Crimean Tartars.43 Conversely,
Agnes Heller believes that civil society does not have a cultural memory.44 In each of
these cases though, memory is an attribute of a group, rather than something that the
group and its members are actively involved in shaping for the wider society.

Some of the key writings on the history of memory politics in West Germany make a
note of societal contention, but without digging deeper. Thus, Edgar Wolfrum states that
Kohl’s conservative history politics met resistance in “left-liberal circles.” Similarly,
Peter Reichel describes that the Topography of Terror memorial in Berlin was “achieved
under great efforts.” Neither author specifies who exerted themselves. Helmut König in
the introduction to his recently published oeuvre on Politik und Gedächtnis, finds the
memory boom of the last decades manifested in “history workshops, oral history, and
historical exhibits” but ignores the workshops in the next 650 pages.45 Wulf Kansteiner
mentions that “decentralized memory activities accelerated in the 1990s and supplied
many German cities and towns with more-or-less obtrusive reminders of German crimes”
but immediately returns to official memory policies.46 These authors seem to regard nonelite activity, then, as a symptom, rather than a possible cause, of the changing nature of
memory.
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There are some notable exceptions to this neglect of grassroots activity. Jay Winter and
Emmanuel Sivan “examine collective remembrance as the outcome of agency, as the
product of individuals and groups who come together, not at the behest of the state or any
of its subsidiary organizations, but because they have to speak out.”47 The authors rightly
contend that there has been an overemphasis on state agency and manipulation at the
expense of civil society, but their work narrowly accounts only for the actions of victims
who directly experienced violence and who therefore are deemed to have an inevitable
drive to remember. This excludes both more long-term projects and civil society activity
not centered on victims.

In the German context, both Matthias Haß and Karen Till have written excellent studies
in which civil society plays an important role. But neither goes beyond in-depth
description to assessing the larger importance of these practices. Political scientists Claus
Leggewie and Erik Meyer, in their analysis of the process which led to the erection of the
Berlin Holocaust Memorial, explicitly argue that the reaction to Kohl’s history politics
was partly spear-headed by the developing History Movement. Further, they contend that
during the 1980s, there was a shift away from government-driven memory politics
towards a more diverse set of social actors. Jennifer Jordan places the “memorial
entrepreneur” (together with public resonance, land use and ownership) at the center of
her account of Berlin memorial politics and does much to clarify the processes by which
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some memorials are built while others are not.48 These studies begin to shed light on the
potentially rich vein of research centered on civil society activism and memory politics.

2.2.3 Memory work and cultural power
Grassroots memory activists stand at the center of my theoretical framework and my
empirical research. In order to understand their goals, strategies, development, and
interaction with other actors I employ analytical concepts from both social movement
theory and work on civil society. I draw from these eclectic sources because my target –
grassroots actors – changes in self-identification over the relevant period of study. After
struggling to pin down their “essential” character, I realized that part of what has made
them effective and adaptive to larger processes of political and social transformation, has
been their adoption of various labels. Thus, the History Movement of the 1980s changed
its “location” vis-à-vis “the state” several times: from countercultural movement, to more
mainstream civil society, and even to a support structure for a formal foundation. The
meaning of their arguments changed with location, even as they often maintained a
discourse of resistance to the mainstream. In turn, state representatives have
simultaneously outsourced their memorialization tasks to civil society, sought to frame
civil society activity through official support and funding, and absorbed civil initiatives
into “hybrid institutions.”

I have found that the lens of critical cultural theory is best able to capture such shifting
meanings and interrogate the analytical boundaries that are often taken for granted by
48
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scholars. This “practice” perspective on culture offers a way to deal with these problems.
This approach insists that “culture is a sphere of practical activity shot through by willful
action, power relations, struggle, contradictions, and change.”49 William Sewell argues
that while human action is always structured by social and institutional context and
power relations, culture does not exist apart from a succession of practices which
reproduce or transform that structure. In other words, culture does display a certain
coherence, but it is constantly subject to resistance and its boundaries do not neatly
correspond with those of social groups. Sewell contends further that, though no single
actor alone controls culture, cultural practice clusters around powerful institutional
“nodes,” especially those with large resource endowments, such as the state apparatus.50

This is especially relevant for this dissertation because the activists seeking to influence
public memory must take into account the existing “cultural map” (for instance the
importance of placing memorials in the center of Berlin) and directly address official
institutions if they want to be successful. Officials, activists, and others interact with the
position of their interlocutors in mind, as well as prevailing cultural norms and historical
context. Sewell writes that, “even when they attempt to overcome or undermine each
other, they are mutually shaped by their dialectical dance. Struggle and resistance, far
from demonstrating that cultures lack coherence, may paradoxically have the effect of
simplifying and clarifying the cultural field.”51 Social movement scholars have recently
taken up this understanding of the interplay between grassroots actors and institutions and
their roles of mutually shaping one another. Indeed, Ann Swidler argues that many
49
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movements are explicitly focused on effecting “cultural recodings” in the absence of
more conventional tools of power.52

The “practice” school of culture does not remain abstract but is based on the empirical
evidence of how cultural power works. The focus is on how language and symbols
operate and how they have an observable social and political impact.53 This is one reason
why I have chosen to concentrate my inquiry into memory politics on the contention and
meaning of physical memory spaces, rather than on more elusive discourses. The
contention over memorials in the public environment crystallizes the interaction,
symbolic significance, and practices of civic, state, and hybrid actors.

Practice oriented scholars are interested in the historical processes by which meanings
become authoritative, how they are challenged, and become useful in deliberations.54 To
this end, it is crucial to examine how the dynamics of cultural contention, and in
particular contradictions and resistances, work to exercise political power and to establish
order. The goal, especially of powerful institutions, is to control cultural meaning at least
to some extent.55 Sewell writes:
It is common for the operation of power, both the efforts of central institutions and the
acts of organized resistance to such institutions to subject potential semiotic sprawl to a
certain order: to prescribe (contested) core values, to impose discipline on dissenters, to
describe boundaries and norms – in short to give a certain focus to the production and
56
consumption of meaning.
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In the realm of memory politics, for example, the German state representatives have been
eager to define their sphere of authority and to thereby control the range of interpretations
of the past that acquire a legitimate spot in public space. The inclusion and exclusion,
hierarchization and cooptation of cultural meaning are implemented chiefly through the
establishing of boundaries and spheres of competency. Feminists have long recognized
that drawing boundaries is itself a powerful political action.57 I would stress in particular
that sites of resistance and of established power are not always neatly separable, and they
can shift rapidly. Further, the designation of what kind of site particular actors are
practicing in (and what it represents) is part and parcel of their cultural power. Thus,
whether a group is seen by institutional actors as a legitimate representative of “civil”
society (as opposed to an isolated troublemaker) potentially brings with it recognition and
access to resources. In turn, if government policy emanates from an institution that shows
strong civic connections, it may be more resonant and effective with (a portion of) the
public.

Furthermore, cultural theorists make a convincing case that the very separation of state
and society is a cultural effect. Timothy Mitchell argues that the boundary itself must
become the focus of inquiry. As he explains, modern institutions work hard – creating
hierarchies, supervising, prioritizing etc. – to fashion into a binary order what is in fact a
complex set of social relations.58 While the objective of my research is not to show
precisely how contention over memory helps to produce the state/society divide, I am
interested in highlighting the reality that cultural practice in fact often does not conform
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to the neat binary division. For example, in my case studies, individuals’ identities have
shifted from civil society to state (and sometimes back again), institutional actors have
sought to claim the activist mantle, and financial relationships often blur the lines even
more. In other words, my findings provide evidence of the shifting and culturally
produced division between state and society. They also pinpoint the need to disaggregate
concepts such as “the state” in order to understand how various actors and institutions
come to identify with a particular label and how this affects the alliances and competition
between them.

2.3 Grassroots actors in memory politics
In this study, I have two theoretical objectives: to focus on the role of agency and
specifically the role of grassroots actors in memory politics; and to call into question the
neat division between various kinds of political actors: movements, civil society, and
elements of state institutions. Moreover, I seek to disaggregate these actors and
understand their complexity rather than viewing them as unitary entities. For these
purposes I draw on both social movement concepts and theories of civil society and the
state.

2.3.1 Social movements in memory work
My purpose here is not to make a new contribution to social movement theory. Rather, I
argue that the social movement framework can shed new light on a field – memory
37

studies – in which it has so far found little application.59 A movement approach not only
gives pride of place to grassroots actors that have been sorely neglected in accounts of
memory politics. Looking through this lens, we can also re-envision memory activism as
an endeavor focused not solely on the past, but as concerned with the shaping of the
future. Moreover, while social movement scholars study activists, they are always
cognizant of the role of institutions. This combination can sensitize us to the complex
relationship between memory campaigners and formal institutions and its transformation
over time. In this section, I draw in particular on the synthesis of major social movement
theory approaches suggested by Doug McAdam, John McCarthy and Mayer Zald,60
including political opportunities, mobilizing structures, and framing processes. I adopt
Sidney Tarrow’s definition of a social movement as “collective challenges [to elites,
authorities, other groups or cultural codes] by people with common purposes and
solidarity in sustained interactions with elites, opponents and authorities.”61

The analytical framework I use to assess the History Movement has three main
components. The first, an examination of the political opportunities that allow a
movement to emerge and persist, was developed out of a structural research tradition in
1970s and 80s. Theorists such as Charles Tilly and Sidney Tarrow sought to explain the
emergence of a particular social movement or cross-national variation on the basis of
changes in the institutional structure or informal power relations of a given national
political system. The analysis of political opportunities, then, traditionally includes an
account of the openness of institutions to movement access, the steadfastness of ruling
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elites, the presence of elite allies for the movement, and the state’s propensity to use
means of repression.62 In a later piece, Doug McAdam points out that the research
program of political opportunity scholars suffers from a structuralist bias. He argues that
more attention must be paid to what he calls “cultural opportunities,” such as the
existence of cultural contradictions that can be taken advantage of by a movement, high
profile cultural events, or the availability of cultural “master frames.”63 In a similar vein,
Dieter Rucht suggests the term “context structure” rather than political opportunity
structure in order to capture not just politics but also social and cultural circumstances.64
In my view, it is particularly important to understand the ways in which the cultural
context structure facilitated collective action. In the case of the History Movement, the
increasing interest in the past on the part of the wider public, the existence of a vibrant
alternative cultural “scene” as a breeding ground, as well as a series of high-profile
anniversaries and media events combine as the most important opportunities for the
Movement. A rival hypothesis to my contention that the History Movement drove the
transformation of memory politics would be that the Movement was merely floating
along with a Zeitgeist that would have changed memory politics even in the absence of
the Movement. However, I hope to show that though these larger opportunities made
possible the Geschichtsbewegung, the memory landscape and institutions would not have
changed in the way they did in the absence of it. In other words, political and cultural
openings, and particularly the “memory boom,” were necessary but not sufficient
conditions for mnemonic change.
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More necessary conditions for the success of the History Movement can be identified
through the second element of the analytical framework: that of mobilizing structures.
Mobilizing structures are defined as collective organizational devices and strategies –
both formal and informal – which people utilize to undertake collective action.65 The
study of organization and resources was developed as a reaction to the previous
assumption that social unrest happened when deprivation was greatest. By contrast, the
resource mobilization theorists who inaugurated this new research tradition focused on
the processes of mobilization that made it possible to voice opposition to grievances.66 As
Tilly and others have pointed out, formal organization may not be crucial, especially
during the phase of movement emergence and in fact, informal structures, such as social
movement scenes, can effectively maintain cohesion, provide identification, and offer a
pool of potential movement participants.67 However, once the movement matures, it
becomes more critical to organize formally, and the outcome of collective action is
determined in part by which faction or organizational philosophy wins out among or
within social movement organizations.68 According to Rucht, the movement’s structure
directly determines its repertoire of collective action strategies and the available
resources. He identifies three main mobilizing vehicles in democratic societies: social
movements, interest groups, and parties. Grassroots groups rely on committed adherents
as their main resources, have as their primary mode of operation protest actions, and
mobilize through networks of groups.69 However, the different types of mobilizing
organizations are not neatly separable, they borrow each others’ strategies, and they
65
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change over time. For example, while the History Movement relied most importantly on
non-conventional political practices (from grassroots history work to public protest), it
has also engaged in lobbying, petitioning, and publicity campaigns much like an interest
group. And, as activist enthusiasm waned, it became ever more important to secure
external funding and ally with political parties and established interested groups, such as
the Greens, unions, and left-wing foundations.
In my analysis of the History Movement’s mobilizing structures, it becomes clear that it
was composed of densely networked local organizations. The Movement’s organizational
principles, its collective action processes, were to a large extent developed in these local
contexts, but initiatives also communicated widely with their counterparts in West
Germany and internationally. I detail these groups’ typical organizational form,
communicative styles, and personal motivations of their adherents. In addition, I examine
the History Movement’s focus on novel ways to research and represent history – a
commitment that entailed two primary modes of collective action. I call them “memory
work” and “memory protest” and discuss their primary tactics.
Third, social movement scholars have now reached consensus that political opportunities
and mobilizing structures alone are not sufficient to cause collective action. “Mediating
between opportunity, organization, and action are the shared meanings and definitions
that people bring to their situation. At a minimum, people need to feel both aggrieved
about some aspect of their lives and optimistic that, acting collectively, they can redress
the problem.”70 This recognition has brought heightened awareness – especially by
students of new social movements – to how issues of culture and identity impact
70
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movement emergence and development. However, the unique approach of social
movement theory is not merely to pay attention to ideas, but rather to examine the
strategic usage of meaning. David Snow and others have developed the concept of
“framing processes” in order to describe the conscious efforts by activists to tap into
existing world views and values and to link them to their own beliefs and goals to make
them resonate for a wider audience.71 Framing processes involve identifying grievances
and then connecting them to other meanings through “frame alignment.”72 As with
organizational structures, framing activities become more formalized and explicit as the
movement matures. In this later period, cultural frames are also more likely to be the
focus of definitional contests between various factions of activists, state representatives,
and others.73
Key to a social movement’s achievements are its goals and the ways in which those are
framed. “Encoded in those goals are perceived threats to the interests of some groups and
opportunities for the realization of others. Thus, the mix of opposition and support
enjoyed by a given social movement organization is conditioned by the perception of
threat and opportunity embodied in the group’s goals.”74 In other words, whether or not
stated objectives are ultimately achieved, their perception by activists is pivotal to
understanding the political dynamics surrounding mobilization and impact of a
movement. Because the History Movement pursued cultural goals, framing processes are
particularly important to my account. I scrutinize the topics which motivated memory
activists to participate at the local level, their interventions into national debates, their
71
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ideas about the necessary approach to the research and representation of the past, and
their larger objectives and their linkage to democratic ideals. Thus, despite the smallscale nature of their historical research, local workshops explicitly linked their endeavors
to an overall need to reform political life from the “bottom-up,” through collaborative
democratic practices.
It is important to point out that the three-pronged analytical framework I have laid out
brings most insight when its elements are viewed as interwoven and mutually dependent.
For example, opportunities can only be taken advantage of when they are perceived as
such, and framing only becomes successful when strong mobilizing structures underpin
it.75 For example, the activists of the Active Museum were able to take advantage of the
generally heightened interest in history in the wake of a series of anniversaries; this
opportunity was recognized and framed accordingly by an effectively mobilized and
networked circle of supporters drawn from the larger left-wing scene.
Another key concern of social movement scholars has been the process of movement
institutionalization. An underlying assumption here is often that movements start out in a
relatively unstructured manner, then gradually solidify, and finally become static
institutions (and so the opposite of a movement.)76 Such images derive from Robert
Michels’ classic on German Social Democracy, in which he coined the phrase “Iron Law
of Oligarchy.” In his work, Michels argued that every large organization tended towards
oligarchy, including a differentiation between leadership and membership, the
development of a professionalized operation, and a shift away from original movement
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goals towards the corporative interests of the organization.77 As Dieter Rucht and Jochen
Roose point out, this notion assumes that organizational sophistication comes inevitably
with

deradicalization

and

that

movement

objectives

are

incompatible

with

institutionalization. By contrast, these authors contend that the covariance of organization
and goal transformation is an empirical question, rather than a foregone conclusion.78 By
extension, a movement can cooperate with institutions without automatically
compromising its objectives. Friedhelm Neidhardt and Dieter Rucht have gone so far as
to speak of a “movement society” in which social movements occupy a routine space and
themselves take on institutional forms.79 The stark division between movement and state
actors has thus already been called into question.
Sidney Tarrow also has a more differentiated perspective on the relationship between
movements and institutions. He argues that
[…] movements [closely] interact with institutions. This is not simply a question of
challenging institutions – although this is the central image the social movement
cultivates – but also of collaborating with institutional actors and, at various times,
gaining support from institutions. […] But institutional participation is, as we have seen,
a double-edged sword. Social movements that are too alienated from institutions risk
isolation and sectarianism; but those which collaborate too closely with institutions and
80
take up institutional routines can become imbued with their logic and values.

Indeed, the problem of close cooperation led to serious conflicts within and ultimately
contributed to the decline of the History Movement. However, my research also reveals a
different dynamic, which is not accounted for in this scholarship: what happens to
institutions when they become imbued with the logic and values of a movement? And
how do the categories of movement and state change when the two interweave in
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practice? Theorists of civil society have had much to say about civic associations’ role
vis-à-vis “the state.”

2.3.2 Civil society in memory work
Even a cursory glance at the history of civil society teaches that the concept is very much
defined by the struggles during which it emerged and was transformed. Civil society as a
term and social phenomenon was shaped through resistance to absolutism in Europe and
strongly influenced the political behavior and identity of the urban bourgeoisie in
Western capitalist countries.81 It was eclipsed by the concepts of class and class conflict
in the 19th century, but reemerged in the 1970s in Latin America and East Central Europe
where it was used by critics of authoritarian regimes.82 Activists there identified
themselves as civil society in order to stake out an autonomous space where they could
“live in truth” and refrain from tacitly supporting state ideology.83 Civil society is thus
closely intertwined practically and intellectually with the struggle for democratization.
Since the 1990s, the concept has been associated variously with a right-wing anti-statist
agenda and neoliberal economics, as well as with the attempt to counter the power of
international institutions and corporations in times of globalization with nongovernmental organizations and transnational advocacy networks.84 Given these
historically divergent uses of the concept, I define civil society relatively loosely as “the
network of ties and groups through which people connect to one another and get drawn
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into community and political affairs.”85 This frame includes formal as well as informal
groups such as social movements. Though these groups usually originate outside the state
and the private spheres, this definition leaves open the possibility of an integration of
civic activity into official institutions.

Given the recent resurgence of the concept of civil society in political science and the
shortage of work on civil society in memory studies, it is fruitful to revisit some basic
ideas on the role of civil society in modern democracies. When Alexis de Tocqueville
visited the United States, he was surprised to observe the diversity and number of
associations that participated in public life. It seemed to him that forming an association
was the default strategy with which Americans tackled any problem or endeavor. He
deduced that the habit of associating must be directly related to democracy.
Thus the most democratic country on earth is found to be, above all, the one where men
in our day have most perfected the art of pursuing the object of their common desires in
common and have applied this new science to the most objects. Does this result from an
accident or could it be that there in fact exists a necessary relation between associations
and equality?”86

From then on, theorists of civil society have grappled with understanding the relationship
between “state” and “civil society” in general, and between civic engagement and
democratic governance in particular. Some have hailed civil society as the solution to our
democratic woes. Benjamin Barber, for instance, writes:
The idea of civil society can democratize our ‘princes’ and thus relegitimize government
at the same time that it civilizes and thus tames our merchants. Civil society is not an
alternative to democratic government but, rather, the free space in which democratic
attitudes are cultivated and democratic behaviour is conditioned. [...] It treats democratic
government as civil association’s highest form of expression – the association of all
associations: that is, common action in the name of liberty raised to its most general
level. Civic renewal thus means democratic renewal.87
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Many prominent scholars have identified civil society as crucial to democracy, chiefly as
a vehicle for the effective representation of societal interests, the fostering of the skills
and attitudes which are the life-blood of a democratic system, and as a counterweight (or
support) to government and state.

Robert Putnam is probably the most well-known proponent of the notion that civic
engagement through associations makes for effective institutions. In his controlled-paired
comparison of regional governance in Northern and Southern Italy, he argues that
collective action problems which routinely hamper the functioning of institutions can be
alleviated through civic community: because citizens who are part of a strong community
expect better government, they are more likely to get it – partly because they strive for it,
partly because representative government is supported through a vibrant social
infrastructure.88 For Putnam, effective institutions equal democratic ones. In my field
research in Berlin, I found this view to be widely held. German memorial officials have
explicitly argued that the involvement of civil society serves as a guarantee of their
democratic credentials. For instance, Andreas Nachama, Director of the Topography of
Terror memorial, argues that “much like communicating pipes in physics, if you put more
civic engagement in on one side, more democracy will also come out the other end.”89

In addition to the belief that civil society leads to better representation and smoothly
working institutions, scholars have contended that the internal dynamics of civic
associations socialize members and equip them with key skills and “habits of the heart”
88
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needed for active citizenship. As Tocqueville wrote: “Political associations can therefore
be considered great schools, free of charge, where all citizens come to learn the general
theory of associations.”90 According to Putnam, trust, high levels of cooperation, and
reciprocity (summarized as social capital) are all nurtured in civil society, while the
absence of it breeds distrust, shirking of responsibility, isolation, and disorder.91 Putnam
concludes: “Tocqueville was right: Democratic government is strengthened, not
weakened, when it faces a vigorous civil society.”92

Finally, Tocqueville distinguishes between political associations that “aspire to regulate
the state” or act as a counterbalance to it, and civil associations that are on the contrary
viewed with benevolence by governments because they distract people from public
affairs, turn them away from revolutions, and provide public services. Tocqueville also
points out that governments do not understand that political associations are what allow
civil associations to become vibrant in the first place – one cannot work without the
other.93 In other words, the very fact of civil society opposition to the state is what makes
the social foundations of the state vibrant and therefore makes democracy work. Thus, it
is too simple to say that under authoritarian conditions, civil society opposes the state,
while in a democratic polity civil society supports the state. The role of civil society in a
democracy has been assessed divergently: Putnam and company see civic engagement as
supportive while social movements’ scholars have regarded it as a counterweight. In
practice too, activists are routinely faced with the dilemma of cooperating with elements
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of the state while not losing their autonomy and critical function.94 This predicament is at
the heart of the History Movement’s relationship with formal institutions. These activists
certainly see their key contribution to democracy in watching and checking “the state’s”
moves in the field of memory politics, and in providing alternative memory solutions. At
the same time, they receive considerable material and normative support from the state
agencies and government officials. In this sense, the participation of civil society groups
in the new policy field of public memory would seem to be a welcome development.
However, closer scrutiny of the relationship between “civil society” and “state” suggests
that matters are not quite so straightforward.

Critics of the (neo)-Tocquevillian argument have called it to task on several levels. First,
the role of the association in modern governance is no longer the one it was in the 19th
century. Civic groups are often neither organized democratically themselves, nor do they
always foster civic skills through face-to-face interaction. As Jordan and Maloney point
out, the democratic nature of organizations and their ability to generate social capital is
an empirical question rather than a foregone conclusion.95 They argue that, due to the
enduring problem of inequality, non-profit groups mostly act on behalf of sections of
society that lack the resources to participate themselves. Further, given the complexity of
modern problems, influencing policy requires a great deal of (niche) expertise and
monetary resources.96 This is true even for memorial activists, who must be well-versed
in urban planning and design, in addition to being sensitive to the cultural sensitivities of
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the day. The unequal distribution of financial means and knowledge between memory
initiatives sometimes determines their success.97

A potentially more severe critique is organized around the contention that civil society is
by no means automatically beneficial to democratic institutions – even when associations
foster a community spirit or are democratically organized. Early on, Samuel Huntington
argued that the mobilization of society without corresponding institutional development
leads to social disorder and, implicitly, danger to democracy.98 More specifically, Sheri
Berman contends in the context of her crucial case study of civil society in the Weimar
Republic, that civic engagement – in contrast to the neo-Tocquevillian assertion that it is
inevitably beneficial for democracy – can in fact undermine democratic institutions. She
demonstrates that due to the weakness of Weimar institutions and political parties,
citizens especially of the middle classes, shifted their allegiance to non-governmental
organizations. The Nazi Party was able to tap into these civic networks and thus establish
deep roots of support in German society.99 This thesis is supported by Rogers Brubaker
who has studied the way in which the Nazis utilized networks of ethnic Germans in the
interwar period.100 Strong civil societies, then, must be embedded in strong democratic
institutions in order to have a positive (or non-detrimental) effect.

The debate over the relationship between civil society and the state, then, has mostly
revolved around the disagreement about whether civic engagement makes for well-
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functioning institutions or has the potential to destroy them. Social movement scholars
have been interested primarily in the question of whether movements are corrupted or
deradicalized by cooperation with institutions. What I want to examine instead, is how
the intertwining of grassroots actors and state institutions happens; how they work to
mutually influence one another. More specifically, how do memory activists shape the
institutions they initiate or target? By applying these questions to my empirical research,
the blurry analytical division between state and society – as well as any notions of their
unitary nature – are unpacked and examined in a practical context.

2.4 Civil society and state institutions
With the growing awareness of the impact of globalization, social theorists have
increasingly begun to rethink the nature of the state, moving from “government” to new
notions of “governance.”101 This has involved a reconsideration of the domestic
responsibilities and boundaries of the state. State agencies now regard civic engagement
as a field of policy making, granting both more recognition to civil society, but also
expecting more from it. German policy-makers have actively sought to create support
structures for civic initiatives and in turn attempted to outsource some of the traditional
tasks of the state – such as welfare provision – to this sector.102 According German social
historian Jürgen Kocka,
We have reached a stage of development in which the division of labour between state
and society must be rethought. A strong state is one that limits what it does and leaves
much to civil society. However, this leaves some open questions. For one thing, how and
according to what criteria are tasks to be divided between the state and civil society? [...]
101
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It is important that the reinforcement of civil society does not lead the democratic state to
103
shirk its central tasks.

Mareike Alscher and her colleagues argue that this development is problematic not only
because the state is thereby relieved of some key responsibilities, but also because it
entails the danger that civil society is subjected to a statist logic and loses its critical and
unique characteristics.104 Again, state and civil society are posited here as neatly
separable entities that either help or harm one another. Though there are clearly attempts
to manage civil society activity on the part of state agencies, it is interesting to ask where
novel locations for civic engagement lie. For Derrick Purdue, the pivotal question is
“whether the expanded opportunities for civic organizations to engage in new governance
structures outweigh the loss of autonomy they undergo through integration and
institutionalization.”105 In addition, I want to ask: can genuine civil society action
emanate from spaces in between state and society or even from within the state
apparatus? And what are the institutional consequences and (memory) political outcomes
of this?

In the field of comparative politics, Joel Migdal, Atul Kohli and Vivienne Shue have
advocated a “state in society” approach that is helpful for my purposes. They argue that
“States are parts of societies. States may help mold, but they are also continually molded
by, the societies within which they are embedded.”106 They call for states to be
disaggregated into their components and for a recognition of the shifting boundaries
between states and societies. Furthermore, they contend that the contacts between
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elements of the state and of society are not a zero-sum game – rather, their interactions
can create more power for both.107

Michael P. Brown, in his case study of the transformation of gay activism and AIDS
service organizations in Vancouver, has examined the complexity of interactions between
state and civil society. He identifies dynamics that are highly relevant to my study of the
History Movement’s impact on German memorial institutions. At the height of the
HIV/AIDS crisis, community AIDS organizations stepped up to deliver services to those
with the disease because the government was either unwilling or ill equipped to do so. As
demand for services and publicity grew, these organizations drew funding, support, and
staff from state agencies. Brown argues that in this way was created a “shadow state,”
staffed by and located in the gay community, but with increasingly complex ties to the
state apparatus. As time went on, these organizations also began to be viewed as part of
“the state” by service recipients.108 Their intermediary character made them more
effective than either “pure” state or civil society actors.109 “By drawing on their
grassroots origins, volunteer organizations can better identify with the needs that the state
had failed to acknowledge; yet, by drawing on their statelike qualities, they can better
accommodate the heightened levels of demand for services that inevitably accompany
increased needs.”110
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The development of this shadow state had both empowering and disempowering effects.
On the one hand, activists were able to provide critical services and address the health
crisis with vastly improved means. They continued to identify with their work as crucial
from a gay rights perspective. “People’s own work and volunteer commitments have
changed over time while they themselves remain in place.”111 This meant that the usual
distinctions – between work and politics, citizen and bureaucrat, and state and civil
society – were no longer very meaningful. On the other hand, the growth and complexity
of these organizations made them more “statelike,” reducing the informality of
interactions and giving activists less control over their work.

There are several important lessons here. First, in line with Migdal et al.’s call for
disaggregation, Brown reminds us that the state is not a monolithic actor but rather a
multifaceted one.112 This corresponds to my broad definition of the state as a set of
authoritative institutions and rules. In the memory realm, bureaucracies, parliaments,
governments, and agencies become active at all levels of the federal hierarchy. The state
can thus be encountered in many forms and in diverse spaces – including such symbolic
ones as public memorials and museums.

Second, state and civil society are not neatly distinct:
“State and “civil society” do not exist in any pure abstract sense, but are bundles of social
relations that are always located somewhere. [...] The social identities that inhabit and
structure these relations are subject to historical changes within place, for example. And,
for that reason, arguments encouraging us to look away from the state toward civil
society imply a dualism between these spheres of life that is out of step with their
113
changing forms.
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Brown encourages us to examine closely where civic activity actually takes place, rather
than automatically assuming that it occurs outside the boundaries of the state.114 As I will
show, this point is key to understanding the development of hybrid memorial institutions
located at the intersection between civil society and state. The History Movement created
pressure on institutions to adopt a critical approach to the Nazi past. This resulted in the
partial institutionalization of memory activism – manifested through staff, organizational
structures, and memorial principles. The bulk of my empirical study spans precisely the
time when the relationship between state and civil society actors in the memory field was
becoming more interwoven.

Third, Brown’s nuanced insights are an important caution not to champion civil society
uncritically. In a dissertation seeking to bring grassroots actors “in” to the study of
memory politics, it would be tempting to regard civil society involvement as a
straightforward solution for the creation of a democratic memory culture. However, my
account of the advocates of “German victims” as the most vocal memory activists in the
postwar period, as well as problematic civil society action after 1989, indicate that civil
society in and of itself is not progressive. The effects of civil society and state emerge out
of the interaction of their components, rather than out of the unidirectional impact of one
on the other.

The institutional arrangements of memory work matter not only because of how they
translate into the memorial landscape and contemporary political culture writ large, but
114
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also because they provide a framework for future rounds of memorialization. Future
activists must contend with (or try to alter) existing institutional structures. In other
words, the History Movement impacted not only how the Nazi past is commemorated,
but also how the memory of East German communism, and other “pasts” are represented
in public. The ideals, values, and processes that were born of a movement were
instrumentalized in civil society organizations and then integrated into hybrid activities
with the state. This has created a new normative model within governing institutions for
enacting public memory, shaped by the last generation of memory activists. In turn, this
model is now under challenge from the next generation of memory activists, and the
cycle appears to repeat.

In this dissertation, I hope to illuminate the politics that led to this diverse memorial
scene and highlight in particular the role played by grassroots actors in it. In order to
provide a clarifying overview to this entangled set of social relations, I conclude this
chapter with a map of the key actors in contemporary Berlin memory politics. To
reiterate, though I provide a broad account of the History Movement and German
memory politics in this dissertation, when it comes to concrete memory politics practices
and institutions, I focus on Berlin.

2.5 Memory actors in contemporary Berlin
Marc Morjé Howard situates civil society in a sometimes overlapping relationship with
political and economic societies that is analytically distinct from both the private sphere
of family and friendship networks as well as the state bureaucracy, government, and the
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rule of law.115 I adopt this conceptualization though I stress the absence of hard and fast
boundaries between the different spheres. This point is important since I want to highlight
the shifting boundaries and intermeshing of state and civil society in this study.
Figure 2.1 visually represents private, societal, and state spheres, and the relationships
between actors within and across those arenas in the “issue area” of memory politics. The
private sphere is relatively distinct from the public and state spheres, though important
memory work is being done within families and friendship networks and across
generations. This private confrontation with the past is often cited by memory activists as
having given them the first impulse to become involved at a higher level.116 Moreover,
individuals often become highly influential in their own right – Lea Rosh (who pushed
for the Berlin Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe) and Alexandra Hildebrandt (the
Director of the Museum at Checkpoint Charlie) are good examples. However, such
leadership is usually backed by considerable organizational or media power.
In the societal space, memory work is carried out by all types of actors. For example,
firms have hired historians to examine their involvement in the Nazi regime and parties,
trade unions, and religious groups often have “in-house” historical commissions.
However, I focus my attention on those actors in the civil society category.
I contend that today, the bulk of memorial innovation in Germany emanates from three
types of actors, all of which are at least partially situated in the civil society sphere. First,
and most central to this dissertation, are citizens’ initiatives or Bürgerinitiativen. These
are autonomous organizations in civil society, usually (but not necessarily) formally
115
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registered with the authorities as non-profits. They understand themselves as “coming
from below” and as representing the interests and memories of citizens in some capacity.
These groups sometimes overlap with initiatives emanating from religious, labor or other
interest-based organizations. Contemporary examples in the citizen initiative category
include: 1) the Initiative Synagogue-Haus Wolfenstein which was behind a controversial
“Mirror Wall” memorial in Berlin-Steglitz; 2) the Working Group 13 August
[Arbeitsgemeinschaft 13. August] which was engaged in actions to commemorate the
victims of the Berlin Wall and the 1953 uprising in East Germany; and 3) the association
which spear-headed the effort to turn the only remaining barracks of a former camp for
forced laborers under the Nazis into a documentation center [Förderverein
Dokumentationszentrum Schöneweide]. The history workshops and initiatives that
together formed the History Movement during the 1980s also belong under this umbrella.
Second, at the intersection between civil and political societies there are a number of
players which might be called interest groups which have the broader purpose of
representing their constituency, but which have been vocal in memory debates. Longexisting groups such as the Zentralrat der Juden in Deutschland (Central Council of Jews
in Germany), the Zentralrat der Sinti und Roma (Central Council of Sinti and Roma), the
Bund der Vertriebenen (League of Expellees), and the Lesben und Schwulen Verband
Deutschland (Lesbian and Gay Federation in Germany) belong in this category.
Specialized victims associations such as the International Auschwitz Committee and the
Union der Opfer Kommunistischer Gewaltherrschaft (Union of Victims of Communist
Rule) should also be added, although smaller victims groups may have the character of a
citizens’ initiative, rather than a lobbying shop. These organizations often view the
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erection of memorials and the influencing of historical consciousness as crucial
components of their civil rights mission for the recognition of the suffering of their
members – but not the only component.117 These kinds of organizations were most
prominent in memorialization efforts since the postwar period and into the 1960s. Today,
they continue to be important, though they appear mostly as advocates of a few
prominent memorials. Some of them inhabit positions in the governing structures of the
state’s memorial foundations and thus directly influence official memorial policy.
However, these kinds of organizations are not deeply involved in the myriad of smaller
initiatives, nor were they part of the History Movement (though sometimes they
cooperated with it).
The third important set of actors straddles the spheres of state and society: they are what I
have called the “shadow memorial state” or “hybrid memorial institutions.” Such
institutions exhibit some civil society attributes – including activist staff, civil society
atmosphere and principles, and civic origins. They also usually take on a mediating role
between grassroots initiatives and state entities, such as providing communication fora
for representatives of different sides. However, they act on behalf of the state, receive
official funding, and represent state agencies to the public. In sum, they carry out state
responsibilities (or memory “service”) while behaving not entirely “state-like.” Instances
of such entities include the Topography of Terror Foundation, the memorial at the former
concentration camp Sachsenhausen [Gedenkstätte KZ-Sachsenhausen], and the
Kreuzberg Museum.
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In addition to these three types of organizations which are at least partially in the civil
society realm, memory work is routinely undertaken by elements of the state. Important
actors in this arena include the federal Bundesbeauftragter der Bundesregierung für
Kultur und Medien (Federal Minister for Culture and Media – BKM) which is a
ministerial division of the Office of the Chancellor, the Bundestag (the federal
parliament) and its commissions and members, and local authorities such as the Berlin
Senatsverwaltung für Wissenschaft, Forschung und Kultur (Senate Administration for
Science, Research, and Culture), the Berlin parliament, and local cultural administrations.
However, it is my contention that while state actors do influence memory politics
significantly, the direct impulse for action almost always emanates from civil society.118
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Figure 2.1: Contemporary Berlin memory actors
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2.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, I have outlined the theoretical framework that informs my empirical
findings about civil society involvement in German memory politics and its relevance to
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the state-civil society relationship. I began by introducing the relatively new field of
“memory studies” and examining the contribution of political scientists to it. In this
context, I critiqued the lack of attention by memory scholars to non-state and non-elite
actors. In order to introduce grassroots campaigners to memory studies, I have drawn
from the literatures on both social movements and civil society. The former is especially
well-suited to systematically analyze the strategies, political opportunities, and framing
efforts of memory activists. Given the dearth of comprehensive scholarship on the citizen
initiatives in memory politics in general, and the History Movement in particular, this
lens is welcome and I employ it explicitly in Chapter 4. The latter concept of civil society
has been hotly debated in political science. The disagreements over its meaning and its
impact on the state are especially useful for interrogating the complex processes of
institutionalization of civic action since the 1980s. I have also drawn on theories of the
state and its transformation in order to frame my research on the changing institutional
infrastructure of memory in Germany and in Berlin specifically. In the process, I have
offered some insights into the debates over the relationship between the state and civil
society and indicated that in practice the dividing lines are invariably murky. Moreover, I
have noted the need to disaggregate concepts such as “the state” and “civil society” in
order to illucidate both the empirical complexity of underlying social relationships and
the ways in which the cultural power of such labels is employed in practice. Finally, I
have provided a map of contemporary Berlin memory actors, maintaining a crucial role
for civic initiatives and hybrid memorial institutions that act in cooperation with (or
opposition to) the state components and societal interest groups. This is intended to
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facilitate a clearer understanding of the complex memory politics as they have unfolded
since 1945, but especially in the past thirty years.
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Chapter 3:
Memory Politics, Activism and Memorials since 1945

3.1 Introduction
On September 9, 1945, thousands gathered in the Berlin neighborhood of Neukölln to
remember those who had not survived Nazi persecution. Amidst the flags of the countries
that had endured German occupation, former prisoners and relatives erected a monument,
mourned their losses, and solemnly vowed to eradicate fascism and build a democratic
Germany.1 This was the first time the “day of the victims of fascism” was marked and
survivors showed their ability to mobilize for the cause of memory. The second Sunday
in September subsequently became an official commemorative date in both German
states and was decisively shaped by the civic groups that emerged from the ad-hoc
initiatives of 1945. These victims’ organizations were the memory activists of the first
hour – and their rallies marked the beginning of the contention over the meaning of
memory between civil society activists and formal institutions. It was a struggle that
crucially influenced the ways in which the Second World War, the Holocaust, and the
historical consequences were commemorated.

1
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Image 3.1: Tag der Opfer des Faschismus (Day of Victims of Fascism) rally, Berliner Lustgarten, 19462

In this chapter, I examine how East and West Germans maneuvered their respective (and
later united) paths of memory politics. I discuss the larger political contexts of
reconstruction, the Cold War, and internal ideological divides, and point to the most
significant interpretations of the mnemonic developments of the last six decades. Each
generation built on the efforts of at least a minority of leaders and activists who came
before them. Most importantly, however, I investigate to what extent civil society
activists have been involved in the shaping of public memory and in particular in the
creation of the physical landscape of memorials. I make a series of arguments designed
to, on the one hand, provide the historical context necessary for the rest of the
dissertation, and on the other hand, call attention to the crucial and under-researched role
played by civil society actors in memory politics throughout the postwar era.
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First, I show that, even in the immediate postwar years, there was significant civil society
activity that aimed to construct memorials. In the West, most of the Holocaust memorials
inaugurated during the fifteen years following 1945 were initiated by the victims and
relatives of victims of Nazi persecution, rather than state actors. Their designs reflected
the bond felt by the initiators to those being remembered. Initially, the West German
government was tolerant, though not supportive of these groups. Several had left-wing
leanings that were deemed dangerous in the anti-Communist climate of the time. The
government reserved most of its assistance for civic activists campaigning to engrain the
memory of German soldiers and civilian victims, as well as a vision of a united Germany,
especially after the 1953 uprising in the GDR. These groups – expellee and veterans
organizations most prominently – were vocal, well-funded, and held a high status during
the 1950s in the FRG. They successfully worked to establish a dominant narrative
whereby everyone had suffered under Hitler and, apart from a few bad apples, all were to
be honored as having served the fatherland. The Holocaust and its perpetrators were
virtually absent from this discourse. Thus, while the 1940s and 1950s in the West were a
time of considerable action on the part of memory activists which laid the groundwork
for successors, their contribution to a reckoning with the past was limited in depth.

In the East meanwhile, though the same impulses for activism (and some of the same
organizations) existed as in the West, the regime rapidly seized control of the
memorialization process. The government outlawed even leftist survivor organizations,
marginalized uncomfortable memories, and generally suppressed dissent. The memory of
Communist resistance against Nazism was harnessed to serve state ideology. The rulers
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quickly erected a landscape of antifascist memorials intended to place them on the
victorious side of history and enhance popular allegiance to the regime. This approach to
memory – official instrumentalization and suppression of societal initiative – was
continued until the mid-1980s, when a careful opening was undertaken. There is
considerable evidence that members of the GDR opposition movement at this time
undertook a more critical reading of the past that could be labeled “memory activism.”
However, it seems this development was cut short by the end of the East German state.

Second, I argue that the 1960s were a key period for the development of critical memory,
but less due to the confrontation with the past that took place and more because of
changes in society writ-large. Building on the societal liberalization made possible by
rising prosperity and a host of liberal intellectuals during the 1950s, the sixties saw not
only the radicalization of students and their call for transformation, but also a series of
events that moved the Nazi past onto the public agenda. The combination of wide-spread
social mobilization with a more general societal opening laid the foundations for more
detailed memory work later on. Moreover, the failure of the student movement and the
splintering of the left that resulted in the formation of an “alternative scene” of “new
social movements,” created the social backbone of the History Movement which is
central to this dissertation. However, the memory work of the 1968ers themselves was
limited in impact. I contend that though the protesters certainly problematized the
legacies of Nazism, their confrontation with the past remained superficial and abstract.
Their critique did not result in an in-depth examination of National Socialism and the
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Holocaust. This is reflected in the scant numbers of memorials which were inaugurated
during this period.

I argue, third, that the decisive transformation of memory politics and landscape began
during the late 1970s, when the new social movements were at the height of their
vibrancy and met with a rising interest in memory and history in diverse sectors of
society. From about 1979 to the late 1980s, there was both a quantitative and qualitative
change in memory activism as well as its products. Initiatives to scrutinize local, regional
and national history emerged in all kinds of organizations, while the fascination with the
past engulfed the entire political spectrum. Most importantly, the History Movement
united a myriad of independent initiatives that collectively became the single most
effective force for critical commemoration. More memorials were inaugurated during the
1980s than during all the postwar years combined. History Movement memorials were
different in design, in content, in the amount of research that backed them up, and in the
process that led to their inauguration.

Finally, I discuss memory politics after the fall of the Berlin Wall by noting the most
important events and debates and emphasizing three overall trends. I argue that the
memory of the Nazi past has been “normalized,” not only in the sense of being a routine
component of politics, but also in that it enjoys sustained support by official institutions.
The activists and intellectuals who fought to direct attention to the Holocaust and its
perpetrators during the 1980s have moved into the mainstream and many of them hold
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positions of power within the institutions that administer public memory. Holocaust
remembrance has also acquired prominence in the public landscape – this is most
immediately demonstrated by the Berlin Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe. In
other words, the Nazi past holds a place at the very center of German political life.

However, the post-wall era has also seen a diversification in memory activists and the
landscape that they have helped to produce. Remembrances of German suffering and of
victims of the Communist regime have emerged from their right-wing domain and are
also finding a home in public space. These memories have been supported most
importantly by civil society groups that today represent the critical voice vis-à-vis the
memory politics of the state – much like the History Movement did during the 1980s. I
argue that this diversification has brought with it competition between different memories
and their advocates.

This chapter, in sum, provides an overall sense of the developments that led up to the
creation of the History Movement and formed the context within which it made its impact
on German memory politics. I hope to convey both that mnemonic civil society activism
after 1980 built on its predecessors and that the History Movement was a qualitative and
quantitative departure from what came before.
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3.2 Confronting the Past in East and West after 1945
For decades, Germans conceived of the capitulation of 8 May 1945 as the “zero hour”
(Stunde Null), suggesting a new beginning that entailed both hardships and
opportunities.3 Indeed, the majority of Germans rapidly transitioned from being
supporters of the Nazi regime to portraying themselves as the victims of Hitler and his
acolytes. As one contemporary journalist observed, suddenly “keiner ist dabei gewesen”
(nobody took part.)4 Germans’ resentment of Allied measures and their – no doubt real, if
self-inflicted – suffering from the general societal collapse made them feel part of a
Schicksalsgemeinschaft (community of fate) again. Estimates suggest that Allied
bombing raids killed up to half a million civilians and had produced about three million
evacuees who were housed mainly in barracks and with other families. About a quarter of
the housing stock (in some cities up to three-quarters) had been shattered.5 The new
authorities also had to deal with about 12 million refugees or “expellees” – ethnic
German populations from former German territories in Eastern Europe. Millions of men
were absent – having died in the war or held as prisoners of war. Many of those POWs
interned in the Soviet Union never returned. The collapse of agriculture and industry, as
well as harsh winters, brought hunger and disease – as in many other postwar societies.
The psychological effects of defeat and the loss of the Manichean ideology of Nazism
were considerable. Eighty per cent of the population at the time named the postwar
period as the worst period in Germany’s history – a sentiment presumably based on their
own status, rather than that of Nazism’s victims.6 By contrast to the organic and romantic
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community conjured up by fascism, the new governing arrangements seemed artificial
and were viewed with much skepticism. Many did not expect them to last and withheld
their attachment to their new polities for years.7

The political elites of the two new states founded in 1949 were therefore faced with the
challenge of legitimizing their rule and winning the allegiance of their populace. Though
they dealt differently with Germans’ wartime experiences and their responsibility for
National Socialism, they both harnessed memory politics for the purposes of reaching
this objective.
3.2.1 The Federal Republic of Germany
In the FRG, the state did not maintain strict control over memory politics, though in the
early years, there was little in the way of justice for and reconciliation with the victims of
Nazism. Of the 3.6 million trials during the Allied occupation and then in German courts,
95% of defendants were either exonerated, amnestied, or classed as harmless “fellowtravelers.” Only 1,667 persons were given prison sentences or severe fines.8

The changing international climate of the early Cold War years made possible this end to
the aggressive pursuit of justice for Nazism’s victims. West German elites responded to
popular resentment of Allied policy by widely issuing “Persilscheine” (documents stating
that an individual was not culpable) and rolling back denazification itself even to the
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point that convicted war criminals were released from prison. Norbert Frei contends that
this almost indiscriminate exoneration was driven by a high level of consensus in the
population that rejected any responsibility for Nazi atrocities, as well as by the negative
electoral implications of forcing a confrontation with the past. The amnesty enabled the
new leaders to emphasize the break with the occupation period and harness the support of
the population – all in the name of democracy.9 Jeffrey Herf argues that Konrad
Adenauer “struck a bargain with compromised Germans: in exchange for his reticence
about the Nazi past, they would agree to accept the new democracy, or at least not try to
destroy it.”10 This arrangement was seen by Western Allies as a tolerable price to pay for
the FRG to be firmly rooted in the anti-communist camp.11 As Helmut Dubiel shows in
his study of parliamentary debates about the past, only legislative necessity resulting
from the FRG’s status as the legal successor to the Third Reich occasionally forced the
chamber to confront the past.12 The call for justice and the memorialization of Nazism’s
victims was therefore left mostly to Holocaust survivors – and among these, few had the
material and psychological resources for this mission.

Nevertheless, among the German leadership were some exceptional leaders who sought
to address the legacy of the Holocaust and Nazi rule, including philosopher Karl Jaspers,
President Theodor Heuss, social democratic leader Kurt Schumacher, philosopher Ernst
Bloch, and publicist Eugen Kogon.13 As Jeffrey Herf has argued, these figures
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inaugurated a tradition of reckoning with the past that harked back to their socialization
during the Weimar period and was drawn upon by subsequent political leaders and
activists, most notably Richard von Weizsäcker in 1985.14 Though the leftist activists of
the 1980s may not have acknowledged it explicitly, their own arguments of reconciliation
and confrontation with history built directly on this tradition.

These efforts notwithstanding, the overall approach was not to address the Nazi past
honestly. The conventional analysis of Germans’ inadequate reckoning with the past
involves an explanation of their forgetting or silence. Margarete and Alexander
Mitscherlich famously argued in 1967 that Germans’ “inability to mourn” led to a
repression of the sins of the Holocaust.15 In 1983, Hermann Lübbe contended that the
“communicative silence” about recent history both extended the solidarity of Nazi society
into the democratic state after 1945 and made possible its survival.16

However, as Robert G. Moeller argues, it would be misleading to present the immediate
postwar period as one of complete silence about 1933-45. In fact, Germans intensively
commemorated when it came to their own dead. German POWs and fallen soldiers, those
“expelled” from Eastern Europe, and the victims of Allied bombing campaigns were all
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mourned and seemed to justify a collective narrative in which Germans themselves were
the primary victims of Hitler and Allied “reprisals.”17 Moeller writes,
West Germans collectively mourned the suffering of these groups, and their experiences
became central to one important version of the legacy of the war; their private memories
structured public memory, making stories of Communist brutality and the loss of the
“German East” crucial parts of the history of the Federal Republic. Focusing on German
suffering also made it possible to talk about the Third Reich’s end without assessing
responsibility for its origins, to tell an abbreviated story of National Socialism in which
all Germans were ultimately victims of a war that Hitler started but everyone lost.18

Popular culture reinforced this mainstream account of who had suffered most during the
war and every town erected memorials to the dead.19 Expellees in particular were one of
the most visible forces in federal and state politics in the FRG, with their party moving
into parliament in 1953 and becoming part of chancellor Konrad Adenauer’s coalition
government.20 Veterans and expellees founded numerous organizations as soon as this
was permitted by the Allies and actively cultivated their cultural heritage, erected
memorials,21 and in some cases demanded the return of lost lands. Indeed, one might call
the expellees the most effective “memory activists” of the initial postwar period. The
state ensured that the narratives of expellees and soldiers became part of public memory:
their stories were included in school curricula and the government funded cultural and
scholarly institutions designed to safeguard the culture of the “German East.” It even
commissioned two massive research projects that collected testimony from thousands of
expellees and POWs.22 Neither study included the experiences of the victims of National
Socialism. Though Jews and others were not completely forgotten, their plight and their
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identity remained faceless. The voices of the victims were not recorded until much
later.23

The leadership of the FRG struggled to strike a balance between Allied demands to
assume responsibility (and sometimes their own moral principles) and the imperatives of
consolidating support for democratic governance. Adenauer in particular understood the
need to satisfy the former occupying powers through a limited acknowledgement of
culpability. On the one hand, therefore, a narrative of dramatic renewal was fostered,
aimed at replenishing a sense of accomplishment for West Germans.24 In every
Bundesland (regional state), agencies for political education were set up to promote an
understanding of the new system and foster support for it.25 Also to this end, only a
minority were excluded from the new polity on the basis of their Nazi past – most were
returned to their previous positions and only explicit Nazi-activity was outlawed, such as
the

Sozialistische

Reichspartei.26

The

government

also

compensated

the

“Kriegsbeschädigten” (war damaged) through extensive social programs and took care to
not let substantial inequalities emerge between different sectors of the population.
“Achieving some measure of social justice among those who had suffered little or
nothing and those who had lost everything emerged as a key measure of the legitimacy of
the West German state.”27
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Various constituencies were actively involved in policy-making processes and were
thereby signaled that their concerns were legitimate: from unions to expellees, organized
interests were made part of the solution and thus felt they had a stake in the new system.28
In addition to Ludwig Erhard’s “economic miracle” and the favorable comparison with
East Germany, social solidarity became a key component of West German identity.29 In
the early years of the Federal Republic, then, allegiance to the democratic state was
possible despite (or maybe because of) the absence of a vigorous confrontation with the
Nazi past. According to Konrad Jarausch, the early FRG allowed citizens who were
formally compliant with democratic rules the chance to retreat emotionally while taking
charge of their private lives.30 This concession, of course, was made at the expense of
Nazism’s victims and the continued presence of authoritarian elements in both minds and
administrative structures.

On the other hand, when addressing an international audience, Adenauer acknowledged
German responsibility and culpability, although he was not vocal about naming
perpetrators directly. Though he may have been motivated by moral imperatives, Moeller
suggests that Adenauer’s most important goal was to be accepted into the Western
alliance. Agreeing to restitution payments and support for Israel was designed to
convince partners that the FRG was permanently reformed and trustworthy.
“Negotiations with Israel ran parallel to deliberations over West German integration into
a Western European defense alliance; they tied Germans’ ‘moral rearmament’ to the
28
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military rearmament of the West German state.”31 Military rearmament was viewed by
West German elites as pivotal in the face of the communist threat. As Susanna
Schrafstetter has argued, for the Allies, “The issue of Germany’s nuclear status was still
widely associated with aggression and militarization, not with a contribution to the
collective defense of the Western alliance.”32 Though Allied negotiators made no explicit
link between Germans’ handling of the past and their nuclear status, memory politics
were a constant implicit factor – West Germany’s image rested crucially on the electoral
failure of right wing parties, the debate over the statute of limitations, and other memory
concerns.33 Moreover, internal debates about rearmament – nuclear or not – were replete
with historical analogies on either side of the argument.34

In sum, during the early 1950s, the democratic regime in West Germany was not
guaranteed popular support and therefore carefully sought to cultivate the allegiance of its
citizenry as well as the assurance of its international guarantors. The result was a
complex and somewhat paradoxical approach to the Nazi past in which German
responsibility was not denied outright, but its meaning was not actively impressed upon
the German population. Edgar Wolfrum argues that the Federal Republic made a critical
step towards consolidation into more than a provisional entity in 1953 as a result of the
uprising against the East German regime. West German leaders were able to capitalize on
the apparent popular rejection of communist rule – for instance by declaring the 17th of
June as a “Day of German Unity” – in order to strengthen their legitimacy. Without
31
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resorting to traditional nationalism, the FRG thus began to establish an identity of its
own, as well as popular loyalty.35 As a consequence, critically questioning the past now
became more feasible – and indeed a host of journalists and intellectuals began to do just
that.

3.2.2 The German Democratic Republic
Though the memory of victims of Nazism was not actively promoted by the majority of
West Germany’s elite, the emerging pluralism of that society nevertheless allowed some
groups to begin the work of remembrance on the margins. In East Germany, meanwhile,
the memory of most Holocaust victims was sidelined, whereas the communist resistance
was granted a special place in state ideology. The communist leadership saw themselves
on the victorious side of history and the GDR as the appropriate answer to a Nazi regime
which had been rooted in the evils of capitalism.36 The communist leaders, who after all
had mostly returned from enforced exile, deeply mistrusted the general populace and
used this as a justification to impose dictatorship. Nevertheless, and to a lesser extent than
in the West, they quietly reintegrated many Nazi perpetrators and fellow-travelers.
Jeffrey Herf writes,
Remarkably, within only three years the Communists had removed the Germans from the
ranks of those “millions and millions” who had been complicitous with the perpetrators
of mass crimes and transformed them into a nation of innocent victims of American
imperialism. Communist nationalism went hand in hand with the task of unburdening the
Germans of their difficult past.37
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This “unburdening” also meant sidelining the truth about the Holocaust, and in particular
the overwhelmingly Jewish identity of Nazism’s victims, and refashioning the tradition of
antifascist resistance into a Stalinist state-ideology. To this end, as Herf has
demonstrated, in the 1950s, the Politburo leadership purged its ranks of those Jews and
non-Jews who had shown solidarity with Jewish victims or advocated restitution. This
“anti-cosmopolitan” campaign not only removed staunch communists such as Paul
Merker and Leo Zuckermann from positions of power, it also resulted in the decision of a
quarter of the remaining Jewish population to leave the country.38 The campaign was
closely linked to similar purges in other Soviet bloc states – most importantly the Slansky
show trial – and was nourished by Stalinist paranoia and continuing anti-Semitism.
Through the removal, persecution and silencing of communists who had displayed a
penchant for independent thought, general secretary Walter Ulbricht and his entourage
consolidated their grip on power. This resulted not only in a marginalization of the
memory of the Holocaust, but also of an important, if small, indigenous tradition in
German communism.39 For the remainder of the GDR regime, Jews could only hold
positions of power if they adhered to strict assimilation, and it was not until the 1980s
that the prohibition against Jewish memory work was weakened. According to Herf,
“while some East German novelists and filmmakers addressed anti-Semitism and the
Holocaust, these issues remained on the margins of East Germany's official antifascist
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political culture.”40 Mark Wolfgram’s work on East German television and film confirms
how infrequently the issue was confronted in popular culture.41

Though determined primarily by Soviet directives, the foreign policy stance of the East
German regime also mirrored its domestic antifascist ideology. At all times, Cold War
competition with West Germany was key. Since the FRG insisted that it alone could
legitimately represent German affairs (Alleinvertretungsanspruch), its allies were
automatically the GDR’s adversaries.42 Consequently, East Germany cultivated Arab
states early on as part of its opposition to “imperialism and Zionism.” After coming to
power in 1971, Erich Honecker continued to nurture close relations with Arab states, the
Palestinian Liberation Organization, and Yassir Arafat. In 1989, the GDR was the only
Soviet bloc state not to have regular diplomatic relations with Israel.43

The prescribed nature of the memory of the Nazi past and the marginalization of the
Jewish catastrophe was felt intensely by many of those Jews who decided to remain in
the GDR. Anetta Kahane describes in her autobiography the undercurrents of antiSemitism that she struggled to understand as a child, the feeling of loneliness that
resulted from her parents’ inability to discuss their past openly (despite their privileged
position as former resistance fighters), and the unspoken community of survivors that
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existed nevertheless.44 East German Jews, especially the old communists, found
themselves in a difficult position – caught between the loyalty towards the state that was
meant to be “theirs” and the reality of the need to deny a crucial part of their identity.
Peter Fischer of the Central Council of Jews in Germany, who grew up in the GDR,
relates the dilemma both he and his parents faced:
The experience of my parents was emblematic: they compensated the loss that they
suffered as a result of the Nazi period, but also the psychological repression of the fates
of their own families, through communist idealism. Even though the system did not meet
their ideal expectations, it nevertheless defined their allegiances. Because of this, it was
difficult for me to distance myself from my parents. At no point did I even consider
leaving the GDR. I and others of my generation lived with the past of our parents “in our
backpacks” – a veritable “community of fate.”45

Anetta Kahane similarly describes the shock her father felt when she applied to leave the
country in the 1980s and their distancing as a result.46

From the beginning, the state invested scarce material resources into the construction of a
legitimizing national narrative in which the GDR took on the legacy of the communist
resistance against fascism. A national museum of German history and a range of
representative memorials were erected where communist and German achievements
could be celebrated. These moves were central to the ideological competition with West
Germany that began even before the founding in 1949 and lasted for the duration of the
German partition. Both governments sought to harness the revolutionary or democratic
meaning of 1848 for their purposes and struggled to define the character of current events
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(the 1953 uprising especially). As late as the 1980s, the two states competed for the
historical “upper hand,” claiming the legacies of Prussia (1981) and Berlin as a city
(1987) for themselves in parallel exhibitions. Apart from icons of the communist
movement such as Rosa Luxemburg, Karl Liebknecht, and Ernst Thälmann, the
communist resistance to Nazism took center stage in East German public memory.
Communists and workers were regarded as the primary victims of Hitler and reverence to
them became the central ritual legitimizing the dictatorship. The Buchenwald
concentration camp memorial was created very early on (though of course there was
silence about the crimes committed there by the Soviet secret police after 1945), and it
became one of the most important memory spaces reinforcing the new state identity.47
Indeed, the Buchenwald memorial to communist resistance fighters became known to
every young GDR citizen: part of the induction ritual (Jugendweihe) for the communist
youth league (FDJ) took place here.48

This instrumentalization of communist resistance was reproduced throughout the memory
landscape of the GDR. Martin Schönfeld argues that memorial plaques (Gedenktafeln) in
East Berlin were thoroughly integrated into the public rituals of the state.49 Over 60% of
these were dedicated to communist resistance fighters, while Social Democrats made up
6%, “non-affiliated” victims 14%, Jewish victims 10%, religious resisters 3%, and
deserters, emigrants and “interbrigadists” (those who fought in the International Brigades
during the Spanish Civil War) made up 13%. On special occasions, delegations of youth
47
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or workers would attach wreaths to the plaques and use the opportunity to praise the
policies of leaders. The historical meaning of the text was secondary – the plaque
symbolized the “better Germany.”50

Images 3.2 and 3.3: Memorial for German Interbrigadists in Volkspark Friedrichshain51

In the GDR, dissent in general, not merely in matters of Jewish identity, was severely
curtailed. Workers were deprived of representation through the forced unification of the
left-wing parties into the Socialist Unity Party (SED) and their protests brutally
suppressed in 1953. Even the memory of “German victimhood” was prohibited –
discussing the expulsion from the East, after all, could conjure up negative feelings
against the Soviet brothers. Manfred Wille explains that,
A yearning for the former homeland was considered a fundamental hindrance to rapid
integration into the new society. The occupation authorities and the SED leadership were
50
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thus anxious that Silesians, East Prussians, East Brandenburgers, Pomeranians, and
Sudeten Germans completely dissociate themselves from their pasts and their homelands.
Public reference to the former territories was forbidden and subject, in the immediate
postwar years, to investigation and prosecution by the police and the NKWD. Radio
stations in the SBZ, for example were ordered not to play songs (Heimatlieder)
associated with the eastern provinces or the Sudetenland or to play their melodies with
different lyrics. After all, the SBZ was now the expellees’ new homeland. […] They were
supposed to integrate themselves into their new society as a-historical beings, officially
forbidden to keep memories of their homeland alive or preserve their cultural and
intellectual heritages.52

Konrad Jarausch argues that the GDR’s failure to effectively integrate various segments
of society contributed to its dearth of legitimacy, and over the long-run, to its demise.53
Until the building of the intra-German border in 1961, dissent was mitigated by the “exit”
option54 – of which Jews, expellees, oppositionists and others took advantage.

3.3 Early Memory Activism – East and West
Despite these harsh restrictions, a few activists attempted to undertake memory work
beyond the purview of the GDR state. The main victims’ organization, the Vereinigung
der Verfolgten des Naziregimes (VVN – Union of those persecuted by the Nazi regime)
had been founded before the German split and so existed in both states, making it
inherently suspect. The VVN stood for thoroughly communist and antifascist convictions,
but it did address the suffering of non-communist victims. After a period of toleration and
infiltration by the SED, the state outlawed the VVN in February 1953 in the wake of the
anti-cosmopolitan purges.55 Publicly, the justification was that in the antifascist state such
an organization was superfluous; internally, the regime accused the VVN of subversive
52
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activity and even treason.56 The VVN was replaced by the Komitee der Antifaschistischen
Widerstandskämpfer (Committee of Antifascist Resistance Fighters) which was tightly
controlled and carried out the commemorative agenda of the state. Local historical
committees of the SED were tasked with researching and memorializing the resistance.57

Image 3.4: Memorial plaque in East Berlin, Schönhauser Allee58

The regime also prevented the Christian initiative Aktion Sühnezeichen/Friedensdienste
(ASZ in the GDR – Action Reconciliation/Service for Peace) from acting effectively and
liaising with its Western counterpart. Until the mid-1960s, ASZ was restricted to churchinternal reconciliation, and not allowed to work in former concentration camps or with
East European partners. Even after that, the government argued that ASZ’s efforts were
unnecessary in an antifascist state.59 Thus, the GDR severely hampered the most
promising source of grassroots memory activism and critical remembrance. A reckoning
with the Nazi past that was independent of the state did not truly emerge until the 1980s
56
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when some in the oppositional Bürgerbewegung (citizens’ movement) started grappling
with the issue.

In West Germany, the potential for protest was much greater and memory activism
existed, though it was limited compared with the levels of activity that existed in later
years. Civil society efforts to memorialize took place both in line with the mainstream
attempts to foster the narrative of German victimhood and in a more critical vain, by
those who sought to remind Germans of their responsibility for crimes committed during
the Nazi period. The result was memorial pluralism in terms of the biographies and
convictions of those commemorated. As Martin Schönfeld writes in reference to Berlin,
“The memorial plaques in West-Berlin were no less political in function than in EastBerlin. But […] in East-Berlin, the memorial plaques to the victims of National Socialism
articulated the ubiquitous nature of state power, while West-Berlin plaques denote the
complex differentiation of society.”60

In fact, the most prominent memory activism in the FRG of the 1940s and 1950s was not
critical of German historical development. The large number of suggestions for the
erection of memorials received by the Bundesministerium für Gesamtdeutsche Fragen
(Federal Ministry for Questions of German Unity) indicates the great amount of memory
activity taking place. Most proposals, however, came from individuals and were aimed at
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commemorating fallen Germans or celebrating the glories of German history.61 More
organized initiatives were undertaken by organizations of expellees and veterans.
Vertriebene in the West actively voiced their concerns in organizations as soon as the
Allies allowed political associations in 1948 in the context of heightened Cold War
tensions (Vertriebene were thought to be staunch anti-communists). The Vereinigte
Ostdeutsche Landsmannschaften (the federation of all regional and ethnic expellee
groups) with many local branches, as well as the Bund der Vertriebenen (BdV – League
of Expellees) were founded in 1950.62 As Katrin Panne demonstrates through her case
study of the district of Celle, particularly those areas that saw a large influx of expellees
became home to numerous memorials, recalling the war dead, the home regions, and the
struggles of the Vertriebene. Many of them merely added inscriptions to war memorials
of the 1920s; others were built in the 1940s and 1950s, but retain the traditional language
of “honor” and “fatherland.” Into the 1960s, inaugural ceremonies attracted large portions
of the local population, whose donations also provided much of the funding for the
monuments. Panne notes the significance of these sites as focal points of identity for
these communities, as well as the absence of critical interrogation of the past that is
evoked in them.63

The Volksbund Deutsche Kriegsgräberfürsorge (roughly translatable as Popular Alliance
for the Care of German War Graves) – a partially state-funded group that was founded in
1919 to care for graves of fallen WWI soldiers and had been taken over by the Nazis –
61
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consistently worked to ingrain the memory of the “honorable” soldiers. Over the course
of the FRG’s life, the VDK was the pivotal force behind the commemorations on the
National Day of Mourning every November and consistently lobbied for the erection of
traditional, patriotic monuments imbued with Christian symbolism. The memory of the
Wehrmacht’s victims did not figure prominently in this memory advocacy. This is not
surprising considering the organizational continuity through the Weimar, Nazi and
postwar periods.64 As the late George Mosse wrote,
The Volksbund itself had collaborated closely with the Nazis, and even for some time
after the war its personnel did not change. The chief architect of the Volksbund, Robert
Tischler, in office since 1926, was himself close to the Nazis (he had, for example,
designed a Germanic shrine for a martyr of the Hitler Youth), and he continued to design
some Totenburgen, those fortresslike memorials and mass burial places so popular under
the Nazis. […] However, their inscription now exalted peace and friendship among
former foes.65

Another group, the Volksbund für Frieden und Freiheit (Popular Alliance for Peace and Freedom)
which was part of an international anti-communist organization, made plans and collected
donations for a large memorial after the 1953 uprising in the GDR.66 While the responsible
ministry rejected these schemes as premature, its own bureaucrats made similar plans for
memorialization, indicating that the societal initiatives did not seem to present an effective
challenge to official memory discourse. Indeed, some of the earliest memorials of the FRG
commemorated not the Nazi period, but the immediate past of the Cold War conflict. Most
prominently, the city inaugurated the memorial to the Berlin air lift (1948/49) next to the airport
in Berlin-Tempelhof in 1951.
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Image 3.5: Memorial to the Berlin Airlift, Berlin-Tempelhof67

More critical memory work (addressing the plight of Nazism’s victims) had less
institutional support and indeed was actively discouraged by the authorities. The task of
commemoration fell to a small minority in civil society, made up mainly of survivors and
relatives of victims. Even these were hampered in their efforts by the government. As
Günter Morsch (Director of the Sachsenhausen concentration camp memorial) notes, in
the early FRG, victims’ organizations were obstructed and commemoration was only
allowed where it did not interfere with the mainstream culture of silence
(Beschweigekultur).68

Anja Corinne Baukloh argues that there was a general suspicion of non-formal political
activity among the West German elites due to the negative Weimar experience.
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Moreover, because the absence of “questionable” societal tendencies was a condition for
West German independence, protest was regarded as disloyal to the new state.69 On the
basis of an event history analysis of West German newspapers, Baukloh finds that antiNazi rallies made up about 8.5% of all protest instances between 1950 and 1960, most of
them early in the decade. In large measure, these were aimed against the presence of
Nazis in positions of influence or called for a public reckoning with the past. The protests
were organized by political parties (14.3%), some citizens’ initiatives (7.6%), and most
importantly, interest and religious groups (43.8%).70 The last category includes unions,
victims’ organizations, and Jewish groups, in short, those who had suffered under the
Nazi regime. Baukloh also notes that communist and non-communist protesters rarely
marched together, suggesting that the ideological divides of the time structured memory
work down to the grassroots.71

The Vereinigung der Verfolgten des Naziregimes (VVN),72 the Eastern sister organization
of which I have already mentioned, was formed in 1947 by victims of Nazism of all
backgrounds who sought compensation, justice, and remembrance for their plight. Due to
its far-left image, the organization was marginalized by mainstream politics from its
inception.73 In 1950, all VVN members were expelled from the civil service, in 1951 the
group’s “central council” was forbidden, and in 1959, there was an (unsuccessful)
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attempt to ban the whole organization through an administrative court order.74
Notwithstanding the fact that it was outlawed in the GDR, the VVN in the West was
never able to shake the suspicion of being an agent funded by the Stasi. Nevertheless, the
VVN was a vocal advocate for victims’ rights and memory and became part of the peace
and student movements in later years.75 According to Martin Schönfeld, the VVN was the
main initiator of memorial plaques in Berlin in the postwar years, though their
implementation was often carried out by local authorities.76 The identity of the initiators
is reflected in the inscriptions of the early memorials. Their texts express the personal
bond felt with the murdered and the mission of those still alive to uphold their memory.
Most of the memorials are in cemeteries (especially Jewish) or close to former
concentration camps; many mark mass graves and are difficult to find. Their design tends
to be traditional – a boulder, an obelisk, a flame, or a suffering figure – and inscriptions
are simple and not very informative about the identity of victims or perpetrators or reason
for murder. Most common are texts such as “To the victims of fascism.”77 This dearth of
information reflects both the lack of societal support extant for the memorials and the
immediacy of their creation – when it seemed unnecessary to explain what had happened.

Because of its close ties to the Communist Party of West Germany (KPD), some
members left the VVN and founded other victims’ initiatives such as the
Arbeitsgemeinschaft Verfolgter Sozialdemokraten (Working Group of Persecuted Social
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Democrats).78 From the outset, the efforts of victims’ groups were caught up in the
intensifying politics of the Cold War. For example, the authorities of the Soviet occupied
sector in Berlin would allow the Verband der Opfer der Nürnberger Gesetze (OdN –
Federation of the Victims of the Nuremberg Laws), later the Bund der Verfolgten des
Naziregimes (BVN – Association of the Persecuted of the Nazi Regime), to exist only if
the Western Allied authorities would permit the VVN in its sectors – and vice versa. The
BVN was the non-communist counterpart to the VVN, and had taken a political though
non-partisan stance on the need to compensate and memorialize victims, as well as
struggle for a liberal democracy in contradistinction to the GDR.79 This group erected the
first memorial to the victims of the Nazi dictatorship in West Berlin in 1953, constructed
from stones of a destroyed synagogue (though there was no explicit reference to Jewish
victims). It was erected on the same square where two years previously, a monument to
the victims of Stalinism had been inaugurated.80 At this early date then, a competition of
memories was already at play. Moreover, the (sometimes fierce) contest between state
and civil society actors over what and how memory should be demonstrated publicly
characterized the process from the start.
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IMAGES 3.6 and 3.7: Memorials to the Victims of Stalinism and to the Victims of National Socialism,
erected in 1951 and 1953, respectively. Steinplatz, Berlin81

A very successful example of memory activism is that of the Hilfswerk 20. Juli 1944 (a
group founded by relatives of the military opposition, particularly those murdered after
the failed attempt on Hitler’s life in July 1944). In the immediate postwar years, these
resisters were still defamed as traitors, but by the 1950s, the group had succeeded in
making the 20th of July central to the commemorative culture of the FRG.82 The
Hilfswerk proposed to Berlin mayor Ernst Reuter that the men of 1944 be memorialized
in the Bendlerblock – the building where the Nazi defense ministry had been located, the
resistance group was centered, and where its leaders were shot. In 1953, a large sculpture
of a man was inaugurated there and from then on, the Hilfswerk conducted
commemorative ceremonies there every year, complete with militaristic rituals and
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Bundeswehr honor guards.83 Moreover, the 20th of July became the most important
holiday recalling the victims of National Socialism, replacing the day in September that
East Germans continued to mark as the “Gedenktag für die Opfer des Faschismus”
(remembrance day for the victims of fascism).

In the West, September 11 conversely became the “Day of Germans” when patriotism
was fostered and expellee organizations marched with torches to recall their homeland.84
The transformation of the commemorative calendar in East and West, in sum, illustrates
the extent to which memory on both sides was instrumentalized in the context of bloc
confrontation. In this climate, only very particular segments of the Nazi past were
deemed useful to mainstream West German narratives. Others did not enjoy such official
support. Ulrike Haß argues that leaders recognized during this time that remembrance
could be a useful tool of politics. Nevertheless, 1950-1960 is the decade during which the
fewest new memorial sites and monuments were erected,85 indicating that civil society
activity was limited or unsuccessful. State institutions were largely in control of the
process of memorialization – and their ambitions were intentionally limited and directed
at highlighting only particular values and selective engagement with the past to support a
particular vision of the present.
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Image 3.8: Courtyard in the Bendlerblock, Memorial to German Resistance with memorial statue.86

Towards the end of the 1950s, mnemonic civil society became somewhat more vibrant.
An important example is Aktion Sühnezeichen/Friedensdienste (ASF – Action
Reconciliation/Service for Peace), a group that was based on Christian ideals of
reconciliation, but was not overtly religious. It was founded in 1958 on the initiative of
two members of the small church-based resistance to Nazism and sought to confront the
complicity of church and society with the fascist regime. While it was founded as a panGerman organization, cooperation across the East-West divide was in practice not
possible. In the late 1950s and early 1960s, ASF was the first to organize contacts
between German youth and survivors of the Holocaust, particularly (but not only) in
Israel. Directed by the wishes of its partners, they helped build nursing homes, a
synagogue, churches and more, thus offering whatever practical assistance was useful
and in the process fostering a spirit of reconciliation and cooperation. The West German
branch went on to send thousands of volunteers abroad and became a significant force in
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the peace movement of the late 1970s and 80s.87 A considerable number of protagonists
in the History Movement and in present-day memorial institutions were politically
socialized through the ASF – Executive Director Christian Staffa estimates up to 30%.88

Another initiative was led by Auschwitz survivor and historian Josef Wulf in the mid1960s and was unsuccessful at the time but became relevant again in the 1980s. Together
with about thirty other intellectuals including philosopher Karl Jaspers, Wulf founded the
Verein Internationales Dokumentationszentrum zur Erforschung des Nationalsozialismus
und seiner Folgeerscheinungen (Association for an International Documentation Center
for the Study of National Socialism and Its Consequences) in August 1966.89 The Center
was to be housed – and this gave it all its symbolic and contentious meaning – at the Villa
where the notorious “Wannsee Conference” had taken place, when the Nazi leadership
had set in stone the “final solution.” Wulf’s efforts faced strong resistance from the West
Berlin establishment, though Mayor Klaus Schütz acknowledged the need for such an
institution and offered alternative sites. The villa at that point housed an educational
facility for school children. This circumstance was used by the opponents of the project
to argue that Wulf wanted to oust innocent children in order to erect “yet another” site of
horror that obscured the outlook on the rest of (non-problematic) German history.90 In the
early 1970s, the German interior minister rejected the idea of turning the site into a
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museum, arguing that the topic had already sufficiently been discussed and exhibited.91
Distraught about his perceived ineffectiveness, Wulf dissolved the association – a
disappointment that probably contributed to his decision to commit suicide in 1974. His
labor had not been in vain, however: in 1986, Berlin Mayor Eberhard Diepgen announced
plans to turn the Villa into a memorial and it was inaugurated in 1992, on the fiftieth
anniversary of the Conference.92 The founding Director was Gerhard Schoenberner, also
a Holocaust survivor and a member of Wulf’s original initiative.93

In sum, during the first postwar decades, the majority of the population did not silence
the past, but selectively remembered only what seemed palatable and supported the
dominant narrative in each polity. In the East, this did not truly change until the Berlin
wall was dismantled. In the West, critical voices existed from the beginning and were
heard more widely during the 1960s. The students drew on the labor undertaken by the
earlier activists and leaders I described above. Civil society memory work did exist, but
did not amount to a movement; it remained at the margins of society and was driven
primarily by victims themselves or their families. In addition to looking after the material
well-being of victims and protesting against Nazi continuities, these initiatives erected
mainly small traditional memorial markers or plaques. They were concerned with
preserving the memory of those who had suffered and with preventing a repetition of
history. However, despite the importance of this groundwork, these early efforts did not
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have a profound impact on society writ large. Theirs was a constant struggle against the
mainstream tendency to sideline the collective responsibility for the Nazi past and to
celebrate the future instead.

3.4 “1968” as the turning point for memory politics?
Since the 40th anniversary of the student revolt, the debate over the importance of the
student movement in the development of German society has been reinvigorated.
However, there is as yet no consensus on the meaning of “1968” for the politics of the
past. Political scientist Claus Leggewie says 1968 marked the “antifascist reestablishment
of the Federal Republic of Germany after the missed opportunity of 1945,” and philopher
Jürgen Habermas dates the basic liberalization (Fundamentalliberalisierung) of German
society to 1967/1968. On the other side, former student activist and historian Götz Aly
contends that 1968 was a totalitarian extension of National Socialism. Less dramatically,
Hermann Lübbe sees the effect of 1968 on the confrontation with the Nazi past as “a
myth.”94 Given this lack of agreement, a brief discussion of the role of the student revolt
and its impact on memory work is in order.

Diethelm Prowe argues that the crucial process of democratization in fact took place
before the 1960s. In his words, “Stabilization and rising prosperity rather than a radical
revolutionary turnabout provided the environment in which West Germans gradually
internalized a civic culture that expected and respected individual civil liberties and the
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sanctity of democratic rights, which the 1968ers would then exercise.”95 More
specifically, Prowe contends that the combination and interaction of Americanization and
a certain amount of push-back from German conservatives gave roots to democratic
institutions and attitudes. American authorities fostered the free-market economy that
entailed rising living standards and that was acceptable to German elites. But they also
checked the most right-wing tendencies in politics and thereby contributed to societal
openings for women, workers, refugees and other groups. In the field of memory, US
policy allowed for selective remembrance as well as restitution for Jewish victims and
Israel.96 In sum, Prowe suggests that the real miracle of the 1950s was not economic but
the “basic political transformation that led within less than a generation to a genuinely
democratic society.”97 This drive for Westernization – also reflected in the more
rebellious pop culture which was soon thriving among German youth – is closely linked
to efforts to reestablish German society as a natural member in Western civilization and
to foster what Jarausch called “re-civilization.”98

Notwithstanding the

undeniable contribution of the Western

Allies through

denazification, Marshall Plan aid, and the provision of security for the new FRG state, it
is questionable whether at this early stage West Germany can be called “genuinely
democratic.” The continuities of Nazi party members in positions of influence and public
opinion surveys about Nazism should by themselves elicit skepticism. To mention just
one figure, in 1955, 48% of West Germans continued to believe that, had there not been
95
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the war, Hitler would have been one of Germany’s greatest leaders.99 More importantly,
policy-makers at the time were by no means assured of the durability of West Germany’s
democratic character. Susanna Schraffstetter has demonstrated in the context of her study
about the debate over the FRG’s nuclear status that: “While West Germany was
considered a reliable ally at the time, trust in the long-term stability of the Bonn Republic
was not firmly rooted.”100 Even if 1950s West Germany might appear consolidated in
hindsight, it did not appear so to contemporaries who formulated their policies
accordingly.

In order to understand the scope of possible memory work, we must take seriously the
perception of the actors. The developments of the 1950s and early 1960s – primarily the
strengthening of institutions, economic advancement, and liberal political and artistic
engagement – no doubt facilitated the social transformations of the later 1960s. But at
this time, the decisive turning point for the confrontation with the Nazi past and its
memorialization in public space had not yet arrived.

There is further evidence and scholarship that suggests that social, political and economic
change in the 1950s created the possibility for the activism of the 1960s. Hanna Schissler
concurs with Prowe that the 1960s movements were made possible by the personal
security which resulted from the 1950s economic boom.101 By the early 1960s, most
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West Germans thought they were now better off than ever before and all the polls showed
increasing trust and acceptance of the democratic system.102 Further, Schissler and others
note that the postwar years were not devoid of protest activity, though it mostly emanated
from the working class and thus received less attention than when the children of the
bourgeoisie began rioting a decade later.103 According to Jarausch, the Adenauer period
equipped the FRG with a new “Bürgerlichkeit” (civility), the necessary infrastructure of a
free media, and the mechanisms to found associations.104 In other words, the notion that
extraparliamentary politics were an important component of democracy had its origins in
the 1950s. Overall, societal developments by the mid-1960s had led to what Chancellor
Ludwig Erhard called “the end of the postwar era” and a concomitant liberalization and
cultural opening.105 Further, Wulf Kansteiner contends that “without the make-believe of
the postwar years, the post factum antifascists [of 1968] would have been deprived of
their marvelous targets and would have been unable to claim as their own a public sphere
that was perhaps democratic in name only.”106

Konrad Jarausch argues that a range of long-term developments came to a head in the
1960s (including the building of the Berlin Wall, the end of the Adenauer era, the
beginning of reconciliation policy with the East, and the establishment of a culture of
mass consumption and prosperity), which made it a “hinge decade” in several respects.107
Edgar Wolfrum has similarly written that by this time, it was “unmistakable that the
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Federal Republic was well on its way to achieving self-confidence in its identity as a
society in its own right and that, in the perception of its citizens, West Germany had lost
its provisional character.”108 By 1967, 81% said they had gotten used to the German
division.109 This new-found self-assurance – also supported by the first handing-over of
governmental power to an entirely new set of parties in 1969 – and the resulting deintensification of the societal competition with East Germany, enabled a more critical
approach to the Nazi past.

Furthermore, by the 1960s, a new generation of political and cultural personalities was
moving into positions of power. Dirk Moses has called this cohort – that includes
Chancellor Helmut Kohl, novelist Günter Grass, philosopher Jürgen Habermas, historian
Hans-Ulrich Wehler, and the late writer Ralf Dahrendorf – the forty-fivers.110 This group,
notwithstanding its diversity, was between 15 and 25 years of age when the war ended,
but shaped most decisively by the new possibilities of the postwar period. Even before
1968 there was therefore a societal force that could drive the reform of memory
narratives. In fact, Moses argues that the strong elements of anti-liberalism central to the
student movement were effectively countered by the forty-fivers who protected the
liberal foundations laid in 1949 against the students’ attacks.111

These critical leaders helped to open up German society and thereby prepared the way for
a more aggressive reckoning with the past that began during the 1960s. In 1959, a wave
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of anti-Semitic graffiti (totaling 470 instances) prompted many to address the Nazi past
for the first time. In direct response to the vandalism, tens of thousands protested in
January 1960 in Berlin against anti-Semitism and neo-Nazism – an unprecedented level
of mobilization in this issue area.112 In 1962, all but one of the eleven Bundesländer made
the study of 1933-1945 a mandatory subject in school and the numbers of school groups
visiting concentration camp memorials expanded by more than a factor of ten.113 The
Landeszentralen für politische Bildung (state agencies for political education),
established in the 1950s, began putting out more critical material.114 In Munich, a cuttingedge institute for the historical examination of the Nazi past was created under Hans
Rothfels115 and in Ludwigsburg in 1958, a special prosecutorial agency for Nazi crimes
led to new trials against war criminals (most importantly the Auschwitz trial from 1963 to
1965). In 1969, after much debate, the statute of limitations on the crime of murder was
extended, enabling a new round of trials of Nazi war criminals. According to Herf: the
“Verjährungsdebatten were important because they led to continued prosecutions and
drew public attention to the crimes of the Nazi era and to the judicial fiasco of 1950s
West Germany.”116 Above all, they moved the unfinished business of the Nazi past back
into the public sphere. Intellectuals such as Günter Grass and Rolf Hochhuth drove an
artistic interrogation of memory, and the media also began to be more inquiring.

Important contributions to memory work were also made by mainstream and even
conservative figures in the Federal Republic. Most important in this context was
112
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chancellor Willy Brandt’s call to “dare more democracy” and his dramatic gesture of
kneeling silently at the Warsaw Ghetto memorial. But there were also President Gustav
Heinemann’s efforts to transform Germans’ values through measures such as his school
essay competitions initiated in 1973. The latter’s intention was to foster a positive
democratic tradition and by 1980 (when the competition theme was “history of everyday
life”), over 10,000 pupils participated.117 Herf argues that the relationship between
memory and democracy had now shifted. For the first time, politicians could count on an
electoral majority in favor of confronting the past.118

The student protesters, indeed, were not the only ones confronting the demons of history.
However, I want to argue that their contribution to the democratization of German
political culture was nevertheless crucial – though mainly in an indirect sense. The
student movement is widely credited with placing the Nazi past on the agenda and thus
catapulting Germany into a new era. “Trust no one over thirty” was a motto that had been
implicit in the youthful rejection of mainstream culture even during the 1950s, but was
politicized through the added implication that anyone in the previous age cohort might
have been involved in the Nazi regime.119 Indeed, the students exposed professors and
other figures of authority that had collaborated with Nazism, and they protested against
what they saw as quasi-fascist social and political structures. Compared to other societies,
this gave the German student revolt a particularly urgent character and effective rallying
point. In 1967, the movement was radicalized by the shooting death of a student, Benno
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Ohnesorg, during a demonstration against the Shah of Iran, which was read by many as a
signifier of the fascist elements in the West German state and its servants.120

However, historian Ute Frevert argues that though many 1968ers had joined the
movement in order to confront the previous generation and its selective silence of the
past, their own efforts to “work through” the past quickly became impersonal. With the
exception of a limited revival of interest in Jewish history and culture in some circles,121
the main concern was with capitalist interests, profiteers of the regime, and continuities
stretching into the FRG. Structural and economic theories of fascism were especially
popular in the 1970s.122 The Nazi past was frequently invoked for instrumental purposes.
As Michael Schmidtke writes,
Subject at once to inflationary use and simplification, the concept of fascism was
transformed into a “collective symbol” that various actors – students, intellectuals, the
press – competed to use. The concept of fascism no longer served primarily to explain a
historical phenomenon, and the more widely the concept was used the more common it
became for antagonists to see fascist tendencies in one another's behavior.123

There were few attempts to examine the details of Nazi-history – to trace particular
perpetrators, their motives, and the historical context.124 The focus was on the system not
on individuals. History functioned essentially as an experimental arena for favored
theories. With the “privilege of late birth” came a certain arrogance that seemed to entitle
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the students to harsh verdicts on their elders.125 This may have been politically expedient
at the time, but it did not contribute to an understanding of the historical and personal
circumstances which made the Holocaust possible. As Kansteiner writes, “the
provocations of the students did not quickly transform Germany’s historical culture. As
the students entered into divisive and circuitous discussions about the nature of Fascism,
descended into terrorism, or opted for the long march through the institutions, the Nazi
past temporarily disappeared from the media headlines.”126

The mobilization of the 1960s, then, did not immediately leave a significant mark in West
Germany’s memory landscape. Most of the memorials dedicated during this decade had
been initiated during the 1950s and their design features reflected as much.127 For
example, the concentration camp memorial at Dachau was inaugurated in 1968, but was
the product of a long struggle of camp survivors to safeguard the site.128 Jochen
Spielmann sums up the students’ impact on the memorial landscape as follows: “In
contrast to the 1950s, when monuments were built, but there was a hardly a reckoning
with National Socialism, during the 1960s there was a more intensive confrontation of the
past, but hardly any built monuments.”129 He goes on to explain:
In the years 1968 to 1979, there was an intensive reckoning with National Socialism that
did not express itself through monuments. The historical consciousness of the “generation
of 68” examined – next to structure and ideology of National Socialism – especially its
continuities into the present and could not use memorials for these intentions.
Subsequently, the memorial form was subjected to extended discussions and was rejected
as a medium for a discourse free of power [herrschaftsfreien Diskurs].130
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Ulrike Haß, in her analysis of Holocaust memorial inscriptions, argues that the era of
1960 to 1979 was marked not by the creation of a critical memory culture expressed
through memorials, but by contrast, was a time of “memorials without remembrance.” By
this she means that the memorials of this time overwhelmingly had the intention, not of
remembering or explaining, but of controlling the interpretation of the past in particular
ways. For example, most memorials were built away from public view, often in
cemeteries, so that they blurred the distinction between victims and perpetrators and
sought to alleviate guilt by referencing the universal problems of death and violence,
rather than historical specifics.131

If the students did not make a significant mark on public memory, what then was their
contribution to the development of German memory culture? In a more general sense,
Jarausch notes the paradox that the political goals of the movement failed but it produced,
unexpectedly, the deep transformation of West Germany’s culture and consciousness.132
It amounted to a “breakthrough of civil society”133 and laid the social foundation which
the History Movement drew on in the 1980s.

I would argue, then, that the significance of 1968 for the reckoning with the past has less
to do with the students’ own debates about fascism or their limited memorial activities,
and more with the long-term impact they had on the democratization of German society
as a whole – which was made possible by the less dramatic developments in institutions
131
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and attitudes during the 1950s and early 1960s. There was no immediate revolution as a
result of the 1968 protests, but more important was, in Gerd Rainer Horn’s words, “the
concrete experience of a qualitatively different way of life, the exposure to nonhierarchical modes of social interaction, the lived environment of solidarity, the heated
atmosphere of open debate, the concrete strivings for a common and mutually beneficial
system-transcending goal.”134 These experiences stayed with the “1968ers” and also
influenced the next cohort, while the student movement itself rapidly dispersed in the
early 1970s. The leadership of SDS (Sozialistischer Deutscher Studentenbund – Socialist
German Union of Students) disagreed on the best strategy going forward and the left
fragmented into small factions of orthodox Marxist “K-groups,” as well as an
unorganized milieu of antiauthoritarian projects.135 The latter formed the breeding ground
for a host of “new social movements” – of which the History Movement was one.

1968, then, sparked a “participatory revolution”136 that enabled the emergence of
citizens’ initiatives and protest movements focused on issues such as environmental
degradation, arms races and the stationing of missiles in Germany, alternative forms of
child rearing, women’s emancipation, and more.137 Critical theorist Jürgen Habermas
argued early on that the student movement had triggered a democratization of institutions
such as the church, media, justice, parties and unions. Further, he noted that the real
novelty of the movement was to be found in politicization of the private sphere, which
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also made it more possible to question the actions of the parent generation.138 Hans
Magnus Enzensberger contended that protest was crucial in teaching Germans practical
ways to overcome authoritarian thinking,139 in a sense providing them with hands-on
instruction in engaged citizenship. The protesters of the 1960s – drawing on the example
of the US civil rights movement – sought to establish novel forms of communication and
political action, in order to counter the inevitable bureaucratization of organizations that
Robert Michels had identified.140 They employed direct-action techniques, held large
rallies for decision-making, rejected the election of permanent officials, and organized
into smaller committees and initiatives where even the more timid could participate.141
While the ideals of radical democracy were often not implemented in practice, these
political forms nevertheless profoundly impacted the new left movements in the next
decades.142 Moreover, the feminist critique of the operating procedures used by the
students concomitantly influenced the new social movements.

The 1970s were a time of busy activity at the grassroots level, despite the widespread
disappointment with the “failed revolution.” Furthermore, during this decade, the chasm
between left and right-wing notions of democratic governance – including its
manifestations in memory politics – deepened. The federal government’s harsh reactions
against the terror of the Rote Armee Fraktion (Red Army Faction) led to disillusionment
among moderate leftists – notwithstanding their rejection of violent means. According to
Geoffrey Eley, the large political parties were not capable of latching on to the high level
138
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of societal mobilization, though Social Democrats certainly attempted to cooperate with
the new movements.143 Unable to respond adequately to the call for an expansion of
democracy into new arenas, the West German state was facing a crisis of legitimacy. This
presented an opportunity for grassroots initiatives of all kinds – from alternative living
communities, to environmentalists and history initiatives. Leftists influenced by the ideals
of 1968 founded publishing houses, alternative archives, and research projects all aimed
at establishing autonomous institutions to counter the conservative establishment.144
While the 1970s are not usually noted for important developments in the realm of
memory politics, it is then that the groundwork for the memory boom of the following
decade was laid. This broad sweep of social and institutional contention created a very
suitable environment for the ground-up debate over memorialization to begin. This
debate would reassess the politics of memory in Germany and display a new set of values
born of the emerging social movements in public sites of memory.

3.5 The 1980s as the pivotal decade
In the early 1980s, two contrasting developments occurred. On the one hand, the
außerparlamentarische Opposition (APO – non-parliamentary opposition) was at its peak
in terms of mobilization, visibility, and society-wide impact.145 Andreas Wirsching goes
so far as to call the 1980s a “decade of protest” and writes that “parties and parliaments,
politicians and functionaries, saw themselves confronted with waves of protest in
response to practically any larger political undertaking, which – strengthened and driven
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by the media – significantly narrowed the realm of policy options.”146 On the other hand,
the “geistige Wende” (roughly translatable as “spiritual transformation”) announced by
the new Chancellor Helmut Kohl heralded a consolidation of power by the state in
tandem with the implementation of a more formal notion of democracy and a
conservative cultural style and mode of governance.147 This new conservative selfconfidence was mirrored in historiography where calls for a “normalization” of German
discourse about the past – a return to tradition and moral steadfastness as opposed to the
critique and emancipatory goals of left-wing intellectuals – were being voiced.148

Notwithstanding some divisions internal to the CDU, the conservative resurgence in
academia and politics explains why left-wing activists felt the need to safe-guard their
ideals and achievement from a “right-wing onslaught” – a strong sentiment in the
writings of the History Movement. This percetion greatly aided the left’s ability to
mobilize. As a consequence, the bürgerliche (bourgeois) majority was faced with a large
and vocal “alternative scene” that, with the Greens, even acquired its own parliamentary
representation. At the same time, the general resurgence in popularity of all things
historical shifted memory politics squarely onto the political agenda for both ideological
camps. Memory was becoming a key policy field that could not be left unattended. As
conservative historian and Kohl adviser Michael Stürmer quipped later in the decade, “in
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a land without history, the future is won by those who shape remembrance, determine the
concepts, and interpret the past.”149

3.5.1 The memory boom
The 1980s saw a veritable boom of memorial activities in general. Publishers scrambled
to include historical books in their catalogues – with great successes in sales – and the
historical documentary became a much more common feature on television. Between
1982 and 1990, the numbers of museums and exhibitions increased by about a third. By
the end of the decade, there were 74 million museum visitors annually (up from 52
million in 1982).150 Museum planners sought to offer more accessible exhibits for a mass
audience, making displays more interactive and visual. A prominent example of an
exhibition that both benefitted from the renewed interest in history, as well as understood
the new trends in representation was “Preußen – Versuch einer Bilanz” (Prussia –
Attempt at an Assessment). This show was opened in 1981 in Berlin and drew half a
million people.151 There was no “natural” anniversary that necessitated examining the
inheritance of Prussia and yet there was a flood of material in the press and scholarly
work about the topic at the time. There were efforts, in both East and West, to reclaim
elements of Prussian tradition and thereby enhance its standing vis-à-vis citizens as well
as the Cold War adversary.152 Moreover, Prussia seems to have been a useful point of
contention that allowed left and right in the Federal Republic to clarify their standpoints
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on the meaning of German history writ large. Where conservatives found a laudable
legacy of honor and greatness, the left saw dangerous militarism. Social historian HansUlrich Wehler, for instance, wrote “Prussia helped to make Hitler possible. The Prussian
spirit of subservience, Prussian ideas of authority, the Prussian militarization of society,
the unholy alliance of Prussian Junkers, politicians, and military leaders, all originally
helped to place Hitler in power […] and thereafter supported and solidified the ruling
system of National Socialism.”153

According to Ute Frevert, the Prussia exhibit itself, however, was not tendentious and
instead epitomized the new trend to examine everyday life rather than merely “high
politics.”154 Historians – most notably such figures as Alf Lüdtke and Lutz Niethammer –
had popularized “Alltagsgeschichte” (history of everyday life) since the 1970s as an
alternative to more structural methodologies. While the concept was often criticized for
romanticizing the “man on the street,” Alltagsgeschichte in fact soon became a
sophisticated and complex approach. As Belinda Davis, Thomas Lindenberg, and
Michael Wildt write, “Alltag does not denote a place, a thing, or something repetitive or
routine in contradistinction to the ‘special’ or ‘celebratory.’ Alltag by contrast
encapsulates a perspective, a research agenda that focuses attention on the diverse
practice in which people perceive and appropriate their situation.”155 This scholarly
program was as yet relatively marginal in academia, but received an enormous boost
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through the History Movement. Indeed, activists of the history movement report visiting
the Prussia show and debating its merits and problems.156

The new resonance of history was also manifested in the obsession with retro-chic.
Rejecting the modernism of the 1950s and 60s, particularly young people donned secondhand fashion, saved furniture from the trash, watched old movies, and frequented flea
markets.157 In large cities, squatters occupied and refurbished old buildings (calling this
“Instandbesetzung”) and citizens’ groups prevented the razing of run-down historical
neighborhoods. In Berlin, this scene was an especially important breeding ground for
history initiatives. All this gradually sparked the interest of municipal authorities, which
began to see even the bothersome and unruly sides of the new social movements as
potential opportunities to reinvigorate their cities and attract tourists.

The general hunger for history was accompanied by a surge in public interest in the Nazi
past in particular. Most important here was the screening in 1979 on public television of
the fictional miniseries “Holocaust” which brought home to viewers the everyday
experience of persecution and genocide, as well as individual responsibility and
resistance, under the Nazis. Twenty million Germans watched the series. In addition, a
series of anniversaries provided occasions for remembrance – most importantly in 1983
(50th anniversary of the Nazi take-over of power) and in 1985 when Christian Democratic
President Richard von Weizsäcker held what became probably the most widely-cited and
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most influential parliamentary speech in German history. With this speech, the President
emphasized a differentiated remembrance of the various victim groups of the Second
World War on the level of official politics. Though the traditional commemoration of all
“victims of war and dictatorship” continued to be supported by Kohl and others, and was
carried over into unified Germany in the shape of the Neue Wache memorial, von
Weizsäcker had nevertheless made an important contribution to the transformation of
memory culture. Furthermore, his speech continued the tradition begun decades earlier by
Heuss, Schumacher and others. The left was thus not alone in addressing the Nazi past in
a differentiated manner: political divisions were not as clear cut as they were sometimes
portrayed by the actors of the time.

The memory boom was nowhere more pronounced than in the arena of Holocaust
monuments. As Jochen Spielmann states, during the 1980s, more memorials and plaques
commemorating those murdered between 1933 and 1945 were established in West Berlin,
than in the period of 1945 to 1980 combined.158 Almost 80% of the memorial plaques to
victims of National Socialism in West-Berlin originated in the 1980s.159 Sites of Nazi
terror saw unprecedented numbers of visitors; the memorial sites in Bergen-Belsen and
Neuengamme were redesigned and expanded as a result.160 And new memorials were
popping up all over the country. An overwhelming number of these new markers were
initiated by local history activists – some attached to churches, unions, parties, youth
groups, or schools. But most of them originated in independent citizens’ initiatives that
158
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together made up the new left Geschichtsbewegung. When this work began in the early
1980s, erecting a Holocaust monument meant questioning established narratives about
local history and struggling against the resistance of local leaders. For the history
activists, these local authorities were representative of the federal history politics of the
Kohl era. Again, we see contention between civil society and state actors over which
norms and processes to use in demonstrating public memory. By the 1980s, there is an
explicit claim to the democratizing process of ground-up, local history work. It is set in
contrast to the dominant narrative of memory politics practiced by the Kohl government.

3.5.2 Kohl’s history politics
Though governmental history politics were only one manifestation of the larger memory
boom, Helmut Kohl’s inimitable stance kept history at the center of political contention
without interruption during the 1980s. His approach was to explicitly accept German
responsibility, but to “organically link it with the positive aspects of German history and,
in particular, a commitment to its future.”161 Under Kohl, the CDU also continued to
advocate on behalf of German war victims, especially the expellees. A case in point, in
1985, the Kohl government passed a law criminalizing both the denial of the Holocaust
and of the expulsion.162

An official desire to redefine German history as more than a source of shame was not
new of course. However, as Jeffrey Olick argues,
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Kohl’s style of normalization was more aggressive [than that of his predecessors],
embodied in an ideological program for cultural change, which included pride in German
history, the celebration of heroes, national museums and monuments, and a distancing of
past misdeeds, which now have lost their specificity – all the victims are the same. On
this basis, West Germany sought to undertake a greater role in world politics.163

When he came to power in 1982, Helmut Kohl promised a spiritual-moral transformation
(geistig-moralische Wende) and during a visit to Israel, invoked the “mercy of late birth”
(Gnade der späten Geburt) which sought to absolve his and younger generations of
responsibility.164 A number of well-known controversies exemplified and accompanied
the government’s efforts. The first of these was the Chancellor’s insistence on taking
President Reagan to a cemetery in Bitburg, where SS soldiers were buried alongside other
war dead. Though he tried to assuage his critics by adding a visit to a concentration camp
to the itinerary, especially the left continued to suspect Kohl of attempting to impose an
official version of history in an undemocratic manner. It was often overlooked that the
chancellor at times sounded much like President Richard von Weizsäcker in his rhetoric
and worked to marginalize the radical right within the CDU, as represented by Alfred
Dregger.165 Jan-Holger Kirsch has noted that Kohl himself underwent a learning process
during this decade, gradually coming to an understanding that the memory of National
Socialism would not weaken with time and that he had to respond accordingly.166 Kohl is
a more complex figure in memory politics than he is often made out to be.
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Second, a dispute called the “Historikerstreit” between conservative and liberal
intellectuals came to epitomize the chasm between Kohl’s history politics and those of
the left.167 According to Wirsching, the debate was important for two reasons. First, it
marked the climax of the cultural and historical contention between left and right during
the 1980s. Second, it had an important empirical core, which was the historical
relationship between National Socialism and Bolshevism.168 Left-wing figures, above all
Jürgen Habermas, essentially emerged victorious, and thus strengthened both citizens’
history initiatives and those attempting to counter Kohl’s moves from within the
institutions.

During the third important controversy, the conservative Volksbund Deutsche
Kriegsgräberfürsorge, supported by various other groups, drew up plans to build a new
national memorial in Bonn which was to commemorate all war dead indiscriminately.
Though Bonn had a memorial, it had long been felt to be neither central nor large enough
to function as the location for ceremonial wreath-layings with international dignitaries.169
While the federal government objected to the size and style of the memorial (it was to be
40,000 square meters large and replete with Christian symbolism), it did continue to
support the idea of a traditional monument to honor the dead and cooperated with the
Volksbund and its partners. As Michael Jeismann points out, these memorial plans are a
telling example of how government and conservative interest groups attempted to create
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remembrance by decree, excluding broad public participation in the decision.170 This was
the modus operandi favored by Kohl, and it was this procedure, as much as the content of
memorialization, which left-wing activists rejected. When the plans were made public,
protest was considerable, and the project could not be realized until the capital was
moved to Berlin. Here, in 1993, the Neue Wache, a memorial close to the Brandenburg
Gate, which had already served a similar function in the GDR, was rededicated to the
“Victims of War and Dictatorship.” Members of the History Movement closely followed,
protested against, and critiqued the process that lead to the memorial, and they succeeded
in forcing the government to add a separate (small) plaque differentiating between the
dead.171

Image 3.9 and 3.10: Neue Wache memorial, rededicated 1993, outside and inside172

Fourth, there were plans for a national history museum in West Berlin, in tandem with
the “Haus der Geschichte der Bundesrepublik” in Bonn. Kohl said, during an
announcement of the Berlin museum, that though 1933-45 was a major period of German
170
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history, the Federal Republic was not defined by it and also had positive episodes to
represent. Jochen Spielmann argues that the government sought to feign a non-existent
consensus on the meaning of National Socialism and to legitimate an official
interpretation of history with the project.173 Kohl promised 265 Million Deutsche Mark
for this purpose.174 On the occasion of the 750 Year Anniversary of Berlin in 1987, the
Chancellor and the Mayor of Berlin Eberhard Diepgen laid a symbolic bloc precisely
where today the Chancellor’s Office is located. History workshop activists, Social
Democrats, and Greens protested and citizens organized a rally. For several weeks, the
founding bloc was thought to be in danger of being damaged or abducted and received
round-the-clock police protection.175 Apparently, the left believed that Kohl’s
“governmental historians” had conspired to exclude the opposition from the planning
process176 and that consequently the museum would epitomize the top-down and
nationalistic version of the past against which the history initiatives righteously fought.
While this view was too simplistic in hindsight, at the time the perception of where the
political battle lines lay was crucial to the left’s ultimate success in promoting a more
critical reading of the German past. Unification prevented plans from going ahead.
Instead, the Deutsche Historische Museum (DHM – German Historical Museum) was
officially opened in June 2006 in the former location of the GDR equivalent near the
Brandenburg Gate. Overall, it has received favorable reviews from across the political
spectrum.
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Efforts to lay claim to the interpretation of history on both sides were symptomatic of the
fact that, by the 1980s, the Federal Republic had acquired an independent identity.
Though officially the goal of unification had not been abandoned, in practice all political
forces had accommodated to the expectation that the German division would continue.
Conservatives and liberals alike had bid farewell to the notion of a “provisional” state –
ironically only briefly before unification actually became a reality.177 The official
museum and memorial plans, as well as the grassroots initiatives reflected this in their
lack of attention to developments in the GDR.

By putting a positively redefined version of history on the agenda, Kohl and his allies
unintentionally provoked a series of public debates which helped to transform German
political culture in the opposite direction. They also inadvertently provided the left with a
target. Despite the perception on the left of a united conservative front, reality was more
complex. There were a host of conservative politicians and thinkers, President von
Weizsäcker among them, who advocated a similarly critical approach to the Nazi past.
Nevertheless, the image of a conservative offensive in history politics was crucial to the
History Movement’s ability to recruit and motivate activists. Further, the Green Party
which entered the federal parliament for the first time in 1983 and saw itself as the
legislative arm of the APO, took the opportunity to carry the critique of the status-quo
into debates which now became more frequent and intense. According to Dubiel, the
antagonistic interplay between Kohl’s conservative historical rhetoric and the Greens
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who were trying to establish themselves in the national political arena led to a
dramatization of public discourse on the Nazi past.

The left-right dynamic in German politics had now changed: while the right had
previously preferred to remain reserved on the issue, both sides of the political spectrum
now used the past unabashedly to undergird their positions.178 It was in this charged
political atmosphere of the 1980s that the History Movement made its mark on the
German memory landscape. For the first time, the top-down approach of institutional
memory was successfully challenged by a grassroots driven movement of civil society
actors.

3.6 History activism in the German Democratic Republic?
What was happening on the other side of the Iron Curtain while the interest in history and
memory activism was booming in West Germany? As I noted previously, official policy
in the GDR from the outset celebrated communist resistance against the Nazis, while
sidelining the memory of Jewish and other victims. The antifascist state regarded itself as
a victor of history and projected all responsibility for Nazi regime, as well as all
purported continuities of fascism in the present, onto the Federal Republic in the context
of Cold War competition. Thus, official antifascism became a key component of East
German state ideology. The memorial landscape reflected this.
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In the late 1970s, this official approach to the past underwent some careful and gradual
changes. Edgar Wolfrum argues that surrounding the thirtieth anniversary of the GDR in
1979, historiography reoriented, triggered by the growing social and economic crises of
the time. There was an increased interest in “Erbe und Tradition” (heritage and tradition),
which allowed for a more differentiated and less ideological take on history, and took
into account a longer span of German history in an effort to win emotional support for the
GDR system.179 At this time, there were also individual attempts to examine the legacies
of the Holocaust for East German society. For example, writers Heinz Knobloch and
Günter Kunert were able to publish texts – marginalized but nevertheless available –
about the Jewish history of Berlin.180 In 1983, Knobloch also initiated the marking of the
site on Bebelplatz in East Berlin were the Nazis had burned books in May 1933. He
succeeded in having a plaque attached and later, the GDR government made plans for a
more elaborate memorial true to State Socialist commemorative style. These plans were
displaced by unification and eventually, Micha Ullmann’s celebrated underground room
with empty bookshelves was inaugurated in 1995.181
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Images 3.11 and 3.12: Memorial “Bibliothek” (Library) at Bebelplatz182

It was not until the late 1980s, however, that Jewish memory was paid more official
attention and was manifested in memorialization practices. The reconstruction of the New
Synagogue in central Berlin was begun and in 1988 the Centrum Judaicum was founded
as an officially sanctioned institution of Jewish culture.183 At the same time, several
projects to commemorate Jewish victims of the Holocaust were begun, most of which
were not completed until after 1989. For example, the memorials at Rosenstrasse
(commemorating German women who had protested the arrest of their Jewish husbands
in 1942)184 and at Koppenplatz (an “abandoned room” recalling the Holocaust and the
cultural void it created) originated in this period.185 Also in 1988 there was an exhibition
in the Berlin Ephraim Palais commemorating the fiftieth anniversary of the “fascist
November pogrom”186 – for the first time, the anti-Jewish pogrom was at the center of
public memory on November 9, while the German revolution of 1918 became secondary.
The regime was also negotiating the possibility of restitution with the Jewish World
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Congress at the time. Several observers have argued that this shift in GDR policy had an
instrumental and strategic explanation. Honecker and his acolytes sought to improve their
international and economic relations, and – on the basis of the anti-Semitic belief that
Jews were in control of these relations – thought that this could be achieved by
cultivating Jewish public opinion.187

Image 3.13 Memorial at Rosenstrasse and Image 3.14 Memorial at Koppenplatz188

There is evidence that Jewish history also gained increased prominence among members
of the opposition during this period. Due to the important role of anti-fascism in state
ideology, the questioning of the official interpretation of history and an interest in Jewish
suffering in itself amounted to a subversive act. Much of the oppositional activity in the
GDR emanated from or was protected through the Protestant church. The provision of
autonomous spaces and a rudimentary public sphere through church communities became
especially crucial during the 1980s when peace, human rights, and environmental groups
were struggling to effect change.189 Accordingly, those who became concerned with
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excavating Jewish history and examining the Nazi past through a non-ideological lens
often had Christian backgrounds and were motivated by their historical awareness to
question their own role under a dictatorship. As member of the opposition Maria Nooke
relates,
There was this tradition in the GDR – we were an antifascist state, had nothing to do with
the Third Reich and were “on the good side,” so to speak. Therefore, it was very difficult
to confront these issues without conflicting with the state doctrine. […] For me for
example, the question of “how do I behave in a dictatorship without having to face
questions from my children later about why I participated?” was crucial – in other words,
the question that the 1968ers in the West asked their parents, I asked myself. […] For me,
this was one of the primary motives to position myself against this state and to try to
voice my opinion, to publicize certain things – ecological questions, human rights
questions, questions about democracy.190

There were instances where oppositionists practiced memory activism as part of their
resistance. For example, the first peace forum took place at the Kreuzkirche in Dresden
on February 13, 1981, the anniversary of the bombing of the city. The activists thereby
sought to harness the memory of civilian suffering in war to take a stand against the
militarism of the GDR regime.191 Further, Ruth Leiserowitz reports that her group
“Frauen für den Frieden” (Women for Peace) protested against the building of a road
through the Jewish cemetery in Berlin-Weissensee and that she was confronted with overt
anti-Semitism.192 One of the most prominent instances of the use of memory for antiregime action was an unpublished paper written by Markus Meckel and Martin Gutzeit
on the occasion of the fortieth anniversary of the end of the war on 8th of May 1985 and
which was discussed in opposition circles. The authors argued that despite the antifascist
identity of the state, National Socialist ideas continued to exist and that an
acknowledgment of guilt had to entail an analysis of current political and social
190
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structures. They went on to contend “coming to terms with the past includes the
obligation to actively oppose the system of fear and threat and injustice and misuse of
power within our own society.”193

Despite these individual examples of using the memory of the Nazi past as an instrument
of opposition against the regime, there does not seem to have been a sustained effort at
memory activism in the GDR at this time. Though the regime’s approach to history was
certainly a focus of critique, the repressive conditions for civil society in East Germany,
as well as the many restrictions on the flow of information and scholarly research
severely hampered the development of anything that could have resembled a “history
movement.” Moreover, there were plenty of current problems and human rights
violations for the opposition movement to address, so that attention was directed away
from an analysis of the past. Matthias Rau, who found an early interest in the Jewish
history of Berlin and conducted clandestine tours of the city, mostly for Westerners,
remembers that though he talked to others from the Bürgerbewegung about his activities,
there was no wide-spread concern for historical questions. The role of memory in the
East German opposition is an area of research that deserves further study.

When the Wall fell, on the 9th of November 1989, it suddenly became possible not only
to critically examine the regime’s history of repression, but also to reevaluate its
approach to the Nazi past. The first act of the democratically elected East German
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parliament in 1990 was to accept responsibility and apologize for the hypocrisy of the
GDR state, and to announce willingness to pay compensation to the victims.194

3.7 Post-Wall Memory Politics
In the twenty years since the end of German division, debates over history and
memorialization have taken place with great frequency and have become a routine
component of politics and society in the Berlin Republic. It is thus impossible to provide
even a remotely complete overview of all the factors and events which play into the
confrontation with the past. Here, I provide an analysis of the most important newer
developments, especially as they relate to the overall concerns of the dissertation. I
concentrate in particular here on official memory politics and public debates in the
context of German unification and a re-orientation in foreign policy.

Most generally, the confrontation with the history of the Second World War, the
Holocaust, and the immediate aftermath was shaped toward the end of the century by
developments unspecific to the German situation. Remembrance was being transformed
through the revolution in information technology which enabled a quantitatively and
qualitatively new level of recording of evidence and oral testimony, as well as of
distribution of this information through new media.195 As a result of this IT revolution
and related processes of globalization, there was also an increased interchange between
memorial institutions across the globe which entailed the development of international
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standards of memorial design and representation. Memorial institutions in Germany felt
the growing pressures of the internationalized “scene” of memory-makers. Hand in hand
went what has been called a universalization of Holocaust memory, whereby the
Holocaust has become a crucial reference point in identity politics across the globe.196

Concomitantly, the early 1990s saw a heightened awareness that the last witnesses to the
history of 1933-45 were nearing the ends of their lives. Therefore, debates over this past
acquired a particular urgency.197 Survivors sought to establish the meaning of their
history for future generations, while policy makers and activists struggled over how best
to institute a memory culture removed from direct experience. These considerations, and
processes of reckoning with the past generally, were strongly shaped by the West German
approach to memory work which by this time was becoming institutionally rooted and
culturally mainstreamed. Any newcomers to the memory politics of the now unified
Federal Republic had to devise strategies and frame their arguments with reference to the
established memory culture in order to be effective.

Early efforts to confront the legacy of communism no doubt benefited from the
accumulated experience in West Germany. The buildings and archives of the crumbling
state were rapidly seized in order to safeguard the evidence of misdeeds (mostly
successfully). Postwar denazification was seen as a precedent for “de-Stasification” of the
civil service. The authority created to administer the secret police files (named first
196
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Gauck and later Birthler Behörde, after its directors – officially BStU) was called a
model for other post-communist societies. The federal government put in place a series of
expert commissions (Enquete-Kommissionen) in order to institutionalize the process of
public reckoning with the forty years of communist rule. As Gabriele Camphausen
writes, “the intention was to avoid any repetition of the mistakes that had resulted from
the foot-dragging that followed the demise of the National Socialist regime.”198 In the
early years, the focus was less on memorialization than on a judicial and political
reckoning, as well as the removal of the physical reminders of the division and the old
regime; many potential memorial sites were never considered as such. The Berlin Wall
and the intra-German border defenses were dismantled, roads, power lines, and bridges
were constructed, and (some) communist statues removed. Soon after 1990, a feeling of
crisis emerged: questionable privatization schemes, rising unemployment, inequalities
between East and West, and cultural differences were at the top of the agenda.199

By the early 2000s, movies such as “Goodbye Lenin” and “Sonnenallee,” as well as
tongue-in-cheek quiz shows about GDR culture, seemed to be the most visible
manifestation of public understandings of the most recent German past. Entertainment
was not the only arena where “Ostalgie” (Nostalgia for the East) seemed to be dominant
and serious reckoning was marginal. After an initial boom of public interest and of
scholarly investigations about East German history in the early 1990s, the topic seemed
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to be in decline in doctoral dissertations and in the historical profession as a whole.200 As
a rule, West Germans tend to regard the GDR as part of regional rather than national
history and thus not universally important for all Germans. Pollsters and educators alike
noted a disconcerting lack of knowledge, especially among those who did not have a
first-hand memory of the time before unification.201 It seems that, with political and
judicial processes of transition mostly complete, Germans were finding it difficult to
establish a memory culture which incorporated the experiences of both the Nazi and the
communist regimes. As I described in Chapter 1, a new cohort of memory activists
propelled state representatives to action on GDR memory in the early 2000s.

For the first decade after the fall of the Wall, then, the memory of Nazism remained
center-stage in public discourses, the monumental landscape and state financing for
memorial institutions. This occurred despite (or maybe because of) the thorny discourse
around nationhood and identity that was triggered by unification. Germans were eager to
demonstrate to their international partners the continuance of the rejection of nationalism
symbolized by reverence for German victims. The fact that Helmut Kohl’s tenure as
Chancellor lasted until 1998 provided further continuity. Accordingly, the 1990s saw
similar conflicts as those that had surfaced during the Historikerstreit and other debates
of the 1980s. The public discussions over memory politics continued surrounding the
travelling exhibit on crimes of the Wehrmacht (1995),202 the publication of Daniel
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Goldhagen’s book Hitler’s Willing Executioners (1996),203 the speech by writer Martin
Walser and the ensuing dispute with head of the Central Council of Jews Ignatz Bubis
(1998/99),204 as well as recurrent outrage over various verbal slips of politicians. All of
this meant that questions of responsibility, the identity of perpetrators, and the
significance of the Nazi past for the present remained prominent in the German public
sphere. To this day, the interest in the history of National Socialism does not seem to
have abated – television, newspapers, and other media are filled with a constant stream of
documentary and fictional treatments of the issue.

Moreover, the 1990s and 2000s were times of intensive and high profile memorialization
activities, especially in Berlin where the fall of the Wall had freed up central and
historically significant real estate and the new capital status necessitated a new approach
to national commemoration. In 1993, the Neue Wache was inaugurated as a result of the
Kohl government’s long-standing efforts to create a traditional national memorial – under
the protest of left-wing parties and members of the History Movement.205 As previously
indicated, the Neue Wache was controversial both because of its previous usage by Nazis
and the GDR for similar purposes of state representation and because Kohl insisted on an
inscription which did not distinguish between the victims of German crimes and those
who had otherwise perished as a result of the war – including German soldiers. As
Siobhan Kattago writes, “In the Neue Wache, German guilt is displaced by creating an
imagined community of victims and by blurring the building’s original military function
203
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with national honor and sacrificial loss.”206 It has been widely reported that Kohl struck a
personal bargain with Ignatz Bubis in which Bubis agreed to the Neue Wache and Kohl
promised to install the Holocaust memorial just a few hundred meters away, next to the
Brandenburg Gate.207 The selection of the memorial design and the building of the
Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe occupied the headlines until after its
inauguration in 2005. By the mid-2000s, the official landscape concerning the Nazi past
was comprehensive and well-supported by the federal state.

Images 3.15 and 3.16: Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe208

The government of Chancellor Gerhard Schröder and his red-green coalition was by and
large less proactive in the realm of history politics than Kohl, but understood the
importance of actively supporting the pivotal position of the memory of the Holocaust in
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German public life. Schröder noted in his speech on the sixtieth anniversary of the
liberation of Ausschwitz “the memory of the war and the genocide are part of our life.
Nothing will change that: these memories are part of our identity.”209 Meanwhile,
Schröder and his foreign minister Joschka Fischer sought more responsibility for
Germany on the world stage and redefined the lessons of the past as applied to foreign
policy. Immediately after unification, public opinion and policy had strongly opposed any
military engagement – as manifested in the massive protests against the Gulf War of
1991. The dictum of “never again war” at times met with irritation on the part of
international partners, and it was gradually weakened over the course of the 1990s, as
“never again Ausschwitz” became an alternative rallying cry.210 The latter was used
effectively to persuade Germans to support the intervention in Kosovo – the first direct
use of the Bundeswehr on foreign soil – which was welcomed internationally. Subsequent
debates over foreign policy have continued to reflect the rhetorical weight of memory:
Anika Leithner, based on her analysis of parliamentary debates about military
involvement in Kosovo, Afghanistan and Iraq, has found that the lessons of the Nazi past
continue to be cited consistently as sources of special German responsibility.211 Further,
the broad support for European integration in Germany is no doubt related to deep-seated
fears of renewed aggression – as well as an indicator of the established traditions of
multilateralism and restraint which were continued after 1990.212 The Federal Republic
also remains a reliable partner for the state of Israel: as foreign minister Frank-Walter
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Steinmeier put it, “With no other country are we linked so inseparably through our
history.”213

Memory has not been displaced from its important position in cultural and political
discourse since Angela Merkel became Chancellor in 2005. Scandals such as that over
the pronouncements of news anchor Eva Hermann about the wholesome nature of family
values during the Third Reich continue to generate heated debates. However, as Ruth
Wittlinger notes, such recent events have lacked the fundamental character of the
discussions about the role of the Nazi past for German national identity in the 1980s.214
Further, some left-wing icons, such as Günter Grass, have seen their moral authority
called into question by their own recently disclosed historical legacies,215 so that the front
lines in memory disputes have become less clear-cut.

In hindsight, several trends can be identified in the memory politics of the Federal
Republic over the past twenty years. First, and most fundamentally, memory politics have
become a regular and routinized field of contention in the Berlin Republic. In particular,
the confrontation with the Nazi past is part and parcel of official politics and the
landscape of remembrance. This process of “normalization” was itself a focus of debate
during the 1990s and commentators, especially on the left, voiced the concern that this
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would herald the weakening of the established memory consensus and a return to
nationalist ideas.216 Klaus Naumann argues that the entirety of the postwar period in West
Germany was shaped by ambivalence about how to confront the Nazi legacy: the
question was how to achieve a balance between a break from the past and a measure of
continuity that would bind citizens to the new polity. Naumann contends that this
ambivalence itself was institutionalized and that a certain “normality” or a less
problematic national identity could only emerge when ambivalence itself became the
topic of public debate after 1989. This was possible because the post-wall FRG – through
long-term developments such as generational change and immigration in addition to
geopolitical transformation – was no longer a direct successor state to the Third Reich
and could thus address its own founding myths more directly.217

Historian Jan-Holger Kirsch concurs that the memory of the Nazi past, in the course of
the 1990s, morphed into a positive resource for German identity and thus enabled a new
form of national self-confidence.218 Moreover, this development took place in the context
of a wider European process of reappraising the meaning of the Holocaust and various
forms of resistance and collaboration. As Wulf Kansteiner notes, “European political
leaders have transformed the divisive memory of Nazi aggression and occupation into a
shared, self-critical memory of an era of European human-rights abuses that unites
former victims, perpetrators, and bystanders, and lends legitimacy to the European
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Union.”219 The German experience has therefore become embedded in attempts to craft a
common European memorial culture (at least at the elite level) and enabled Germans to
become less cautious in their assertions of national identity.220 As a result, more
traditional national monuments – such as those for the dead of the Bundeswehr and the
Monument for Freedom and Unity (both in development) – have become possible.221 One
consequence of this emergent “normality” is the effective use of memory by German
state actors. Kirsch writes,
At the governmental level, the awareness also grew that the field of “history politics”
could and had to be an integral component of state representation. Here, an ambivalent
“nationalization of negative remembrance” was manifested: the reckoning with National
Socialism – that was previously undertaken by particular societal groups and was for a
long time not accepted by a majority and often critical of the state – was now elevated to
a governmental obligation. Through the new position of the culture minister, the federal
concept for memorial sites [Bundesgedenkstättenkonzeption] and other activities, these
history politics were strengthened after the change of government in 1998; this can be
seen as a consistent continuation of the Kohl era.222

In sum, memory-making and the confrontation with the Nazi past in particular, have
arrived in the mainstream of politics and culture and are today backed by powerful
interests and proponents. It is no longer the primary domain of the left, nor the locale for
critiques of state action. Seen as a development of decades of contention over memory
played out in the public sphere, this new status quo is significant.

The second major trend to be observed is that a more diverse set of memorial actors have
gained easier access to official recognition and funds since 1989. The federal
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government, under Schröder and especially Merkel, has reacted to developments which
had been brewing for several years: the increasing demands for a representation of the
suffering of Germans during and since the Second World War – particularly the
memories of repression in the GDR, the trauma of division, the experience of “expulsion”
from Eastern Europe after the war, as well as the various war experiences – from the
primarily civilian remembrance of bombings and rape to soldiers’ recollections of
violence and imprisonment. As I have argued previously, the memory of German
suffering was by no means repressed during the early period of the Federal Republic.
However, during the 1980s, as the Nazi past came to dominate memory culture,
experiences of German suffering were primarily recounted by organizations and
individuals in the right-wing of the political spectrum. Due to their association with the
long period of silence about German crimes, memories of German hardship and their
advocates became inherently suspect to those who moved into positions of power in
memorial institutions of the post-Wall era. Similarly, those who pursued the
memorialization of East German repression – traditionally also a concern of
conservatives rather than the left – were seen as an unknown political entity and a
potential threat to what Eric Langenbacher has called the “Holocaust centered memory
regime.”
Once representatives of the Holocaust memory regime established its political cultural
dominance, they undertook numerous efforts to insure its continued power, especially
after the country unified in 1990, given the widespread fear that the changed national
circumstances would threaten their achievements. Importantly, the nature of the actors
and their arguments changed; they no longer struggled to establish their preferred
memory regime but rather defended it from a position of power. Representatives labored
to ensure that the Holocaust became an even more central part of the school curricula,
political education, and the memorial landscape of the country.223
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In much of this dissertation, I tell the story of how the memory of the Nazi past was
moved to the center of political culture. Though some prominent intellectuals and
politicians on the left such as Nobel laureate Günter Grass, the late social democrat Peter
Glotz, and writer W.G. Sebald have helped to bring the issue of German suffering back
into the mainstream public sphere and the topic has been treated extensively in media and
culture, representatives of German victims voiced dissatisfaction in the 1990s. It is
important to distinguish between the memory of the expulsion which has been a
continuous reference point of West German politics and that of repression in the GDR,
which had to find its place and meaning in the unified polity. However, both have in
common that they have been regarded with suspicion by those in the government,
academia and memorial institutions who were socialized through the struggle to institute
the memory of the Nazi past in German public life.

This conflict manifested itself at the highest level – for instance during debates over
proposals to streamline and unify the federal funding for memorial sites for “both
dictatorships” and over the need for a “Center against Expulsions” in Berlin. Further, the
competition over resources and recognition for different historical experiences was also
present on the “ground level” and came to the fore during many of my interviews with
memory activists.
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3.8 Conclusion
Without claiming that a neat succession of developments led to the state of memory as it
exists today, it is possible to view post-1945 memory politics as a series of phases. In
East Germany, after initial attempts at broader activism and memorialization, a static
official narrative emphasized communist resistance to National Socialism and elevated it
to the center of ideology. This did not truly change until the mid-1980s, when there was
an increased interest in Jewish history, though this also apparently had an instrumental
explanation. Oppositional interest in history existed, but did not amount to sustained
history activism. In the West, there was civil society memory activism from the
beginning, though its most successful incarnation in the first postwar years could be
found in the arena of German victimhood. The discourse of German suffering was
initially supported by the government, though the victims of National Socialism managed
to establish some memorials. Furthermore, the FRG consistently adopted the role of
successor state to the Third Reich, paying compensation and supporting Israel in its
foreign policy.

The 1960s saw a great societal interest in the crimes of the Nazi era and concomitantly,
concern for German suffering was relegated mostly to conservative and special interest
organizations. The 1960s did not, however, result in significant memorialization activities
– such concrete manifestations of the changing memorial culture came to the fore during
the 1980s. This decade was pivotal due to the dispute between Kohl’s conservative
history politics and the protest activities of the new social movements, particularly the
History Movement, as well as left-wing intellectuals. These activists, as I show in later
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chapters, sought not merely to commemorate or honor victims, but to transform memorial
culture from the ground-up, in the context of everyday life. In these efforts, they were
able to build on an earlier tradition of memory work inaugurated by postwar leaders such
as Schumacher and Heuss – though this tradition was not usually mentioned by History
Movement supporters. After the end of the Cold War, the prominence of the Nazi past in
public life was further strengthened and became a routine and professionalized
component of German politics – a circumstance which bureaucrats and politicians knew
to harness to their advantage. Simultaneously, there has been a diversification both
among the memory activists and the historical experiences at play in the public sphere.
This has resulted in a competition of memories for public space, recognition, and
resources.

I want to emphasize that memory politics in the Federal Republic has all along been
determined to a large extent by partisan politics – the stances of left and right-wing
parties, politicians, and groups concerning the German past were usually quite clear-cut.
However, it is important not to miss the complexities of this story. For example, some
commentators tend to overemphasize the importance of “1968” while the 1980s are often
falsely regarded as primarily the domain of conservative – and certainly elite – figures.
Without doubt, today’s memory politics are the product of path-dependent developments
that cannot be understood in isolation. Successive generations of “memory workers” have
drawn on what was achieved by their predecessors. I argue, however, that grassroots leftwing actors were absolutely crucial to the process of transforming German memorial
culture.
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Throughout the overview of the postwar history of memory politics outlined in this
chapter, we can see recurrent themes of political contestation over the normative values
different groups and actors believe ought to be displayed in the public memorialization of
the German past. Each decade witnessed new developments that built on the work of past
actors. Different actors moved from opposition to institutions; new values emerged from
political movements that drove commemoration strategies; top-down versus bottom-up
motives for memorialization clashed in the public sphere. Ultimately, even as a new
memory of the Holocaust became accepted in the mainstream, it was challenged by the
need to commemorate the crimes of communist totalitarianism and the German victims of
the Second World War.

The features and patterns of this flowing contest over the public demonstrations of what
history means in Germany are critical to understanding it. The role of civil society actors
– the memory activists – are a central component that remains under-researched. I now
turn to the examination of this History Movement to tell a part of this story.
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Chapter 4:
The History Movement: Making Memory from Below in the 1980s
4.1 Introduction
Accounts of 1980s memory politics in West Germany are usually centered on the conflict
between conservative political forces and leftist intellectuals. As I have argued in the
previous chapter, this narrative is essential, but misses an important part of the story. Not
only were the 1980s a “decade of protest,”1 but protesters against mainstream historical
approaches were key in reforming Germany’s confrontation with the past. Crucially,
memory politics were being reworked “from the ground up,” by many small groups. Just
as the new social movements sought to create novel political practices and lifestyles,
thereby gradually transforming the political landscape, the “History Movement”
(Geschichtsbewegung) re-invented attitudes, landscapes, and institutions of memory in
the course of the 1980s and into the 1990s. This movement emerged in the early 1980s as
a diverse collection of local initiatives focused on researching, exhibiting, and
commemorating history – most centrally the Nazi past. Though they were locally
grounded, the activists were also well networked across the Federal Republic. They were
united by a common commitment to an engaged and political – and clearly left-wing –
perspective on history. Their motto was “dig where you stand:” it was a call to scrutinize
and publicize the meaning of the past in one’s own social and geographic environment
and to make the findings relevant to current political decisions and struggles. Though the
activists’ main objective never was to build monuments, their local focus and political
convictions meant that they became crucial initiators of memorial sites. Taken
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collectively, the History Movement became the single most important shaper of
Germany’s landscape, as well as its institutional infrastructure, of memory.

This

chapter

offers

a

comprehensive

introduction

and

assessment

of

this

Geschichtsbewegung. In order to systematically examine what is a complex and
internally diverse movement, I employ an analytical framework drawn from social
movement theory, including accounts of political opportunities, mobilizing structures and
framing processes. I argue that not only does this lens lend greater clarity to a rich and
multifaceted story of memory activism, it also allows me to offer a new reading of
memory politics by emphasizing the significance of grassroots actors within it. Most
importantly, social movement theory’s stress on actor-driven political change and the
strategic deployment of symbolic narratives helps us understand how and why the
Geschichtsbewegung emerged, was able to mobilize, and became influential.

I proceed by first assessing whether the Geschichtsbewegung indeed qualifies as a
movement. With the help of social movement concepts, I then examine systematically the
History Movement’s political and cultural context, its organizational forms, participants,
principles and political commitments, its strategic action frames, and finally some causes
for the Movement’s decline.2 In addition to offering a comprehensive overview of a
movement that has been neglected in the scholarship on memory politics, I show how its
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participants framed their historical research and activism as a crucial contribution to a
democratic political culture.

4.2 Was the “History Movement” a movement?
Social movement theorist Doug McAdam notes that, historically, movements that resist
entrenched conditions usually have not achieved their economic and political goals.
Their impact is primarily cultural in nature. Movements change identities, popular
culture, language, institutional practices, and dominant value frames in society.3 The
movement I am interested in here – the History Movement – however, was explicitly
cultural in its goals, aiming to transform the ways in which history and memory were
confronted. I argue that it was precisely due to this cultural character that the
Geschichtsbewegung made its political impact. The activists created new venues for
citizen participation and offered a critique of conventional politics – activities that are
identified by movement scholars as key interventions in democratic politics.4 By
targeting memory culture, the History Movement helped transform mainstream and state
approaches to the past.

The term “Geschichtsbewegung,” was coined in a 1983 article in the Spiegel magazine,
indicating that, early on, there was a perception that a coherent social movement was at
play.5 Paradoxically, the activists seemed especially proud that a mainstream media outlet
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had validated their existence as a force to be reckoned with.6 The question of movement
character did not seem to arise for the activists themselves, despite the fact that they were
highly self-reflexive concerning their own identity.

The Geschichtsbewegung, though it was much smaller and less visible than the betterknown new social movements (NSMs) of the late 1970s and early 1980s, has been placed
squarely in that same tradition.7 Unlike the old left, which was concerned with the
traditional struggles of the working class and relied on classical Marxist theoretical
foundations, the NSMs were a reaction to post-industrialism, the perception of an end to
the post-war economic boom, and the recognition of the limits to growth.8 The distinction
between old and new left is not a hard and fast one, nor does not imply that there was no
cooperation between the two streams. NSMs continued to ally with unions and traditional
labor organizations.9 However, the NSMs did have a different style of politics,
emphasizing grass-roots mobilization, internally democratic structures, decentralized
forms of organization, a rejection of political dogmatism, a varied collective action
repertoire, and a focus on local concerns and communities. In Germany, NSMs were at
first called Bürgerinitiativbewegung (citizens’ initiative movement), indicating their
make-up of a myriad of autonomous citizens’ initiatives that were highly networked but
without an organizational core.10
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As we shall see throughout this chapter, the Geschichtsbewegung not only had similar
principles and organizational forms, but was not always neatly separable from other
NSMs such as the environmental, peace and women’s movements. Nevertheless, I
contend that the History Movement deserves to be regarded as a movement in its own
right, albeit one that thrived as part of a larger movement “scene” and that served as a
collective archivist and historian of its sister struggles. As Rudy Koshar surmises, “The
History Workshop (Geschichtswerkstatt) movement grew out of the array of citizens’
initiatives. Observers maintained that history workshops constituted the fastest growing
type of cultural organization in West Germany in the decade after 1980.”11 The
movement, then, took the form of a network of locally autonomous and diverse groups,
which kept in touch through a range of fora, including annual meetings, a newsletter, and
more informal channels.

It is difficult to assess the exact size of the movement because various estimates have
employed different definitions of membership that are often not made explicit. It is safe
to say, however, that the History Movement made its presence felt all across West
Germany and West Berlin since the early 1980s. Despite the widespread aversion against
formality in the History Movement, a social movement organization was initiated in 1981
and its founding completed in 1983. Geschichtswerkstatt e.V. soon had a membership of
forty local initiatives and over 300 dues-paying individuals. Adelheid von Saldern
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estimates that by the mid-1980s, about seventy local and regional history workshops had
been created,12 some of which were not members of the federal association. A guide to
“alternative archives” in six countries, which was published in 1990 but was based on a
meeting in 1985, devoted 260 of 300 pages to West Germany alone. The book listed 239
organizations – many of them workshops, but also women’s, gay rights, environmental,
peace, anarchist, and other groups that were engaged in “emancipatory” archival work.13
By 1992, the Frankfurter Rundschau newspaper wrote that there were about 120 history
workshops in the FRG.14 In a more recent guide book, Bernd Hüttner estimates that about
200-250 “archives from below” are still in existence, the majority founded in the early
1980s.15

The history initiatives ranged from small collections of activists in rural settings to larger
workshops such as those in Marburg, Konstanz, or Hannover. Hamburg alone at one
point had fifteen workshops based in different neighborhoods. Some workshops were
cross-regional in their ambitions, but most had a local center of gravity. Some were
focused on particular issues, others investigated “history from below” in all its facets in
numerous parallel or sequential projects. The central concern was the history of National
Socialism, the Holocaust, and its local manifestations. Workshops went into great detail,
often letting contemporary concerns guide research interests. For instance, due to
Solingen’s strong labor tradition, the Geschichtswerkstatt there examined the plight of
foreign workers during 1942-45, and later branched out into a local account of
12
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immigration. At the peak of the peace movement, an exhibition about “War and Peace in
Solingen” was developed.16 While the Marburg workshop started out studying the
squatters’ movement, as well as a local brewery that had been demolished under protests,
the “red thread” was continuous work on the Nazi past.17 The History Workshop in
Tübingen founded a permanent archive for local Jewish history.18 Many of the archives
founded by the History Movement remain open today.19

The activists’ additional interests betrayed their leftist affinities: they investigated the
history of progressive struggles – from early workers’ movements, communist parties,
the student movement, all the way to the anti-nuclear movement. And they aimed to
understand the lives of “regular people” – those ordinarily left out of mainstream
accounts. History activists across the board were proponents of an undogmatic20 brand of
progressive politics, though their socialization on the left was clearly evident. For
instance when the goal of understanding the “everyday reality of the classes” was
adopted in a general declaration of principles.21 Many of them identified with the large
“Sponti-scene,” the left-wing movement which rejected stringent organization and
theoretical debates in favor of spontaneous political action. Their collective action
repertoire included cooperative historical research that resulted in the creation of
independent archives, exhibits, and publications; public meetings and rallies; lobbying
16
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and petitioning; reaching out to local media and otherwise creating publicity; and staging
symbolic actions in public. The common denominator for the local groups was a
commitment to grassroots historical research and a striving for autonomous activism
within a framework of broadly left-wing values. In other words, the belief in the need for
local independence and politicized memory work was what gave an otherwise
hodgepodge movement its unity.

In his book Power in Movement, Sidney Tarrow defines a social movement as “collective
challenges [to elites, authorities, other groups or cultural codes] by people with common
purposes and solidarity in sustained interactions with elites, opponents and authorities.”22
Each of the elements of this definition is present in the Geschichtsbewegung. The new
left memory activists came together in response to what they regarded as an unacceptable
public representation and political usage of the past by the “establishment” and to create a
“counter public” where memory would be part of a peaceful struggle for political change.
In other words, they sought to challenge directly elites, authorities and most importantly
cultural codes through collective action. Notwithstanding their diversity, the activists
recognized their commonalities in goals and methods, and stated their adherence to them
explicitly in meetings and written resolutions. The History Movement consistently
pursued their activities throughout the 1980s in sustained interactions with local,
regional, and federal authorities, as well as other actors, though collective action peaked
surrounding key events, such as anniversaries. Though the Movement’s willingness to
cooperate with, and receive support from, institutions increased with time, the principled
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distrust of “the state” was one of its defining features. As I show in Chapter 7, even when
activists had become regular employees of the state, they largely maintained their selfimage as an extra-institutional force. In sum, the History Movement meets all of
Tarrow’s formal criteria.

On the other hand, the activities of the History Movement may not correspond to an
intuitive understanding of a “real” movement that conjures up images of contentious
rallies or “sit-ins” that are broken up by police. My research shows that participants in the
History Movement spent most of their time digging in archives, interviewing
“witnesses,” cobbling together exhibitions, and debating the issues at endless meetings.
Public protests against mainstream history policy or for a particular memorial happened
routinely, but they were not a most common occurrence by any stretch of the
imagination. And, as the workshops became more established players, they also devoted
much time to more traditional lobbying behavior. Nevertheless, the movement
designation is accurate. For Tarrow, contentious collective action is always the basis for
social movements, but this does not imply that movements are necessarily violent or
extreme. What is crucial is that they encounter the state apparatus in conflictual ways and
view themselves as located outside of the state, even if their demands do not seem to
challenge formal institutions directly.23 Because the History Movement was concerned
with the representation of the past in public space, it inevitably had to confront the
authorities at every level. In order to attach an information panel or construct a memorial,
the authorities had to be engaged and, for most of the 1980s, the activists overwhelmingly
encountered resistance from them. In other words, though the History Movement’s
23
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repertoire of actions was mostly quieter and less visible than those of its sister
movements, it was no less contentious in nature: the everyday actions of the
Geschichtsbewegung challenged the status-quo of memory politics in West Germany.

4.3 The History Movement
4.3.1 Opportunities
At the most general level, the political opportunities encountered by the History
Movement were the same as those faced by other social movements in West Germany at
the time. The federal political system and proportional representation resulted in certain
political openings, while also restricting some avenues for action. Herbert Kitschelt has
argued in his comparative examination of anti-nuclear movements that West German
campaigners were confronted with a system relatively closed to the participation of
newcomers to routinized politics. This resulted in the adoption of more confrontational
tactics by protesters, as well as the creation of new parties to carry movement messages
into mainstream arenas.24 In other words, the lack of accessibility to the system through
conventional means channeled anti-nuclear activity into a movement format and brought
supporters to that movement. The closedness of regular politics represented an
opportunity.

Similarly, new left memory activists did not see themselves represented in established
venues in politics or the historical profession to voice their concerns in the early 1980s.
24
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This perceived lack of access shaped both their strategies and their objectives. The
history activists

saw

the need

to

construct

a “counter-public.” With this

“Gegenöffentlichkeit,” they sought to prevent “the ‘stealing of history’ [Geschichtsklau]
by universities, state apparatuses, parties, unions, companies and established intellectuals
by researching and discussing our own past.”25 History and memory were regarded as a
field of politics and policy which could not be left to mainstream actors. Though other
NSMs encountered aggressive police tactics during their protests, the History Movement
clearly did not have to fear repressive measures to prevent their intellectual activities.
Nevertheless, the activists’ impression that they faced massive conservative cultural
resistance was important to their self-image as rebels and probably helped them recruit
members. They regarded history as “dangerous” to the establishment.26

While the highest levels of mnemonic policy-making were not directly accessible to the
memory activists, the federal system meant that the Movement could target local
authorities with their collective action. Tarrow refers to this practice as “venue
shopping:”27 protesters identify those access points in the political system that are most
vulnerable to movement activity. Consequently, the History Movement, while still
debating national issues internally, focused its energy on a diverse set of local struggles.
In this way, it successfully created scores of local memorials (Chapter 6), while it may
have had a much lesser impact if it had concentrated solely on the national level. At the
same time, the embeddedness of the History Movement in the wider scene of the new left
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and the extra-parliamentary opposition (APO) meant that those actors who gradually
entered conventional politics (especially through the emergent Green Party), carried their
concerns into – at first local – institutions. As Adelheid von Saldern has argued, history
workshops fought against conservative interpretations of the past and claimed cultural
definitional power for themselves. With time, more and more local administrators and
archivists would be convinced of their arguments.28 The multi-party system, then,
presented opportunities for the History Movement, at both the local and federal levels. In
1983, the Green Party entered the Bundestag. Helmut Dubiel contends that the Greens
played a crucial role in fostering the parliamentary reckoning with the past because they
felt the need to establish themselves as a federal actor of a new kind.29 Around this time,
History Movement tactics did shift towards lobbying activities to some extent.

The activists’ impression that state authorities were resistant to publicly commemorating
the German (and particularly the Nazi) past in ways that explicitly acknowledged the
identity of perpetrators and their racist motives for action was mostly accurate. In the first
half of the decade, a direct confrontation with the Nazi past by state actors was the rare
exception, taking place only in a few larger cities, and there only haltingly. Cities that had
experienced bombings, such as Hamburg, commemorated primarily their own victims
and left little room for German misdeeds. The traditional historical associations
(Geschichtsvereine) usually did not study the Nazi period, arguing that not enough time
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had passed to allow for an objective analysis.30 Von Saldern, an expert on urban politics,
writes:
As in federal memory culture, there was a general disavowal of Nazi atrocities in city
memory politics, but little information was provided about what specifically took place in
concrete locations. “In 1933, dark clouds descended on our beloved home town” – this
was how the Nazi period was designated, then one quickly moved on to the time of postwar reconstruction. […] At city anniversary celebrations, the Nazi dictatorship was also
brushed aside. Neither the exclusion of Jews and other perpetrated fellow citizens was
commemorated nor the responsibility of local authorities and societies reflected upon. It
was especially difficult to affect change in these celebrations because their purpose was
to create or strengthen local identity that was not to be tarnished by the dark stains of
Nazism.31

In the course of the 1980s, as progressives moved into institutions, history workshops
became more influential, and memory culture writ-large changed. The resistance faced by
local initiatives to commemorate German crimes was encountered with diminishing
frequency, but resistance nevertheless still existed. For example, as Norbert Haase
reports, in the summer of 1989, efforts to put up a plaque commemorating the sentencing
and execution of conscientious objectors at a local courthouse in Berlin were met with
stiff opposition from the judicial authorities.32

Despite the delay and sometimes prevention of memorial initiatives by hostile authorities
that were experienced by the History Movement, this official blockage in fact presented
an opportunity for the activists. The official refusal to commemorate and acknowledge
the culpabilities of the past allowed the Movement to repeatedly point to the current
manifestations of an unreformed memory culture and to link their calls for
commemoration to contemporary politics. In other words, they were often able to connect
30
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a local conflict over a comparatively small matter such as a memorial plaque to the larger
question of a democratic mode of remembrance. They argued that because the
government was unwilling to act, their own unconventional actions were indispensable.
Furthermore, the more the authorities stalled, the easier it was for the Movement to
convince sympathetic audiences of the legitimacy of its non-mainstream collective action
tactics. This rise in acceptance for political action outside the regular channels was
evident more generally: Tarrow contends that since the 1960s, a wide range of protest
activities had seen their legitimacy rise in the German general public, most importantly
peaceful means, including petitioning and peaceful rallies, but also building occupations
and even violent actions.33

Aside from the opportunities afforded the History Movement by the political system writlarge, the activists benefited from a range of cultural openings that were specific to their
focus on history and memory. First, and most generally, generational change facilitated
the reckoning with the past. On the one hand, those who had adult memories of the Nazi
period and could be accused of direct participation in the regime were retreating from
positions of influence so that the public discussion of their past no longer had the same
political explosiveness. On the other hand, with the waning of the generation of
Holocaust survivors, there was a recognition of the need to determine how the past would
be dealt with in the absence of direct witnesses. In other words, the gradual shift from
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“communicative” to “cultural memory” set off a struggle over the meaning of German
history in which both conservatives and the left participated.34

Another generational shift took place within left-wing politics that also facilitated the rise
of the History Movement. As I discuss in Chapter 3, the Nazi past had been placed on the
agenda through a series of high-profile events, as well as the mobilization of 1968.
Student radicalism (and its legends) continued to attract young adults in the 1970s and
80s, particularly to large university cities such as Berlin and Frankfurt. However, many of
the new cohort were disappointed by the factionalist squabbles and ideological stasis.35
As Martin Düspohl reports, Marxist and structuralist theory seminars which had been
established in the wake of 1968 were abstract and did not speak to students interested in
more practical approaches.36 A sizable portion of the left was now interested “not in
analyses of capitalism and grand societal schemes, but rather in small alternatives and
concrete life-altering praxis. ‘Small is beautiful’ was the buzz word.”37 It was this
critique that underscored the shift of political activity from the university to the local
neighborhood and the cultural field.38

The History Movement applied this kind of ideological restraint to their topics of
scholarly inquiry, again reacting to the previous generation of leftist politics. As Eva
34
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Brücker argues, there was much dissatisfaction with what was perceived as the stalled
process of memory work. The 1968ers had failed to truly listen to the witnesses of the
Nazi period – both on the side of victims and perpetrators or bystanders – and had
arrogantly declared the lessons to be learnt, rather than trying to understand the complex
situations in which historical decisions were made.39 It seems that for the history
activists, many of whom were the grandchildren of those who had been in positions of
responsibility during the Nazi era, it was easier than for the 1968ers to ask nonaccusatory questions – and the grandparents talked more willingly.40 The history activists
consequently did much more than their predecessors to illuminate the everyday reality of
fascism – with all the hopes and terrors it mobilized and the questions it raised for the
present.41 Hannes Heer and Volker Ullrich contended that with this new non-ideological
approach to history came “the disintegration of a particular type of politicization which
was typical for the 1968 left: the demand that [West-German] society should behave
according to its bourgeois values and when this did not occur, the resolution of the crisis
through radical theory and moral rigor.”42 In sum, the generational shift within the left
provided the opportunity for a new approach to the past – one that was less ideological
and more open to dialogue across the political spectrum. This openness enabled the
History Movement to influence a broader section of society and find allies outside of its
political base.
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Second, history activists took advantage of key events that crystallized their issues and
provided opportunities for publicity and funding. In the wider public sphere such events
included national controversies such as those surrounding Bitburg and Jenninger’s speech
in 1988. At the local level, important anniversaries often provided the impetus for action.
Many history workshops were founded in response to a lack of activities on the part of
local authorities in preparation for the 40th anniversary of the Nazi seizure of power in
1983.43 Mobilization also occurred when activists realized that their perspective on the
past, particularly on the local history of 1933-45, was being sidelined in town anniversary
celebrations. For examples, activists came together in Augsburg to create a “counter
history book” and alternative city tour on the occasion of the city’s 2000th anniversary.44
The history workshop in Düsseldorf was also founded in the context of that city’s 700th
anniversary.45 And in West Berlin, the Berlin History Workshop had the highest number
of participants and resources in the run-up to the 750th year festivities in 1987. These
events not only brought the workshops an interested audience, it also showed state actors
that there was a public demand to address even difficult periods of history. This meant
that though the History Movement continued to be viewed (and see itself) as the
mnemonic opposition, the authorities also began to see their potential as part of the local
cultural and tourist industry. History projects therefore increasingly gained funding from
municipal and regional institutions.
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A third cultural opportunity was presented by the general rise in interest in history and a
veritable boom in exhibitions and publishing on historical subjects, particularly on the
Nazi period, which I have detailed in the previous chapter. The workshops therefore
easily found an audience for their exhibits and tours and this resonance no doubt
encouraged (potential) adherents. While I argue that the transformation of West German
memorial politics would not have happened without the History Movement, it of course
benefitted from the general cultural response to its issues. The fact that people outside of
the Movement showed interest in all matters historical, and in the Nazi past especially,
reinforced the drive of the activists and made their work seem all the more important.

At the local level, the primary arena of activity for the History Movement, the “memory
boom” meant that there were partners in established institutions (especially in traditional
venues of leftist activism, such as the unions) who were interested in supporting historical
projects. These provided some level of material support and allies for particular
undertakings. The local manifestations of the Nazi regime and other “pasts” were
beginning to be examined in schools, labor unions, local party organizations (particularly
Social Democratic ones), and municipal governments that made memory part of their
cultural and social activities. The activities taking place in the organizational and
institutional fields form the context for the independent initiatives which composed the
History Movement. The independent activists regularly cooperated with partners in
unions,46 the Social Democratic Party, or local administrations or were active in both
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arenas.47 However, the history workshops harbored a certain skepticism vis-à-vis these
projects due to their affiliation with mainstream politics. The dominant sentiment was
that the Geschichtsbewegung was “new” – both in the sense of being part of the larger
social movement scene, and in the sense of offering a novel take on the study of history.
As the innovators, it was important for the activists to distinguish themselves from the
establishment and to guard against cooptation – no matter how compatible their interests
were at times. As Bernhard Müller, member of the Berlin history Workshop, wrote in a
report about a seminar organized by a Social Democratic foundation:
On the one hand, the SPD of course feels that it is about to miss the train once again, and
is stumbling immensely while attempting to jump on at the last moment. On the other
hand, while the party has noticed the work accomplished by history workshops, and
peace, women’s and other alternative groups, it cannot – in its famously sluggish nature,
establish a real connection to them, let alone genuine cooperation.48

In a nutshell, the memory boom provided especially fertile ground for the History
Movement to thrive. For the activists, it was a question, not of persuading people that
history was interesting, but of convincing them to see history through a new lens and link
it to current politics.

Finally, a key “mobilizing structure” that made possible the History Movement was the
larger environment of new left social movements and its social infrastructure of
neighborhoods, shops, printing presses, publishing houses, self-help groups and more.
Sebastian Haunss and Darcy Leach have defined a social movement scene as “a network
of people who identify as part of a group and share a certain belief system or set of
independent, but received some funding for publications from the Confederation of German Trade Unions
(DGB), many of its members were unionists, and workers’ history was its research focus. Scharrer 1988
47
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convictions, that is also necessarily centered around a certain location or set of locations
where that group is known to congregate.”49 Scenes, then, can provide a foundation for
more than one social movement, as well as creating links between them and loyalties that
extend beyond any particular struggle. Members of a scene share basic convictions and
directly engage in it, but their participation is a part-time activity and can wax and wane
depending on the cycles of mobilization of various movements. From this perspective, it
makes sense that the History Movement activists were commonly also active in other
movements and brought their concerns into historical research activities. The
interpersonal cross-movement connections fostered by the scene presented a crucial
opportunity for all the new social movements. According to Haunss and Leach, a scene
provides a mobilization pool for like-minded movements, offers sites of experimentation
with alternative forms of organization and self-governance, and plays a key role in the
development of a collective identity and solidarity.50 Moreover, participation in a scene is
more constant than in any particular movement, so that activists can move freely in and
out of different groups, without cutting ties to the larger scene. This is another reason that
it is difficult to estimate the exact number of adherents to the History Movement, as the
boundaries of activism are relatively fluid and constantly in flux. Haunss and Leach add
that,
in addition to serving as shelter for activists in times of low mobilization, scenes function
as abeyance structures in another sense as well by serving as culture-carriers for
movement traditions, norms and history. Scene locations such as movement archives,
book stores and movie-houses can do this in a very concrete and explicit way, action as
the institutional memory of the movement.51
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The history workshops sought to be “culture-carriers” explicitly, recording not only the
history of sister movements, but also preserving ideational norms through praxis. Though
scenes are network structures and can span geographical distances, Haunss and Leach
stress that scenes must be grounded in locations – such as bars, parks, info-shops,
collectivist projects, living communities (WGs), and whole neighborhoods.52 In West
Berlin, for example the “alternative scene” was concentrated in the Kreuzberg,
Schöneberg, and Wedding neighborhoods. The larger scene was also closely identified
with the “Spontis”53 and the “Autonomen,”54 as well as the squatters’ movement and its
struggle against the city’s radical urban renewal politics of the time. Local history
workshops were intimately involved in the squatters’ drive to preserve historic
neighborhoods and communities.55 As part of their research on the autonomous
movement, Haunss and Leach estimate that the alternative scene in West Berlin was
composed of up to 100,000 people in the 1980s.56 Importantly, they contend that
decision-making for these NSMs took place as much – if not more so – in the informal
scene locations, as in more formal movement organizations.57 As Berlin History
Workshop activist Andreas Ludwig told me, relationships within the workshops were
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consolidated in a variety of settings, including private parties, during pub visits, through
universities, as well as via older political connections and neighborhood events.58

Early on, the new left was careful to publicize – and thus promote – its network structure,
by publishing records of active groups. Alternative city guides (Stattbücher) were put out
in

several

cities,

including

in

Stuttgart

(since

1979),

Karlsruhe

(1980),

Heidelberg/Mannheim (1982), and others.59 According the third edition of the Berlin
Stattbuch, it contained everything that “moved in emancipatory fashion” and sought to
network those initiatives that were otherwise suspicious of any organizational structure.
The introduction outlines the goal of the Stattbuch: “We want to trace the web that we are
all knitting – we who still have ‘raisins in our heads,’ who work for our ideals together,
cooperatively, without profit, and autonomously.”60 The Stattbuch itself was cited as an
example of a successful exercise in left-wing independence: edited by an alternative
publisher, printed and bound by collectives, and distributed primarily through left-wing
book shops. In other words, the Stattbücher and similar projects were aimed at organizing
the social movement scene without threatening its autonomy.

This orientation was reinforced by the fruitless squabbles among and within the
numerous “K-Gruppen” (communist splinter groups) which routinely tried to dominate
organizations and events. The fact that cooptation by dogmatic Marxists seemed to be a
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danger likely reinforced the rejection of dogmatism among history activists. As Thomas
Lindenberger wrote,
We always took our political interests as the point of departure and acted accordingly – at
times somewhat recklessly disregarding our theoretical and political differences. […]
And so our quite diverse political pasts, that in times of left-wing factionalism and
organizational struggles might have prevented any cooperation, have not bothered us in
the least, on the contrary. 61

As is evident from my account so far, the movement scene – and thus the opportunities
arising from it for the History Movement – existed mostly in urban settings. However, as
Detlef Siegfried has argued, the new left did not bypass the countryside entirely. In fact,
particularly young people took note of urban developments and sought to develop a
counter-culture, as well as a “provincial pride” in small towns and villages.62 Further,
some pivotal battles of new social movements were fought in the countryside,
particularly against nuclear facilities, so that urban activists were at times present.63 And,
there was a significant group of former urbanites (“Aussteiger”) who – idealizing the
“simple life” – founded collective farms, wineries, or meeting spaces in rural locations in
order to escape the grind of the city.

In sum, the History Movement was made possible by political and cultural opportunities
– some of which were specific to it, some of which were taken advantage of by a wider
range of new social movements at the time. The existing political system, on the one
hand, blocked activists from effectively using conventional political channels to make
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themselves heard and thereby drove them to use irregular and protest tactics, as well as
facilitating the creation of “movement parties”, most prominently the Greens. The
History Movement also took advantage of the federal division of powers by targeting the
local level and cultivating support there. It also helped that unconventional politics were
gaining in legitimacy at the time. The vibrant “alternative scene” provided a fertile
breeding ground for the History Movement. Additionally, there were cultural openings
that benefited the memory activists. These included the generational transformation, a
general rise in interest in history, and a series of public events and anniversaries that
helped to crystallize the issues at stake. This complex set of developments and
institutional arrangements composed the opportunity structure that enabled the History
Movement – and it had direct implications for the organizational forms and strategies the
Movement utilized.

4.3.2 Mobilizing structures
The emergence of the History Movement was made possible by the larger opportunity
structure I have described, but each local group faced specific local constellations that
determined its particular character. As a result, the “nodes” in the History Movement
network were diverse in their mobilizing processes and membership. Nevertheless,
common patterns of mobilization can be identified. While occasionally, history
workshops were founded by historians who then attracted a wider circle of activists – this
was the case for example in Siegen64 and Darmstadt65 – the usual path of mobilization
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was more spontaneous. As documented in dozens of instances, most local workshops
were founded by participants in ad-hoc research or exhibition projects who then decided
to establish a more routinized effort at memory work. These projects emerged from an
already existing left-wing scene from which those who were already historically
sensitized for various reasons came together. The first history workshop in Hamburg, the
Stadtteilarchiv Ottensen (Neighborhood Archive Ottensen), was created in 1980 in the
context of an exhibit on the everyday life of the neighborhood in the Museum Altona.66

Image 4.1: Logo of Neighborhood Archive Ottensen (collection point for history and stories)
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Another Hamburg group, the Geschichtswerkstatt Barmbek (History Workshop
Barmbek) resulted from a working group for an exhibit on the area’s history from 194549.67

Image 4.2: Advertisement for the women’s group within the History Workshop Barmbek68

In 1988, in the wake of the creation of the concentration camp memorial in Fuhlsbüttel,
Nazi victims, historians, and regular citizens founded the Willy-Bredel-Society, dedicated
to researching the history of the Hamburg workers’ movement, the antifascist resistance,
and the history of surrounding suburbs.69 The Archiv der Münchner Arbeiterbewegung
e.V. (Archive of the Munich Workers’ Movement) was founded in 1987 after an exhibit
when participants decided that there were documents needing to be safeguarded and more
67
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work to be done.70 In Cologne, some of the activists who had protested against the 1987
census stayed together to examine the local history of “regular people,” such as workers,
farmers, and artisans. The Werkstatt für Ortsgeschichte Köln-Brück e.V. (Workshop for
Local History Köln-Brück) was officially founded in 1988.71 In some larger cities,
multiple initiatives existed and they cooperated with each other to exchange ideas, secure
funding, and reinforce their movement identity. Since 1985, a regular meeting of all the
Hamburg history workshops (fluctuating between 12 and 18 in number) has taken place.
Through joint intensive lobbying efforts, these groups have been able to acquire a regular
budget for themselves from the city government.72 In West Berlin in 1983, the
government authorized the leftist Kulturrat to distribute funds to various initiatives
preparing the 50th anniversary of the Nazi take-over of power (see Chapter 5).

In all of these cases, the initial impulse of participants was not to found organizations – it
was to undertake historical research in an independent and innovative fashion. In fact, in
line with the wide-spread conviction of new left movements at the time, the activists were
often reluctant to organize formally, fearing the “Iron Law of Oligarchy,”73 and favoring
decentralization and spontaneity. Nevertheless, most initiatives eventually adopted an
official form, registering with the authorities as non-profit associations in order to be able
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to receive state funding and tax-deductible donations. It meant they had to formalize their
organizational structure and objectives in statutes, and elect representatives.74

This notwithstanding, many activists remained attached to a self-image of subversiveness
that seemed incompatible with the petit-bourgeois image of the association (Verein). This
self-image is manifested for example in a 1985 letter to members of the Aktives Museum
Faschismus und Widerstand in Berlin e.V. (Active Museum Fascism and Resistance in
Berlin) noting that: “we should establish a list of people who will be able to participate
in our action on May 5. Since the action is only barely legal, each participant should think
carefully about who they want to inform about this.”75 Even in hindsight, a rebellious
identity was still present, as the following reflection on the work of the Marburg history
workshop indicates: “I want to assure you that our actions were more mischievous than
my summary suggests. Since I cannot detail everything here, I will confine myself to
allusions: trucks and memorial transports, night-watches, contravening commemorations
on opposite ends of the Schülerpark, the Marburg Jäger [a veterans’ organization] on one
side, and we on the other.”76 The history workshops continued to grapple with the
problem of how to square organizational necessities with their oppositional identity for
the duration of their activity.
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Who were the people deciding to spend so much of their free time researching and
debating history in a new manner? As the various stories behind the foundation of local
workshops show, the range of personalities taking part in the History Movement was
wide. They included long-time residents who enjoyed deepening their connection to the
neighborhood and older people who sought company (leading to discussions among
younger activists about their responsibilities as quasi-social workers).77 Other participants
were part of the war-time generation (victims and bystanders alike) who sought to
transmit their experiences through the emerging initiatives. Some were “1968ers” who
were searching for a new outlet for their political energies. The majority of history
activists, however, were of a younger cohort and almost all had or were working on
university degrees. Thomas Lutz, who was active on the periphery of the Movement and
is now a leading figure in the Topography of Terror Foundation, assesses the role of this
cohort as follows:
[…] the 1968ers were not the ones who built the memorials [Gedenkstätten]. […] My
impression is this: the 1968ers were very important in opening this society, in lifting the
taboo surrounding the subject of National Socialism, so to speak. […] And only when
people realized, there’s only so far we can go with this, and when the History Movement
emerged – the “dig where you stand” Movement, that came down here from Sweden –
that was when one started working in concrete locations, doing “on the ground”
research.78

According to Alfred Georg Frei’s estimates, 40% of history workshop members were
employed in academia, 20% were unemployed, and the rest was made up of teachers,
others in social professions, and members of the media.79 As already noted, many turned
to projects outside the walls of academia due to frustrated expectations in the aftermath of
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the student movement. Indeed, Detlef Siegfried argues through an examination of the
biographies of key members of the Movement that a collective process of
deradicalization underpinned the workshops. Many activists – mostly born during the
1950s – had been active in far left and Leninist organizations but then moderated their
stance as they were wrapping up their studies in the early 1980s.80 This group included
figures such as Hannes Heer, Ulla Lachauer, Dorothee Wierling, and Michael
Zimmermann, all of whom later became prominent historians.81

While some History Movement members continued to work in academia simultaneously,
others consciously left the ivory tower in order to work in a less competitive and more
cooperative environment.82 However, it seems apart from lofty ideals of a new
democratic history, another driving force of the History Movement was the search for an
occupation for under- or unemployed academics, especially historians and teachers.83
After the university boom of the 1960s and 1970s, graduates in the 1980s were faced with
considerable uncertainty and many took the matter into their own hands by creating jobs
for themselves. These could either be combined with the common short-term contracts in
museums or universities or turned into full-time employment.84 As Roger Fletcher
argued:
With no academic jobs to go to, or even to aspire to, a large unemployed academic
proletariat has begun to make its presence felt in West Germany. [...] Free of the
traditional patron-client relationship within German universities and enjoying far greater
80
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independence and flexibility than their more fortunate or ‘successful’ academic
colleagues, these hapless professional underdogs have flocked to the history workshop
festivals and have provided the new history movement with much of its initiative,
85
enthusiasm, and mass base.

Once the Movement had taken off and its value was recognized by local governments,
they

provided

the

workshops

with

subsidized

positions

(ABM

or

Arbeitsbeschaffungsmassnahmen) and thus indirectly financed the Movement.86 With
this, individual aspirations to create employment out of activism became more realistic.
Martin Düspohl, now Director of the Kreuzberg Museum in Berlin, is a good example of
someone who created his own job through the movement. He described the experience:
“The eighties were the decade of history, the life of a strange orientation towards the past,
which paradoxically provided us personally with perspectives and let us appear extremely
progressive.”87 Local authorities indeed quickly saw the added value of the history
workshops as providers of cultural offerings and as part of the tourist industry. Many of
the protagonists of the Movement found permanent employment in memorial institutions,
local cultural administration, and in “Heimatmuseen” (homeland or local museums) in
particular. This, in turn, increased the willingness of institutions to support the History
Movement.

Notwithstanding their ambivalence vis-à-vis organization in general, an official federal
union of history workshops was established quite early on, formally connecting the
myriad of local initiatives. In Hannover in 1981, a group of left-wing historians had
85
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looked for a way to create a journal for new approaches to history. In order not to impose
such a project from above, it was determined first to enhance the substructure of local
initiatives and progressive historians.88 The federal association “Geschichtswerkstatt
e.V.”89 was founded in 1982 and 1983 in the course of two meetings in Göttingen and
Bochum.90 Along with it, a journal called Geschichtswerkstatt was created which was
published three times a year, with editorial control rotating among local groups, so as to
prevent centralizing tendencies. This journal was used not only to report on the historical
research undertaken by the initiatives, but to record their meetings, to network with
sympathetic groups, and to carry out contentious debates.

These writings exemplify the discursive culture among the “Geschichtswerkstättler” in
which the nature of the communication was often more important than the content of
their research or even its public representation. In Geschichtswerkstatt, the writing style
is extremely informal, with authors often using only first names to refer to each other,
colloquial terms, and polemics. This is a manifestation of the self-image of the movement
as alternative, informal, anti-establishment, non-dogmatic, and close to “real life.”
Similarly, participants in events organized by the history activists noted the pleasant
(though lively) discussions in contradistinction to the cut-throat atmosphere in
conventional academic venues.91 Those most active members of the Movement invested
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much time, energy, and passion into their projects and organizations, but they also
expected the work to be fun.

The best illustration of the History Movement’s unique combination of scholarly
seriousness, political motivation and penchant for having a good time were the annual
meetings in the form of history festivals – the other main forum for communication of the
Movement. A report about the second festival was titled “Tango & Theoriearbeit” (tango
and theoretical work), encapsulating the aspiration of the meeting to merge substance
with fun92 and to shake up the routine of academic historiography.93 The first festival
took place in May 1984 in Berlin with 700 participants and in subsequent years, between
400-500 came to Hamburg (1985), Dortmund (1986) and Hannover (1988) – often from
far away in the FRG. Festival goers were usually housed by local activists, an
arrangement which surely contributed to the establishment of cross-regional connections
and friendship networks. During these “Geschichtsfeste,” cooperative projects were
conceived, methods and theories discussed, and local struggles supported.94 The larger
purpose of the festivals was summarized by the 1984 organizers as follows. “With the
history festival, we want to increase our presence in the wider public arena: it will show
what the work of history initiatives has produced thus far and it will demonstrate our
determination to contribute in a critical manner to the political culture of our society.”95
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Image 4.3: article in a special issue magazine printed for the 1984 history festival, with the cover image of
the first edition of Geschichtswerkstatt96

Festivals featured a series of workshops run by activists on topics ranging from everyday
life during fascism, postwar history, the early modern period, colonialism, and social
politics, to methodological and didactic issues such as how to represent history using
theater, film, an exhibition, or a guided tour. The workshop form was adopted in order to
break down the division between the “knowing” expert speaker and “unknowing”
listener. Further, the activists visited local projects and took part in alternative tours.
Initiatives presented their work and publications at a “marketplace.” And a series of
evening and cultural events were organized which were open to the public and aimed at
96
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recruiting people to the cause.97 The festivals also offered the opportunity to debate
pressing issues facing the Movement, such as its relationship to the historical profession,
the impact of accepting funds from the state, or the need for professionalization. Looking
back, two protagonists of the movement argued that the term “Geschichtsfest” was an
expression of the euphoria of the early period: “this was, after all, not in reference to the
very serious topics we studied, but rather to the communicative style to which we
aspired.”98

This communicative style was also evident at the local level. Beate Meyer goes so far as
to elevate an “integrationist debate culture” to the status of a trademark for the Galerie
Morgenland, a history workshop in Hamburg-Eimsbüttel.99 In order to ensure the
strengthening of such forms of interaction, the activists espoused strategies familiar to
new social movements and applied them to memory work specifically. The concept of a
temporally limited “project” (rather than any kind of permanent institution) was common
in the alternative scene as a way of organizing autonomy, collective ownership, selfdetermination, and a manageable size conducive to direct democratic principles. The goal
was to involve all participants in all steps of a process, to overcome the separation of
work and leisure, and of “head” and “hand.”100 Reality was of course not this simple.
Siegfried writes,
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In contrast to collective work in organized modernity, the objective of the project is not to
achieve social conformity, but to utilize heterogeneous perspectives to reach a complex
result. Conflicting points of view are not seen as threatening but rather as a
developmental potential. Not only because of its result, but also due to the intensity of the
subjective experience, the approach of “history from below” as a cooperative endeavor
was seen as superior to individualized work. In contrast to these assumptions, practical
experiences showed that project work often reproduced the unequal vantage points of
participants. Informal hierarchies, self-exploitation, and organizational chaos were some
negative side-effects of an – in many ways innovative – work and life style.101

The workshoppers also applied such cooperative and emancipatory principles to their
research activities. Crucial was the use of oral history methods as a way of including and
taking seriously the protagonists of history themselves. The history of everyday life and
oral history was on the upswing in academia in general, most importantly through the
work of Alf Lüdtke, Lutz Niethammer, Ulrich Borsdorf, and a few others.102
Niethammer’s 1980 book Lebenserfahrung und kollektives Gedächtnis (Life Experience
and Collective Memory) was particularly influential.103 Meanwhile, the German historical
profession, even social historians such as Hans-Ulrich Wehler and Jürgen Kocka, by and
large remained wedded to traditional methodologies, unlike their French and British
colleagues.104 History activists criticized academic historians for being removed from
reality, writing unintelligibly, and supporting the “ruling circumstances” while feigning
objectivity: “the history workshops are not interested in a theoretical ‘rational and
disciplined’ historiography, which is removed from current affairs, supposedly objective
and neutral, and detailed to a fault, but which in the end loses its way.105 Historical
departments were also seen by some activists as “bastions of social democratic court
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historiography”106 and inherently suspicious. More practically, the many students in the
Movement sought alternatives to the stagnant departments and to complement their
academic experience through grassroots history work.107

Image 4.4: “If you tell me something about the old days, I’ll help you across the street!”108

History workshops, then, were truly pioneers in the field of oral history in Germany,
though it is debatable to what extent they were just early practitioners of a method that
would have become popular even without them. In any case, the work of interviewing
“real people,” including bystanders and perpetrators, was an indispensable motivator for
the activists. According to Eva Brücker, it was “the foundation without which we would
not have developed as we did.”109 The reliance on spoken evidence and materials other
than text was evident in exhibitions assembled by history workshops, where visitors
could listen to audio tapes – a practice which is now commonplace in German
106
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museums.110 The workshops also used other non-textual materials, such as photo albums,
resumés, jokes, and artifacts of all kinds.111 In line with the focus on everyday life and
political engagement, another signature research strategy was the investigation in great
detail of particular localities or issues. From these, insights were then drawn into the
larger functioning of political structures or national meaning. Volker Böge calls this the
“micrological method.”112

Image 4.5: The alternative historian113

Intimately connected to new research methods were new forms of representation, which
were intended to include the audience actively into an ongoing dialogue about the past
and present, rather than view them as passive recipients of information. Activists
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organized guided tours and boat rides, games, theater, bike and canoe trips, and more.114
In addition to specific research results, general alternative city guides were published, but
also specific information volumes, particularly on the locations of Nazi terror and
resistance to it. One of the most ambitious projects in this arena was the series of
Heimatgeschichtliche Wegweiser (Homeland History Guides), organized regionally and
published by the Studienkreis Deutscher Widerstand (official English title: Association
for Studying, Researching and Imparting the History of the German Resistance 1933–
1945).115 The activists understood guided tours not merely as a way of providing
information to new audiences. The goal was for participants to develop a relationship
with the topography of history and to take part in an active process of reflection and
memory making – rather than merely passively absorbing what a guide told them.
Members of Geschichte für alle e.V. (History for All) – a group offering tours of
Nürnberg, Fürth, and Erlangen in Bavaria – argued that bus tours were a form of
television, where tourists have no contact with reality and on top of that contributed to
pollution and problems in public transportation.116 Their goal was to explain historical
connections through concrete local and regional history and in the context of social and
everyday life history. The wanted to distinguish themselves methodologically from the
conventional, rejecting the idea of “leading” people, and instead encouraging a
conversation among participants, asking questions, and including witnesses in the tours.
This also meant that guides did not pretend to be politically neutral and inserted their own
views into the presentation.117 “The critical approach of our work consists of not
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presenting history for its own sake but that we draw comparisons across cultures and
across time and offer interpretations. In this sense, our work always relates to the present
and can result in active interventions in local politics.”118 At the same time, however,
these alternative providers realized that they increasingly faced competition by regular
touristic companies reacting to the rising demand for “gentle” tourism.”119

In addition to vibrant exchange within the History Movement, the initiatives had some
international role models to draw on, underlining its internationalist spirit even while
focusing on local history. As a result, the activists made regular references to antecedent
movements in other countries and took inspiration from them. Most important in this
regard were England, France, and particularly Sweden. In the mid-1960s, Ruskin College
at Oxford University (a working class and union college) saw the emergence of history
workshops which debated the political nature of history and truth and operated in a clear
socialist tradition.120 The ideas of ordinary peoples’ history and the involvement of
workers in the writing of their own story were established.121 Out of this context emerged
the Oral History Society in 1971 and the History Workshop Journal in 1976.122 Unlike in
Germany, the British history workshops found support among some of the doyens of the
historical professional, especially Marxist historians Eric Hobsbawm and E.P. Thompson.
The latter edited the New Left Review which was influential in Germany as well.123 In
France, there was no cohesive history workshop movement, but various initiatives such
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as the “Action culturelle” (a movement for local culture and democratization),124 the
“Association faire de l’histoire,”125 and most importantly the “écomusées” which had
emerged in the early 1970s and were focused on ecologically integrating nature, human
populations and regional culture.126

Even more influential was the Swedish “Dig where you stand” movement, triggered by a
1978 book by Sven Lindqvist, which demonstrated how to research personal and
occupational history, using the example of the Swedish cement industry. Lindqvist
presented his work as a guide for those wanting to examine history but who were not
academics and he encouraged them to confidently become experts in the field they knew
more about than professional scholars: their own work.127 The German translator of the
volume, Manfred Dammeyer, writes in the afterword that the Swedish movement
consisted of around 10,000 study groups which produced exhibitions, books, and even
museums of labor history.128 The motto “dig where you stand” which was also adopted
by the Movement in the FRG, refers to the call to unearth the past in your own location –
whether geographical or social – and to uncover the wealth of experiences and resources
available in order to understand how current circumstances came about. According to
Dammeyer, “this is aimed not only at discovering alternatives to conventional history
writing, but demands a concrete political engagement for the future. The future began
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yesterday. History lives on.”129 Sven Lindqvist came to Germany on several occasions to
teach local activists, and German groups also travelled to Sweden for this purpose.130
Lindqvist’s utterings had a decisively utopian socialist bent to them: he imagined, for
instance, that by 2020, the movement he started would have given capitalism the kiss of
death by taking control of the historical facts.131

In Germany, most groups remained more down to earth, though the rhetoric is at times
similar. The German History Movement differed most importantly on two points from its
international siblings: first, it focused to a much greater extent on the negative periods in
its history (especially 1933-45), rather than mainly on leftist struggles. As Reinhard
Rürup, a historian deeply involved in memorial institutions, told me:
In Germany, the focus of the history workshops was not the history of the workers’
movement, or industrialization. Instead one concentrated strongly on the Nazi period […]
such citizens’ initiatives are always also protest movements and in Germany, the way to
rub against the grain was to address the treatment of the history of National Socialism
and its “forgetting” in particular locations.132

Second, it was much larger and more politically influential. Perhaps because of these
divergences, and because of its concentration on local meanings, the History Movement
never became transnational.
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The most important resource for the history workshops were its supporters. The core
activists of each group devoted a great deal of time and energy to the cause, sometimes
working full-time without pay (for example if they were unemployed). My interviewees
report deriving much satisfaction and joy from their efforts. They experienced
recognition from the like-minded, and – equally satisfying – opposition from the
“establishment.” Activists also contributed material and financial means, often using
private materials to make exhibits possible. The early exhibitions and publications were
mostly very basic and improvised, which gave them a non-academic flair. Furthermore,
most local initiatives collected member dues, their amount usually dependent on the
income of the member.

At times when activist momentum stalled, however, enthusiasm could morph into selfexploitation with individual workshoppers becoming increasingly frustrated as the burden
of an unfinished project weighed on them. This happened during a project on “Everyday
Life during the Second World War” undertaken by the History Workshop Solingen where
after initial eagerness only a small group carried out the bulk of the work. Archival work
became a lonely affair and there was little time for those kinds of exchanges that were
supposed to make history workshop research unique and stimulating. As one activist put
it, “we began our work with the intention of practicing new forms of cooperation through
the investigation of the history of subjugated and dependent peoples – and now isolation,
pressure, and lack of passion ruled the day.133
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As initial enthusiasm waned (or was at least recognized as not being a reliable
phenomenon), workshops began searching for other funding sources. They applied for
ABM positions and often received them. Additionally, they sought funding for particular
projects from local administrations. These applications were especially successful if they
tapped into budgets that had already been allocated to particular cultural events – such as
the marking of an anniversary – to which local groups could now contribute. Foundations
and sympathetic organizations (especially unions and churches) were also asked to
provide funding or at least material support such as exhibition spaces. It was much more
difficult to acquire regularized funding from local government. The Berlin History
Workshop tried repeatedly and unsuccessfully; the Aktives Museum eventually was
granted a budget in 1990, and so were the consortium of Hamburg history workshops. In
2003, the cultural senator in Hamburg attempted to cut this budget entirely and only a
vigorous media and lobbying campaign managed to prevent an outright cut and turn it
into a 25% reduction.134

The activities and collective action tactics of the History Movement were diverse.
However, from my extensive review of the organizational histories of West German
history workshops, common patterns can be identified, with two different modes of
mobilization usually occurring in sequence. The first mode – what I will call “memory
work” – took place relatively quietly, with little publicity beyond the internal
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environments. The primary activities of this phase were:

a. holding meetings, attracting participants, and networking with individual and
institutional stake-holders on a given historical subject
b. creating fora for exchange and debate on issues relating to this subject, bringing
together an interested community, and drawing in “witnesses” and lay people into
projects (especially senior citizens, school groups, and other social/cultural
organizations)
c. securing financing through grant applications and (mostly informal) lobbying
efforts
d. conducting research, ideally in a cooperative manner: archival work, oral history
interviews, collection of artifacts
e. presenting the results of research to the public: in the form of exhibitions,
publications, city tours, plays, and more. This involved a diverse set of actions –
from manual labor, to finding a venue, to publicity campaigns.
f. presenting the results of research and project experiences within the movement –
at workshops, history festivals, in movement newsletters etc.
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Images 4.6 and 4.7: Exchange between residents and workshoppers at Galerie Morgenland135

Thus, during this first, less-high profile, mode of action, most of the activists’ time and
energy was devoted to the actual grunt labor of “memory work” – engaging the evidence
of the past and interpreting it. However, the History Movement laid great emphasis on
making this work a social and interactive experience, so that it was crucial to any
potential development of “social capital.” In the Galerie Morgenland (Hamburg) a
popular event was called “Mrs. Barbara is expecting guests” and offered 1950s-era
cuisine along with lectures and performances on the same period. The objective here was
not only to present information in a creative way but to build personal relationships of
memory-making in the neighborhood.136 As in other new social movements, the “path
was the goal” – and the path here was historical research and presentation.

Many of the groups that were part of the History Movement never moved beyond the
memory work phase, and thus did not employ protest tactics as such. Nevertheless, they
regarded their activity as contentious because the content and methodology of their
135
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research challenged established historical narratives – both in the historical profession
and in public life. The feat of re-interpreting history and influencing public knowledge
about it in itself challenged societal forces – particularly conservative governments and
interest groups (for example of veterans) that held a stake in upholding the mnemonic
status quo. The right kind of history was seen as “dangerous” to the establishment137 and
activists explicitly aimed to provide related social movements with ammunition. The
Marburg History Workshop for instance developed an “anti-militaristic walking tour,”
and investigated the participation of a local military unit in a host of historical crimes
going back to the defeat of the Paris Commune of 1871, in order to supply historically
grounded arguments to the peace and anti-NATO movement.138

It was in the course of such actions that many initiatives entered the second mode of
operation – that of “memory protest.” The line between memory “work” and “protest”
was in practice not clear cut and was not necessarily viewed by activists as existent.
However, for analytical purposes, it makes sense to examine a separate phase when the
History Movement clashes directly with state actors, changes its collective action
repertoire, and becomes instrumental in the creation of built memorials (as opposed to
more temporary outputs). In addition to ongoing networking, research, and representation
actions of the memory work mode, the protest phase also included:
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a. collecting signatures on the street, lobbying, and creating publicity through the
media
b. public information booths and publicity-effective exhibitions
c. symbolic (protest) actions, often provocative and without permit
d. organization of public rallies

“Memory protest,” then, meant intervening more directly in local memory politics, either
on issues already being debated or in order to trigger discussion and political action in the
first place. At times, such interventions were only indirectly related to “memory work”
underway, but adapted lessons learnt from history to current political events. In other
instances, the activists brought their own research topics into wider view. History
workshops were, for example, directly responsible for putting the topic of forced labor
under the Nazis on the agenda, by publicizing implicated companies, organizing
meetings, and convening activists and victims to memorialize locations of forced labor.139
The Alexander-Seitz-Geschichtswerkstatt in Marbach worked over many years to
transform the ways in which the National Day of Mourning (Volkstrauertag) was
commemorated, using “irritation and provocation” as key tools.140

Most examples of memory protest, however, resulted from local processes of memory
work. Activists either identified locations during their research where historical events of
critical importance had taken place or collectively developed interpretations of the past –
139
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in the course of meetings, guided tours, or exhibition planning. They then determined that
it was not sufficient merely to continue the piecemeal labor of public education but that
more aggressive tactics were called for. Specifically, they sought to increase public
awareness by explicitly politicizing history in an unconventional manner. In other words,
the activists shifted from a focus on producing contentious content to publicizing that
content through contentious means – a clear shift in their contentious action repertoire.

The target for the History Movement during memory protests were the local (and
sometimes national) public spheres, as well as official authorities who they wanted to
begin policy-making procedures to commemorate a given issue in public space. History
Movement tactics included creating publicity through media outreach, information booths
on the street or at events, and utilizing exhibitions and the like in order to attract attention
to the larger memory concern. The Berlin History Workshop used its “Mobile Museum”
bus to attract press coverage of its advocacy for a memorial to the victims of the Nazi
policy of euthanasia, for example. Symbolic “happenings,” which were highly creative
and could be carried out by a limited number of committed supporters, were another
strong suit of the History Movement. The Active Museum famously staged an
unauthorized symbolic dig for archeological remains of the Gestapo headquarters in 1985
– an action that effectively highlighted the willful “forgetting” of an important memory
site. The boat-tour sub-group of the Berlin History Workshop has since 1986 repeatedly
attached a make-shift sign on a bridge in central Berlin, illegally naming it the “RosaLuxemburg-Bridge” and then documenting the sign’s removal by the police. Through
this, by now annual ritual, the group has kept alive for the city a discussion about the
191

meaning of the revolutionary and her famous murder. This protest tradition emerged
directly out of the group’s conception of its alternative boat tours – out of its regular
“memory work.”141 In Marburg, the history workshop organized counter actions in
response to annual veterans’ remembrance ceremonies which were highly conflictual.142
In Frankfurt/Main, a broad coalition of activists resorted to the occupation of the grounds
of archeological remains of a Medieval Jewish ghetto in order to prevent its razing for the
purposes of building a public transportation administrative building. This action was
ultimately futile, but it brought into stark relief the conflict between city authorities and
leftist cultural and political circles.143

Occasionally, the History Movement was able to organize and hold demonstrations which
drew participants from the wider alternative scene of which it was a part, thus making
memory politics the focus of traditional social movement mobilization. For example, a
coalition of organizations – many of them part of the larger peace movement – on
initiative of the Marburg history workshop repeatedly organized rallies in support of the
creation of a “Memorial to the Unknown Deserter.”144 The groups had collected funds
and commissioned a sculpture which was symbolically unveiled several times in order to
stress the need for a permanent monument.
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Image 4.8: Symbolic unveiling of deserter memorial during rally in Bonn, 1989145

Image 4.9: Singer Wolf Biermann performs at the same rally in Bonn, 1989. The banner reads: “This
sculpture is to be the only German soldier that moves east ever again”146

In sum, the organizational arrangements adopted by the History Movement directly
impacted its actions and strategies. The Movement was locally grounded and
concentrated on local and regional subjects. The activists espoused the new left ideals of
decentralization, local autonomy, and radical transformation in personal environments.
Despite this local focus and their principled aversion against formality, the activists early
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on founded a national movement association and regularly exchanged ideas in journals,
festivals, and other venues. The motivations of participants were as diverse as the issues
they studied. Though many activists were of an older generation, the majority had gone to
university after the student rebellion of 1968, were frustrated by university offerings, and
sought to shape their own political and professional futures. They pioneered new research
methods and forms of representation, and argued over how best to finance their
endeavors. Most groups started out relatively quietly, undertaking memory work without
much fanfare. However, the next step was often an increased politicization of their
activity and a subsequent expansion of their repertoire to include more confrontational
and publicity-effective actions. This happened particularly when the Movement sought to
memorialize the past in public space and consequently dealt directly with the authorities.
In many cities and towns, the processes of memorial-building turned out to be highly
contentious – a circumstance that confirmed the importance of their cause for the
activists.

For the History Movement, the goal was not merely to mark the sites that were identified
as important, but rather to make the debate about these locations relevant to the
transformation of German memory culture. In order to achieve this, it was critical to not
simply kick off a memorialization procedure, but to continue to influence the public
debate and to become an essential partner in the decision-making process about design,
placing, and purpose of the monument, as well as its institutional oversight. The activists’
objective was to make their approval an indispensable component of the legitimacy of the
commemoration. In other words, they sought to wrest definitional power away from state
194

authorities in matters concerning public memory. To be successful, the history
workshoppers needed to strategically frame their concerns within larger values.

4.3.3 Framing processes
The history activists were very much aware of the importance of gaining definitional
power over memory. In hindsight, they cited conservative historian Michael Stürmer’s
quip “In a land without history […], those who fill memory, who define terminology and
interpret the past, will win the future” to argue that the field of memory could not be left
to the right and that the movement had to go on the offensive.147 Thus, while the practice
of the Geschichtsbewegung may have seemed inconsequential due to its local center of
gravity, its political objectives in fact aimed much higher. The Movement framed its
memory work as devoted to the progressive shaping of the future, and particularly as
indispensable to the re-invention of a democratic political culture. In pursuing this goal,
the workshoppers explicitly distinguished themselves from what they viewed as the
conventional representation of the past which was identified as part of a serious
democratic deficit.

Though the Movement by definition organized around the meaning of history, its
political identity was explicitly future-oriented. “Those who do not understand their past,
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cannot sensibly plan for the future.”148 Indeed, the need to shape a better tomorrow by
understanding power dynamics of the past justified their memory work. As Eva Sperner
explains,
The re-emergence of fascist tendencies and neo-conservative ideas necessitate the search
for political alternatives and realizable concepts for a livable future. On this path, the
“digging for our own roots” in history has the function of uncovering the causes and
contexts of today’s dreadful situation, to regain old solutions or interrogate their
relevance to the present, and to find new answers by reviving previous democratic
traditions, discovering models for political action, and/or creating livable and manageable
units.149

Image 4.10: Announcement of a “future workshop” at Galerie Morgenland150

The objective of shaping present and future through a collective effort to understand the
past – and of thereby intervening in current politics – was exemplified in the founding of
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a history initiative under the umbrella of the already existing Galerie Morgenland (a
community art and meeting place begun in 1978) in Hamburg-Eimsbüttel. As historian
Volker Böge recounts:
With this transformation from a “gallery” to a “neighborhood cultural center with local
archive,” new ground was broken. The history work was – precisely according to the
principles of the “new history movement” – integrated into the radical-democratic
political education work that was already being practiced; the “Morgenland” as a locale
where – with the means of culture and art, as well as political debate and self-reflection –
the concrete utopia of “tomorrow’s land” [“Landes Morgen”] was being constructed, was
given a deep historical dimension by making it into a history workshop. In order to build
the “land tomorrow,” the memory of the “land yesterday” is needed. […] Even more:
history workshop was future workshop.151

The History Movement insisted that writing and representing history was not done for its
own sake, but rather with the purpose of becoming politically engaged, developing
insights for present-day struggles, and motivating people to think politically.152 As
Hannes Heer and Volker Ullrich wrote at the time, “history from below means
uncovering the propaganda of the victors by developing our own interpretations and
representation and thereby creating insight into historical processes and their results,
recognizing people’s ability to resist and change, and thus supporting their own identity
and rebellious potential.”153 This “active memory work” was regarded as “unthinkable
without societal analysis which is present-oriented.”154

In these quotes, the perception of a conservative siege again shines through. According to
Peter Schöttler writing in 1984, unlike its counterpart in England, the History Movement
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in Germany emerged “in a period of roll back and of the conservative ‘Wende.’”155 To
some extent this perception was exaggerated: the Movement often did find advocates and
allies within local administrations, and even on the national stage there were those – such
as President Richard von Weizsäcker – who were pushing for a more critical approach to
the past. However, there was also real and adamant resistance to efforts at
commemorating uncomfortable episodes – and this emboldened the activists to continue
their work. To mention just one typical example, the Arbeitskreis Regionalgeschichte
Neustadt (Working Group Regional History Neustadt) in 1981 began agitating for a
plaque in remembrance of a synagogue destroyed by the Nazis. In 1985, the sign was
finally put up, though in a concession to city officials, the activists put up with a milder
text than originally demanded.156 Such conflicts played out in similar ways all over the
country.

At the federal level too, the Movement encountered mainstream resistance to the kind of
memory approach it advocated (as evidenced in scandals and intellectual discourses at the
time). On numerous occasions, activists undertook interventions in debates about official
memory projects. The activists passionately debated the creation of the German
Historical Museum (DHM) in Berlin and expressed their opposition during public events
and on the street. The DHM was seen as part of the federal government’s revisionist and
nationalist history politics. The executive committee of the Geschichtswerkstatt e.V.
passed a resolution against the DHM and related projects in 1986, entitled “Against the
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planned historical reprocessing plants of the government.”157 This reference to the
concurrent contention over nuclear power indicates both the importance the activists
attached to the DHM and the status which they sought for their movement in the wider
political landscape. The resolution decries the government’s museum plans as
whitewashing, wasteful, and aimed at re-establishing a national identity as a distraction
from looming crises, while preventing “mourning work” (Trauerarbeit). It notes the role
of history in legitimating the state and gaining cultural hegemony, and categorically
rejects any binding or static interpretation of history. The declaration states that the
History Movement rejects a central national museum because “we must go lower, into the
‘provinces,’ try to understand everyday and regional life.”

In other words, the history workshops were not merely against these particular museum
plans, but programmatically opposed to a “state-driven” and centrally represented version
of history. The document further disparages attempts by Social Democrats or progressive
historians to reform the DHM by involving the parliament and independent initiatives in
the conception. The fact that such an inclusion is proposed suggested to them the
immense impact that the History Movement had already had but also the patronizing
attitude of the “officials” in response to the changing “bourgeois public sphere.” The
establishment was seen as feigning a consensus about history so that societal alternatives
do not emerge as realizable possibilities.158 In a special issue on the topic, the
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Geschichtswerkstatt called the museum concept “pluralistic to the point of being void of
identity [pluralistisch bis zur Profillosigkeit].”159

The resolution was sent to the Green Party in Bonn in order to coordinate a united front
against the DHM. This denotes that, though there was no formal relationship to the party,
the history activists did feel an affinity with the Greens. It is noteworthy that in its
publications, the History Movement routinely lamented the conservative climate and the
lack of progressive culture and solidarity – paradoxically at the same time that alternative
initiatives and lifestyles were flourishing everywhere. Although the reality of a
conservative onslaught was overblown in some ways, the perception of being the
progressive force fighting against the odds probably aided mobilization and motivation.
Sabine Weissler, a member of Aktives Museum, told me that this perception of
conservatism became a rallying point for the Movement and in turn helped make the
desire for collective work and solidarity a reality at least in the limited context of history
festivals and similar events.160 The Movement’s chosen role as the democratic alternative
to mainstream policy in the memory field, thus, was crucial to its members’ identity and
self-confidence. Gisela Wenzel, during our interview in 2006, went so far as to compare
this oppositional stance to conditions in the GDR: “There was the official view of history
of the GDR, then that of the East German opposition with its critical impulse, then there
was our established official view of history, and that of the new History Movement.
These are all very different approaches and they all met [after 1989].”161 Considering the
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status afforded the GDR opposition in the democratic narrative after unification, this is a
very favorable analogy for the Geschichtsbewegung.

Indeed the History Movement made a habit of placing itself in good historical company.
The Geschichtswerkstättler consciously sought to create a self-confident and autonomous
tradition of their own by connecting their work to previous progressive struggles and to
those in other societies. As Brigitte Emig declared, “we ourselves have to make sure that
the many attempts at achieving a ‘history from below’ are documented, remain
accessible, and are not forgotten like so many of the traditions and struggles, that the
history movement has tried to commemorate.”162 Gerhard Paul and Bernhard Schoßig
called the Geschichtsbewegung a “search movement” aimed at overcoming the void of
tradition [Traditionsloch] of the Nazi period.163 Of course, the idea of establishing a
tradition with the goal of transforming the mainstream was pivotal to the motivation,
identity, and self-confidence of the history activists. Since the focus of the Movement
was the examination of the past, it is not surprising that its members were concerned with
documenting their own efforts and shaping their legacy.164 The collection of documents
from past and present, including the self-produced “grey literature” [graue Literatur] was
a key pursuit for the workshops.165
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Another way of creating a tradition was the re-appropriation of the term “Heimat”
(homeland)166 which had had a pronounced conservative connotation. For the new left,
Heimat now referred to a concern for local stories and ecology which necessitated
political engagement and alternative lifestyles. Edgar Reitz’s 1984 television series was
entitled Heimat and became an important reference point for the History Movement.167
The goal was to re-claim Heimat as a symbol of intact interpersonal relationships and
social grounding (Verortung) which entailed an engagement with one’s natural and
human surroundings.168 Paul and Schoßig noted that many of the Geschichtswerkstättler
were not locals and their engagement in the movement was part of finding a feeling of
belonging in a new place. More generally, history activists repeatedly referred to the
social disintegration which was taking place due to heightened mobility in the face of
liberalizing economies and the end to ideological certainties. Their reaction to the
perceived conservative onslaught was to “dig in” – “because where you are dug in, you
have roots and it will be difficult to knock you over.”169 The History Movement’s
concern for spatial grounding helps to explain why the activists – despite their aversion to
the monumental – routinely argued for the importance of marking historical locations and
ended up creating so many memory sites.
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Democracy was the key concept used by workshoppers to frame their actions and to
explain their relevance to each other. It was also particularly important because it was
directly resonant to the wider public. The activists tapped into democracy as an existing
value in society – a strategy called “frame alignment” by social movement scholars.170 In
a narrow sense, the History Movement wanted to turn historical research into a
democratic enterprise. As a 1985 manual for history activists states: “The new History
Movement aims not only to popularize historical writings and education, but to
fundamentally democratize historical research, including the process of working through
history. The division of labor between experts and lay people should be eliminated and
historical research de-professionalized.”171 By including everyone who was touched by a
particular historical episode, writing and displaying history was conceived of as a
democratic act.172 This basic principle was reinforced by a general aversion against
centralized control, an effort to maintain the autonomy of local initiatives, and the call for
“non-professional historians” to work alongside progressive academics – to “overcome
the tension between mental and physical labor (Hand- und Kopfarbeit).”173 The goal was
a cooperative practice built on solidarity that could potentially transform interpersonal
relations and organizational forms more broadly.174

Democracy was also supposed to be reflected in the memory spaces the Movement
helped to create. The activists distrusted traditional rituals of commemoration and
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frequently criticized monumental memory, citing as their crucial achievements
“uncovering repressed memory and dislodging statues.”175 The idea of an Active Museum
typified the Movement’s distinctive combination of the call for grassroots history work,
decentralized memory, the preservation of authentic spaces and the rejection of grand
monumental schemes (see Chapter 6).

However, the frame of democracy was tapped into for more than the goal of changing the
ways in which historical research was conducted and represented. The critical reflection
upon the past was to show that society writ-large could be transformed through
democratic action.176 The late Michael Zimmermann argued that some history activists
still harbored a faint hope for revolution,177 but this social transformation was to happen
through a painstaking process of democratic debate and self-guided education in many
decentralized locations. For this reason, the processes of memory-making were regarded
as much more important than results in the form of exhibition or memorial.178 Across the
board, history workshops explicitly framed their work as critical to developing
democratic values and concrete democratic practices. Activists in Marbach stated as their
goal to promote democratic consciousness and autonomous activities and to write history
in a way that can be understood by as many people as possible.179 Providers of alternative
city tours in Bavaria argued that their work “does not exploit public interest in history as
a vehicle of certain political interests, the objective is instead to contribute long-term to a
175
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culture of democratic contention, to our ability for dialogue in our society.”180 The
founding declaration of the History Workshop Augsburg notes: “With our history work,
we want to encourage people to intervene in current social and political struggles, and so
to make a contribution to an active democracy.”181

The democracy frame was reflected in several key characteristics of the Movement,
including its focus on “history from below,” the narratives of ordinary people, and a new
conception of the “homeland.” The Movement’s motto, “dig where you stand,” meant
activists explored the authentic locations of local historical events, “secured the
evidence” [Spurensicherung], and tried to find traces in the lay of the land.182

The history activists interviewed ordinary people, seen as the primary experts, on the
street about their knowledge and thus personalized history.183 There was an acute
awareness that the witnesses to National Socialism would not be alive for long and that
their voices needed to be heard. This “history from below” attended to everyday
processes such as eating, living arrangements, and working habits. With this focus, the
history workshops inaugurated a new perspective on the functioning of the Nazi
dictatorship and its impact on peoples’ lives. In contrast to the systemic studies of
Nazism and the Holocaust of mainstream historiography, this approach brought home
what it meant for individuals to be victimized (or to be the victimizers). According to Eva
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Brücker, the idea of studying for instance the coming to power of the Nazis by examining
the process on the level of the street or particular associations was controversial and
decried as a-political. In heated discussions, this approach was established in the
workshops as a new understanding of the political,184 closely linked to feminist calls to
view the private as political. While the ground covered by the activists brought much
genuinely new material into focus, there was also a measure of self-satisfaction and an
uncritical fascination with the “little guy,” as evident in the following passage:
Mostly unexplored territories came into view as part of this “journey of discovery into
our own people [Volk].” How did they dress, eat, and make love? […] Now [the
historians] no longer shirked from descending into the depths of everyday habits and
practices. Province and village, neighborhood and street, company and workshop, kitchen
and launderette, schnaps casino and county fair – these were the locations that were no
longer safe from curiosity.185

Wulf Kansteiner recently argued that “some everyday history projects glorified modest
resistance efforts. On other occasions, the search for identity and role models led to
valorizations of stories and artifacts from the past without providing any critical
conceptual framework to explain their significance (or insignificance) […].”186

Another central dictum of the History Movement that attracted disparagement from
established historians was “Betroffenheit” (concern or empathy). It was a sentiment that
was evoked by focusing on individual stories and through which activists tried to engage
their audience, as well as connect history to contemporary dilemmas. Betroffenheit
enabled the history activists to adopt a less ideological perspective which does much to
184
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explain their long-term impact on German memory politics. Heide Gerstenberger and
Dorothea Schmidt explained the function of Betroffenheit for the cohesion of the
movement:
Betroffenheit: it is a veritable disposition, in other words a behavior, the manifestations of
which are not individually but collectively produced. It is in a sense ritualized and can
therefore easily be recognized and understood by other members of the [leftist] scene. In
this political-social context, history has become a reservoir of Betroffenheit. History
workshops have – sometimes explicitly – tasked themselves with the goal of drawing
from this reservoir and to contribute in this manner to the improvement of the present.187

The objective of evoking empathy was of course in direct contradiction to the idea of an
objective historiography and was therefore strongly criticized by academic historians.188
At times, their distaste for the activists was expressed in quite polemical terms. In a 1984
lecture, the famous social historian Hans-Ulrich Wehler referred to the work of the
workshops as “gleaming greenish soap bubbles” [grünlich schimmernde Seifenblasen]
which would lead to the dead end of a “microhistorical broom closet.”189

The History Movement, in what was another key component of the democracy frame,
was concerned with the plight of ordinary people, the voiceless, and oppressed. The goal
was not only to study those groups which were usually left out of mainstream historical
narrative, but to engage them and help them develop a new memory culture by defining
their own history.190
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We consciously choose the perspective of those concerned [die Betroffenen], the
excluded, the oppressed. We are not neutral in writing our history – grassroots history –
we want to encourage ourselves and others, to claim our/their history, in order to draw
from this experience a political consciousness which will allow us to shape our future.
This is why it is the ultimate goal of the history workshops to study the history of the
people and to present it in an intelligible manner.191

In other words, the intention was to make lay people into subjects as opposed to objects
of historical work and to effect the audience’s emancipation rather than its instruction
from above.192 For example, the activists in Hamburg-Barmbek felt that running a
workshop meant constructing local conceptions of the past jointly with neighborhood
residents.193 While the history activists genuinely tried to implement this credo by
opening their projects to neighborhoods and inviting interview partners to participate
directly,194 the extent to which older people from outside the left-wing scene participated
was apparently limited. Because the appearance at a history workshop event of a
“witness” [Zeitzeuge] was somewhat of a special occasion, there seems to have been a
certain uncritical reverence for them among the activists. In particular, the generation of
“red grandfathers” – socialist and communist militants from the pre-1945 era – were
suddenly high in demand.195 Aware of this problem, one activist early on warned of
putting the authentic witness on a pedestal without verifying his or her claims through
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other sources.196 Another decried the practice of consciously selecting witnesses and
therefore using them merely to legitimate a preferred version of events.197

Image 4.11: “How do you feel in such organically grown structures?”198

In sum, the History Movement presented its actions in terms of the need to engage the
past in order to shape a more progressive future and to seize definitional power over
memory from the conservative mainstream. Key to this endeavor was democracy as a
strategic frame. The Movement aimed not only to democratize historical research itself,
but more broadly, to establish the confrontation with the past as a process through which
society as a whole could be transformed. In order to democratize society from below,
memory work had to be undertaken in particular ways: the focus was on everyday life,
ordinary people, and an empathetic understanding of historical decision-making. The
value of historical research and representation was evaluated chiefly through its ability to
196
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call into question contemporary power relations. As one handbook put it: “Because a
representation of history that is directed against the ideological scaffolding of societal
power structures – what is it worth, if in the process of investigating such power
structures, similar modes of action creep back in?”199

Despite the euphoria and accumulating successes of the Movement throughout the
decade, the activists grappled with a host of problems. By the late 1980s, several of these
issues had contributed to the decline of the History Movement as a coherent social force,
though many local workshops continued their work in a more limited way.

4.3.4 Causes for decline
With the booming interest in history and the Nazi past in German society, the success of
the History Movement in influencing memory politics, and an increasingly responsive
academia, government, and media, the history activists gradually realized that they were
no longer “the opposition.” Writing in Geschichtswerkstatt, two activists saw the “danger
that the history workshop movement morphs into an executor of the history-crazed
Zeitgeist.”200 For the self-image of the Movement, this was extremely difficult to
swallow, because its passion and motivation was derived precisely from its antiestablishment identity. The public interest in history and the achievements of the
199
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workshops were a double-edged sword: their brand of memory work had become
influential, but success carried with it the danger of “corruption.” Just as there is purity in
marginal politics, there was purity in marginal history activism. Once the activists moved
into the mainstream, their positions were no longer as clear-cut and they had to respond
to professional standards as well as the demands of the tourist industry. Joachim
Szodrzynski, of the Geschichtswerkstatt Eimsbüttel in Hamburg, asked:
Is the avant-garde character, which innovative minorities traditionally like to claim for
themselves […], not fundamentally threatened when the enlightened specialist – declared
addressee [of the movement] and secretly competitor at the same time – instead of
offering an identity-boosting rejection, now selects the tried and tested tool of a socially
integrative embrace?201

The History Movement could therefore no longer ignore its environment and was faced
with the task of acquiring funds and professional expertise in order to compete with
academics and local institutions lest these get all the glory for an approach that was
developed in the workshops. For the cohesion and motivation of the Movement, its
success in initiating memorials and influencing official institutions was a problem. As
Detlef Siegfried contends, “When previously marginal topics moved to the center of
public debate, they unfortunately ‘no longer had avant-garde-character;’ when workshops
were supported by public monies, they were no longer autonomous; when members of
history workshops made a name for themselves as historians, they were part of the
establishment.”202 Key questions caused conflicts among activists. How to achieve a high
quality of historical work while still maintaining a grassroots identity? How to engage
with the state without being co-opted by it? These concerns had been present from the
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outset of the Movement, but became more acute when initial enthusiasm had waned and
the initiatives were faced with the need to justify and shape their own existence.

One persistent conflict, consequently, revolved around the need for professionalization
which some members of the movement promoted while others rejected it as selling-out.
The disagreement derived from the stated goal of the history movement to practice
“history from below” and to work on an equal footing with lay people. While participants
certainly tried to attract non-academics to their projects, their success was limited203 and
so the contention was less between academics and “ordinary people” than between those
who had professional aspirations and those who were more politically inclined.204
Personal rivalries no doubt played a role as well. According to Andreas Ludwig, the
professionals quickly had the upper hand,205 though the quarrel simmered on until the
early 1990s. Those who denounced the drive for higher theoretical and methodological
standards argued that such a development would further widen the gap between
researchers and population, decrease the openness of projects, and endanger the
autonomy of the workshops. They saw the danger of a “creeping integration into
bourgeois culture”206 and the transformation of the history workshop into a
“Kaderschmiede” [cadre training unit]207 for the historical profession. In other words,
professionalism and even high standards were by their very nature suspect because of
their association with the mainstream institutional and political culture which stood in
203
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contradistinction to the movement’s culture of spontaneity and anti-elitism. The other
side contended that the improvement of historical research, theoretical sophistication, and
representation in the form of exhibitions was indispensable. At a time when history
workshops were becoming increasingly influential in the realms of education, memorial
institutions, and local cultural offerings, they could no longer pretend that only their own
stringent principles mattered. With other “service providers” competing, the initiatives
had to live up to expectations in order to prevent a descent into oblivion.

At the local level, the dilemma of professionalism and a rising demand for historical
“products” often caused bitter disagreements among the activists or forced them to take
on roles with which they were not entirely comfortable. Reinhold Forster, of the
Geschichtswerkstatt Augsburg, reports that, after a decline in activist participation, the
workshop sought more city funding and consciously professionalized for a large project.
This necessitated devoting more time and energy to lobbying, to the detriment of
substantive historical work which in turn caused conflicts between “quasi-professional”
(those unpaid activists who devoted most of their time to the project) and participants
who were less involved but nevertheless wanted a say in how the workshop was run. By
the time the project was completed, the activists had become estranged and somewhat
discredited in the eyes of the city as a partner.208 When the Geschichtswerkstatt Augsburg
was asked to examine the history of now-vacant US barracks, it had to essentially operate
as a sub-contractor and distribute work to external individuals or organizations. Problems
ensued: unpaid activists had to guide and oversee paid employees and when these did not
208
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meet standards, the activists themselves had to complete the work. “Because in the end,
the Geschichtswerkstatt as an association was the guarantor of the reliability and quality
of the expertise.”209

The conflict between professional and grassroots leanings was also clearly manifested in
the “Zeitschriftenstreit” [journal dispute]. At the outset, the journal Geschichtswerkstatt
was, as I have noted, seen primarily as an organ of communication between the different
initiatives, and editorial control rotated among them. Accordingly, the quality and design
of the journal (which in 1990 had a circulation of 1500-2500) varied dramatically. While
the improvised format of the early issues was regarded as an expression of the “down to
earth” identity of the Movement, this quickly became the focus of critique. The Göttingen
Workshop edited Volume 6 and set a precedent by having the journal printed
professionally and including advertisements. Starting with Volume 11, put out by the
Berliners, the journal was produced by a publisher, albeit with subsidies from the federal
association.210 The debate subsequently revolved around whether initiatives should retain
complete autonomy or be held to particular standards. The idea of directives from the
federal association violated the principle of a decentralized organizational structure and
that quality control was regarded by the “fundamentalists” as an infringement on
autonomy and openness to non-academic participants. These advocates of maintaining
the tight linkage to the grassroots were perfectly willing to live with an informative
newsletter in lieu of a scientific journal and argued that the pressure to professionalize
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(exercised by those who had or desired academic careers) came with the price of
inhibiting the democratic practices of memory work.211 Those who advocated for
professionalization, on the other hand, believed that a more rigorous organization of the
journal would enhance continuity, promote theoretical reflection and debate, and make a
greater contribution to the transformation of historiography.212 Michael Wildt, who
incidentally was part of the faction of “professionals,” notes that contention over the
future and organization of alternative projects was going in the new left “scene”
overall.213

A temporary compromise was found in 1990 when the annual membership meeting
decided to jointly appoint topics and editorial control at the annual meeting and to hold
three “issue conferences” [Heftkonferenzen] a year to which the editor initiatives were
required to come but everybody else was invited.214 In 1992 the rupture became
irreversible: At a member meeting of Geschichtswerkstatt e.V., the majority voted in
favor of retaining the association’s direct control over the journal. In response, a minority
split off and the Hamburg publisher that had meanwhile been granted technical control in
1986 began issuing a journal under the title WerkstattGeschichte. This provoked a legal
dispute over the title and the subscriber data base.215 The new periodical was edited by
some well-known history activists (Michael Wildt, Eva Brücker, and Thomas
Lindenberger among them) who had previously argued for the transformation of
211
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Geschichtswerkstatt. They felt that its problems were due to the lacking engagement of
Movement members, rather than the undermining action of a few academics.216 Brücker
told me that the goal of the new publication was to combine the idea of “dig where you
stand” with a professional attitude and more sophisticated methodological tools.217 In
1994, Alfred Georg Frei wrote an article that indicated that the conflict had fizzled out:
he noted that only thirty members had come to the most recent membership meeting (and
fifty to the 1994 festival in Mainz), while about thirty historians now edited
WerkstattGeschichte.218 Though many of them had been or remained active in local
initiatives, there was no longer an institutional link between the journal and the
Movement.219 Geschichtswerkstatt was last published in 1992/93, unable to muster
enough energy to keep the journal going without the drive of the “professionals.”

The other pressing problem experienced by the workshops was that of how to handle
their relationship with state actors and whether to regard state support negatively as
cooptation or positively as cooperation. An internal conflict in the Geschichtswerkstatt
e.V. during the discussion about the DHM is illustrative: despite the resolution passed
against the museum, the member organization Arbeitskreis Regionalgeschichte Bodensee
in Konstanz wanted to organize a seminar together with the developing DHM in 1989.
Since the federal executive committee had categorically rejected the museum, it was
argued that its members should not legitimate or promote the DHM by honoring it with
cooperation. The action of the Konstanzer Arbeitskreis thus violated stated principle and
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was denounced. This episode shows that at this point, the Movement was in the midst of
internal conflict over how to maintain their oppositional stance and identity in the face of
more frequent cooperation with the authorities. This dilemma had arisen even in the early
1980s, but became much more pressing during the latter part of the decade when the
growing popularity of the workshops’ approach to history made more state cooperation
and funding available. The Berlin History Workshop’s agony over whether to participate
in the 750 year anniversary of the city is another example of this dilemma which I discuss
in Chapter 5.

The specter of state cooptation was raised regularly when funding from the state was
being sought or received. The Geschichtswerkstättler did not come easily to accepting
government financing, even in the limited form of ABM. Though, as several interview
partners told me, there was in fact much support for the history initiatives within local
governments and established museums, at least by the later 1980s.220 But the idea of
taking money from official institutions rattled the core of the activists’ identity as an antiestablishment movement that was “dangerous” to the dominant version of history. As
Bernhard Müller noted in reference to the Berlin history workshop’s participation in
Berlin’s 750 Year Anniversary, though the ABM positions were helpful, they meant
implicitly accepting the state’s objectionable policy towards unemployment. Members
were afraid of (self)censorship and of losing their critical edge through outside
funding.221 On the other hand, the Geschichtswerkstatt e.V. as early as 1984, noted its
220
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financial limitations and began considering how to expand the budget by increasing
membership dues, fundraising, or asking the federal government for support.222 Some
activists believed that, though the governments’s policy of celebrating grand
anniversaries and museums was to be rejected, only the participation in such projects
“promises a large gulp from the bottle of state subsidies.”223 For Andreas Ludwig, the
resolution of this “Staatsknete-Debatte” (state dough debate) was relatively straightforward: “of course we should take money from the state – what we are doing is a public
responsibility, so in a way we saw ourselves as the rightful recipients of taxes.”224

An alternative to governmental funding was the creation of a for-profit branch of history
workshops,225 offering guided tours or contracting out historical research expertise. Such
solutions were common, but also caused rifts among Movement adherents about the
upholding of original principles and the adequate use of profits. Furthermore, it subjected
the initiatives to more direct competition from other historical service providers and
hence pressure to professionalize. In any case, both efforts to secure funding and the
debates that ensued within the History Movement used up much energy and contributed
to the Movement’s decline.
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The problems of state cooptation and professionalization came to a head right around the
time that the discourse about history and memory underwent a shift more generally due to
the end of the Cold War. On the one hand, a “new past” (the GDR) was placed on the
mnemonic agenda, so that the workshops’ focus on the local history of Nazism no longer
seemed innovative or radical. In Berlin in particular, the political and institutional arena
of operations for the initiatives changed suddenly, requiring them (and everyone else) to
find their footing in the new situation. In the immediate aftermath of the opening of the
Wall, there were some attempts to cooperate with East German colleagues, as well as
some projects about GDR history. These, however, were few and far between. The
Movement was unable to discover a new innovative focus which could have sustained its
identity and mobilizing power. On the other hand, the Nazi past became more central to
the identity of the newly unified state – if only to demonstrate to international partners
that Germany remained trustworthy. This opened up opportunities for the workshops in
terms of state funding and influence, but also took wind out of their sails.

By the early 1990s, the history workshops were no longer radical in either their message
or their methodology, though according to Andreas Ludwig, the activists’ self-image as
oppositional lasted at least for the duration of the 1980s.226 Nevertheless, many history
workshops remain operative to this day and some continue to play important roles in their
local contexts. These organizations, however, no longer make up a larger social
movement, nor do they all cultivate the traditions and memory of the History
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Movement.227 They have become part of a larger field of organizations that conduct
memory work.

Indeed, many new history initiatives were founded since 1990 – some citing their debt to
the Movement explicitly. For example the History Workshop Oberhausen was founded in
1994, but notes on its website that it was inspired by the “history workshop movement of
the eighties” to organize publications, exhibitions, and events to encourage debates about
forgotten history. The workshop’s topics include women’s, Jewish and working class
history.228 Also founded in 1994, the Frauengeschichtswerkstatt (Women’s History
Workshop) in Memmingen is devoted particularly to researching the history of Jewish
women in that town.229 The History Workshop in Bochum was founded in late 2007, but
is concerned specifically with the history of new social movements during the 1970s and
1980s.230

Other newer history workshops focus on local history without the critical lens
characteristic of the History Movement, though they often adopt the principles of oral
history and Alltagsgeschichte. For example, the History Workshop Neuhausen was
founded in 1992 and simply states as its mission to research the history of the Munich
neighborhoods Neuhausen, Nymphenburg and Gern and to enable contacts between
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people interested in history.231 Similar uncritical approaches are found in workshops in
Hachenburg (founded 2008).232 Other initiatives were founded in the mid-1990s in
eastern Germany. The History Workshop Rostock seeks to provide a link between
academic research and lay historians.233 The workshop in Jena is specifically concerned
with working through the history of the GDR dictatorship and resistance to it. In this
instance, the critical impulse of the History Movement may have been applied to the
examination of the GDR past.234

In other words, the label “history workshop” has been appropriated to mean any kind of
generic civic initiative concerned with the past – rather than being identified with
explicitly left-wing, critical history and memory work as part of the History Movement as
it was during the 1980s. Anyone can be an initiator: academics, local authorities,
participants in classes at adult education centers (Volkshochschulen) etc. Moreover, those
workshops that did compose the Movement have undergone a transformation. Though
substantively the topics covered by these history workshops may not have changed
dramatically, the contentious internal debates during the 1980s effectively led most
workshops to become more professionalized, accept state funding, and even become
providers of historical “services” or subcontractors of a sort. Joachim Szodrzynski, of a
pioneer workshop in Hamburg, argues that, “in its quotidian practice, the Galerie
Morgenland today understands itself as a provider and multiplier of materials and
research results, which can be utilized by interested persons inside and outside the
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neighborhood in the absence of bureaucratic hurdles or institutional barriers.”235 The
history workshop in Barmbek “has long been seen and used as a service entity.
Consultancy and information, archive use, production of photographs, lectures or guided
tours to order – all this can be summed up under the heading ‘history service.’”236 Many
other workshops advertise their service component on the websites or function as
administrative umbrellas for projects funded by local authorities, as is the case for the
Berlin History Workshop (Chapter 5). Thus, while the network of history workshops has
disintegrated, most individual workshops remain, usually with reduced membership, and
continue their work. Though with the retirement of original activists the original
workshops will likely experience more decline, it seems that the history workshop as an
organizational form is here to stay.

4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, I have used a conceptual framework drawn from social movement theory
to systematically analyze the History Movement in West Germany during the 1980s.
Through this lens, I have focused attention on political and cultural context that allowed
the Movement to emerge and flourish, the organizational structures and principles it
espoused, and the ways in which activists strategically framed memory to achieve their
goals. I found that the Movement reacted to frustration with both mainstream political
channels and the dogmatism of much of the post-1968 left. It emerged from and was
235
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nourished by a larger alternative scene. Here, it found adherents, resources, and
organizational forms.

The Geschichtsbewegung was made up of a myriad of local initiatives – diverse in size
and substantive content – but united by a common commitment to “emancipatory”
historical research and well networked with each other. Activists exchanged ideas and
values at history festivals and in journals – and these were also venues to struggle bitterly
over demands for professionalism and the Movement’s relationship with state actors. At
the outset, workshoppers usually concentrated on conducting research, organizing
meetings, and presenting their work to the public (what I have called “memory work”).
Increasingly, however, they also directly intervened in (mostly local) politics, especially
for the purposes of commemorating historically significant sites. On these occasions, the
Movement directly encountered the authorities, and though at times officials were
supportive, the activists faced mostly opposition. In order to succeed in their
commemorative goals, they adopted more confrontational tactics (“memory protest”),
including symbolic public acts, rallies, and more. The next chapter demonstrates at the
micro-level how the History Movement operated and influenced local memory politics.

The History Movement – through both its painstaking memory work and its protest
activity – profoundly altered the ways in which the past was confronted in West
Germany. This fact is broadly acknowledged – for instance, the Frankfurter Rundschau
in 1992 noted the Movement’s achievement of “working through the legacy of fascism
223

right down to the smallest neighborhood.”237 More broadly, Detlef Siegfried contends
that the history workshops had “massively participated in the discourse of historical selfassurance of society; in other words had communicated history – into the depths of
society, as part of a larger non-parliamentary movement, that was formative for the
political culture of the Federal Republic.”238

As I show in Chapter 6, the History Movement profoundly influenced the shape, design,
and breadth of the public memory landscape. Despite the Movement’s own
disintegration, its influence is felt to this day in memorial institutions (Chapter 7) and
must be taken into consideration by new generations of activists. In a nutshell, the
History Movement is significant not only as a case study underpinning the basic
importance of grassroots actors to German memory politics; but also because it
influenced memory culture and politics in the long-term.
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Chapter 5:
The Berliner Geschichtswerkstatt: A Case Study in Memory Activism

5.1 Introduction
The Berliner Geschichtswerkstatt (BGW) combined historical research and political
action to make a significant impact on the memory culture in (West) Berlin. Founded in
1981 as part of the larger new left Geschichtsbewegung, the Berlin History Workshop
sought to illuminate local history, uncover structures of responsibility (especially during
the Nazi period), and find traces of historical meaning in the contemporary landscape.
Through cooperative work, new research methods, and novel forms of representation, the
activists wanted to shake up established views of history. They came to be one of the
most important players in the memory politics of the divided city. While the influence of
the BGW has declined rapidly since the fall of the Berlin Wall, it has made a lasting
contribution to the local memorial landscape, as well as the institutional culture of the
new capital. The story of the BGW is illustrative of the grassroots processes by which the
History Movement transformed German memory culture from the bottom up.1

Image 5.1: Official logo of the Berlin History Workshop2

1
2
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This chapter has two main objectives. First, I provide an account of what History
Movement memory work and protest looked like close-up. Because of the Movement’s
focus on the local and everyday processes of history, I believe it is crucial to understand
how these ideas where actually put into practice. This is only possible by examining a
particular group in detail; by writing its analytical history. I do this by tracing the BGW’s
development, key activities, disputes, and contributions to Berlin’s memory landscape.
Of course, the concentration on local concerns also made all the other component groups
of the History Movement unique. The case of the BGW is especially interesting however,
for three reasons.

First, the BGW was one of the largest and most active groups in the History Movement.
It organized the first national meeting of the History Movement and several of its
members were consistently and highly involved in it – writing in its journal, editing the
book review section for it, organizing gatherings, and generally influencing the
Movement’s course. For this reason, special insight is to be gained from examining how
these individuals implemented principles and practices on their home turf. Second, the
BGW was seen in other parts of the Federal Republic as a role model. Activists in
Marburg learnt about the BGW from Theo Pinkus (a veteran archivist of the workers’
movement in Switzerland) and this triggered the founding of the History Workshop
Marburg.3 Members of the Galerie Morgenland in Hamburg cited the BGW as their
inspiration for successful history work.4 And the Geschichtswerkstatt Augsburg used a
BGW project as their model when they devised their exhibit on a typical workers’

3
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neighborhood.5 Thus, the BGW was influential by serving as an example and so
contributed to the cohesion of the Movement. By virtue of the diffusion of BGW ideas,
then, this case study is representative of the Movement as a whole at least to some extent.
Third, the BGW is interesting because of its location in the divided Berlin and then in the
new capital. Due to the symbolic and power-political significance of the city, its memory
politics are relevant beyond their local context. This case study also provides some
context for and a link to the more recent processes of institutionalization in the united city
which I discuss in Chapter 7.

The second key objective of this chapter is to argue that while the BGW sought to
practice innovative memory work throughout its existence, the form of activism and its
framing changed over time. At the outset, the need to found an association was seen as a
concession to conventional politics: a stuffy petit-bourgeois invention that was needed as
a vehicle to fund and organize what was really a different kind of movement. The
identification with the opposition and the rejection of all things governmental was deepseated and existed even when the BGW’s work was no longer controversial.
Nevertheless, in response to its growing influence and acceptance, the BGW adopted the
frame of civil society. This had not only become strategically more useful than the
movement label, but more acceptable to the activists. Over the course of the 1980s, both
the memory culture and the state-society relationship had changed – thanks in no small
part to the History Movement – and so the idea of civic engagement had acquired a more
positive meaning for the activists. This development brought funding, praise, and

5
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acceptance from official circles and to some extent integration in memorial institutions,
but also exacerbated internal conflicts and a decline in grassroots support for the BGW.

5.2 “At the center of the alternative movement:” Founding the Berliner
Geschichtswerkstatt
The Berlin History Workshop was founded during a period of social and cultural
transformation that was felt acutely in West Berlin. After the disillusionment of the
student movement and left-wing terrorist violence, the left was intensively searching for
new paths. In Berlin, the alternative scene was especially large and diverse, comprising
anarchists, squatters, environmentalists, and Spontis6 (among others) and seeking to
create autonomous spaces for small-scale but profound political change outside the
purview of the state. As BGW co-founder Gisela Wenzel recalls, “it started in the 1980s,
the effervescence, the colorfulness, the alternative, the multicultural – all this somehow
found acceptance.”7 Another founding member, Martin Düspohl said to me: “there was
this feeling: oh, something is really happening here, something has happened, this is
something new.8

This atmosphere was probably intensified by the special status of West Berlin, cut off
from the rest of the FRG, which made the leftist scene a more tight-knit community.9
Particularly

important

in

the

context

6
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of

Berlin

history

work

was

the

Hausbesetzerbewegung

(squatters’

movement),

also

sometimes

called

the

Instandbesetzerbewegung,10 denoting that the squatters often worked hard to renovate
and safeguard old housing structures. As a consequence, many of them became interested
in the history of the house, its street and neighborhood and began conducting research.11
The Berlin Senate had planned to bulldoze whole neighborhoods to make room for
modern buildings and roads – a plan that would have destroyed much of the historic
urban make-up of the city. In Kreuzberg, the hottest struggles over occupied buildings
took place in the late 1970s and by 1981 (the year the BGW was founded), the city’s
blueprints had to be abandoned, and an entire cabinet had had to step down due to related
scandals and corruption. The alternative movement thus had its first clear and dramatic
victory.12 At the same time, the Greens emerged as the “institutionalized protest
movement” and local governance structures – including cultural administrations – were
re-organized as a result.13 This provided openings for the History Movement in Berlin.
While in Kreuzberg the fruits of dissent were ripening, in other parts of the city the battle
lines between the state and the new left protesters still seemed clearly drawn. As a
participant in the Geschichtswerkstatt Wedding (a sub-group of the BGW), Martin
Düspohl remembers that in that neighborhood, there were hostile confrontations until the
mid-1980s. The history workshoppers there squatted in buildings, helped to organize the
boycott of the national census, and undertook an emergency occupation of a halfdismantled building to protect it from further harm. They were then banned from using
10

This made-up word combines Hausbesetzer (squatter) with the verb instandsetzen (to repair).
Interviews with Martin Düspohl and Christian Staffa. The connection between the History Movement in
Berlin, the squatters, industrial culture, and progressive architecture in the context of the International
Building Exhibition (IBA) in 1984 is a fascinating one which is unfortunately beyond the scope of this
study. See for instance Kierdorf and Hassler 2001 Koopmans 1995 and http://www.werkbundarchivberlin.de/ (last accessed 30 December 2009)
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the local archive because they had “brought to light things that were uncomfortable for
local politics.”14

Image 5.2: Advertisement for the tours of the Weddinger Geschichtswerkstatt, 198415

In sum, during the early 1980s, the alternative movement had already recognized and
benefited from its power, but was still faced with considerable opposition from parts of
the state. This opposition was strong enough to galvanize the activists and to convince
them that their work was crucial. The struggle over urban development and historic
structures crystallized the points of contention between protesters and authorities and the
meaning of the past therefore became highly politicized. It was in this context that the
History Movement – driven forward by the more general memory boom that was taking
place all over the FRG – emerged in West Berlin specifically. Projects for alternative
history and archival work were emerging all over and growing fast. Stattbuch 2 in 1980

14
15
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had only four pages on history;16 by 1984, its successor had a whole chapter on history
spanning 32 pages and organized by neighborhoods and decades.17

The story of the Berliner Geschichtswerkstatt began in the summer of 1980, when first a
few, then a growing number of people came together in private residences and in the
“Mehringhof” in Berlin-Kreuzberg – a center of the new left18 in an occupied building.
They gathered to discuss a common problem – that the struggles of past and present
progressive movements were being ignored by mainstream historiography and archives.
Though older age groups were represented, the majority of those interested was in their
twenties and thirties.19 Many were students who were frustrated by university offerings.
Others had already completed their academic training, among them teachers, sociologists,
social workers, and some historians. Some were native Berliners, but most had come to
the city in the wake of the student movement and been disappointed by the fruitless
theoretical debates and the many leftist splinter groups (“K-Gruppen”) that were
paralyzing the universities. They wished to find more practical applications for their
political goals, as well as more innovative research methods than were to be found in
academia.20 Many were active in new social movements whose legacy they wished to
protect.21 A first manifesto, written by activist Diethart Kerbs,22 was published in the
alternative city guide Stattbuch 2 in 1980 (in the section on the “counter public”), inviting
all those interested in alternative history to participate in the history workshop. In the
16
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final paragraph, the workshop’s political motivation and oppositional identity is made
plain: “The ruler would no doubt not mind, if every generation would have to start at
ground zero with its protest and resistance because the movements did not develop a
collective memory. This is exactly the soup that we want to spoil for them.”23

Image 5.3: Cartoon depiction of colorful life in the Mehringhof

In this preliminary manifesto, the framework for undertaking memory work is envisioned
as a loose field of cooperation and a series of informal discussions.24 In the somewhat
chaotic Sponti-circles, there was a deep-seated aversion against organizational structures.
Nevertheless, the activists decided to found an association (Verein) which would have the
three-fold purpose of a) providing the many existing, independent initiatives a forum for
the exchange of ideas and publicity, as well as a framework for funding these groups; b)
creating an archive that would collect all those materials, especially movement-related,
that would not be safeguarded in mainstream institutions; and c) offering resources and
advice for anyone working on historical exhibitions, book projects, and the like. The
23
24
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activists sought to address “the entire circle of potential participants on the left”25 and
distributed a flyer, calling all
•
•
•
•

Who want to prevent the history of the various movements and struggles of the left
(in the broadest sense of the term) from being disregarded and forgotten,
Who are already actively working against this by examining the past in various
projects and areas,
Who seek to counter the official historical narratives with alternatives ‘from below’,
Who want to develop guiding principles for action for today and tomorrow by critically
exploring yesterday’s experiences.26

The idea of founding a formal association provoked contentious debate about the group’s
goals and self-understanding. The step to formalize activism itself was controversial. In
an interview, Gisela Wenzel, a founding member of the Berlin History Workshop, related
this attitude:
[We thought], not only the official version should be represented, because there was so
much happening in society. […But] one did not speak of voluntary (ehrenamtlich) work
– it was a movement thing. Of course it was unpaid work and emerged from engagement.
And the association (Verein) was really only a crutch – it was actually unwanted – it was
so outdated. We understood ourselves as a social movement, as the new History
Movement, […] as a workshop – of course this was an absolute left-wing consensus:
against the establishment, the status quo.27

Andreas Ludwig also noted this reluctance to formalize the movement through the
creation an organization: “it was a kind of street politics, according to the method: we
will show you stupid guys of the establishment up top. Of course we had to organize
somehow, but the Berliner Geschichtswerkstatt was the most we could fathom.”28 The
creation of a legal association was seen as a necessary evil.29
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Over 80 people heeded the call to the inaugural meeting on the 23rd of January 1981,
many of whom represented existing historical projects (for example the Wedding History
Workshop which dated back to 1979), mostly focused on postwar history and the history
of industrialization. After heated debate, the Verein was not named “Franz-MehringGesellschaft” (after the German Marxist) but “Berliner Geschichtswerkstatt,” in order to
signal openness rather than a focus on workers’ history.30 The association was officially
founded on the 25th of May 1981, and after some initial organizational difficulties, soon
realized the objective of providing a forum for exchange and networking.31 Numerous
projects were presented – from a documentary about Borsig factory workers, to readings
from the Tagesspiegel newspaper, and an investigation of proletarian culture in
Kreuzberg. Theo Pinkus and Sven Lindqvist32 reported on their history work in
Switzerland and Sweden, respectively, and the forum saw a film about initiatives in
London, thus providing an international perspective.33 After about a year of ad-hoc
activities, the events became – with the help of a small amount of regular funding
provided by Netzwerk e.V., an organization close to the Alternative Liste (AL – the local
Green Party) – more regular, focusing on general themes, such as youth rebellion,
foreigners in Berlin, or historical research in schools. These lectures attracted up to 200
participants.34 The BGW also began the first research project of its own, on the everyday
history of the postwar period, which resulted in a well-received exhibition at the
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“Volksuni”35 in the spring of 1982. During this time then, the BGW was less an actor in
its own right than it was a framework which various groupings were able to shape
according to their changing needs.

5.3 “History doesn’t just happen – it’s made:” the Principles and Organization of
the BGW
During this early phase of the BGW, its principles and organizational form were
established and profoundly influenced the identity of its activists. Later on, these
foundational elements provoked problems once the Verein had become an unwieldy and
more significant actor in the Berlin cultural landscape.

The overall goal of the Geschichtswerkstatt was to work for “a new and more democratic
understanding of history and memory culture.”36 The more immediate objective was
however to establish an independent archive. The BGW could draw on the experiences of
left-wing archivists and publishers who had established a thriving culture of archives,
magazines, and book presses all over the Federal Republic.37

The activists, rejecting the idea of “neutral” scholarship, were suspicious of
historiography funded by official institutions, mainstream foundations or political parties

35
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and thought that the truth about the squatters and other movements had to be safeguarded for future historians.38 The declaration of principles for the BGW explained:
The day before yesterday, Vietnam was at the top of the agenda, yesterday Chile and the
struggle of the Lip-workers, today Nicaragua and the squatters’ movement. What was
current politics yesterday – the non-parliamentary opposition/student movement – is
today being debated in the historical marketplace. […] That means we must build our
own archive, collect documents that are different from the selection criteria and materials
of the state and newspaper archives.39

The underlying purpose of this drive for progressive history was in fact not concerned
with the past but with the future. History was seen as “dangerous” to the establishment “if
we ask the right questions.”40 There was an insistence that writing and representing
history was not done for its own sake, but rather with the purpose of becoming politically
engaged, developing insights for present-day struggles, and motivating people to think
politically.41 The activists viewed history as a key arena to build a counter public
(Gegenöffentlichkeit), to claim definitional power from the establishment, and to
explicitly “make” a history of their own.42 An autonomous infrastructure of initiatives,
publishers, and archives was indispensable to a politically independent representation of
Berlin history43 and the BGW set out to institutionalize such an infrastructure.
This explains why there was reluctance at first to begin new projects rather than merely
supporting the ones already in existence. Conversations about history were regarded as
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much more important than a result in the form of exhibition or memorial.44 As BGW
founding member Udo Gößwald put it, “if, during the development of exhibitions, we
manage to verify, complement, and examine historical experiences through cooperative
exchange, then history work becomes consciousness-raising.”45 By including everyone
who was touched by a particular historical episode, writing and displaying history was
conceived of as a democratic act.46 The motto of the Berlin History Workshop was
“Grabe wo du stehst” (“dig where you stand”) in reference to the importance of political
engagement and focus on local history, everyday life, and ordinary people.
In this context, the activists believed it was important to find new modes of public
representation for their research. They argued that various societal sectors could be
interested in history (and thus in politics) through different media – workers, for instance,
could be engaged through film, rather than more conventional exhibitions.47 The
workshoppers therefore organized historical theater, city “games”, and alternative guided
tours. In fact, the Weddinger Geschichtswerkstatt, which was for a time a branch of the
BGW eventually became “Stattreisen e.V.” – to this day one of the most prominent city
tour providers in Berlin.48 BGW exhibits themselves at the outset had an improvised
flavor – my interviewees remember bathing display paper in tea in order to give it an
antique stain and bending nails by hand – but succeeded in offering a novel perspective
through unusual materials, including audio tapes for visitors to listen to.49
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As is the case with other new social movements, the ideals of the BGW were reflected in
its organizational structure. There was a basic aversion against centralized control and an
effort to maintain the autonomy of the project groups which were seen as the “soul” of
the workshop.50 Indeed, the diversity of the projects which made up the BGW make it
difficult to pin down its character precisely. Some were organically grounded in their
local context; some worked more rigidly according to the principles of the larger History
Movement; and some were shaped mainly by a few key individuals. The BGW executive
committee was made up of representatives of the main projects, so that the decentralized
structure of the BGW would be respected.51 In fact, the discomfort with the idea of an
executive went so far that it was merely called “Montagsgruppe” (Monday group). (The
library and archive group was the “Tuesday group.”) In practice, there were rarely more
than the six or seven people elected to the steering committee actively engaged in running
the BGW – but the projects had a much larger and more fluctuating membership.52 The
history activists tried hard to keep the Montagsgruppe “basisdemokratisch” (direct
democratic). Anyone was welcome to attend the meetings and even vote, and there was a
strong tradition of criticizing the actions of the leadership. As Eva Brücker recalls,
There were [...] these protocol books, where we would document: What was not good
yesterday? Why wasn’t it good? The “Monday group,” that was the “central committee,”
so to speak – though of course the term and the connotation was avoided, […] that’s why
it was called the Monday group. And that’s where we tried to make the larger decisions.
But in typical “Sponti”-style this did not happen, because every member was free to show
up the next day, read the protocol, and say, no, I was not present yesterday, you did not
have my vote, I want to do this differently – direct democracy in other words. The really
important meetings were the general assemblies, where things could be turned upside
down. These were stressful and exhausting gatherings. Though prepared, their outcome
was completely up in the air. The usual predetermination and premeditation of political
discussions, conflicts, and elections that were generally customary in these circles was
present in our group only in very rudimentary form. Sometimes somebody attempted this
50
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but it was noticed immediately and instantly denounced as an unwelcome style of
politics.53

This distaste with the common political styles of leftist groupings can also be attributed to
suspicions that the BGW (just as other organizations and rallies) was being infiltrated by
members of the SEW (the West Berlin branch of the GDR ruling party SED). Though the
level of involvement of this party is difficult to substantiate, there was at the very least a
perception that its adherents strategically attended meetings and tried to take advantage of
the lack of organization by voting en-bloc for particular outcomes. In this way, they
sometimes became more relevant than their actual size should have allowed.54 Their
participation in the BGW – whatever its scope – suggests that the past had become a
terrain which was seen as important to control. According to Eva Brücker, however, once
these “operatives” realized how localized and detailed the BGW’s work was, they were
viewed as insignificant and the SEW retreated.55

After participation in the meetings had decreased significantly, and the BGW feared for
its “communicative structure,”56 it instituted “Big Mondays” when the most important
decisions were made.57 Membership dues for the BGW were adjusted for income (5
Deutsche Mark for low earners, 10 DM for middle earners, and 20 DM for good earners
per month in 1984), as was common for left-wing organizations at the time.58 Project
leadership and the state-subsidized positions (Arbeitsbeschaffungsmassnahmen or ABM)
which the BGW was increasingly granted were distributed relatively randomly, following
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the principle that what counted was not pre-existing skill, but rather enthusiasm for
learning. Andreas Ludwig recalls splitting the salary for a half-time project leader
position with two others interested in the job, so that he had to hold on to his day job.59
There was great concern with not becoming too professional or too similar to mainstream
historical institutions, in order to keep the barrier for participation low enough so that
“regular people” would not be turned off. This meant retaining a certain improvisational
style and to counter the knowledge and practical advantages which long-time members
developed through experience. The BGW office was staffed on a rotating basis for this
reason.60 Individual projects too were largely unstructured: “open shops, everyone could
participate and had to figure out how to take part and assert themselves.”61 The rejection
of a division of labor was based on the ideal of overcoming “the tension between mental
and physical labor (Hand- und Kopfarbeit).”62 Self-reflection, continuous open debate,
and democratic structures were regarded as the only viable solution:
Fears that in the future people would work only for pay, that feelings of envy could
emerge, or that a system of paid functionaries might develop have their origin not only in
financial questions. We can solve these problems in our group only if we practice open
decision-making structures and a democratic mode of operation that is supported by all.63
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Image 5.4: New Year’s Greetings: “Everything works better when done in the collective”64

In retrospect, the practice of collaborative work was probably rooted as much in friendly
interpersonal relationships as it was in democratic organizing structures. Members
routinely met at one activist’s house (selected due to her superior qualities as a host and
nice garden) to discuss pressing problems and long-term perspectives during the
“Hempstücker Conversations.” These meetings helped to maintain a positive climate and
integrate newcomers.65 At a time of internal debates and crisis, one member nostalgically
recalled the period when the BGW had not truly needed formal rules to function: “A
troop of the righteous had set their minds on something together and then implemented
everything together. This collective idea did not have to be enshrined in statutes and
rules…”66 The Geschichtswerkstatt was a great source of identification for its activists, as
Andreas Ludwig remembers.
Well, I was always completely exhausted after these Mondays and had to cope with a lot
of emotions in order to process everything until the next Monday (laughs). […] In any
case, all this was always half private, half political, yes, and half about the content. And
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150 per cent is just about right – that’s how existential it all felt – it took a lot of strength
(laughs).67

My interview partners related that project plans were often hashed out in bars or over
dinner, and quite a few BGW members were in relationships or lived together in
“Wohngemeinschaften” (living communities). Some of these friendships continue to exist
today and allow former workshoppers to draw on long-standing networks in the Berlin
cultural landscape.68 The atmosphere in the early 1980s (notwithstanding the perception
of conservative political dominance) was enthusiastic and full of possibilities, especially
under the “insular” conditions of West Berlin.69 History was supposed to be fun, despite
the serious nature of the subject matter. As Udo Gößwald put it, “the alternative
movement had this heading ‘we can do anything,’ doesn’t matter what it is, give us a boat
and we’ll make it run and cross the ocean – that’s about how it felt. There was much
dreaming, and of course it was a lot of fun, we did some crazy things.”70

An arena where the democratic character of the BGW was challenged was that of gender
relations. According to Ursula Schröter, approximately one third of those present at the
inaugural meeting of the BGW were women and they successfully established gender as
an important concern of the organization from the outset. Franz Mehring was rejected as
a namesake partly because of his lack of attention to female socialists. “History from
below” was explicitly defined as not only left-wing men’s history, but women’s history
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as well.71 The gender perspective was institutionalized early on, both in the federal
organization of the History Movement, and in the statutes of the BGW. They state:
“History is to be conceived of and represented as the history of the genders. Projects that
organize their work according to this dual approach will be supported preferably by the
BGW.”72

In practice too, women were well represented, or even the majority, in individual projects
and leadership committees.73 The BGW statute also states that half of the executive
committee should be made up of women or at least be representative of the female
membership. This regulation was the result of conflicts early on when, after a phase of
male dominance during meetings, the women demanded the creation of structures (such
as election rules) to prevent such power imbalances. These discussions produced a
relatively even-handed discursive culture that allowed even those not well-schooled in
public speaking to be heard. The women even successfully demanded an all-female
Montagsgruppe at one point in order to strengthen their position.74

Formal structures aside however, there was a subtle division of labor between male and
female activists, and men often seemed dominant.75 Mostly men participated in debates
concerning national history politics, while the women generally focused on the “on the
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ground” labor of research and exhibition creation.76 And, though a “women’s corner” was
now an obligatory component of any BGW product, men were rarely its author, and
gender was seldom a centrally defining theme.77 Adelheid von Saldern speculates that
feminists were underrepresented in the History Movement because they felt that localized
research was too narrow. Those women who did participate did not want to confine
themselves to a feminist perspective and so it never became a primary focus.78 Despite
these disappointments, the contention over questions of gender history and representation
is an example of the continuous effort within the BGW to work on its internal
democratization. Judging from the BGW’s newsletters and unpublished writings, the selfimage of the organization at times seemed to require more energy than than the memory
work itself. Though not always successful, this steady self-reflection was a key to BGW
identity and the unique atmosphere which helped mobilize the History Movement in
West Berlin.

5.4 “Gold Rush Atmosphere”79 – the BGW at its peak
By 1983, the BGW had become a popular and successful player in the left-wing cultural
politics of West Berlin. As Gisela Wenzel noted at the time, “at street festivals,
campaigns of the local peace movement, with contributions to various local newspapers,
with city tours and book tables we have long become a regular part of the cultural
scene.”80 In 1983, the activists renovated and moved to a shop in the Goltzstrasse 49 in
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Schöneberg (one of the main neighborhoods of the alternative movement) where it
remains to this day. They had found it with the help of a long-time and “lay” supporter of
the BGW, Hans Gräfer, who ran an antiquariat in Goltzstrasse 3.81 The workshoppers had
felt that the Mehringhof was not open enough to people unfamiliar with the leftist scene
and wanted to be more firmly rooted in the local context.82 The BGW now had a
permanent locale for its resources, as well as an office with regular hours, staffed by
Thomas Lindenberger at first. His position (as well as a type writer) was financed by the
Netzwerk e.V.83 With the new space, the BGW archive became a more realistic project
and the Dienstagsgruppe, which sought to aid progressive research projects, became an
important mainstay of the organization. In addition, the activists started a newsletter that
was published between three to seven times annually and was intended to improve
communications between the members and the executive committee.84 All along, the
BGW also remained closely linked to other groups in the alternative scene, hosting for
example the Anti-War Museum, as well as helping the Initiative for a Nuclear-Free
Berlin to research its history for use by the peace movement.85 For a while, the BGW had
its own peace group which planned to conduct trainings for non-violent action.86 Another
novelty in 1983 was that the workshop had received some state funding for the move and
was now regularly employing ABM staff as well. Though this state financing was as yet
relatively limited, it did provoke passionate debates about the acceptability of taking
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money from the state. These “Staatsknete” (state dough) debates would become more
heated later on.

Images 5.5 and 5.6: The Berlin History Workshop today, outside and inside87

Probably the most important undertaking in BGW history was a result of the Berlin city
government’s failure to provide an appropriate commemoration for the 50th anniversary
of the Nazi rise to power in 1933. This lack of planning (and of sensitivity to the
changing climate in memory politics) was regarded by the BGW activists as a
confirmation of the official wish to silence the past and of the importance of the work of
the History Movement. Despite the fact that the city administration quite willingly
provided funds for the independent projects, thereby outsourcing their responsibility for
action, the official failure was a tremendous boost to confidence and identity for the
activists. They noted for instance, “without our ‘securing of evidence’ a lot of ‘workedthrough’ history and experience would be lost because these results do not make it into
the large archives.”88 The “Berliner Kulturrat,” an association of left-wing “cultural
workers” (artists, employees of cultural organizations etc.) organized the distribution of
state funds with the express goal of re-purposing monies intended for traditional
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commemorations to pay for more “subversive” and decentralized projects which could
trigger “a concrete process of remembrance.”89 A flyer announced the various initiatives
– from theater to music to exhibitions – under the general heading: “Destruction of
Democracy – Seizure of Power and Resistance 1933.” Arguably more important than the
content of the program was the process by which it was put together.
For the first time in Berlin, the initiative for a major program of events comes from
below. In a democratic procedure, all participants have contributed their proposals and
are coordinating them through collective debate. These new cooperations between
various projects enable a process of discussion that will create cultural work of a new
quality in Berlin. […] The Berlin Senate failed to take the initiative in a timely manner.
[…] A delay of financial decisions would amount to an obstruction of this broad
democratic answer to the anti-democratic fact.90

The BGW contributed a project entitled “Securing the Evidence [Spurensicherung] of
Resistance and Everyday Life under Fascism. Selected Examples of Individual
Neighborhoods and Districts in Berlin” which aimed to show – Kiez for Kiez – how the
Nazis were able to rise to power. The project received 90,000 DM from the Berlin
Senate. Though the original goal was to cover numerous neighborhoods, the
characteristically decentralized, rudderless, and therefore somewhat chaotic style of the
BGW, as well as the limited funding, resulted in only three exhibitions: one each in
Schöneberg and Charlottenburg, and one “central exhibition.”91 Other neighborhoods
were examined by other groups, however.92

While the work on the projects was cause for great euphoria amongst the activists and the
completed exhibitions received excellent reviews, the resulting increase in prominence of
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the organization led to internal debates which would continue to define the BGW.
“Project autonomy” had been interpreted by some activists as a blank check to spend the
state funds as they saw fit and to research whatever they were interested in, leading to
little money for others and a somewhat incoherent “central exhibition.” One writer in the
BGW newsletter afterwards argued that though they should not limit themselves to
projects which would attract the most attention or funding, the political goal of being
recognized as a contributor to the education of the public was nevertheless important.
Still, project groups were to remain autonomous and the BGW was to continue its work,
even in the absence of state resources.93 The basic conflict was between the need for an
adequate level of professionalism on the one hand, and desire to preserve the principles
of grassroots democracy and anti-elitism, on the other. Though this tension is present
throughout the history of the BGW and came to a head in the late 1980s, it was based on
the somewhat misleading notion that the activists were “lay historians.” In fact, they were
almost all highly educated and middle-class with a leftist political orientation, though
most were not historians by training. The focus on “ordinary people” was more a matter
of ideological commitment than a description of the membership.

For the moment, however, the Berlin history workshoppers used the momentum of 1983
to kick off several new projects. They organized the 1984 Geschichtsfest for the broader
History Movement and thus set a precedent for how these festivals would be run
subsequently. The festival took place in Kreuzberg – at the heart of the alternative scene
– in a historic ballroom hall.94 Workshops, guided city tours, theater plays, music, and
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exhibits helped activists to develop skills, network with one another, and present their
work to the public. This first and most successful meeting of the Movement was the
highpoint not only of the German History Movement as a whole, but of the Berlin
History Workshop in particular. The festival marked a crossroads for the BGW,
symbolizing as it did both the peak of successful grassroots activity and the beginning of
the transformation of their memory advocacy into a mainstream undertaking. As stated in
the BGW newsletter, “the purpose of the meeting must be seen in connection with the
long-term goal of the history workshops to influence the historical consciousness which
is manifested and practiced in the public and in the politics of our society.”95

In 1984 too, the BGW started a group which runs to this day and is an important source
of income:96 the “Dampfergruppe” (steam ship group) which offers bi-weekly boat tours
of Berlin with an alternative take on history. The tours have changed significantly over
the years, especially since it became possible to ride through East Berlin, and have
included topics such as women’s history, “big criminals,” “rebellious Berlin,” “the
forties,” and more.97 Today, the tours leave from a mooring adjacent to the Reichstag – a
prime location to attract regular tourists, though some patrons continue to seek out the
specific brand of “history from below” for which the BGW is known. The
Dampfergruppe has also been the originator of more critical activities, most notably the
demand – first voiced in 1986 – to rename a bridge over the Landwehr canal “Rosa-
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Luxemburg-Brücke.”98 Every year since 1987 the activists perform a symbolic re-naming
of the bridge on the day of the revolutionary’s murder, and they have also lobbied the
Berlin legislature to rename the bridge – so far without direct success.99 These efforts
were part of a larger project called “Sackgassen” which advocated for the re-naming of a
whole host of street names in West Berlin (mostly those that had remained from the Nazi
period).100 In the writings concerning these actions the oppositional identity of the BGW
becomes evident. For instance, Bernhard Müller writes in the newsletter: “That we are
faced with consistent, sometimes even massive, resistance from the official side should
not surprise anyone.”101 Despite growing liberalization in city cultural politics, the BGW
at this point still faced considerable official blockage which helped to hold them together
as an organization united by opposition. Their social movement identity was still largely
intact.

Image 5.7: The Berlin History Workshop symbolically names a bridge in Berlin-Tiergarten102

The BGW increasingly cooperated with various groups and was collectively a member of
other progressive causes. Most importantly, the BGW as a whole, and many of its
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members individually, supported the Aktives Museum Faschismus und Widerstand in
Berlin e.V., which aimed to create a new kind of museum on the former site of the
Gestapo headquarters (see Chapter 6). The BGW routinely debated plans for the Active
Museum in its newsletter and dispatched its members to meetings.103 It seems the Active
Museum was a cause that was taken up by the BGW unquestionably because it was part
of the History Movement’s consensus concerning how history should be presented in
public. Further, at this time, the progressive “scene” in Berlin was extremely
interconnected, and activists moved between groups as a matter of course, though there
were also at times tensions between various groups.104

The BGW was also a driving force in an effort (together with Aktives Museum, Deutsche
Ärztekammer (Chamber of Physicians), Liga für Menschenrechte (League for Human
Rights), Vereinigung der Verfolgten des Naziregimes (Union of the Persecuted of the
Nazi Regime) to commemorate the location where the Nazis had planned the murder of
thousands of disabled and mentally ill people as well as others under the code name “T4.”
For this purpose, the BGW acquired an old double-decker bus and converted it into a
“Mobile Museum.” On September 1, 1987, this mobile exhibition was inaugurated at the
site (then and now the Berliner Philharmonie) in what was the largest media event in
BGW history.105 The activists called for a permanent memorial next to the large abstract
sculpture by Richard Serra. After a drawn-out dispute with the Berlin Senate, the artist
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was commissioned to add a memorial plaque explaining the history of the location.106
After this first deployment, the BGW bus saw action as part of the street name project
and during the protest against the German Historical Museum and contained exhibitions
about HIV/Aids, photos by Russian soldiers of 1945, and the exhibit “Von Krenz zu
Kohl”107 in 1990. The bus even spent some time in East Berlin before 1989 as part of an
official cultural exchange. The Mobile Museum fit neatly with the workshop principles of
regarding history in unusual ways and confronting people with the past in the context of
everyday life. In 1990, the bus was badly damaged by vandalizing youth and, though
there was an attempt to acquire a new bus for “Mobiles Museum II,” that was the end of
the project.

Images 5.8 and 5.9: The BGW mobile museum bus, from outside and inside, 1990108

With the initiatives to mark the Gestapo site, rename street names, and commemorate
Nazi euthanasia, the BGW continued its transition from a loosely organized social
movement to a more routinized player in Berlin memory politics. At the outset, the group
was a forum which existed in service of the many like-minded initiatives. The activists
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then started creating their own projects but were still focused on establishing new modes
of historical research through democratic process, temporary products in the form of
exhibits, tours etc., and an intense culture of self-reflection and critique. For instance,
BGW member Andy Hallen lamented that the BGW focused too much on details and too
little on the process of history-making: “We are trying to say how it was, rather than
problematizing how history is produced, as we should.”109 Starting in the mid-1980s,
however, the BGW became increasingly concerned with creating more lasting markers
and influencing public memory (rather than the understanding of history). This is part of
a more general trend in the History Movement of shifting from a primary focus on
“memory work” to more publicity-effective “memory protest.” Further, it indicates that
the activists were very much aware of the importance of laying claim to memory as a
crucial field of political action.

5.5 “Komplementär – aber nicht auf der Kriechspur”110 – the BGW moves into the
mainstream
All along, members of the Berliner Geschichtswerkstatt had keenly followed the
development of official memory politics. In 1985, the pivotal event was the 40th
anniversary of the end of the Second World War and particularly President Richard von
Weizsäcker’s famous speech. It signaled to the activists that the approach to the past was
changing at higher levels as well. As Udo Gößwald put it: “[The speech] for the first time
made explicit what we had claimed all along – that the end of National Socialism was not
a capitulation and defeat, that it was a liberation, from the perspective of those who were
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freed from concentration camps and who had suffered under the regime. We definitely
watched [national debates] closely.”111

In the middle of the decade, the BGW’s local activities were being noticed increasingly.
The group had been elevated to city-wide prominence by the anniversary in 1983 for
which the Berlin authorities had failed to prepare. The next major celebrations in Berlin’s
cultural life were those for the 750th anniversary of the founding of the city in 1987. For
this occasion, local officials in both East and West went out of their way to create a
memorable spectacle and planning began several years in advance. The “Hauptstadt der
DDR” (capital of the GDR) and West Berlin engaged in Cold War competition by
refurbishing historical neighborhoods (such as the Nikolaiviertel in the East), planning
grand exhibitions, and offering a range of cultural programming. On both sides, these
efforts were an instance of official history politics on the one hand, and the attempt to
augment the attractiveness of Berlin as a tourist destination on the other. 1987 is a good
example of a case where memory has a direct link to economic considerations. In this
context, the projects of alternative history initiatives such as the BGW had become
increasingly important to the city. As Martin Düspohl writes, “the [Berliner]
Geschichtswerkstatt (as also Stattreisen Berlin) swam on a wave of self-assurance by
means of the vehicle of history and increasingly fostered an alliance with the city’s
cultural apparatus, for which critical positions soon became an indispensable component,
even an adornment.”112 The oppositional identity of the BGW that had motivated its
members since its founding was gradually being dismantled, especially once the AL
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came to power and some BGW people had begun working for official institutions.
Cooperation with “the state” had become more palatable. The debates over how to
participate in the 750-year celebrations illustrate the dilemma of the history workshop.
The BGW participated in festivities at least partly in order not to let conservatives lay
claim to the field of memory. The group was able to attract more resources and produce
increasingly sophisticated exhibitions, but as a result, the organization changed in
character.

As early as 1983, the activists began considering what their position on “1987” should be.
They recognized that while the failure to commemorate the catastrophe of 1933 was an
intrinsically political issue and thus a pivotal focus for their activities, the anniversary of
1237 (when Berlin was first mentioned in writing) was a date fabricated mainly for public
relations purposes. BGW members argued that progressive initiatives could either protest
against “lokalpatriotischen Größenwahn”113 (parochial megalomania) by refusing to take
part in the celebrations, or choose to participate in the anniversary in order to critically
influence the proceedings from within and to therefore have an impact on Berlin’s
future.114 The underlying analysis was that in times of enduring crisis (especially due to
unemployment), the 750 year anniversary was a grand diversionary maneuver that aimed
to give the populace a warm and fuzzy feeling rather than discuss problems openly.115
Key to participation under these circumstances was the ability of the history workshop to
critically engage the actual problems faced by the city in a historically grounded manner.
The emphasis was once again on history “from below” and with a political purpose: “The
113
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perspective ‘future of Berlin’ implies partisanship: we mean the future of those who live
in Berlin, not the future of the powers that are – for whatever reason – located in
Berlin.”116 Indeed, according to BGW theoretician Thomas Lindenberger, the more
political the BGW approach, the less corrupting the effect of accepting some “state
dough.”117

Meanwhile, the BGW already received funds from the foundation of the Berlin lottery
and was getting some assistance from local institutions. “There were positively inclined
and smart forward-looking people there, who said, we want to support decentralized
cultural work.”118

In 1985, it was announced that the BGW would receive funding for three “decentralized”
projects as part of the 1987 program. They were “Die Rote Insel” (the Red Island) about
the history of a working class portion of Schöneberg, “Wedding – hart an der Grenze”
(Wedding – close to the border) about the postwar period in this “Kiez” (now adjacent to
the Wall), and “Der Lindenhof” about a cooperative housing development since the
Weimar period and an early example for the new construction conceptions (“Neues
Bauen”) of this time.119 During the planning stage, the activists continued to worry about
how their “satellite status” in the package of events for the 750th anniversary would affect
their identity and public perception. A writer in the BGW newsletter noted the relatively
weak position of the history initiatives vis-à-vis the well-funded marketing machine of
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the city, as well as the function of the celebrations for the government: ““For the rightwing bourgeois cartel that is in power again in the city, the anniversary is also an
opportunity to help install the conservative nationalist image of history according to the
cultural ideals of the new “Wende” era.”120

In reality, the problems created for the BGW through participation in the festivities were
not so much caused by the dominance of conservative history politics in 1987, but rather
by internal squabbles. Where the 1983 projects had been characterized by a somewhat
chaotic, but profoundly cooperative and jovial atmosphere, the more recent exhibitions
and books could only be completed under the immense strain of interpersonal
conflicts.121 The main source of tensions was the incompatibility of the need for
professional project-management and exhibition design in the context of growing
competition of other “providers” of historical products with the grassroots identity which
had driven the BGW since 1981. In a post-factum assessment, BGW member Bernhard
Müller argues that the Berlin Senate had feigned pluralism by funding alternative projects
and had therefore at least sometimes successfully practiced “divide and conquer” and
questioned the unity of the left.
The Senate apparently viewed widespread pluralism as the right strategy to make the
beautiful and intact world of Christian democratic city rule appear to be plausible, viable
and indispensable. Where could one gain leverage? […] In any case, the image of the
association [BGW] suffers on account of the divide et empera policy of the Berlin Senate:
Instead of providing all left-alternative projects with a global sum in order to assure a
democratic and autonomous self-distribution, it funded a small portion and dropped the
majority, including for instance important projects working with immigrants.122
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Though the activists saw through this strategy, they were unable to find the necessary
leverage or solidarity to resist and, of course, many of them enjoyed the increased
exposure, recognition, and career boost which the 1987 events gave them. Despite these
grave concerns, 1987 entered the BGW narrative as a highpoint in its history, with about
one hundred active participants.123 Official funding gradually facilitated the move of the
history workshop approach into the mainstream while internal debates continued.
According to Eva Brücker, from now on “Berlin history could no longer be an uncritical
recital of ‘front-city’ ideology, but was instead differentiated and open-minded.”124

Another telling event for the BGW also happened in 1987. The workshop’s had
unsuccessfully applied for a steadier source of funding from the Berlin Senate to stabilize
income that had previously been granted on an ad-hoc basis.125 Apart from having a less
clear-cut profile than similar initiatives which did receive funding, the BGW blamed its
opposition to the German Historical Museum (DHM) for this rejection. On the occasion
of the 750th anniversary, Chancellor Helmut Kohl presented Berlin with the new national
museum as part of his historico-political agenda. The BGW offered an exhibition about
alternative museum concepts in its bus under the somewhat forced title “Lieber Aktiv und
Mobil als Monumental und Germanophil” (We prefer to be Active and Mobile than
Monumental and Germanophile).126 They also joined with groups such as the AL, VVN,
student organizations, and the “Forum 87” (which had emerged from the preparations for
the anniversary celebrations) to organize counter-events to the official unveiling of the
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foundational stone for the museum by Kohl.127 Protests at the event itself had been
banned and the stone was placed under constant police protection to prevent
vandalism.128 Hans-Christian Ströbele, a Green member of the federal parliament
smuggled laughing track devices donated by the BGW to disturb Kohl’s speech about the
DHM.129 Undoubtedly, the authorities were aware how unpopular this museum was.

Despite the BGW’s opposition to the DHM, its founding director Christoph Stölzl
approached the activists about possible cooperation, following a statement by the Berlin
Senate that any funding for the group would have to be funneled through larger
institutions such as the Berlin Museum or the DHM. The workshoppers believed that they
were supposed to be neutralized through this strategy of inclusion. Stölzl, at a meeting in
the Goltzstrasse, which many more history activists attended than was the case for their
usual gatherings at the time, argued that the BGW filled a niche which the DHM could
not fill. He envisioned funding BGW projects and then buying their materials for his
collection.130

Ideally,

the

DHM

would

become

an

“aircraft

carrier”

(“ein

Flugzeugmutterschiff”), a take-off and landing facility for small helicopters such as the
BGW (“Start und Landeplatz kleiner Hubschrauber, etwa der BGW.”)131 Not
surprisingly, the activists rejected this thought as an unacceptable curtailment of their
autonomy. They did, however, elicit a promise from the director and other officials
present at the meeting to put in a good word for future funding proposals. Some members
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also seem to have harbored some hope of influencing the development of the DHM. This
“flirtation with the enemy” was serious enough to compound the identity crisis in the
organization. As one commentator put it:
while earlier we would have had an idea, put in a grant application and received money,
but would have put together the exhibition even without money (if need be with scissors
and glue), today we seem to desire exhibition and financial dimensions that make us
dependent upon state sanction and subsidies. A left-wing citizens’ initiative has become a
cultural-political institution.132

This conflict may have also contributed to its subsequent decline in membership and
influence. On the one hand, the BGW unsuccessfully applied for permanent funding from
the Senate. In Andreas Ludwig’s estimation this rejection by city officials (regardless of
the party in power) was an indication that they did not want the BGW to become a real
“player” in Berlin cultural life. “I would interpret this as a memory political decision” he
told me.133 On the other hand, the BGW was probably also weakened to a certain extent
by its adherence to principles of movement autonomy and suspicion of state institutions –
even when the workshop was in reality already cooperating closely with elements of the
state and was reliant on them. These enduring values prevented the BGW from
transforming itself to a new kind of organization that might have made it appear as a
more reliable partner for the city and may have made it more viable in the long-term.134

In addition to internal contention, the BGW was also struggling with a shift in the
composition of its most active membership. Ludwig’s recollections are worth quoting at
length in this context:
Around 1987, there was a generational transformation. The activists of the 1933-project
[of 1983], had partly completely depleted their energies and needed a break. Therefore,
132
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subsequent projects were developed mostly without their active participation. Some of
the activists of the early period started their professions and had to devote their strengths
to them (i.e. Thomas Lindenberger, Udo Gößwald, me, and surely others that I don’t
remember). Others had private concerns. To me, the next generation (if you can call it
that) seemed to think less politically, but maybe one always thinks that of one’s
successors…? In sum, I could maybe put it like this: the practical work was dominated by
a goal orientation, rather the previous process orientation. […] In the midst of the
successful and well-funded projects of 1987, there was a political and theoretical hole had
emerged, that before had been filled by debates in the Monday group. Now, the fruitful
controversies were missing.135

5.6 “Ein Verein für alle Fälle und für Zwischentöne”136 – the BGW in its late phase
While these problems were mounting, BGW members continued working on new (and
old) projects, including the aforementioned “Strassennamen,” “Russenbilder,” “Rote
Insel,” and “T4,” as well as an exhibition about the rush to war in 1914 (“Hurra, endlich
Krieg!”). The BGW also formed a working group to research Jewish life in the “Bavarian
Quarter” in Schöneberg (a short walk from the BGW Laden) which was then taken up by
the art administration Schöneberg. Gisela Wenzel worked in this institution for seven
years, conducting interviews with Jews who had emigrated from the neighborhood,
publishing their biographies, and putting together an annual exhibit. The lines between
institutional and workshop memory work were thus blurred. Through this work, a design
competition was initiated for a memorial at the “Bayrischer Platz” which was won by the
artist couple Renata Stih and Frieder Schnock. They developed a decentralized memorial
very much in line with History Movement principles of placing commemoration in the
context of everday life and evoking debate and reflection through it (see Chapter 6 for
more detailed description of this monument).137
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In Kreuzberg too, history workshoppers and other activists of the new social movements
were increasingly influential in local government. Martin Düspohl became the Director of
the Kreuzberg Museum; Udo Gößwald of the Homeland Museum in Neukölln, another
neighborhood. These local museums have acquired an important role in shaping the
Berlin memorial landscape. Others entered administrations through the local Green Party
(AL) so that local institutions began undertaking projects that might previously have been
initiated independently by activists. For example, the AL in Kreuzberg put in place the
“Antifascist Memorial Plaque Program” that put up about twenty such plaques in the
neighborhood. They are designed by local artists and commemorate resistance fighters –
including unknown ones who resisted the Nazis in many different and small ways.138
Similar initiatives took place in other parts of the city – with memory activists
cooperating with progressive elements in government and providing the necessary
pressure to push through monuments against official or corporate resistance.139 Looking
back in 2001 on the occasion of the workshop’s twentieth anniversary, BGW member
Jürgen Karwelat noted that “numerous former or still active association members today
work in neighborhood museums, research institutions, or are even their directors. In this
sense, the story of the BGW is a great success story.”140

The fall of the Berlin Wall of course brought significant changes to the BGW, mainly
because its political and cultural operating theater changed and the Nazi past was no
longer the main focus of Berlin memory politics. Even before 1989, members of the
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BGW maintained some contacts to East Berlin, though the feeling of operating in an
isolated environment persisted. As part of the official German-German cultural exchange
arranged between West Berlin Mayor Eberhard Diepgen and GDR head of state Erich
Honecker in 1988, the BGW showed its exhibition “Rote Insel” in the East Berlin
“Museum Working Class Life in Berlin around 1900.” In turn, their exhibit was put on at
the Museum Neukölln in the West.141 When the Wall was dismantled in 1989, the BGW
collected photos and oral histories of the revolution and created the exhibition “Von
Krenz zu Kohl.” They also discussed how they could expand their work into East Berlin,
and how they could provide assistance to history initiatives in the East, especially those
emerging from opposition groups, without forcing the BGW approach on them.142 Apart
from one book with memories of the fall of the wall which was published in 2000,143 the
BGW had little to say about this newest of pasts. As long-time member Jürgen Karwelat
pointed out, “the most important event in the association’s life time passed us by without
leaving deeper marks or triggering activities.”144

In 1990, a group of mostly East Berliners, mostly historians and other academics came
together to found the Ostberliner Geschichtswerkstatt (East-Berlin History Workshop)
modeled on the BGW. The motivation was to distinguish themselves from the GDR
routines of historiography and also to adopt some ideas such as “dig where you stand”
and methods such as oral history. Substantively, the focus was mainly the history of
communism and Stalinist crimes. Contacts to the BGW had been established in the
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cultural exchange in 1988.145 However, the Ostberliner Geschichtswerkstatt (today,
Berlin-Brandenburgische Geschichtswerkstatt) was seen mostly as a way of helping East
German historians reorient themselves in a new environment.146 Though they may have
adopted some History Movement concepts, their social context was not the same – nor
could it have been in the late 1980s and early 1990s. The BGW signed a joint statement
against xenophobia together with their Eastern counterpart, but that was the end of their
cooperation.147

Despite the geopolitical transformations, the central topic of the History Workshop
remained the period of 1933-45.148 By the 1990s, the confrontation with the Nazi past had
moved into the mainstream and so the BGW had to a great extent lost its oppositional and
innovative character. One exception is its project on the history of forced labor under the
Nazis in Berlin which was begun in 1994 and has become one of the pillars (together
with the boat tours and archive) of the BGW as it exists today.149 Until the BGW started
“digging,” the wide-spread use of forced labor by Berlin companies during the Nazi
period was largely unknown to the public. History activists met with former forced
laborers and interviewed them, conducted extensive research, and in 1999 published (in
cooperation with the American Jewish Committee) a list of 79 firms that had employed
forced labor.150 The work on this issue has transformed the shop in the Goltzstrasse into
somewhat of a documentation center on forced labor. While the archive still holds
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everything that was collected over the years, the BGW collection benefited from
cooperation with the regional museums of Berlin which took up the issue in exhibitions
of their own and have subsequently transferred their materials to the BGW. The archive
has a photography collection, letters, copied documents from state archives, and an
extensive compilation of secondary literature – all on the forced labor theme. A recent
analysis of visitors to the shop showed that the majority of them inquired about that
topic.151

The BGW has also become one of the most important memorial initiators on forced labor
(next to local museums). In 1995, the activists organized the first exhibition (together
with the Bund der Antifaschisten Treptow (Union of Antifascists in Treptow) in the
former Eastern part of the city) about the “forgotten camp” – the only remaining intact
labor camp in the city, located in Berlin-Schöneweide. Through several years of research
and advocacy, the BGW became the driving force behind the new Förderverein für ein
Dokumentations- und Begegnungszentrum zur NS-Zwangsarbeit in Berlin-Schöneweide
(Support Association for a Documentation and Meeting Center on Nazi Forced Labor in
Berlin-Schöneweide). In 2001, a temporary memorial plaque was unveiled and in 2006,
the documentation center was opened to the public under the auspices of the Topography
of Terror Foundation. While the BGW has been recognized by the Berliner
Abgeordnetenhaus (the Berlin parliament) and others for pushing the issue of forced
labor into the public sphere,152 there is considerable disappointment among the activists
that their engagement did not result in more long-term benefits for them in the form of
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employment or permanent funding. Highly qualified activists were passed over for
leading positions at Schöneweide and the BGW was maneuvered out of the decision
making committees at the Topography Foundation, retaining only observer status.153 For
Gisela Wenzel, who was active in the work for the documentation center, this is a case
where an established memorial institution has appropriated the innovative impulse of a
movement without opening itself to the activists in return: “When a movement initiates
something that later becomes institutionally relevant, I believe that the people who were
actively engaged should also receive the opportunity to work there professionally. The
institutions should open themselves up and not merely adopt these ideas in order to
pursue their own corporate interests.”154

Images 5.10 and 5.11: Documentation Center on Nazi Forced Labor in Berlin-Niederschöneweide, 2007155

The BGW was also deeply involved since the later 1990s in an artistic project that has
achieved considerable prominence in Germany and even Europe as a whole. In 1993,
Gunter Demnig, an artist who was socialized in the peace movement during the 1970s
and 1980s,156 developed the idea of inserting a memorial cobblestone for individuals who
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had fallen victim to the Holocaust in front of their former place of residence. The stones
are golden in color, standing out from the sidewalks in which they are placed. They bear
the names of the victims that lived in a nearby house and the date and place of their
deaths. These “stumbling blocks” (Stolpersteine) are meant to insert memory into the
bustle of everyday life and bring passers-by to reflect on what was lost in their immediate
surroundings. They are usually sponsored by families, neighbors or groups of pupils who
also research the victim’s life to rescue it from oblivion.157 Though some Jewish leaders
reject the Stolpersteine because they allow people to trample on the memory of Holocaust
victims,158 the project has enjoyed enormous resonance. Demnig has to date placed
thousands of stumbling blocks in Germany and elsewhere, received prizes, and has been
the subject of a documentary.159 The first stumbling block was inserted into the pavement
in Berlin-Kreuzberg in 1997, unauthorized by the city, though it was later legalized.160
Demand for placing more stones has since steadily risen, to the point that local initiatives
were overwhelmed. In response, the Bürgerverein Luisenstadt e.V. (an initiative in
central Berlin,) together with the Kreuzberg Museum, persuaded the city to fund a
coordinating office to organize the Stolpersteine in the Mitte, Friedrichshain and
Kreuzberg neighborhoods where over half of Berlin’s over 1800 Stolpersteine are now to
be seen.161 This coordination office effort is located in the Memorial to German
Resistance building and is a good example of the recent synergy between civic initiatives,
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local government, and memorial institutions. Along with this development, however, the
significance of the BGW as a player in its own right has declined.

5.7 Conclusion
Today, the Berliner Geschichtswerkstatt has about eighty members of which about 10-15
are active in the executive committee and the two main projects: the Dampfergruppe and
the project on Nazi forced labor. The Laden remains open a few hours a day through
state-subsidized “1-Euro jobs” (a successor policy to ABM).162 Activities are diverse and
determined by who is active in the organization at any given time. Nevertheless, the
BGW’s ideological origins still shine through. For example, the BGW cooperated with
the union ÖTV163 to research the history of two federal ministries near Invalidenpark and
wrote in this context: “With this brochure we do not want to merely inform about the
history of the neighborhood, but simultaneously link to democratic traditions. […] After
the distribution of this brochure, it will be much harder to fall back on Prussian habits of
militarism and authoritarian thinking.” 164

The BGW is now one among many associations participating in Berlin cultural politics
and not particularly well-known. This situation is the result of a gradual but steady
decline in membership and activist enthusiasm within the organization, as well as the
simultaneous increase in competitors in the field of memory politics since the late 1980s.
In hindsight, it is clear that 1987 was a pivotal year in the transformation of the BGW
162
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because it was the year that two interdependent developments came to a head. On the one
hand, the BGW (and other left-wing initiatives which collectively made up the History
Movement) had received a boost – most notably during the 750th anniversary of Berlin –
through funding and the recognition of their work by official players, such as those of the
German Historical Museum. They were as influential as never before. On the other hand,
it was ironically precisely their success in influencing institutions and public discourse
that led to internal conflicts and to the growing irrelevance of the group itself.

Since 1987, conflicts which had been latent within the BGW, but which had been kept in
check by the passion and energy invested in the workshop by its participants, became
increasingly hard to ignore. In the newsletters, frustration over the low attendance of the
Montagsgruppe was voiced repeatedly and activists noted the declining attention paid to
the original BGW principles of political engagement, a practice of “history from below,”
and decentralized project-work.165 The BGW still dutifully put out political declarations
such as in protest of the census in 1987 or the Gulf War in 1991. In 1998, the group
organized a storming of the Zeughaus (a historic building that today houses the Neue
Wache memorial) in reference to the 1848 movement for democracy. The activists played
music166 and brought historical exhibits to lend to the DHM in protest of its failure to
organize an exhibition on the 150th anniversary of the revolution, which the Museum later
refused to return.167 The activists now saw their limited efforts as part of a general
responsibility to safe-guard democracy by upholding the organizational fabric of society
165
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and intervening intellectually when possible: as an “association ‘just in case’ and for
nuances” [“Verein für alle Fälle und für Zwischentöne.”]168

Despite such episodic actions, members have criticized the weak linkage between
historical research and political engagement and the lack of controversial debate within
the organization.169 As Michael Reiter put it: “If someone dares to rattle on left-wing or
feminist truisms [Stammtischwahrheiten], the collective displeasure is immediately
unloaded onto the culprit. There is an obvious unwillingness to engage in such
discussion. Our intellectual faculties and our joy in using them seem to have been
depleted.”170 The critical impulse, which had made up much of the BGW’s oppositional
identity and motivation, seemed to have all but evaporated. The executive committee was
burdened with the administrative duties of keeping the Laden running and coordinating
projects which were now often the result, not of internal BGW work, but external
initiatives. In a summary of a meeting, Henrik Stahr wrote:
The times when the Geschichtswerkstatt was committed to the coordination of
decentralized projects seem to be over. Increasingly in the future, initiatives from outside
will approach the Geschichtswerkstatt to be taken under its wing. […] Nobody was happy
with the transformation into an administrative umbrella organization but the majority
deemed it to be unavoidable. […] The BGW has become an employer with paid
employees, who do not necessarily identify with the principles of the association.171

In hindsight, Gisela Wenzel laments that despite the lip-service paid to the rejection of
organizational hierarchies, the BGW has become a regular employer. “Today we
understand

ourselves

much

more

than

168

earlier

as

a

service

provider
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[Dienstleistungsbetrieb.]”172 The Verein, however, continues to be supported by a core
group of faithful members and has had sufficient institutional stability and longestablished support structures to carry on its work with down-sized objectives. In 1988,
the BGW started refashioning its funding model. It shifted from one supported mainly by
the activists themselves to one paid for by ad-hoc state grants and a “Förderkreis” [circle
of supporters] of people who were favorably inclined to the history workshop and
interested in the tax write-off.173 They were thus squarely within the trend in protest
politics of declining movement characteristics and growing check-book participation.174
The BGW’s self-image has also experienced a gradual shift as a result. While the idea of
civic engagement (bürgerschaftliches Engagement) through associational activity was
earlier derided as “bourgeois” and uncritical, and the creation of an association seen as a
necessary evil, the BGW has now fully embraced the civil society mantle. In the context
of their work to open a documentation center on Nazi forced labor, for instance, the
activists wrote in 2006: “The issue of forced labor is threatening to be forgotten again
[…]. This danger is all the greater because this memory work was accomplished largely
through civic engagement […].”175

The orientation and content of BGW work has not changed substantially and the main
activists still see their memory work as a critical contribution to society. What has
changed, however, is, on the one hand, that BGW actions are no longer seen as very
controversial by the mainstream and by authorities and, on the other, that the activists
172
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themselves have become comfortable with being a regular part of the fabric of civil
society in the “bourgeois state.” The explanation for why the civil society label has
become acceptable and even a point of pride probably lies in a combination of factors,
including the increased participation of the new left in governmental (and memorial)
institutions and the boost the concept received in the course of the East-Central European
revolutions of 1989. With the rapprochement between BGW and state institutions, a key
source of conflict, but also of motivation and enthusiasm, as dissipated.

Image 5.12: “Our base is no longer moving. Did we do anything wrong?”176

This somewhat anti-climactic (preliminary) conclusion to the story of the Berliner
Geschichtswerkstatt to date is a byproduct of its success. The concern over a critical
attitude towards the past, especially the National Socialist past, has become almost
conventional – it is no longer radical enough to attract the time and energy of rebellious
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youth. The Berliner Geschichtswerkstatt, as part of the larger History Movement in West
Germany, has played a significant role in the “mainstreaming” of its approach, including
the focus on the “micro-structures” of historical circumstances, the use of oral histories,
the decentralized and anti-monumental nature of memorials, and more. This has been
achieved through the continuous interventions of the history activists in Berlin cultural
and memorial politics. History Movement principles have been adopted by research
institutes and memorial institutions in large part because many former BGW members
have taken up “the long march through the institutions:” they are today staff members of
memory foundations, professors, and even museum directors (see Table 5.1.)177 In other
words, “the new history culture has shifted from a critical minority position on the fringes
to the center of society.”178
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Prominent BGW
member
Eva Brücker

Current Position

Other Positions

University of Vienna

Long-time research staff at the
Foundation Memorial for the
Murdered Jews of Europe, Work on
Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp
Memorial
Executive Committee Stattreisen
Berlin e.V.
Staff for various exhibits, including
on Prussia (1982) and “Berlin, Berlin”
(1987)
Previously elected to same
parliament. Karwelat continues to run
boat tours for the BGW.

Martin Düspohl

Director Kreuzberg-Museum

Udo Gößwald

Director Heimatmuseum Neukölln
& President of International Council
of Museums – Europe
Lawyer in Federal Ministry for
Consumer Protection, Member of
the local parliament in
Charlottenburg-Wilmersdorf, Berlin
for the Green Party (Committee on
Culture)
Professor of Art Pedagogy

Jürgen Karwelat

Diethart Kerbs
Thomas
Lindenberger
Andreas Ludwig
Sonja Miltenberger
Ursula Nienhaus

Cord Pagenstecher

Professor of History and Director of
the Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for
European History and Public
Spheres in Vienna
Director Documentation Center
History of Everyday Life in the
GDR in Eisenhüttenstatt
Archivist in Museum
Charlottenburg-Wilmersdorf Berlin
(founded 1987)
Professor at Women’s Research,
Education, and Information Center
Berlin and for history at University
Hannover
Historian (Free University of Berlin)

Henrick Stahr

Staff Foundation Topography of
Terror
Teacher in Europaschule Berlin

Gisela Wenzel

Historian & Political Scientist

Susanne zur
Nieden

Historian

Andreas Sander

Founding member of the BGW

Interview
partner?







Vice-Director of the Zeithistorische
Forschung in Potsdam

Worked previously in Museum
Charlottenburg-Wilmersdorf Berlin
(founded 1987)
BGW member since 1990, continues
to be in executive committee



Topography of Terror, Concentration
Camp Memorial Ravensbrück,
Reparation Administration of Berlin
Leading role on Förderverein
Zwangsarbeiterlager Schöneweide

Worked on numerous exhibitions,
including for Museum Neukölln
Coordinator and research for
numerous Berlin exhibitions and
publications, particularly on forced
labor; worked among other employers
for the Cultural Administration
Schöneberg



Table 5.1: Professional Affiliations of (Former) Berlin History Workshop Members
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Chapter 6:
The History Movement and the Memory Landscape

6.1 Introduction
In debates over the meaning of the past, the physical manifestations and public
representations of history are particularly important. Germans have developed a whole
vocabulary for describing how the social and political significance of remembrance is
brought to bear on public (and sometimes private) spaces. As historian Rudy Koshar
writes,
Germans often speak of a “memory landscape,” or Erinnerungslandschaft, that connotes the
mnemonic qualities not only of architectural landmarks and monuments in the narrower sense
but also of street names, public squares, historic sites such as World War II bunkers or former
concentrations camps, and even whole townscapes or natural landscapes. Based on the idea of
a broadly defined physical environment encompassing both natural and man-made settings,
this topography is steeped in memories and images that may be intensely personal but also
highly public in the sense that large numbers of individuals recognize the collective meaning
of certain buildings or spaces.1

Strangely, what is often not addressed in much detail is by which processes and through
which actors the memory landscape is transformed over time. However, as sociologist
Jennifer Jordan has pointed out, the components of the memory landscape – even such
places that have been the sites of unimaginable violence – do not become broadly
meaningful automatically.2 They are made and reinterpreted through social action. In
much of this dissertation, I argue that the collective action of civil society groups, and of
the History Movement in particular, was key to shaping German memory politics from
the late 1970s onwards. In this chapter, I focus my attention on the ways in which the
Geschichtsbewegung influenced the physical representation of the Nazi past in public
1
2
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space specifically. In other words, I examine how the History Movement impacted both
the design and content of particular memorials and the shape of the memory landscape
writ large. In doing so, I elucidate which memorial design principles became ingrained as
the most acceptable way to represent the past publicly – principles which continue to
shape what memorials – recalling the Nazi and other pasts – look like to this day.

I begin by making the case that during the 1980s, there were two parallel and at times
interacting “memory booms,” one of which was driven by the History Movement. On the
one hand, there was a broad rise in the public’s interest in history that was taken up by
mainstream politicians and historians and translated into large-scale and state-funded
projects, such as representative museums, impressive exhibitions, and stately memorials.
On the other hand were the grassroots efforts of countless local initiatives that I have
analyzed in the last two chapters. These groups, though they followed national debates,
were invested most importantly in shaping what became a unique, locally grounded, and
decentralized landscape of memory. This is made up of everything from small memorial
plaques to large concentration camp memorials, from documentation centers to novel
artistic representations. These sites mostly mark different aspects of the Nazi past, but
increasingly also included other periods of German history. Through the focus of
activism on sites of memory, the meaning of public space became a crucial focus of
memory debates and policy making, and consequently, political culture. As historian
Adelheid von Saldern concludes, “In retrospective, we have to thank above all history
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workshops and initiatives, which changed the history and public culture through their
local field research.”3

After briefly discussing the traditional and changing meaning of memorials since the
postwar period in Germany, I turn to an extensive analysis of the main mnemonic
principles of the History Movement, including: 1) its fostering of a decentralized
landscape; 2) its emphasis on authentic spaces and local grounding; 3) its rejection of
monumentality and support for contemplative and reflexive design; and finally 4) its
promotion of specificity in information-provision and diversity in memorial content,
particularly the memorialization of a diverse set of victims. Throughout this discussion, I
illustrate with examples how the History Movement intervened by either partaking in
contention over memorials or by directly initiating and guiding memorials to their
completion. Memorial aesthetics during this period became a vehicle for more general
discussions of memory – memorial design is thus important both for what it seeks to
express directly and for what is expressed in the public deliberation that emerges because
of their controversial nature.

In conclusion, I emphasize the complexity of the memory landscape that emerged as a
result of the two memory booms. The public display of the past became an increasingly
important tourist attraction – a fact that was soon recognized by local authorities. This
fact helped to provide funding to the history workshops, but it also contributed to their
de-radicalization. I contend, however, that without the Geschichtsbewegung, that
landscape would not only be less extensive, but also profoundly different in nature. The
3
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Movement’s concepts of memorial design, further, have found their way into those
memorials that represent more official and “top-down” efforts at commemoration.

6.2 Two Memory Booms in the 1980s
The eighties were a time of grand gestures, a re-acquired national confidence under the
Kohl administration, and a wide-spread counter-cultural mobilization amid the protests of
the new social movements. The clash between these two sides was mirrored in memory
politics. As I detail in Chapter 3, the decade saw a series of large and state-funded
projects that picked up on the rising interest in all things historical, as well as the many
grassroots history initiatives that made up the History Movement. I referred to these
developments together as the “memory boom” – but here I want to differentiate more
carefully.

State-funded projects included plans for the German Historical Museum (DHM) in
Berlin, the “House of History of the Federal Republic” (Haus der Geschichte) in Bonn,
and extensive plans for regional museums. The local Bonn memorial to victims of 193345, at which state dignitaries had laid their wreaths since the 1950s, now did not appear
sufficient.4 The association for tending German war graves (VDK) and conservative
politicians demanded a central memorial to the “victims of war and dictatorship” first in
Bonn and later in Berlin. The initial VDK proposal was not a consistent design concept
but emphasized the need to construct a national monument that could be identity-forming
and the size of which would be proportional to “the suffering experienced by the German
4
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people.” Accordingly, the memorial was to be 40,000 square meters and include, among
other facilities, a military parade ground.5 There was sufficient opposition among Social
Democrats, Greens, and others to make such a monument unfeasible, but the lines of
conflict had been drawn.

Such efforts were complemented by less controversial but elaborate celebrations of
anniversaries of various kinds. For instance, the 750th anniversary of the city of Berlin,
was carefully orchestrated in both East and West and involved the refurbishment of entire
neighborhoods. Further, there were a whole series of grand exhibitions – such as that on
the Wittelsbach dynasty in Munich (1980) or Prussia (1981) in Berlin – which attracted
unprecedented numbers of attendees.6 The overall theme of this official drive for public
history was to highlight the “big picture” of German history: to rediscover the grand
narrative of the past without denying the horrors of the Nazi period. By the end of the
decade the number of museums, exhibits, and visitors had risen by a third compared to
1982.7

The trend in official memory politics toward wide-angle lenses was in some sense
mirrored in the historical profession. Though historical work on the origins and
development of Nazism and the Holocaust was continuing to become more serious and
sophisticated during this time, the dominance of the “Bielefeld School” of social history,
lead by left-wing historians Hans-Ulrich Wehler and Jürgen Kocka focused on largescale processes such as modernization and industrialization. Wehler famously derided the
5
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history workshops as romantics who produced only “greenish soap bubbles” (grünlich
schimmernde Seifenblasen), referring to the History Movement’s affinity with the new
Green Party.8 The workshoppers matched these polemics and argued that history was too
important to be left to the historians.9 For Thomas Lindenberger, a leader in the History
Movement, “history workshops contribute to grasping history as ‘public science,’ to
liberate them from the isolation of academic institutions and the self-limitation of
conventional ‘homeland’ researchers [Heimatforscher], and to integrate them into
political and cultural controversies.”10 At the Historikertag (the national convention of
historians) in 1984, there was an open confrontation between historians of everyday life
and the “establishment” personified by Wehler.11

Despite this bad blood, the division between history workshops and academia should not
be overdrawn. A growing group of professional historians were engaging in
Alltagsgeschichte12 and particularly in university towns there were instances of close
cooperation between history workshops and academics.13 It is difficult to determine in
hindsight whether particular impulses originated in the Movement or in the universities.
However, it is clear that there was significant cross-fertilization. Both workshoppers and
historians assign the Geschichtsbewegung the pivotal part of politicizing local research
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and honing in on the Nazi period as the most important focus of study.14 In the arena of
official history politics too, there were points of contact with the approach championed
by the workshops. In fact, the history competition created by President Gustav
Heinemann employed an everyday history approach beginning in the mid-1970s.15 In
sum, the division between grassroots and mainstream advocates of history was never
black and white.

This recognition notwithstanding, the overall principles of official memorial projects and
grassroots activity were clearly divergent – and this divergence manifested itself in the
kinds of memorial sites that resulted. Günter Morsch, head of the Sachsenhausen
Concentration Camp Memorial and a long-time observer of memory politics, gave me the
following assessment of these two trends:
In those days, there really was a veritable boom that led to the foundation of historical
museums, that continues to this day. The conservatives under Helmut Kohl used this idea,
this “hunger for history,” that resulted in many museums, but must be distinguished
clearly from the history workshop movement. This is a part of the Zeitgeist, but one has
to say clearly the “hunger for history” did not lead to the memorial sites [Gedenkstätten].
This is strange. During this time, many many large museums were built, funded by
millions. For instance the museum at which I worked, the Museum of Industry in
Oberhausen with six affiliates, the museum in Northrhine Westfalia had another seven
affiliates, making it a total of 14 or 15 museums – this can only be understood in light of
the development of the 1980s. However, one has to say unequivocally, that the
Gedenkstätten were playing catch-up after this museum-boom and that there are few
connections between them. Without the history workshops, there would not have been an
emancipation of the Gedenkstätten. […] In other words, we actually have in the 70s and
80s two “movements:” on the one hand the museum movement, which is primarily stateorganized – Rhineland Museum of Industry, German Historical Museum, the Bonn
“House of History,” and all the city museums that were founded at this time – all these
are obviously state institutions. In contrast, there are the Gedenkstätten in West Germany
that were entirely bypassed by this movement. These were in fact founded by grassroots
initiatives, by union movements, party groups, victims organizations, and absolutely
crucially also by history workshops. So we must recognize that there is a time lag in
Germany and that the movement for Gedenkstätten only really takes off when the
museum movement has already had some grand results. And the former is also much
smaller – while the museum movement can place sites in the landscape with multiple
14
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millions, the Gedenkstätten-movement that emerges from the history workshops has
much less funding […] But it has to be said clearly: without the history workshops, the
Gedenkstätten-movement in late 1980s would not have existed at all.16

While what Morsch calls the “museum-movement” resulted in well-funded and
representative museums and memorials then, history workshops and other initiatives
challenged not only this drive for grand representation but also developed new forms of
commemoration and memorial design. The string of newly opened or re-designed
Gedenkstätten – most importantly former concentration camps such as Dachau in Bavaria
and Neuengamme in Hamburg and other “authentic sites” such as the Memorial to
German Resistance and the House of the Wannsee Conference in Berlin17 – were only the
most high profile outcomes of this grassroots activism. Many of these locations were
concerned primarily with documentation, so that the local research conducted by the
History Movement fed directly into the public presentations. The developing institutions
also championed the use of oral history and a central role for Zeitzeugen (witnesses) who
became an integral part of the educational mission. At these sites, the shift of the History
Movement from conducting research and ad-hoc exhibits towards creating permanent
markers of memory is most obvious. Bernt Roder, Director of the local museum in
Berlin-Prenzlauer Berg contends:
There was an in-depth confrontation of the topic, people became professionally qualified
through the concrete research, but simultaneously they fought civically – politically, if
you will – that this research did not just end up in a book, but that is was secured
institutionally [...] It was supposed to be about more than studying the Nazi period in all
its facets – it was about: how do we engage future generations in this history?18

In addition to its influence on Gedenkstätten, the History Movement sought to mark a
myriad of less prominent locations though plaques, information panels, documentation
16
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centers, and artistic memorials. According to a survey of memorials built in the 1980s
conducted by Brigitte Hausmann, about half of memorials were initiated by history
workshops and initiatives or societies for Christian-Jewish cooperation. Another 40% can
be traced back to Social Democratic or Green local parliamentarians, and 7% to the
Protestant church. Jewish community organizations and victims’ groups mostly account
for the remainder. Christian Democrats and liberal (FDP) politicians are virtually absent
from activities to memorialize the Nazi past in this way.19 It is plain, then, that this drive
for grassroots commemoration very much emanated from the left of the political
spectrum. In these initiatives, the activists questioned, challenged or reinvented the more
traditional forms of memorialization favored by the mainstream history trend.

6.3 Changing Memorial Forms
The monument20 as an aesthetic form has of course existed since antiquity, but has
become especially relevant since the nineteenth century when the state sought to integrate
the rising bourgeoisie through the fostering of national identity.21 Various regimes of the
twentieth century appropriated the memorial as a way to unite disparate groups and
classes behind state-supporting ideas and war efforts. Through this usage, the memorial
came to be established (and mistrusted) as an undemocratic device, as an instrument of
the powerful and particularly of the state. In this sense, as Christoph Heinrich notes “the
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opposition, as long as it is the opposition, does not build memorials.”22 The political
purpose of memorials is reflected in their monumental aesthetics: they are meant to
appear large, imposing, and powerful in design and establish a vision of permanent
political order in content. The materials are selected accordingly: stone and bronze
dominate while timber and paint are rare. The repertoire of forms is also usually
monumental, with large, simple and symmetrical designs being the norm.23 The goal of
such memorials was to fixate a particular interpretation of the past and harness its
meaning for the political community of the future.24

With the cataclysms of the two world wars, this function of the monument was gradually
called into question, though design ideas did not undergo radical changes until later.
Traditional monuments to heroes or grand feats were built more rarely. In the immediate
aftermath of WWII, most memorials focused on remembering and honoring the dead –
with the causes of their demise referred to only indirectly as “injustice,” “rule of terror,”
or “dark times.”25 At the center of such a “Mahnmal” (memorial that warns), were
usually victims of war, broadly understood to include all Germans. Aesthetically, these
memorials frequently employed Christian iconography or universal figures of human
suffering and mourning or replicated traditional war memorials, using such forms as
obelisks, reliefs or grave stones.26 Accordingly, these sites were often located away from
public view – in cemeteries, rather than public squares. Explicit memorials for Holocaust
victims were rare and erected almost exclusively by the victims themselves during this
22
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time,27 but even these used similar design forms. Meanwhile, surviving synagogues and
sites of Nazi terror were rotting or even being torn down.28

As the reverence of German “victims” became politically problematic in the 1960s and
70s, and the Holocaust was discussed more, two developments occurred. On the one
hand, public remembrance began to focus primarily on Jewish victims. Yet the causes of
their deaths and the identity of the perpetrators still remained obscure in the monuments.
The iconography of Holocaust memorials of the time was quite conventional, employing
many of the same forms and materials as earlier war monuments. These sites were mostly
initiated by non-Jews (a fact betrayed by the inexpert and sometimes insensitive use of
Jewish symbols).29

On the other hand, there was a questioning of the memorial as such – as an acceptable
form of portraying the past for collective identification. This was a discussion taking
place in the international scene of art and design. For instance, Claes Oldenburg’s
sculpture of a 14 meter high clothes pin seemed to ridicule the whole idea of monumental
objects in public space.30 In West Germany, however, the Nazi obsession with
monumental architecture and sculpture made such critiques of monumentality all the
more resonant. In leftist circles, the notion was linked with a basic distrust of the state.
The monument was rejected because it suggested a “harmony between the governing and
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governed”31 that had become unacceptable in the wake of popularly supported fascism.
During this time then, public and physical memorialization did not seem the appropriate
form of social action to confront the past.

The state-driven history politics of the 1980s that were manifested in the “museumboom” were therefore met on the left with much suspicion. At the time, Harold Marcuse
wrote that, “since memorials mainly epitomize ruling societal norms, we commemorate
in the Federal Republic of Germany mainly acts of bourgeois and military resistance,
soldiers and bombing victims. This remembrance corresponds to the self-image of the
Federal Republic.”32 The History Movement, instead of rejecting the memorial outright,
made this distrust fruitful by seeking to recast the memorial as an impulse for critical
debate. In other words, rather than understanding a monument as the attempt to
crystallize an interpretation of the past for the collective, it was to evoke a process of
communication between memory and the local public, as well as amongst visitors. A
memorial should provoke, shock, call into question established wisdom, and change the
urban environment.33

6.4 Memorial Principles of the History Movement
The History Movement was a locally-grounded and diverse assemblage of initiatives and
so its publications do not succinctly state its memorial principles. Furthermore, its
dominant ideas were ones that were popular among leftist activists more broadly and not
31
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exclusive to the Movement. However, the principles I have identified are clear themes in
the monuments that emerged out of workshop action to the point that, in hindsight at
least, there appears to be a considerable level of consistency in the History Movement
aesthetic. This aesthetic includes a decentralized structure for the memory landscape; an
emphasis on authenticity; the rejection of monumentality; and specificity and diversity in
the content of commemoration.

6.4.1

A Decentralized Landscape

The History Movement was instrumental not only in rethinking the concept of the
individual memorial, but in offering a new perspective on how memory is situated in
urban and rural environments and what should be viewed as part of the memory
landscape. Rudy Koshar argues that,
Citizens’ initiatives, labor unions and the SPD, and history workshops not only
“produced” new monuments, rather they transformed the meaning of the memory
landscape to include a whole new array of objects. Because many groups wanted to
explore what was close to home or what could be understood “from below” rather than
from the point of view of the powerful, a new array of buildings, streets, and spaces came
into view as the successful framing strategy took hold. [...] The memory landscape was
no longer defined by a cluster of cathedrals, castles, and city halls, but was a wider and
more complex assemblage of historical traces scattered throughout a city, village, or
natural setting.34

The idea of “decentralized” memorials united several meanings. As Koshar’s quote
indicates, memorial spaces were thought to emerge from an existing (but socially
constructed) historical topography – from historical events, rather than artificially created
in centrally located squares. Commemoration was to be determined by the contention
over the past, rather than by what could unite the community or be useful to the state.
Further, memory was to be found where life took place, in everyday spaces, so that it
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could be experienced as part of life, rather than in specialized (and rarely encountered)
spots. Finally, memorials were ideally to be initiated from the midst of society – from
below – rather than mandated from above by a central authority. All of these ideas were
conceived in contradistinction to the mainstream memory politics of the 1980s, and even
more so in opposition to the traditional purposes of a memorial. Christine Fischer-Defoy,
a leader of the Active Museum, argued in the early 1990s that many plaques which one
can see on a stroll through Berlin are the counterpart to the monumental Neue Wache
memorial, which had just been inaugurated. She called memorial plaques “footnotes to
history,” that allow us to see individuality, as opposed to a central memorial in which all
this is lost. She advocated Denkorte (thinking spaces) as opposed to Gedenkzentralen
(centers for remembrance).35 These ideas are reflected both in the creation process and
the design of the majority of History Movement monuments.

From 1985 to 1988, a West Berlin bank sponsored a program (Berliner
Gedenktafelprogramm) to put up a total of 211 memorial plaques recalling the lives of
figures from different periods of history. They were uniformly designed and made of
white porcelain. A commission decided who was to be included.36 There were protests
against this centrally-controlled process, and several alternative initiatives for plaques
were started partly in response. The most comprehensive was the Kreuzberg
antifaschistisches Gedenktafelprogramm (Anti-Fascist Commemorative Plaque Program)
which sought to commemorate exclusively victims of Nazi persecution and resisters. For
each plaque, a different artist was commissioned in order to underline the individuality of
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the victims as well as the rich cultural life that had been destroyed by the Nazis. For the
activists, the memorial itself was only the end point of a “decentralized memory process”
which integrated local residents, property owners, and memorial initiators and sought to
make commemoration into a more lasting societal experience.37

Image 6.1: Berliner Gedenktafel for a union leader persecuted by the Nazis38

Opposition to existing memorial plans were also the trigger for action for the Bavarian
history workshop “Interessengemeinschaft Geschichte Geretsried.” In 1988, the group
had happened upon a report in an archive in Dachau indicating that as part of the death
march from Dachau, some inmates were forced to Lager Buchberg, a camp which had
been in city limits of Geretsried.39 The workshop conducted intensive research, published
a documentation, and sought to place markers along the route of the death march. The
mayor of Geretsried rejected the idea, arguing that expellees had played a more important
role in the town, and then proposed a joint memorial chapel for expellees and victims of
the death march. Together with the Green Party, the Interessengemeinschaft succeeded in
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persuading the local parliament to provide 40,000 DM and the memorial path was
inaugurated in November of 1992.40

The memorial surrounding the Bayrischer Platz in Berlin-Schöneberg is another good
example of the idea of decentralized memory. Initiated by the Berlin History Workshop,
conceived by artists Renata Stih and Frieder Schnock, and guided to completion by the
local cultural administration, this memorial is composed of about eighty panels attached
to street signs. One side of each panel shows the date and text of a law disenfranchising
and endangering the local Jewish population in the 1930s and 1940s. On the other side is
a pictogram that relates to the text as well as to the placement of the panel. In this way,
each image and regulation is set in context with today’s everyday life. The central square
which had originally been intended as the site of (a more traditional) memorial holds only
maps of 1933 and 1993, indicating the location of the panels. These maps were also
distributed on the street and placed in local mailboxes. The intention of the artists was to
link the commemoration of life in what had been a vibrant neighborhood formerly
referred to as “Jewish Switzerland” to current life and so make memory more real to
residents and visitors alike.41
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Images 6.2 and 6.3: Memorial at Bayrischer Platz, panel showing restriction on Jews’ ability to buy
groceries and the map of the entire memorial, respectively42

Images 6.4 and 6.5: Memorial at Bayrischer Platz, both sides of a panel showing laws outlawing Jews’ use
of public transportation. This panel is located in front of the subway station43

The most well-known and by now most extensive decentralized memorial is that of the
Stolpersteine (stumbling blocks), which is to date composed of thousands of blocks in
over 500 towns in Germany and elsewhere. Gunter Demnig, the artist behind the project,
was active in the peace movement of the 1970s and 1980s. In 1993, he made a public
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impression by marking the path of deportation of Sinti and Roma in Cologne with a selfbuilt marking device.44

Image 6.6: Stolpersteine at Hackesche Höfe, Berlin and Image 6.7: A Stolperstein before its placement in
the offices of the Berlin citizens’ initiative Bürgerverein Luisenstadt e.V.45

Shortly thereafter, Demnig began making the stumbling blocks, recalling an individual
Holocaust victim by placing a block in the pavement in front of their former place of
residence. Each stone is sponsored by a different group that tries to unearth as much as
possible about that person. The findings are usually published in some form and
presented at the memorial inauguration ceremony. While the stumbling block project
took off after the hay day of the History Movement it is clearly conceived in the spirit of
locating memory in everyday life and recognizing the individuality of victims as opposed
to commemorating “in bulk.” History workshops continue to be frequent initiators of
individual stones and of coordinating efforts in cities where stumbling blocks are in high
demand.46
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Today, the decentralized nature of Germany’s memory landscape is no longer a subject of
struggle on the part of grassroots initiatives. On the contrary, it has found its place
alongside the large representative monuments (such as the Berlin Holocaust Memorial),
historical icons (such as the Brandenburg Gate) and museums (such as the German
Historical Museum) as a key defining feature of the federal government’s approach to the
past. Today, state representatives emphasize the uniqueness and democratic credentials of
this landscape. Gabriele Camphausen, an official in the federal agency overseeing the
Stasi files, put it like this:
In general, we in the Federal Republic do not have a centrally organized memory culture,
but a de-centrally grown one. Because of this we also have a high degree of local,
regional grounding. The “working through” of history is usually bound to very concrete
historical sites [Schauplätze]. I believe that this is a very important approach: this way,
one can show “grand” history in the “small” […], one can show the historical framework
at a concrete historical location, with the help of concrete historical events, with concrete
biographies […]. Of course Berlin, as the capital of the “Reich,” and as the current
capital, inevitably has a special collection of important historical places and therefore we
clearly have concentration of “memory work” in this city. But I think that, when you look
at the other Länder, at the regions – the large number of Gedenkstätten, of initiatives, of
documentation sites – this number shows clearly how branched out and how grounded
our memory culture is.47

Similarly, Uwe Neumärker, the Managing Director of the federal foundation which runs
the (very central) Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe argues that
this country has an aversion against central spaces or “wreath-dumping-locations”
[Kranzabwurfstellen]. There seems to be a sensibility and an understanding at the state
level [Staatsverständnis] which rejects hegemonialization […]. This was different in the
GDR, and this is different in the United States, France, Russia. Almost all countries seem
to work differently in this regard.
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6.4.2

Authenticity

The important concept of authenticity is closely connected to the History Movement’s
insistence on finding what is left of local history, of undergoing a collective process of
discovery and then securing the traces of history (Spurensuche and Spurensicherung). For
Koshar, “the paradigmatic expression of the German memory landscape was now a
topography of traces.”48 Another key significance of authenticity in this context was that
memory was thought to need spatial grounding to be resonant. This meant not only
locating a memorial at a site of an historical event but also relating the design to that
location aesthetically, rather than merely placing a “plop-sculpture” that could stand
anywhere without drastically altering its meaning.49

The notion of the memory landscape as a “topography of traces” implies that memory is
“naturally” present in that environment and that it needs to be made visible to become
part of the culture of remembrance. Certainly, Karen Till’s emphasis on the “ghosts” that
can be felt at the Topography of Terror site suggests this kind of reading.50 However, the
authenticity of a site is socially constructed. As Jennifer Jordan argues, “people may feel
a chill down the back of their necks, or deeply saddened by a given site, but [...] this
troubling atmosphere or powerful feeling frequently emanates, not from the site itself, but
from the social activity poured into the place and reminding those of us with no firsthand
experience of the events what exactly happened here.”51 Most “authentic” locations – that
is, places where a potentially meaningful historical event occurred – never actually
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become memorials.52 The History Movement worked hard to stress authenticity as an
important principle of memorialization – by choosing appropriate sites for their memorial
markers, by promoting the idea of their authenticity, and by pushing to highlight any
extant traces of the past (however slight). Authenticity was regarded as crucial not only to
the effect of a site on its audience, but also on the long-term effect of memory on society.
“Because a political culture that is not anchored in every individual place is in the long
run not sufficiently ‘grounded’ and hence structurally endangered. The history workshops
contributed to this grounding in the form of direct-democratic [basisdemokratischer]
public history.”53

According to Hausmann’s survey, 70% of memorials inaugurated during the 1980s mark
“authentic” places of historical events, such as camps, residences of persecuted persons,
or synagogues.54 By this measure, most of the memorials I discussed in the previous
section qualify as authentic. There are others, however, in which authentic traces are
more evident or where, when such traces have been slight or removed from public view,
the memorial design tries to substitute for authentic traces.

The obvious locations to mention here are the former concentration camps. Though many
original elements were lost through post-war usage (as displaced persons camps for
instance) or earlier design decisions, since the 1980s the emphasis has been on preserving
existing structures – but usually not rebuilding them, because that would no longer be
authentic. These are supplemented by straightforward historical exhibits.
52
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Images 6.8 and 6.9: Concentration Camp Memorial Sachsenhausen, outside of Berlin, old and new design
elements55

The most important authentic site is arguably the Topography of Terror memorial in
central Berlin, the location of the former Gestapo headquarters in addition to other
administrative centers of Nazi terror. As I detail in the next chapter, this site was
rediscovered in the late 1970s after being actively repressed since the war. In 1985, in
response to the activism of the Active Museum, the archeological remains of
headquarters were unearthed, including some of the cells where Gestapo victims had
languished. Integrated in these structures was built an outdoor exhibit about the location,
victims, but also crucially the perpetrators. Moreover, the exhibit addresses the history of
willful forgetting of the postwar period as part of the memory of this locale. The new
(and first permanent) building for the Topography was opened in May 2010 after much
conflict. It is designed not to overpower the authenticity emanating from the site.
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Among the numerous locations of destroyed synagogues that have been made into
memorials by history initiatives since the 1980s, one is particularly illuminating. In the
West-Berlin district of Steglitz, the building of the former synagogue still existed
adjacent to a central square. In 1987, a citizen’s initiative called “Initiative Haus
Wolfenstein” was formed in order to create an authentic memorial. In addition to a
commemorative wall listing local victims, a “living memorial” was built, named after the
former head of the synagogue, where public events and debates would be held, and
cultural life could once again flourish.56 According to its long-time leader Friedrich
Hossbach, this initiative was in close contact with the Berlin History Workshop and
consciously followed the principles of “dig where you stand.”57 Though the building was
classified as an historical monument, its owner could not be persuaded to turn it into a
memorial. Though he had it renovated, he built a large residential building in front of it,
thereby denying public access and visibility. The history initiative then shifted strategy
and advocated a memorial to be built on the adjacent public square. The local
government, controlled by conservatives, resisted. With the help of local Social
Democrats and Greens, the activists publicized their efforts, which even created an
international reaction. In order to prevent more negative publicity, the building Senator
for Berlin at large took over and mandated the memorial against the opposition of the
Steglitz government.58 In the course of a general refurbishment of the square, the “Mirror
Wall” memorial was placed in its middle. It consists of a large wall decked out in mirrors,
so that the visitor sees herself while she reads about the history the site, as well as the
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names of hundreds of Steglitz Jews that were deported.59 Not only the mirror effect, but
also the wall’s location in the square (often in the midst of a market) suggests the
intention of placing memory in the context of real life – while linking it to the authentic
location of the synagogue close by.

Images 6.10 and 6.11: Mirror Wall Berlin-Steglitz. The detail displays the question: “and today?”60

A different kind of site has also become a regular tourist attraction in Berlin: the
Blindenwerkstatt Otto Weidt, a set of rooms in Berlin-Mitte where Weidt, a maker of
brushes, hid and tried to save his Jewish employees, some of whom where blind. Located
in what is now the tourist attraction of “Hackesche Höfe” – a series of connected
buildings and courtyards in the heart of Berlin – under the GDR regime the building had
been dilapidated and forgotten. Inge Deutschkron, who had been hidden by Weidt, was
the lone voice calling for remembrance, but was not heard until the Wall fell. After that a
group of students and artists worked with her to devise an exhibit called “Blind Trust:
Hidden at Hackescher Markt, 1941-1943.”61 The popular exhibit stayed on and was taken
under the auspices of the Berlin Jewish Museum. After a major refurbishment of the
building – which was threatening to collapse – the site was officially reopened in 2006
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and became an annex to the Memorial to German Resistance. With this institutional
affiliation came an extensive research effort, examining not only the deeds of Otto Weidt
and his helpers, but also of other “silent heroes” of the Nazi era.62 Aside from the
interesting story of how it became a memorial, the Blindenwerkstatt is a good example of
the attempt to preserve an aura of authenticity. Even after the building was renovated and
thus became consistent with the touristy and high-end shopping of the Hackesche Höfe,
the Weidt rooms themselves were left to look old and run down, with bare floor boards
and bare walls.63 The room where one family was hidden until their betrayal by a friend
remains “in its original form.”64 As Jennifer Jordan contends “one of the elements of the
exhibition’s longevity is its powerful claim to authenticity, to having a direct connection
to compelling historical events.”65

Authenticity has become a commonplace term in German memory discourses. Memorial
officials readily stress the authenticity of sites even and especially when they resulted
from state-driven efforts – such as the Gedenkstätte Deutscher Widerstand (Memorial to
German Resistance) or the Museum House of the Wannsee Conference.66 The importance
of this concept was apparent even in the debates surrounding the creation of a decidedly
in-authentic memorial – the Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe. Most of the
members of and sympathizers with the History Movement whom I interviewed were
vocal opponents of this memorial. Eberhard Diepgen, the Mayor of Berlin from 1984-89
and 1991-2001, though usually at odds with the History Movement, has adopted its
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emphasis on authenticity. Diepgen was also strongly opposed to the Memorial to the
Murdered Jews of Europe.
The basic consideration is that in our culture – I use this term explicitly – in our “culture
of remembrance” in Berlin we want to go to places, where something actually happened.
And where we have the unmitigated connection to people who lived in this city, with this
city, to foreground the remembrance of their fate. This is why the ramp at the Grunewald
station [from where deportations took place] developed. In the middle of the city – the
city lives with this memory – think of the memorial at the Levetzowstrasse.
Controversial, after reunification, the mirror wall. And there are a multitude of places in
the city, where something happened, including the synagogue in Mitte, the remembrance
of the women [at Rosenstrasse], the cemeteries. All this was created one by one, at the
places where something happened. This was my very firm position. Incidentally, this is
part of my critique of the location of the Holocaust memorial.

Those who were not opposed to it linked the Holocaust memorial to the authentic
landscape, as Rainer Klemke, of the Berlin Senate for Culture, did:
[The Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe] is a symbol that has been set in stone –
with all its size and centrality. And through the addition of the “Place of Information”
exactly this is being achieved: it is not supposed to replace the Gedenkstätten, but rather
it is supposed to function as a flag post to say: if you are interested in this topic, you can
get some basic information here and then we will guide you from here to the Topo
[Topography of Terror], to the House of the Wannsee Conference, to Sachsenhausen, and
to all the authentic places. And exactly this is the reason why we – in contrast to other
countries – do not need a Holocaust Museum. You have to show something in a museum
if you can’t show the original. We have the original places. And that is why we are
compelled to go to these original places for our remembrance.67

Peter Fischer of the Central Council of Jews echoes this rejection of a Holocaust Museum
– an idea that was pursued for some time and found a few prominent supporters – and
underscores that these historic sites are “indispensable because as historical material
witnesses they radiate their own trustworthiness [Glaubwürdigkeit], as they in general
develop a very special effectiveness as spaces of remembrance.”68
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6.4.3

Anti-Monumentality & Reflexivity

Another important theme of the History Movement’s memorialization activity is a new
understanding of what a memorial is meant to accomplish in the public realm. The
traditional function of offering an unequivocal interpretation of the past’s meaning for the
present is rejected – and with it the monumental aesthetic that embodies this idea.
Further, there are varying attempts at transforming the monument from a unidirectional
medium, to a dialogic one. The audience is intended to partake in an active process of
thinking about the past, as well as about the individual and political significance of
remembrance itself. In other words, public memory should be self-reflexive, interrogating
processes of commemoration as much as history itself. Thus, “this ‘history from below’
movement, that was driven mostly by the second and third generation, also showed the
‘second guilt’ of repression and forgetting.”69

Most of the History Movement’s memorials had a participatory element, particularly in
the sense of being developed through a collective process of research and decisionmaking. However, some monuments are explicitly participatory in their aesthetic or
continuing function. The original plans for an “Active Museum” on the site of the former
Gestapo headquarters are the most prominent instance.
Our idea was that for such a necessary, critical, autonomous, emancipatory reckoning
with the past, you need a house or institution, in which people can work, where there is
material, where people are available to help you for instance put together an exhibition.
[…] We hoped to create a place with a library, work spaces, seminar rooms, workshops –
with everything you might need to enable people – be they individuals, neighborhood
initiatives, school groups, association or whatever – to investigate a portion of this history
themselves, to document it and to make something out of it.70
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As I discuss in the next chapter, some of these ideas have found their way into the current
Topography of Terror, but activists had a more radical implementation in mind.

In a recent project undertaken by the History Workshop Bayreuth, the memorial itself
was put together through public participation. The artist Hans Hoheisel had come up with
the idea of Denk-Steine (think-stones): “he asked himself, whether a memorial marker
could be made without a political mandate, with the participation of many people,
‘democratically from below.’ A memorial by citizens for former citizens.”71 In May
2001, the Geschichtswerkstatt approached six schools in Bayreuth and had students pick
a name from a list of deported Jews – a person to whom the had some kind of connection
in terms of their birthday, name or address. Each student conducted research on that
individual and wrote their name on a stone. At a public event in 2003, these stones were
placed in a case together and are now displayed in a local museum, along with
documentation about the project and comments from participants.72 The Stolpersteinproject of course works in a very similar manner: each stumbling block is created only
through the engagement and research of a group of people. The result is not merely
memorialization, but documentation.

A memorial form that is among the most-discussed in the international art world is that of
the “countermonument.” Though none of the most prominent countermonuments were
directly initiated by history workshops, their aesthetic succinctly represents some of the
History Movement’s key design principles. Furthermore, history initiatives were often
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involved on the side-lines of these projects and some of the artists are closely affiliated
with the Movement.73 Ideally, according to Noam Lupu, “countermonuments would be
memorial spaces conceived to challenge the very premise of the monument – to be
ephemeral rather than permanent, to deconstruct rather than displace memory, to be
antiredemptive. They would reimpose memorial agency and active involvement on the
German public.”74

In October of 1986, the Monument against Fascism, War and Violence, designed by the
artist couple Jochen Gerz and Esther Shalev-Gerz was inaugurated in Hamburg-Harburg.
Initiated in 1979 by the local SPD and supported by the VVN, the memorial was
originally intended to recall working class suffering and resistance under the Nazis in a
central square in the former industrial suburb.75 Over the course of its creation, however,
it became a much more critical and engaging monument. The Gerzes insisted on placing
the memorial in a busy shopping area, so that it would be in the midst of bustling life. At
its inauguration, the monument was a column twelve meters in height and one square
meter wide, made of hollow aluminum and plated with a soft layer of lead. The
explanatory plaque invited passers-by to engrave their names in opposition to fascism in
seven languages. Whenever all reachable space on the column was full, it was lowered
140 centimeters into the ground. After the eighth lowering in 1993, it had disappeared
entirely and only the information sign remained.76
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Image 6.12: Harburg Monument against Fascism, Hamburg, at various stages77

Though the column referenced traditional memorial forms, the Harburg monument was
intended both as a questioning of monumentalism and as a call to action in the present.
By letting the column sink away, the artists sought to emphasize that “in the long run,
nothing but we ourselves can stand up against injustice.”78 The monument was a personal
admonition to visitors to add their names and thus state their commitment to act against
racism and remember fascism. Each sinking was accompanied by a ceremony, press
reports, and cultural events organized by the city, so that the debate and publicity was
prolonged much beyond a conventional marker.79 Interestingly, the more people signed
the column, the faster it was lowered in the ground, bringing nearer the time when
citizens could no longer rely on a physical artifact to aide their commemoration. A little
later, Jochen Gerz, together with his art students, secretly turned over 2146 cobblestones
in Saarbrücken to commemorate the number of Jewish grave sites in Germany. Key to
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this invisible “Memorial Against Racism” was again publicity – and the inability of local
authorities to stop the project without losing face, despite its obvious illegality.80

The newly designed Aschrott Fountain in the center of Kassel is another well-known
countermonument. The original fountain was built in 1908 by the Jewish industrialist
Sigmund Aschrott and destroyed by the Nazis in 1939 as a “Jews’ Fountain.” During the
1960s, the city put up another fountain, exemplifying the contemporary culture of
forgetting. In 1984, the Verein zur Rettung historischer Denkmäler in Kassel e.V.”
(Association for the Rescue of Historical Monuments in Kassel) proposed that the
fountain be restored in some manner and its history recalled.81 The local artist Horst
Hoheisel won the design competition. His solution was neither to restore nor to rebuild
the fountain. Instead, he poured the shape of the original obelisk form in concrete and
lowered it into the ground as a negative form. At the surface only a rosetta shape can be
seen into which water runs. Only from close proximity can a visitor see the obelisk
underground.82 Hoheisel describes his memorial’s purpose as follows:
It brings home to the viewer the extent of the deep wound inflicted at the heart of Kassel
on April 9, 1939, right in front of the City Hall – a wound that will never heal, a wound
not to be paved or glossed over. It sparked numerous public debates even while it was
being built, evoking great interest among Kassel’s residents. This interest in the
Aschrottbrunnen continues today, intriguing especially young people, who are curious to
know more about the darkest period to their city’s history, now rescued from oblivion.
For it is a memorial in the deepest sense of the word, a stimulant to memory, a flint to fire
debate. And although it is a “negative form” and, as such, sunk deep into the ground, it
has remained a stumbling block for those who would prefer it not to be there.83
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A final example of a countermonument aimed to unsettle its audience is Norbert
Rademacher’s memorial at the former sub-camp to the Sachsenhausen concentration
camp at the Sonnenallee in Berlin-Neukölln. Rademacher’s monument, inaugurated in
1994, is a light installation that is triggered by visitors. Text fragments are first beamed
into trees and then slowly descend to be more visible on the pavement, before fading
away. The effect varies depending on the season, weather, and time of day, making a
memorial in constant flux. Rademacher invited school children to study the location and
its history, and add their own texts to his.84 This memorial highlights the ever-changing
nature of remembrance, as well as speaking individually to passers-by and encouraging
participation.

Countermonuments, then, call into question the medium of the monument itself, while
addressing not only the distant past, but also reflecting on post-war confrontation with
Nazism and making it relevant for the future.85 Rudy Koshar contends that:
Whether because of their transience and immateriality or their breaking down of barriers
between the monument and usually passive spectators, the countermonuments questioned
traditional forms of commemoration and used historical time itself to emphasize the
temporality of history and memory. Memory changes constantly, the countermonuments
pointed out; monuments should do all they can to symbolize this transience and actively
involve the viewer in the process of seeking out such fleeting traces.86

By inviting reflection and participation, all these memorials stress that even “authentic”
sites are not meaningful by themselves: we must actively remember in order for them to
become so. This emphasis on the importance of the actions and discourses of today has
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also been present in recent large and representative memorial projects. Most poignantly,
it has was pointed out repeatedly during the conflict over the Memorial to the Murdered
Jews of Europe in Berlin that such a monument must not function as endpoint of the
discussion or even of memory. Numerous commentators argued that the debate itself was
a much more lively memorial than a physical one could ever be.87 Andreas Eberhardt, the
managing director of the association Gegen Vergessen, Für Demokratie (Against
Forgetting, For Democracy) argued in this context: “In general, it is laudatory that the
state has managed to make negative memory into one of its main components. Into a part
of its national identity. For this reason, I believe that the fifteen years of debate were
almost better than the memorial itself and it would be my wish that, now that the
memorial is complete, the debate continues.”88 Such contributions indicate how deeply
the rejection of monumentality and the critical understanding of the memorial have
impacted German memory culture.

The significance of reflection and public participation was also stressed by members of
the History Movement during the process of dealing with monuments erected by the
GDR regime. As Jennifer Jordan reports, the Berlin Senate established a 10-person
commission after 1990 to evaluate what to do with East Berlin memorials, most of which
reflected the conventional state-socialist ideology of anti-fascism and had the
corresponding aesthetic. The Active Museum, which has made East Berlin memorials
and street names one of its main foci of action, argued that rather than remove memorials,
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they should be used to provoke a public confrontation with the GDR, as well as the Nazi,
past. Rather than erasing the remnants of the regime, memorials should be reinterpreted.89

This was the approach taken with a small – but prominently placed – memorial stone
dedicated to the communist resistance group around Herbert Baum. The stone is located
in the Lustgarten, close to the Brandenburg Gate, and marks the site where Baum and his
comrades set fire to an anti-Soviet exhibition staged by the Nazis in 1942 and distributed
anti-Nazi flyers. The Nazis reacted with a wave of arrests of Jews and many of the Baum
group were executed shortly afterwards.90 The original stone was inaugurated in 1981
and is inconspicuous in design and inscription, citing merely the steadfastness of the
young communists in Baum’s group and pledging “everlasting friendship with the Soviet
Union.” It does not directly refer to either the act of resistance or the death of individuals,
who were Jewish, as its consequence.91 In 2001, the memorial plaque commission of
Berlin-Mitte placed two Plexiglas plaques over the stone, adding information about the
large and loose grouping and naming key members.92 The original inscription remains
visible underneath, underlining memory’s complex layers of interpretation.
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Images 6.13 and 6.14: Memorial to the Baum resistance group, Berliner Lustgarten93

Another instance of officially dealing with the GDR memory legacy through an antimonumental aesthetic is evident in the memorial recalling the burning of books by the
Nazis on May 10, 1933, on what is now called Bebelplatz in the center of Berlin. After
the event had not been commemorated for decades, Heinz Knobloch, one of the few
“memory activists” in the GDR,94 initiated a plaque there in 1983. In 1987, official plans
for a larger memorial were drawn up and a traditional figure of a socialist fighter against
fascism was even purchased in Spring 1990. However, these aesthetics were deemed
inappropriate after unification and in 1993, a new memorial competition was
announced.95 The winning design by Micha Ullmann was a conceptual monument made
up of an underground room with empty bookshelves that could hold 20,000 books. This
“Library” was inaugurated in 1995 and is visible through a glass window in the ground. It
is a “negative space” in which “loss and presence come together” and evoke reflection.
Though the memorial is barely visible from the street, it has received great resonance
from the public and is the location of regular readings, events, and artistic installations.96
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6.4.4

Specificity & Diversity

A final important theme in the memorials of the History Movement is the specificity of
information about the past provided on them and the diversity of groups remembered. In
particular, the history workshops focused with great energy on recalling the perpetrators
of the Holocaust and pioneered the remembrance of victim groups such as the Sinti and
Roma, and the deserters from the Wehrmacht.97 With the growing temporal distance from
1945, memorial markers were thus increasingly initiated not by victims organizations, but
by those who are descendents of the perpetrators.98 This legacy was openly addressed by
the history workshops and reflected in the memorials. In this context, the Topography of
Terror and the House of the Wannsee Conference are the most prominent examples. As
Christian Staffa points out, the activists who were instrumental in memorializing the
Gestapo site were for this reason strictly opposed to a monument to Holocaust victims at
this location, as had been proposed.99

At the same time during the 1980s, several “forgotten victim” groups found their public
voice and founded organizations that called for restitution and symbolic recognition: the
Central Council of Sinti and Roma was founded in 1979, the association of former forced
laborers in 1986, the association for those who suffered under the policy of “euthanasia”
in 1987, and the Union of Victims of Nazi Military Justice in 1990.100 The History
Movement, together with the growing pressure from various victims organizations, then,
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succeeded in diversifying public memory and transforming “the cityscape into a place of
learning and instruction”101 by providing extensive information to new generations that
did not remember from first (or even second) hand. Ulrike Haß, in her study of the
changing nature of memorial texts, summarizes the character of 1980s memorials as
follows:
Memorial texts often result from local and quotidian search for traces [Spurensuche]
which begins in the 80s and through which individual persons and groups become
memorializable. In contrast to the cemetery silence and in a deeper sense mute memory
of the 60s and 70s, the hunger for knowledge of the new generation [Nachgeborenen]
now leads to a novel language in memorial texts that prioritizes the need for information.
From this point forward, the placing of much more extensive panels is being pursued by
various initiatives which explicitly focus on so far forgotten victims (Sinti and Roma,
homosexuals, victims of “Euthanasia” and medical experiments). The relationship of the
texts to their locality becomes very important: the more informative the texts, the less do
cemeteries appear as the proper place for them.”102

The primary purpose of the memorialization efforts of the History Movement is not the
declaration of moral or political lessons. The purpose is rather to elicit a reaction from
visitors, encouraging them to think and discuss, and ultimately, to become politically
engaged in challenges to historical meaning in the present.

Many of the memorials I have discussed in this or other chapters could serve as examples
of the focus on perpetrators, “forgotten victims,” or a specificity in information provision.
Here I want to concentrate on a set of memorials that were championed primarily by the
History Movement in close cooperation with elements of the peace movement: those
commemorating the deserters from the Wehrmacht. Starting in the mid-1980s, initiatives
– particularly in the context of the peace movement that was emboldened by the
stationing of American missiles in Europe – in around forty West German cities began
101
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investigating the treatment of soldiers who had deserted from the Nazi army.103 It is
estimated that Nazi courts passed down over 20,000 death sentences against deserters,
about 15,000 of which were carried out. In neither the FRG nor the GDR were these
individuals recognized as participants in the resistance, nor did survivors receive a
victims’ pension. The stigma attached to desertion remained strong.104

In Marburg in 1988, the history workshop was instrumental in pushing for a memorial as
part of local peace groups’ protest against the posturing of veterans’ organization and
their celebration of military culture. A memorial was made by a Steinmetz (himself a
principled refuser of military service) and unveiled in the context of public events,
parliamentary proposals, and anti-militarist protests. According to Roland Müller of the
Marburger Geschichtswerkstatt, the main purpose of the sculpture was to trigger public
debate and evoke dissonance in Marburg’s presentation of the past.105 The Marburg
workshop was also active in organizing coordinating meetings among the various West
German groups advocating for deserter memory.106
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Image 6.15: Deserter Memorial in Marburg107

The initiative Bonner Friedensplenum (Bonn Forum for Peace) was founded in 1988 with
a local focus, but with broader significance due to its location in the (then) capital. A
1989 pamphlet locates the effort in the larger debate about the fates and motives of
deserters, saying it was triggered by the erection of the first deserter memorial in Bremen
three years earlier.108 The original goal was to dedicate a permanent memorial on the
Friedensplatz in Bonn on the 1st of September 1989 (anti-war day) and for the city to
cover all expenses. A resolution passed by the Forum stated:
With this “think-monument” [Denk-Mal] for the “unknown deserter,” we want to
instigate thinking and open dialogue about deserters and their decision to desert.
Deserters embark on their path in desperation and high personal risk. We believe that
their continued stigmatization is untenable and demand an official amnesty and
rehabilitation for all deserters, as well as reparations for their families. Our “Denk-Mal”
initiative in the federal capital sees itself as representative of similar initiatives that have
been created in about forty cities of the Federal Republic in order to work through a longrepressed chapter of German military history, to liberate the deserters from the stain of
“treason,” and instead to honor them as an anti-militarist warning for the future. (Bonner
Friedensplenum, version passed May 10, 1989)109

The CDU mayor rejected the proposal, underlining the fact that the memorial projects of
the History Movement tended to receive support mainly from Social Democrats and
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Greens at the time. The initiative had been able to collect enough donations to purchase a
marble slab from which the Turkish artist Mehmet Aksoy crafted a large sculpture pro
bono.110 The memorial received support from over a thousand citizens and numerous
prominent individuals and was accompanied by theater and book projects, as well as
other public events. The authorities did allow the memorial to be unveiled repeatedly as
part of demonstrations, making it a prop in anti-war rallies. For a time, the sculpture had
a nomadic life. The life of this memorial was far from over however: the revolution of
1989 gave it an unexpected chance to be permanently installed. In the eastern city of
Potsdam, a new association called “Friends of Refusers of Military Service
[Wehrdiensttotalverweigerer]” now wanted to erect the sculpture. In August 1990
(shortly before unification and new elections), the faction of the Neues Forum (New
Forum) proposed this to the city parliament and the memorial was agreed to with a large
majority.111 This decision is an interesting testament to the links between the West and
East German peace movements and the way in which they were able to take advantage of
the small window of opportunity during the transitional period in 1990. On September 1,
1990, the Aksoy monument was taken from Bonn and put up in Potsdam. At the
ceremony, the former East German dissident singer Wolf Biermann performed under the
slogan “this sculpture should be the last German soldier to be advanced to the East!”112
The city of Potsdam is now responsible for the memorial’s upkeep and protection. It has
become a place for rallies, but it has also been damaged by detractors.113 In 1998, the
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Bundestag passed an amnesty bill for deserters and since then, there have been more
efforts at local commemoration, for example in Stuttgart.114

Image 6.16: Deserter Memorial in Potsdam115

These memory sites recalling the plight of Wehrmacht deserters hold a special place in
the left-wing politics with which the History Movement was affiliated. Nevertheless, they
exemplify the means and alliances through which the workshops brought new aspects of
the Nazi past into public sphere and thereby diversified the memorial landscape.
Furthermore, their activism was pivotal in integrating specific information about
perpetrators, victims, and historical events into memorial design.

6.5 Conclusion
The two “memory booms” of the 1980s together profoundly transformed West
Germany’s memory landscape in a way that continued to shape memory politics and
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institutions after the fall of the Wall. While there was certainly overlap and crossfertilization between these two booms, they tended to be driven by different actors with
different motivations and different design principles. On the one hand, government
agencies, conservative politicians, and members of the “establishment” sought to create
large and representative museums and memorials. They were to reflect the “longuedurée” of German history and emphasize its potential for positive identification. On the
other hand stood leftist politicians, intellectuals, and citizens’ initiatives – above all those
of the History Movement. These activists concentrated their energy on the Nazi period
and promoted a critical, self-reflexive, and overtly political approach to the past. This
stance was mirrored in the design ideas the Movement put forward.

The aesthetic of the History Movement (and of other activists who endorsed the same
purpose for public memory) has influenced the German memorial landscape to the point
that this aesthetic is today no longer marginal or oppositional. As I discuss at length in
the next chapter, it has made its way into the main memorial institutions of the state. In
the early 1980s, however, the principles of decentralism, authenticity, self-reflection, and
mnemonic diversity were still radical and highly politicized. At every turn, the activists
had to contend with local and federal authorities, and often popular discontent, in their
efforts to erect memorial markers. This gave their work and their aesthetic vision a
particular political salience. In the course of the decade, as demand for (critical) memory
grew (especially in urban centers), local governments realized that the history workshops
were addressing a real and sizable demand.
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As a result, the work of the History Movement and affiliated artists became increasingly
valued and funded to enhance the local touristic infrastructure – to devise exhibits,
memorials, city tours and more. Different workshops developed various topical
specialties116 – determined by the interests of their members and by the history of the
locale. At the same time, this meant at times the commercialization of their activity – it
was seen by municipalities as a way to attract visitors – and some workshops sought to
use this to their advantage. According to Gisela Wenzel, some memory work now
became less serious, or even random in focus.117 In 1989, Thomas Lindenberger, of the
Berlin History Workshop, wrote:
In contrast to the early times four or five years ago, the history workshops no longer
hover free, but poor, in the space of municipal and cultural politics. Instead, they are well
on their way to conquering a passable material position in the budgets of historyconscious towns and states [Länder] – even in problematic competition to other projects
such as women’s crisis centers. Especially those initiatives that were able to sail in the
winds of big round numbers (750 years Berlin, 1200 years Singen, 800 years Hamburg
harbor etc.) know that critical history work of civically-minded [bürgernahen] initiatives
is now an indispensible part of state-sponsored anniversaries.118

In other words, the history workshop fulfilled a public demand that became increasingly
crucial for state actors to address – but that they could not themselves fulfill precisely
because of their official identity. Critical memory had to come from “below” to be taken
seriously. Sometime in the later 1980s, then, the “official” and the “grassroots” drives to
remake the memory landscape merged and became more accepting of each other. For
example, a significant official recognition for the History Movement came when
Alltagsgeschichte found its way into the House of History in Bonn.119 Workshoppers
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found jobs in historical institutions or funded their memory work through municipal
grants.

During the 1980s, a complex and diverse memory landscape was thus created and
transformed, and it laid the foundations for the political and design decisions of the 1990s
and 2000s. It certainly included large and conventional memorials and museums that
seemed to speak to a rediscovered national self-confidence and more traditional functions
of memory in the service of national identity. However, the History Movement and its
allies were instrumental in making these large mnemonic spaces more nuanced and
sensitive to the traumas of German history. Furthermore, without the History Movement,
countless reflexive, contemplative, self-critical, and anti-monumental memory sites
would not exist to compose the decentralized memory landscape. These are the elements
which make the German arena of memorials arguably unique in international comparison.

The memorial principles I have discussed can today be seen to form part of a consensus
in Germany on what palatable public memory should look like – a consensus that has
shaped not only memorialization of the Nazi past since 1989, but also that of other
“pasts.” The reasons for the broad implementation and acceptance of these design
concepts lie both in the successful activism of the History Movement and in the gradual
institutionalization of those ideas. In the next chapter, I examine the institutional
arrangements guiding memorial policy in Germany that have come about since the 1980s
and interrogate their meaning for memory politics in the present.
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Chapter 7:
The History Movement and Memorial Institutions after 1989

7.1 Introduction
Over the course of the eighties, the History Movement transformed both itself and the
memorial politics of Germany. It went from an oppositional social movement struggling
to research and memorialize against official resistance, to a mostly welcome component
of most cities’ cultural attractions. As Rudy Koshar writes,
[…] by the end of the 1980s many of the new history groups, especially the larger and
more active history workshops, had become part of an institutionalized cultural politics
promoted by states and cities. This did not mean that the history workshops lost their
critical edge entirely. But they had established themselves and could no longer argue they
1
were outsiders in constructing an image of the past in the German public.

Most history workshops continued their work, and many new ones were founded after
1989, including in East Germany. However, the decline in oppositional spirit and the
sense of urgency produced by official obstinacy meant that the hay-day of collective
action was over. The institutions and organizations that had been influenced by the
History Movement, especially the Gedenkstätten, were undergoing a parallel
development whereby they shifted from the civil society-driven and improvised modus
operandi, to more professionalized, well-funded, and official undertakings. These
memorial sites in this sense responded to growing competition and expectations in the
memory field. Nevertheless, the accomplishments of the History Movement continued to
be felt. “Overall, the democratization and decentralization of memorialization in West
Germany in the 1970s and 1980s helped to set the stage for memorial practice in the
1990s.”2
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In this chapter, I explore how the practice of memory work and the principles
promulgated by the History Movement have influenced and transformed the memorial
institutions of post-wall Germany. I focus in particular on the Berlin memorial scene
because here, the interplay between civil society, institutions, and state actors at the local,
state, and federal level can best be observed. Based primarily on interviews with state
representatives, memorial staff, and activists, I thereby consider the changing relationship
between the state and civil society in the field of commemoration. I argue that a kind of
complex arrangement between state institutions and activists has been created that at
times borders on a symbiosis. Drawing on Michael Brown’s usage of the shadow state
concept, I argue that those memorial institutions which were shaped by the Movement –
including local museums and “Gedenkstätten” – can best be understood as hybrid in
nature. Through their staff (many former activists), their principles, and their linkages to
citizens’ initiatives, they maintain an intermediary position between state and civil
society. In this arrangement, neither state nor civil society dominates: formal institutions
have genuinely adopted key principles of the History Movement and put considerable
resources behind their implementation – an outright success for the Movement. At the
same time, state actors have not missed the opportunity to utilize these memorial ideas
for its purposes. Moreover, despite continuing their memory work, the civil society
activists have lost much of their critical edge – some have become part of the
establishment, while others have failed to move beyond a one-dimensional distrust of
“the state.” In order to understand this complexity, it is necessary to disaggregate both
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“the state” and “civil society,” rather than treating them as coherent and monolithic
actors.

In order to highlight these dynamics, I present a case study of the Topography of Terror
memorial as the heart of this chapter. This memorial was the result of sustained History
Movement activism, particularly by the Active Museum Resistance and Fascism in Berlin
(henceforth Active Museum). I briefly introduce the background history of the site, and
discuss the development of activism around it. Further, I examine the contentious process
of the site’s institutionalization, including the Topography’s current structure and the
frustration felt by long-time activists. I then draw out the larger insights from this case,
underscoring the special character of the institutions that have emerged as a result of
History Movement contention. I examine the manifestations of institutional “hybridity”
and take care to highlight the conflicts and contradictions that result from it. Further, I
discuss recent efforts on the part of state actors to gain more control over memorial
institutions, as well as memorial staff and activist responses. I conclude with the
assessment that a novel kind of institutional infrastructure has resulted from the
intermingling of History Movement approaches and state-sponsored memorialization.
This new construction is now the official “establishment” that must be contended with in
subsequent rounds of memory activism.

7.2 Topography of Terror: from memory activism to institution
Today, the Topography of Terror memorial is regularly listed as on of the most important
memory sites in Germany, alongside the Holocaust memorial, the Memorial to German
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Resistance, and the Jewish Museum – all of which are within walking distance of one
another. The permanent building of the “Topo” (as memory politics insiders call it)
opened in Spring of 2010 after a contentious process that lasted almost thirty years.
Given the size, location, and official sponsorship of the memorial, it is hard to believe
that in the early 1980s, the site had been all but forgotten and marginalized as a mound of
rubble adjacent to the Berlin Wall (a remnant of which is still present along the length of
the memorial site). The story of how it was transformed is an instructive case study in
how the History Movement has made its way into the institutional structure of the state.

7.2.1

The “Gestapo terrain” – a place of terror in the heart of Berlin

A collection of buildings surrounding and including the Prinz-Albrecht-Palais together
composed the headquarters of the SS-state, housing the Nazi-party leadership, the SS,
and the secret police (Gestapo), among other agencies. By 1939, 7000 bureaucrats
worked there, and it was the most feared address in Berlin.3 Here, political prisoners were
held, interrogated, and tortured – including such personalities as Martin Niemöller, Kurt
Schumacher, and Ernst Thälmann. Resistors such as those of the “Rote Kapelle” and
those of the July 20, 1944, plot were imprisoned in the Gestapo jail. In other parts of the
complex, reports about mass murders were received, battalions assigned, and key
decisions made about the Holocaust.4 The site epitomizes the centrality of covert and
open terror against political opponents in the Nazi regime, as well as showing that there
was a small minority who attempted to safeguard their political and moral integrity by

3
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resisting and who often paid with their lives.5 This locale is therefore well-suited to
commemorate two themes of utmost importance to the History Movement: the identity
and actions of perpetrators in the heart of society and the importance of personal
responsibility. As a short-hand, the entire complex of buildings became known in the
1980s as the “Gestapo Terrain” or “Prinz-Albrecht-Terrain.”

As a pivotal center of Nazi power, the area was targeted by Allied bombing raids, though
not all the buildings in the complex were entirely destroyed. In fact, one of them, the
former Museum of Ethnology was not dynamited until 1963.6 During the 1950s, the drive
to modernize led West Berlin authorities to raze large areas of the city, including parts of
the remaining Terrain, and to plan a large road and a helicopter landing zone. In 1961, the
Berlin Wall was built immediately adjacent, and so these plans were shelved.7 James
Young notes that “as a result, the past role of this site in Nazi crimes was overwhelmed
by its present role in the East-West conflict: memory itself had been divided and
conquered by the new powers of the land. What had once been the heart of the city
remained desolate and devastated, a buffer and possible flashpoint between the East and
West.”8 The Terrain was used as a practice area for driving without a license and to store
building debris.9

During the Berlin government’s attempts to radically revamp parts of the city in the
1970s – against which the squatters’ movement actively protested – plans to raze the area
5
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and build a new road were revitalized. The matter of the Gestapo ruins was first raised in
1978, in the context of the “Tunix-Kongress” [Do-Nothing-Congress] which is regarded
as an inaugural event of the new left social movements and alternative scene.10 During a
guided tour of the area, architectural historian Dieter Hoffmann-Axthelm was the first to
protest the neglect of the site and to demand a confrontation with history. The planners of
the International Exhibition of Construction and Design (IBA), which was strongly
influenced by new ideas about design and memorialization, subsequently sought to
protect the area from further destruction. In 1981, the district authorities in Kreuzberg
erected a sign referring to the “torture chambers of the Gestapo,” thus first marking the
location.11 This wording was very much in line with the lingering trend to focus on
commemorating the victims, rather than asking about the perpetrators.12 In the same
spirit, local Social Democrats demanded a memorial to those imprisoned in the Gestapo
jail, ignoring additional historical importance of the place as one where crimes of
genocide were planned. Also in 1981, the highly-touted exhibition on Prussia was opened
in the refurbished Gropius-Bau (the only building in the complex left standing),
suggesting questions about nearby history.13 In 1982, then-Mayor of Berlin, Richard von
Weizsäcker, announced a public competition for the memorial design which was to
include not only a monument, but a park and a playground. Probably because of these
contradictory guidelines, the winning design did not satisfy any of the stakeholders. The
proposal was to seal the area in cast iron, showing historical documents related to the
locale, interspersed with trees. “The raised lettering on these otherwise smooth plates
10
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would literally cause visitors ‘to stumble over their own history.’ This would be an ironfloored forest, a cold landscape, sealed against the possibility of anything ever growing
here again.”14 The main critique of the design among History Movement activists was
that it neither invited participation and reflection on the past, nor problematized the postwar silence about the site.15 Shortly after announcing the winners in 1984, the new Mayor
Eberhard Diepgen revoked the decision and ordered a phase of rethinking.16

The beginnings of the debate surrounding the Gestapo site are thus closely connected to
the more general process of rethinking urban development and memorialization in Berlin.
In hindsight, it is not surprising that the various parties involved were unable to agree on
a commemorative solution in the midst of this fluid situation. This was also the time
when activists came together to found the Active Museum as a designated force to make
the Gestapo site into a new kind of memory space.17

7.2.2

An Active Museum

The “Aktives Museum Faschismus und Widerstand in Berlin e.V.” was created in the
aftermath of the January 1983 events organized to commemorate the Nazi ascendance to
power with which the Berlin History Workshop had been very involved. Sabine Weissler,
who was with the Active Museum from the beginning, explains that there were two main
purposes for the group: the preservation of the materials collected for the 1983 projects
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and political activism concerning the Gestapo terrain.18 The latter quickly became the
Active Museum’s primary focus of activity and made it a gathering pool for various new
(and old) left organizations and initiatives.
Though the Active Museum at first was in effect a single issue organization with a more
diverse backing than most history workshops, its philosophy, identity, and development
place it squarely in the History Movement. Long-time activists acknowledge its
commitment to local and everyday history, an emancipatory understanding of historical
research, and a political purpose for memorialization. They define it explicitly as part of
the History Movement.19 The Active Museum was founded in June 1983 by over a dozen
groups, including the Berlin Cultural Council, the New Society for Fine Arts (Neue
Gesellschaft für Bildende Kunst), the Association of Persecuted Social Democrats, Action
Reconciliation/Service for Peace (ASF), the Association of the Persecuted of the Nazi
Regime (VVN), the League for Human Rights, and the Berlin History Workshop. In
time, many individuals joined, so that today, Active Museum consists more of active
individuals than of organizational members. They immediately worked to bring the idea
of a focus on perpetrators to the memorial competition underway and succeeded in
having the competition guidelines amended to include the idea of a participatory
museum. Furthermore, this museum was seen as a counterpart to the Museum for
German History, which authorities envisioned in the Gropius Building and that was
suspected of providing only an official and sanitized version of history.20
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During long nights of discussion at official events and in living rooms and bars, the
members of the association developed a conceptual framework for the “active museum”
they wanted en lieu of a traditional memorial. In the announcement to the public of the
founding of the group, it was argued that “this city needs an institution, which undertakes
as an ‘active museum’ the constructive confrontation of the recent German past of 19331945, as well of the neo-fascist tendencies of the present.”21 The active museum was to be
a hybrid of information center, history workshop, location for political education, library
and archive, and space for self-directed historical research. In short, the vision was for an
institution which would provide a base for the History Movement and embody its
principles. As Christine Fischer-Defoy, founding member and chair of Active Museum
for the last decade, told me, “our idea was that for such a necessary, critical, independent,
emancipatory engagement, one needs a house or institution, where people can work,
where there is material, where there are people to help you to put together an
exhibition.”22 Thus, the Active Museum’s purpose was not just to create a memorializing
space with the goal of public remembrance, but rather to influence collective
consciousness.23 The methods to attain this goal – project-based work, critical research,
and personal involvement, rather than traditional memorialization – were typical of the
overall Movement.
The Active Museum’s rejection of monumental designs and grand mnemonic statements
was again poignantly expressed later on during a public dispute with another contender
for the Gestapo space. In 1988, “Perspektive Berlin,” a Social Democrat-leaning citizens’
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initiative led by the prominent television producer Lea Rosh called for a Holocaust
memorial to be built there, essentially ignoring the focus on perpetrators which had been
at the center of debate thus far.24 Rosh’s aggressive style angered many and her call to
build a monument “big like the crime”25 or “as big as the Springer building”26 (the closeby highrise of the Springer newspaper empire, much reviled by the left) was deemed to
be entirely inappropriate by the activists. The incompatibility of the History Movement’s
and the Perspective Berlin’s aesthetic and political objectives resulted in a bitter
competition – complete with accusations of anti-Semitism. This dispute was cut short by
the fall of the Wall and the resultant availability of alternative locations for the Holocaust
memorial. The subsequent development of what is now the “Memorial for the Murdered
Jews of Europe” has been well-documented elsewhere.27
From 1983 onwards, the Active Museum was one of the most continuous driving forces
in the discussion over the Gestapo Terrain. In addition, a group called “Initiative zum
Umgang mit dem Gestapo-Gelände” (Initiative on the Treatment of the Gestapo Terrain)
intermittently became an important actor, though it by and large united the same
combination of activists and at times enveloped the Active Museum until the “Initiative”
was dissolved in the late 1980s. During the activist high point of the History Movement
in the mid-1980s, it seems that the organizational form of the Movement was not of
primary importance. Activists from various groups of the new left almost unquestionably
participated in the Active Museum28 and so its membership was large but also fluctuating.
24
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Nevertheless, these two loose formations appeared in the public sphere as the voice of
critical citizens29 and were the primary backers of what eventually became the
Topography of Terror Foundation.30 Events and meetings organized on account of the
Gestapo Terrain turned into networking and rallying opportunities for History Movement
initiatives and other politically sympathetic groups in Berlin.

The work of the Active Museum involved creating publicity and raising public
consciousness about the Gestapo Terrain and about Germany as a “society of
perpetrators” (Tätergesellschaft). This was done by organizing public debates, publishing
brochures about the site, lobbying politicians, and staging publicity-effective protests.
The most high-profile of actions was a symbolic dig on the Gestapo Terrain (very much
in the tradition of “dig where you stand”) which was held on May 5, 1985. The invitation
to this event stated:
With the support of the antifascist member organizations of the Active Museum we want
to take a clear stand on the meaning of May 8 and to demand for the future that on these
grounds of the terror headquarters of German fascism, a “thinking-site” [Denk-Stätte] is
finally created. It is to convey the experiences and lessons of history and so make sure
that fascism and war can never again originate on German soil. Support us! Join us! NO
31
GRASS CAN BE ALLOWED TO GROW OVER THIS!

Through the pressure and publicity created by the activists, the city felt compelled to
undertake a genuine archeological investigation. To the surprise of many, in 1986, they
unearthed the basement foundations of several buildings, including cell fragments of the
Gestapo prison. It was now clear that the authorities had to react in some way, especially
given that the 750th anniversary celebrations of Berlin were fast approaching in 1987. The
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Active Museum shifted from publicizing the site’s significance to seeking to influence
the process by which the Terrain was safeguarded, marked, and interpreted. The fear was
that in light of the 1987 festivities, the city would try to take control, shut out the citizens’
initiatives, and come up with an administrative solution that would function to end
debate, rather than to make memorialization into a continuous undertaking.32 A collective
decision-making procedure was demanded: “A central thinking site [Denkstätte] of
European caliber is called for here, with a documentation and exhibit center (Active
Museum). We need to talk about this. After a forty-year process of forgetting and
repression, neither politicians nor administrative branches nor individuals are competent
to preserve and interpret the remaining traces of the center of state terror.”33
In the early phase, the activists had felt that they were pitched against authorities that
were resistant to an honest reckoning with history, and thus cultivated an oppositional
self-image. Matthias Haß argues that the activists remained attached to the ideological
divide that had still been a reality during the 1982/83 design competition when authorities
were passive and unwilling to act, while civil society groups were taking charge and
proposing design solutions. State actors’ conduct then was decried by the activists as
another instance of their unwillingness to address the past.
The Active Museum continued to cling to an oppositional identity, however, even when
parts of the Berlin government opened up to the idea of an active museum and began to
see activist projects as an asset for the city rather than a threat. By 1987, the city had
actually begun addressing the issue of the Gestapo site by removing trash and weeds from
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the site and building a protective roof over the ruins.34 By this time, in part due to the
History Movement’s success, the authorities’ approach to the Nazi past had changed, but
the initiatives had difficulty adapting.35 Members and supporters of the History
Movement were becoming increasingly embedded in institutional memory politics.
Many were working on the official 750 year exhibit or in local government or museums.
At the same time, key decision-makers on the governmental side had grown sympathetic
to the groups’ demands and adopted many of them. The stark division between
progressive civil society and “the establishment” was over. Indeed, in a meeting between
Cultural Senator Volker Hassemer, other government officials, and the “Initiative on the
Treatment of the Gestapo Terrain,” all were able to agree on crucial next steps such as
clearing and preserving the ruins, and documenting the history of the site. Despite this, at
subsequent hearings, the activists restated their basic opposition and remained distrustful
of the state’s motivations. Since they could no longer utilize previous arguments about
what should be done with the Terrain – because key officials concurred – they fell back
on general statements that “the time was not ripe” for action or even rejected any attempt
at designing the site.36 The process of memorialization and insistence on civil society’s
moral high-ground had become a goal in and of itself, at least for some vocal activists.37
Haß contends that due to their static reading of power relations, the activists in effect
maneuvered themselves out of an opportunity to participate directly in the political
decision-making about the Gestapo site. Since the institutionalization of memory was
regarded as incompatible with critical citizen engagement, the initiatives could not at this
34
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point accept any state action or recognize officials who were genuinely invested in an
honest reckoning with the past. As a result, they were largely excluded from decisions
and processes.38
The city decided to commission a temporary installation called “Topography of Terror”
as an addendum to the “Berlin, Berlin” exhibit in the Gropius Building that was the
centerpiece of the anniversary. The historian Reinhard Rürup, who was one of two
scientific directors of the large exhibit, by default became responsible for the Gestapo
site.39 There was much mistrust between these curators and the activists: because Rürup
embodied “the state,” because the activists feared that the Nazi past would be sidelined
by the larger show, and because they thought irreversible facts were to be created through
the Topography exhibit.40 According to Rürup, he and his collaborators took care not to
make any design decisions for the future.41
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Image 7.3: Topography of Terror site next to remnants of the Berlin Wall, 2005 and
43
Image 7.4: Topography of Terror site, mounds of rubble, 2005

Image 7.5: Topography of Terror with temporary exhibit, 2005 and
44
Image 7.6: “Symbolic first stone” for an Active Museum (placed in 1989) at Topography of Terror, 2005

As it turned out however, the Topography of Terror did much to determine the future of
the Terrain. The exhibit was integrated in the bare ruins of the Prinz Albrecht buildings
and dealt with the prior history of the area, as well as the power structures of the Nazi
regime, the actions of Nazi perpetrators who resided there, and the identity of their
victims. The exhibit also addressed the history of post-war forgetting, indicating again the
considerable influence of the History Movement. The documentary and non-judgmental
style was also in line with the Movement’s commitment to information provision and
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meant that the diverse set of victims’ representatives – from conservative to communist –
lauded the display. In fact, the exhibit was such a success that it was rapidly clear that it
would be extended beyond the originally planned six months and that a permanent
solution had to be found. Almost 300,000 visitors came and the catalogue sold 28,000
copies during the first year. The press response was overwhelmingly positive.45
In the absence of a clear concept for the future, officials agreed to regard the Topography
as a “provisional arrangement of indefinite duration” until something better could be
agreed upon. For Rürup, who stayed with this project, this amounted to a firm
commitment to safeguard the site.46 Activists, however, continued to be suspicious of the
government’s intentions and of any existing forms of institutionalization. As Leonie
Baumann, at the time head of the Active Museum, wrote in 1990:
The remaining problem is that of administrative responsibility [Trägerschaft]. The
association “Active Museum” concluded as a result of its search, that in our bourgeois
democracy, there is apparently no model that would be appropriate as an umbrella
organization. In light of the bureaucratic mechanisms that were operative in the Nazi
terror apparatus on the Gestapo Terrain, such a model would work according to principles
such as: greatest possible autonomy; no delegation of responsibility; no hierarchy in
decision-making structures; opportunities for intensive substantive processes of
discussion so that results continuously improve in quality in the absence of time pressure;
decisions under extensive consultation of the public. Such an administrative arrangement
would first have to be invented and could probably never expect funding from any side
since those who provide the money always unquestionably demand decision-making
power. No matter which form is being discussed, the danger of increasing
bureaucratization and shifting of responsibility – away from initiatives and those
organizations that have been concerned with the Gestapo Terrain in the past years –
towards advisory committees that hold responsibility due to their official but not
substantive connection to the Terrain. Intervention [of the initiatives] will remain
47
necessary.

The end of the Cold War also triggered renewed activity on the Gestapo Terrain.
Suddenly this area was once more located at the center of the city and included not only
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ruins of the Nazi past but also one of the few stretches of Wall that was not immediately
torn down. It was quickly clear that the site would be close to centers of political and
economic power of what was to become the new German capital. In 1992, the
Topography of Terror Foundation was founded, at first as an entity dependent on the
Berlin authorities (in 1995 it was converted to an independent foundation). Also in 1992,
a new design competition for the site (now officially referred to as Topography of Terror)
was inaugurated and won in 1993 by the star architect Peter Zumthor. Building work
began in 1995 but it soon became clear that the project was badly over budget and the
design almost impossible to implement. Amidst a serious financial crisis in 1996, the
Berlin parliament ordered the work halted – a move which was protested vigorously by
activists in Germany and observers abroad and consequently revoked.48 Despite the
complex implementation, Topography leaders noted as late as 2001 the importance of
making a major architectural statement in order not to fall short next to the Jewish
Museum designed by Daniel Libeskind and the Holocaust Memorial by Peter Eisenman:
“In view of the complementary character of the three institutions, the Topography of
Terror should not lag behind the rightly exciting constructions of these other two
architects in the aesthetic quality of its building.”49 This statement indicates the shift from
a citizen-driven project to an institution invested in official representation. While many of
the demands of the Active Museum had been met – a documentary exhibition, the focus
on perpetrators, the educational mission – the Foundation was nevertheless concerned to
inhabit a prominent position in the new Berlin memory landscape and to an international
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audience. History Movement principles had thus been (at least partially) elevated to serve
the raison d’Etat.
The Zumthor design proved both practically and financially impossible to build. The
period of 2000 – 2004 was marked by the wrangling between city and federal politicians
and administrators, Topography leaders, intellectuals and activists over the feasibility of
the building.50 In August 2001, the German Center for Tourism (Deutsche Zentrale für
Tourismus) published a poll suggesting that the image of Berlin in Israel and the United
States was damaged through the debate about the Holocaust memorial and the
Topography.51 Finally, after the bankruptcy of the main construction contractor and
conflicts over financing, the Zumthor fragments were demolished and a third design
competition announced in 2005.52
In the preparations and guidelines for the competition, the influence of the History
Movement’s long-term agitation is evident. For instance, official Topography documents
cite Rürup’s previous declaration that what is needed on the Gestapo site was not a
conventional memorial, but a “thinking or learning place” for which there were virtually
no existing models. “It will therefore be necessary to blaze new paths to address this
challenge.”53 Andreas Nachama, long-time Director of the Foundation, emphasizes that
the comparison between the Topography and sites such as Yad Vashem in Jerusalem and
the US Holocaust Memorial Museum is misguided. In contrast to these victim-centered
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spaces, what distinguishes the Topography of Terror is its focus on perpetrators and the
existence of authentic traces.54 The Foundation further declared that the design of such a
site cannot be done through sculptural means, but only with the aid of architecture that
neither shirks from historical traces nor overwhelms them. Everything that alters the
overall impression of the Terrain must be avoided.55 The new building was to hold not
only exhibits, but meetings rooms, a library, an archive and the administrative quarters of
the Foundation. As such, at least the envisioned facilities suggested that the Active
Museum’s ideals of public participation, reflexivity of the exhibit, the rejection of
monumentalism, and a commitment to authenticity were still present in the Topography
Foundation.

56

Image 7.7: The building site of the new Topography of Terror memorial, May 2009

The winning design was chosen due to its successful implementation of competition
guidelines to “develop a new documentation center, that is appropriate to the national and
international significance of this historic locale in the center of the capital but that
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simultaneously does not overwhelm this ‘site of perpetrators.’”57 In the press, the new
building was commended for its understated aesthetic and its focus on documentation.58
This is a remarkable demonstration of the impact of the citizens’ initiatives, but as I will
discuss below, the design is not the only way in which the History Movement has made a
lasting impression on this memorial.

Image 7.8: Design of the new Topography of Terror building

59

7.2.3 Topography of Terror: Institutional Structure
Despite activists’ weariness of state intentions and Haß’s negative assessment of the
initiatives’ actions in the late 1980s, there is a more nuanced reading of the relationship
between civil society and state. Though Haß is correct to point to an attachment to old
ideological schemas, a part of the activist community has been able to both reinvent itself
as a reaction to the new situation and profoundly influence the institution that was
founded to administer the Gestapo Terrain. The Active Museum in particular successfully
established itself as a more general actor in Berlin memory politics, especially after 1989.
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The Active Museum curated numerous independent exhibitions and became extremely
active in commemorating Nazi resisters through plaques. Further, it worked to publicize
the renaming of streets in East Berlin, in some cases safeguarding those named after
resistance fighters, and in general problematized the issue of street names as a part of the
decentralized memory landscape.

By the early 1990s, Active Museum member Sabine Weissler was in the local parliament
for the Green Party (AL) and through her position helped the group acquire a permanent
source of funding from the city. Since then, the group has been able to cover office rent,
some staff costs (up to two permanent positions) and a newsletter, giving it a certain
amount of security and continuity.60 The Active Museum in these ways became a
routinized player in Berlin politics, has professionalized its operation in terms of exhibit
standards and public image, and was increasingly seen as an acceptable partner for
authorities. Christine Fischer-Defoy, one of the most committed leaders of the group, in
fact married the Berlin cultural senator (1991-1996) Ulrich Roloff-Momin.61 Today, it has
its offices and archive in the building of the Memorial to German Resistance (GDW) and
cooperates often with the GDW and other resident groups.62

The creation of the Topography Foundation in 1992 had brought up the question of the
continued existence of the Active Museum. Its already expanded set of activities did
provide a new (if less dramatic and visible) purpose. According to Fischer-Defoy, these
self-directed projects allowed the Active Museum to implement the principles that did not
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find their way into the official memorial institution.63 Nevertheless, the bitterness and
unwillingness to compromise that Haß identified was displayed by some members and
meant a serious crisis for the group. According to founding member and former leader of
the Active Museum Gerhard Schoenberner, some activists had harbored the illusion that
they would be able to run the newly created organization.64 The longer the Topography of
Terror Foundation existed, the more established it was as a player in local and federal
memorial politics. This was increasingly recognized by other stakeholders and by the
media, shifting clout and public visibility away from the citizens’ initiatives. During this
time, Foundation leaders made plain that they had the exclusive authority to speak for the
Topography.65

Since this period of institutional flux in the early 1990s (including the 1994 decision of
the federal government to finance 50% of the Topography budget), a workable
institutional structure has been established for the Foundation. Its current leaders stress
the formal integration of civil society advocates into the structure, as well as the
continuing philosophical commitment of the “Topo” to Movement principles. According
to Thomas Lutz, a former activist and long-time leader of the Gedenkstätten-Referat (a
kind of memorial coordinating office), the legal framework – a public foundation –
means that administrative representatives must always hold a majority of votes in the
governing bodies of the Foundation. However, the balance of power within Topography
committees is 4:3 – the highest ratio of civil society representatives that is legally
allowed. These members are provided by Central Council of Jews, the Active Museum,
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as well as the international advisory committee to the Topography. The participation of
these institutions, however, is not laid down in the rules.66 In many other public memorial
foundations, for instance those in charge of concentration camp memorials in other parts
of Germany, the ratio is 9:1, meaning the sole civic member is easily outvoted.

In practice, activist members in the Topography often end up representing the entire
organization to the public or other institutions. For Lutz, this means not only actual power
within the Topography but also a different atmosphere among its staff and
representatives.67 Topography Director Andreas Nachama acknowledges that when it
comes to financial questions the federal and Berlin representatives have the last say but
argues that this power is offset by the civic initiatives and experts present in the
Foundation’s governing council.68 Topography leaders no longer regard the Active
Museum as a competing entity. Nachama argues that the involvement of activists is an
intentional “interlinking through individuals” and calls the group a “sister organization.”69
Lutz regards the Active Museum a “circle of supporters” [Förderverein] that can take
action on behalf of the Topography when problems arise.70 In other words, the
Topography can in this way benefit from civil society strategies that are not open to a
formal institution. Fischer-Defoy, who insists on the Active Museum’s independence and
critical stance toward the Foundation, may reject such a division of roles.
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Topography staff and civic activists proudly emphasize the influence of the Active
Museum in particular and initiatives in general in the development and nature of the
Foundation. Outside observers cite especially the work of the Gedenkstättenreferat as an
example of civil society driven work from within an institution.

This entity was first founded under the auspices of Action Reconciliation/Service for
Peace (ASF), a nominally Christian organization involved in memory work since the
1950s. When ASF ran out of funds, the Referat migrated to the Topography where it has
considerably greater means at its disposal.71 It works to coordinate memorial institutions
and activists in Germany and internationally, organizes workshops, publishes a newsletter
for the memorial community, and runs a well-frequented website.72 In the recent press
coverage on the occasion of the new Topography of Terror building, the importance of
citizen initiatives was highlighted, indicating that these groups have made their way into
the official narrative of the institution. For Topography staff, references to these civic
origins provide a sense of grounding in society and the reassurance that they have not
become the type of state representatives that some of them fought against in the early
1980s. For the activists, the public recognition of their contribution is crucial to
reinforcing their own role in memory politics and to their self-image of having achieved
some level of success – despite continuing frustration with the institutional arrangements.
In sum, the relationship between state and civil society in the arena of the Topography
today is complex and not easily painted in black and white. Neither side is maliciously
exploiting or dominating the other – I would argue that the players involved genuinely
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respect and value each other. But neither does either side neglect its interests in selfpreservation and image-cultivation.

Since the mid-2000s, the Topography of Terror Foundation has expanded its range of
activities, functioning both as an umbrella for various memorial spaces aside from the
Gestapo Terrain, and as a host to debates about commemoration. The complex
relationship with civil society has remained. However, because its institutional clout and
responsibility has been amplified, it is increasingly seen by activists as a regular and
unwieldy state institution – notwithstanding Topography staff’s self-understanding as a
civically-driven organization.

Officially, the function of the Foundation is to convey historical knowledge about the
Nazi regime and its crimes, as well as evoke an active confrontation with this past (and
its silencing after 1945). It is also tasked with providing counsel to Berlin authorities on
related issues, collecting relevant materials in its archive and library, being present in
national and international forums, and helping to coordinate the German memorial
community. As an institution in the German capital, it is explicitly identified as an entity
whose meaning reaches beyond the local context and is representative of the Federal
Republic’s approach to the past.73

In recent years, this mandate has been interpreted more expansively, indicating a certain
drive to claim a broader influence on the memorial scene. In March 1999, the Foundation
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erected an information column at the Rosenstrasse, where women had in 1943
courageously protested the deportation of their Jewish husbands (see Chapter 6). Since
then, more information panels have been inaugurated for instance at the site of a
synagogue in Berlin-Wilmersdorf and in Berlin-Steglitz at the location of an SS
administrative building where the concentration camps had been overseen.74 Furthermore,
the Topography has actively intervened in ongoing memorial debates, such as that over a
more appropriate memorial marking the site where the Nazi program of “euthanasia” was
planned. This “T4 Aktion” named after the villa in the Tiergartenstrasse No.4 was first
commemorated there through pressure from the Berlin History Workshop and others in
the mid-1980s (see Chapter 5), but never resulted in a publicly visible space. In 2007, the
Topography initiated a series of “round tables” among victim representatives, civic
activists, experts, and officials in order to publicize the dearth of memory and come up
with a plan for action. In 2009, the Berlin Senate Administration for City Development
integrated the site into a “cultural master plan” for the area and announced a design
competition.75 Through these activities, the Foundation has worked to network and
organize disparate societal actors in order to promote memorialization and has thus
functioned as a mediator between civil society and institutions. At the same time,
however, this has amounted to an augmentation of power of the Topography as a player
in memory politics – a position that is viewed critically by civil society activists. This
dynamic was especially evident in the process of commemorating the history of Nazi
forced labor in Berlin.
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In 1993, the Berlin History Workshop together with the Bund der Antifaschisten (Union
of Anti-Fascists) in Berlin-Treptow first alerted the public to the existence of the
“forgotten camp” in Berlin-Niederschöneweide, a neighborhood in the south-eastern part
of the city. This complex is the only remaining intact former labor camp of over 3000
erected by the Nazis in Berlin. Though the site received protected status in 1995, it was
not until 2004 that the city voted to create an official memorial there.76 In the interim,
civil society activists pressured authorities to take action to create a documentation
center. Furthermore, the Arbeitskreis Berliner Regionalmuseen (ABR – Working Group
of Berlin Regional Museums) developed both individual exhibits on particular
neighborhoods and a joint display on forced labor in Berlin. This was a significant move
to publicize the topic, as well as support the work of already existing initiatives.77 The
Berlin History Workshop (as well as some smaller groups) put together an independent
archive on forced labor in Berlin and established contact and organized visits with former
forced laborers. In 2001, they helped found an association specifically to agitate for a
documentation center.78 This “Förderverein” (support association), and especially its
head Cord Pagenstecher, became the driving force behind the documentation center. In
2001, the Berlin parliament officially recognized the efforts of the History Workshop and
the Förderverein.79 In April 2005, the Topography of Terror took over administrative
leadership for the documentation center and it was opened to the public in summer 2006.
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In this way, the Topography was made home to another memorial that would not have
existed without civil society activism. According to long-time observer of Berlin memory
politics and Active Museum supporter Stefanie Endlich,
Without the [Berlin History Workshop], the Topography would never have been asked,
would not have been interested as an institution, to administer this memorial “Forced
Labor Camp Schöneweide.” […] As such, civic engagement flowed directly into the
Topography. The Topography would never have become involved with this site of its
own accord, but because there where people inside and outside the Topography who
80
pushed from below, we now have this memorial.

In other words, though there were Topography staff who continued to recognize and ally
with initiative demands, the innovative force clearly came from outside the institution.
Though the activists were pleased with their success in realizing the memorial, they were
frustrated by the way in which the decision-making process about the site was handled
once the Topography was in charge. Lutz acknowledged this conflict and explained it
through disappointed expectations on the part of the activists:
There are always problems when you transition from a large initiative to a small
institution because […] when the small institution comes, the initiatives disintegrates to
some extent because the assumption is: we now have someone to take care of this. Since
the institutional stance is in the end different from the civic one, […] such expectations
81
simply cannot be met by an institution.

The activists’ account of the dispute was more specific and involved frustration over
being excluded from the formal decision-making about Schöneweide. Gisela Wenzel and
Angela Martin, both long-time activists in the Berlin History Workshop, argued that the
Topography sneakily withdrew voting rights in the governing council of the development
documentation center from the Workshop and Förderverein. After they protested, they
were granted guest status which was interpreted as an image-saving but essentially
80
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meaningless concession. The initiatives had become a mere veneer to feign civic
connectivity.82 Moreover, the activists were dissatisfied that they were denied
employment opportunities in the new memorial. Particularly Pagenstecher, who had been
so instrumental in making the memorial happen, should in their eyes have been a serious
contender for the position of Director. Instead, a woman unconnected to the struggle to
achieve the site got the job.83 Gisela Wenzel told me that “when a movement initiates
something that then becomes institutionally relevant, then I believe those people who
have been engaged should also have the opportunity to work there professionally. These
institutions should open up and not merely take these ideas and then pursue only their
own corporative interests.”84

These activists’ discontent, then, is not an outcome merely of professional ambitions –
though these may at times play a role. Rather, the participation of individuals with a wellestablished History Movement background are thought to make for different kinds of
institutions, ones that continue to implement Movement principles and maintain an open
institutional structure for activists to participate in. These are probably the kinds of
expectations that Lutz regards as unrealistic. Furthermore, the presence of former
activists in institutions is itself no guarantee of grounding in civil society contexts.
Memorial staff usually becomes professionally immersed in institutional frameworks, so
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that their grounding in civil society weakens as their identification with the institution
increases.85

In sum, the success of the History Movement and later initiatives in advocating and
creating memorial institutions is somewhat ambivalent. On the one hand, the Topography
of Terror, the Documentation Center on Forced Labor, and similar memory sites would
not have existed without the sustained pressure of these activists. Through their influence
on public debates and through the participation of some of their members in these new
institutions, key principles and topics have found their way to the center of the German
commemorative landscape. On the other hand, the lack of direct influence on institutions,
the insufficient implementation of principles, as well as the perceived consolidation of
power on the part of these expanding institutions is frustrating to activists. The more
resigned civil society becomes to their loss of clout, the less innovative and widelysupported memory initiatives are likely to become.

The story of the Active Museum and the Topography of Terror is an especially
instructive instance of the institutionalization of memory through History Movement
activism. Since this story unfolded over the entire lifetime of the History Movement and
into the present, it has allowed me to examine the larger development and impact of the
History Movement even after its decline. Moreover, the Topography memorial holds
special significance due to its location in the new German (and formerly Nazi) capital for
our understanding of German and Berlin memory politics. With this case study in mind, I
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now turn to providing a more general analysis of the modes in which the History
Movement and its objectives were institutionalized and therefore live on in altered form.

7.3 The Shadow State: Hybrid Memory Institutions
In my account of the Topography of Terror, I stress the complexity of the relationship
between civic activists and Foundation representatives today. Unlike during the 1980s,
when official institutions were clearly (though sometimes falsely) identified as the
opponent by the History Movement, those institutions that were created as part of their
struggle exhibit a hybrid nature. As the case study of the Berlin History Workshop
exemplifies, many activists have acquired positions in memorial institutions and
museums – some of them positions of considerable influence (Table 5.1). In this capacity,
former activists continue to implement some of the principles which were formative for
them – they investigate local pasts, practice oral history, and try to open the institutions to
civil society input. For this reason, and because many institutions were the direct or
indirect results of History Movement action, their governing structures, aesthetic, and
mission statements also distinguish them from institutions created “top down.” The
proximity of many of the memorial staff to civil society – and sometimes their dual
affiliation – means that these organizations function as links or mediators between
activists and state authorities. Furthermore, these institutions have taken on tasks that
were formerly performed by civil society actors. Though their greater funding and
administrative capacity has made these institutions often more effective at implementing
History Movement objectives, they are neither static nor inevitably committed to such
principles. Their growth, the changing identity of their staff, and their integration into the
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state apparatus means that they are not immune to the representative interests of their
employer and to tendencies of bureaucratization.

Michael Brown has conceptualized organizations that exhibit a hybrid position in
between state and civil society as the “shadow state,” where “relations of state and civil
society weave together.”86 In a very different context, Brown has found dynamics similar
to those operative in German memory politics. He argues that, in response to what
activists identify as unacceptable levels of state inaction, civic organizations take the
roles that later become integrated into the state apparatus. As demand for particular
policies or services grow, institutions tap into existing civil society infrastructures and
provides funding and recognition. These organizations consequently take on a partial
state-identity as they become mediators between citizens and official policy. But they
also retain crucial civic characteristics – including activist staff, principles, structures, and
atmospheres. Such organizations are often highly effective in addressing the needs they
identified in the first place, but they are also potentially compromised by their
institutional integration.87

Apart from large and unique memory institutions such as the Topography and prominent
monuments that do not require the continuing attention of institutions (other than physical
maintenance), the History Movement has made an impact on two key types of
institutions: local museums and “Gedenkstätten” (memorials, usually at authentic
locations).
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Neither Gedenkstätten nor local museums can be financially independent. Their mandate
of political education, their frequent lack of prominent location, and their narrow
audience (compared to some of the more well-known and large museums) means that
their budgets must be supplied through public funds.88 Their existence is dependent upon
the state’s recognition that they provide an indispensible public and cultural service. This
commitment was not always present. Many of the smaller regional museums, especially
in Berlin, emerged in the same context and through some of the same protagonists as the
History Movement,89 and they had to work hard to secure permanent funding. The
Gedenkstätten likewise expanded significantly under pressure from this Movement and
did not acquire federal funding as places of “pan-state” importance [gesamtstaatliche
Bedeutung] until after unification.

Due to their origins in civil society action, sometimes against the considerable resistance
of authorities, these institutions are “hybrid” in nature, exhibiting components of both
state and civil society. In Brown’s sense of a shadow state,90 they administer memorials
and historical education on behalf of the state, but they do so while projecting a non-state
image, both to themselves and to the outside world. This hybridity makes them able to
undertake memory work that is in many ways civic in character. Their state affiliation
affords them extensive resources, official support, and symbolic importance. At the same
time however, they are at times hampered by their attachment to the state and the
requirements of official representation. The hybridity of institutions such as the
88
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Topography, local museums, and Gedenkstätten is manifested in the people who work at
them, in the kinds of tasks performed by them, and by the mediator role they play.

7.3.1

Staff in hybrid institutions

Activists from the History Movement have found employment in local museums,
Gedenkstätten and larger memorial institutions – both in positions of leadership and in
lower-level research or educational posts. Michael Brown’s explanation for why former
volunteers often become paid staff in the shadow state holds true here:
People acquire skills and specialized information while volunteering that make them
appropriate candidates to hire. Often by volunteering they more readily hear about job
openings. The increasing willingness of the state to fund projects or contracts means
more people can be paid to do work that either had not been done before or had been
done by volunteers. Most importantly, there is a greater demand for shadow-state
91
services.

History Movement members developed historical expertise and practical skills in making
the kinds of exhibitions that were in increasing demand since the mid-1980s.
Furthermore, and this also corresponds to Brown’s findings, these activists continue to be
highly motivated by what they see as their personal responsibility to commemorate and
educate about the past. Getting paid to do this does not change their principled
commitment – in fact, it allows them to spend more time on memory work.92 In my
interviews, I asked the standard question about civic activism next to their official
capacities. More often than not, state employees responded that engaging with civil
society and attending public meetings was part of their job as well as their personal
interest: they did not neatly distinguish between their roles as state actors and citizens.
For Thomas Lutz, the idea of playing off the state against citizen initiatives was
91
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“nonsense.”93 As Brown points out, the distinction between state and civil society, or
between bureaucrat and activist, is not empirically borne out in the arena of the shadow
state. Hybrid memorial institutions have become spaces where “relations of state and
civil society weave together.”94

Numerous of my interviewees argued that the Movement “lives on” through these
individuals in these organizations.95 As a result, such institutions have a lesser need to be
pressured “from below.” The former activists not only try to implement a cooperative
working environment, but continue to understand their work as a contribution to
emancipatory memory work.96 One of their major goals is not merely to investigate and
exhibit history in a critical manner, but to open the museum/memorial to the public and to
tap into existing societal developments. For example, the Kreuzberg Museum – in
addition to its efforts to lay Stolpersteine and examine the history of protest movements –
has cooperated closely with its immigrant community to develop exhibits and events on
the issues of migration and diversity.97 Salient topics are thus supposed to emerge from
the community, rather than from museum professionals. The museum infrastructure is
supposed to enable community-driven projects. Local museums in particular carefully
cultivate relationships with neighborhood schools, initiatives, and political players.
According to Norbert Kampe, Director of the House of the Wannsee Conference
memorial, his staff display a commitment to their workplace that is above and beyond a
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normal job – they are willing to work long hours and collectively assure that the
memorial is running smoothly.

Their commitment to civil society and their self-image as activists-at-heart
notwithstanding, memorial leaders and staff have become settled in a comfortable statusquo. Their progressive identity is likely reinforced by colleagues with a similar
background and by the important role they have come to play in the German memorial
scene. However, critics point out that many of the former protagonists have lost their
critical edge and the ability to recognize new trends and needs in political education.98
Gabriele Camphausen, who has worked in several key Berlin institutions, analyzes this
contradictory attitude:

I think that some representatives, especially those socialized during the foundational
period (Gründerjahre) in the 1970s/80s, did not or even still do not see themselves as
representatives of the state, because the state, of the FRG: the state as such was not
something to which you profess allegiance unequivocally. Thus, state administration is
automatically to be regarded with suspicion. They have seen themselves as
representatives of a special culture, their own culture. On the one hand, their really
outstanding initiative and commitment contributed decively to the development of a vivid
memory culture, but on the other hand you can’t ignore the menace of becoming selfsatisfied and self-righteous. Success may tempt you to think that you now have unfailing
insights. Unfortunately, the development of memory initiatives themselves has not been
critically reflected upon so far. Future generations will do this job, I’m sure. It is essential
to be aware that civic initiatives as well as our memory culture have to develop further –
we cannot stop here. Every generation has its own special questions, looks for its own
access – and this process is elementary. Memory culture must not end as power politics,
claiming a monopoly on the one and only correction opinion or way to commemorate.
99
Memory culture thrives on multiple perspectives and on critical self-examination.

In other words, despite the fact that former activists who work in memorials may not
view themselves as state representatives and may genuinely attempt to implement History
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Movement ideas, they are nevertheless subject to the classic “corrupting influence” of
power. They adopt the interests of the organization, as well as the needs of their own
power preservation, as a top priority. It is not surprising, then, that those activists who
remain outside of institutional boundaries are frustrated with their former comrades –
despite the undeniable successes of the memorial institutions in publicizing a critical
approach to the past. Not unexpectedly the hybrid nature of these institutions has
produced tensions in the work and identity of the individuals that have traversed the
space from movement to institution. They are a representation of the movement’s
profound success; but they are also practical examples of its normalization and
integration into the status quo – a situation they would once have rejected as blunting the
movement’s critical edge. Whether this represents progress or failure lies in the eye of
the beholder.

7.3.2

Memory work in hybrid institutions

Indeed, local museums, Gedenkstätten, and other institutions have taken on tasks that
were previously performed or begun by civil society initiatives. Topography of Terror’s
initiative to bring together those interested in memorializing the T4 site more adequately,
as well as its informational panels in various locations, are good examples. Moreover,
hybrid institutions work with methods championed by the Movement – oral history, selfreflection, public participation, and so forth. Udo Gößwald described his work in the
Neukölln Museum in contradistinction to conventional museums:
This defines our work: the interaction with concrete people, recording their biography,
collecting their objects, and thereby creating a kind of connection. So this is a very
concrete cooperation, which of course draws its own audience at every exhibit opening.
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[…] This is therefore really a citizen-oriented museum and history work – it has its own
character that does not take place in the large museums.100

Local museums in particular have become known in their neighborhoods as a first point
of contact – both for local civic groups and local parliaments and officials – to put
together an exhibit or help erect a memorial.101 In Berlin, the most comprehensive
instance is their work on Nazi forced labor. In response to federal debates about financial
compensation for forced laborers, members of the Working Group of Local Museums
(ABR) argued that such an approach to the issue was degrading and did not account for
the many individual fates involved.102 In response, local museums not only organized a
joint exhibit and locally specific ones but also embraced activities that were taking place
in the realm of civil society. In Berlin-Spandau, the museum leadership counseled and
aided an artist who had created a memorial to forced laborers as part of an initiative.103 In
Berlin-Pankow, the museum not only collected and exhibited the biographies of forced
laborers but also made explicit the connection of former sites of Nazi forced labor to the
present neighborhood – very much in sync with the History Movement’s idea of evoking
links between past and present.104 Regional museums, particularly the Kreuzberg
Museum in Berlin, have played an important role in organizing and coordinating the
Stolperstein project.105 In these ways, these institutions have had a profound influence on
the local landscape of memory, as well as upholding less permanent ongoing historical
work.
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With the wide variety and expanding range of tasks for hybrid memory institutions, they
have almost inevitably grown or been consolidated into larger entities. The latter was the
case after the restructuring of Berlin administrative districts: The museum in Prenzlauer
Berg also became responsible for Pankow and Weissensee, and Friedrichshain became
part of the Kreuzberg Museum’s jurisdiction. The effects of growth and consolidation are
of course divergent in some ways. The expansion of an entity like the Topography or a
Gedenkstätte brings increased funding and staff, as well as greater outreach capacity and
more public visibility. Another advantage is usually the improvement of facilities – both
material resources and office spaces. The administrative consolidation of museums by
contrast means reduced overall budgets for local history work and a smaller overall staff.
However, both developments bring with them a greater degree of bureaucratization of
memory work, a decline in the informal relationships which had buoyed the History
Movement, and larger hurdles to the participation of non-professionals. As Brown notes,
such a shift contributes to making a (memorial) institution appear more like a shadow
state than like a community organization.106

Nevertheless, Gedenkstätten and local museums distinguish themselves from
“conventional” state agencies through their organizational structure which seeks to
formally integrate civil society representatives. Furthermore, some staff continue to
represent civil society in some forums. I have described this with respect to the
Topography of Terror Foundation. Christian Staffa, Managing Director of long-standing
the civic organization Action Reconciliation/Service for Peace (ASF), told me:
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Well, you can’t style [durchstylen] a Gedenkstätte like a ministry. They use their
organizational form as a protective shield to some extent – which is not typical for a state
organization. This is expressed in various constructions – in the House of the Wannsee
Conference, in their governing council or curatorium there are representatives of societal
groups. In the international memorial council [internationaler Gedenkstätten-Beirat] in
Brandenburg, Thomas Lutz is our representative for the ASF, not the Topo for example.
Such constructions show an acceptance that these could not become pure governmental
organizations. And you can feel this in how these institutions function – some of the
107
“NGO-flair” is still present there.

7.3.3

Hybrid institutions as mediators

The complex and hybrid nature of these institutions allows them to act as a kind of
mediator between the state – embodied by federal and local agencies, parliaments, and
governments – and civil society groups. They are seen by grassroots initiatives as “closer
to the ground” and are more easily trusted than an entity that is closely identified with the
state – such as the German Historical Museum (DHM) or the Foundation which runs the
Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe.

Again, the Topography is a clear example of adopting the part of a moderator.
Correspondingly, Bernt Roder of the Prenzlauer Berg Museum describes his task as
creating a “membrane” between civic engagement and state actors.108 The creation of a
memorial at the site of a former Soviet prison (Haus 3) on Prenzlauer Allee is an example
of the Museum’s role. In response to pressure from former prisoners, the local parliament
tasked the Museum with researching the history of the site and marking it. Meanwhile, a
citizens’ initiative was founded and triggered a lively debate not only on how this
location should be commemorated but on the basic question of how the immediate post107
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war period and the actions of Soviet authorities should be evaluated. The memorialization
process was complicated by the fact that the local government was represented by the
post-communist party (PDS) which had a very different historical interpretation than the
victims of the prison and were mistrusted by them. Here, the Museum was pivotal in
mediating, organizing exchanges, and coming up with a mnemonic solution. Since there
was no consensus on the meaning of the site, it was decided that the memorial, for which
an artistic competition was announced in 2002, should allow for both reflection about the
prison and various interpretations.109 The winning design is made up of a banner on the
building on which questions are meant to evoke reflection. In addition, there are two
information panels, as well as plans for regular events with witnesses.

Images 7.9 and 7.10: Haus 3 Memorial on Prenzlauer Allee. The banner reads: “who disappeared in the
110
cellar?”

Roder’s museum is also cognizant of the weaker civic infrastructure that is present in
East Germany as compared to the West and seeks to support its strengthening. Similarly,
Günter Morsch, Director of the Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp Memorial, as well as
of the Foundation which administers memorials in the state of Brandenburg, works to
foster a network of initiatives surrounding the Gedenkstätte. This involves an internet
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platform for initiatives, as well as help publicizing their events, and organizing annual
conferences for networking and where the memorial seeks to convey its expertise to
initiatives, for instance on interviewing techniques or archeology. “We see ourselves as a
service agency,” says Morsch.111

The Memorial to German Resistance (GDW), an institution founded in the 1950s, but
that reinvented itself as a more open venue in the 1980s, provides expertise, joint
projects, and even office space to initiatives, including the Active Museum, the Union of
the Persecuted of the Nazi Regime (VVN-BdA), “Against Forgetting, For Democracy,”
the International Auschwitz Committee, and the coordination office for Stolpersteine in
Berlin. Johannes Tuchel, Director of GDW, understands his institution as a kind service
and support entity. “This means we do not understand ourselves as purely a state agency,
but rather we work very consciously with these associations according to their ideas and
substantive guidelines and we support them a little with our know-how.” Tuchel stresses
that there is no attempt to influence or dominate these groups, but rather to foster
common workspaces, the use of a library, and rooms for events in order to encourage an
exchange about memory politics.112

The lasting success of the History Movement has been to make its brand of critical
memory into a mainstream endeavor and to persuade state entities to take on the task of
confronting the Nazi past in a continuous manner. Because a major linchpin of the
Movement was suspicion vis-à-vis state authority, an acceptable way of organizing state
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funded memory work has been to create or transform institutions and locate them at the
intersection of state and society: to create a “shadow state” sector to run memorials,
provide for discussion, and even innovate in the memory field. Such hybrid institutions –
Gedenkstätten, local museums, and other memorials emerging out of civic activism –
have taken over tasks from mnemonic civil society, provided services to activists, and
acted as mediators. Their staff, principles, and atmosphere often hark back to activist
times.

Shadow state memory organizations have been arguably more effective and visible in
their memory work than an autonomous social movement could have been. And in a
sense, because state actors now undertake commemoration in the way that the Movement
argued was its responsibility all along, the raison d’être of the History Movement might
be argued to have disappeared. Indeed, those who have taken salaried positions in these
institutions usually identify simultaneously with the institution and their civil society
background and see the same principles embodied in their professional work. Though
they have accepted the practical needs of professionalization and bureaucratization, they
see their work as an important contribution to democratic memory work. They are able to
communicate and work well with experts and other state actors and thus enhance their
effectiveness and clout in the field.

By contrast, activists do not always regard the development of the shadow state as an
unequivocal success as it has come with significant concessions and disappointments.
Those outside the institutions continue to view the state – including the shadow state –
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with a suspicious eye and maintain their role as “watchdogs” and innovators of new
memory concerns. They lament the decline in activist enthusiasm and atmosphere in
memory work today, as well as their lack of direct influence even on hybrid institutions.
They feel excluded from decision-making processes and structures, see that their former
fellow activists have become “professionals,” and criticize efforts to control public
memory on the part of the state. There is in fact evidence of hybrid organizations
migrating “out of the shadows” and become more “state-like:” some are displaying
tendencies to centralize control over memorials and becoming more concerned with their
own and other institutions’ representative needs. At the same time, state agencies are
concerned with fostering and creating a framework for civil society activity. The nature
of hybrid institutions is thus not set in stone, but subject to change.

7.4 The State and Memorial Institutions
German state actors exhibit two – on the surface contradictory – tendencies in their
dealings with civil society and hybrid institutions. On the one hand, they have taken on
public memory as a policy field by founding hybrid memorial institutions and taking over
tasks from civil society, but also by subtly but directly intervening in these institutions.
On the other hand, governments have increasingly tried to fund and foster civil society
organizations, and even helped to create some. While critics argue that this amounts to a
shirking of responsibility to deal with memory, it can also be seen as a way to frame and
thereby in some ways control the sphere of civil society. I illustrate these tendencies
through examples from recent Berlin memory politics.
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In my interviews, representatives of the state stressed how important civil society has
been to the development of the German memory landscape, as well as the limited role
that the state should play therein. Rainer Klemke, of the Berlin Senate Administration for
Culture, argued: “citizen initiatives are absolutely indispensable in the memorial arena.
Because, we also don’t want state prescribed commemoration! We can see how that went
wrong in the GDR with the antifascist memorial spaces Buchenwald and SachsenhausenRavensbrück.”113 In other words, the central involvement of civil society in memorial
institutions is seen as a guarantee for their autonomy from state direction. Federal
agencies similarly emphasize the limited role of the state. Christian Freiesleben, a staff
member of the Federal Cultural Ministry (BKM) and responsible particularly for GDR
memory, highlights the remoteness of statist interests [“Staatsferne”] in the cultural
politics at the federal level. Due to budgetary responsibility, decisions must ultimately be
taken by the Cultural Minister, but the Ministry does not prescribe an interpretation of
history. The Ministry “does not make memory policy; that would negate democracy.”114

When pressed on the details of the government’s dealings with memorial actors,
however, it becomes clear that the approach is not quite as hands-off as it appears on the
surface. Knut Nevermann, who was the Ministerial Director in the BKM until late 2005,
explains his conception of the state in this context to mean:
not a civil servant [Beamter] who run things, but in the sense of a cultural entity, meaning
autonomous and free, with a professional director, and surrounded by people that come
from supportive associations, victims organization etc. and who determine everything.
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The state should not tell them how to do things. God forbid. The state should tell them:
115
you are a professional, you are not a professional. But not more.

Gabrielle Camphausen, of the federal agency that administers the Stasi files (BStU),
makes a similar argument for limited intervention and notes the benefits of some
regulation for the functioning of memorial institutions:
I think that a little regulation or “sorting” – let’s call it that – can provide new impulses.
If you leave all these institutions, organizations, initiatives completely to their own
devices, I think that this leads to complacency and stagnation. To take a look every now
and again – the state provides the money after all, so I believe the state has the right to
see whether the money is being distributed effectively. The state does not control which
political messages are being conveyed – that would be enemy propaganda – that does not
take place, at least I have never experienced it. But it is appropriate to ask: how efficient
is this operation, how up-to-date is it, do we have a need for professionalization and
quality control? I think it is important for the state to pay attention to this, because the
institutions do not do this of their own accord. They may be mired in their everyday
challenges and there is also a reluctance to reveal one’s problems through self-criticism.
Here a little direction or a small intervention from the outside is needed to shake them up
116
a bit.

In my interactions with these officials, I have become convinced that they were genuinely
committed to granting these institutions substantive autonomy. Nevertheless, the
regulation of professional standards, as well as the funding decisions that are made, in
effect do directly regulate the mnemonic shadow state sphere, as well as the civil society
community. For example, in their assessment of some of the newer memory activists
concerned with the GDR past, some of these same officials note their lack of professional
standards as unacceptable. Activists that are excluded from state support through these
criteria in turn argue that their divergent style is a mark of their civic origins as well as
their rejection of state control.117
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In addition to interventions of the sort described by Camphausen, the state representatives
have made moves to create framework conditions within which civil society and
institutions must operate. Let me describe two key instances: that of civil support
initiatives and that of efforts to centralize structures through which memorials are
governed.
Recently, there have been efforts to transform the image of state agencies from that of
reluctant listeners to active supporters of civil society. This shift is apparent not only in
the memory field but more broadly. There has recently been a call to a “new spirit of
citizenship” (neue Ehrenamtlichkeit)118 and the federal government has created a
commission to draw up recommendations of how to encourage this. The commission
report calls for the “development of an encompassing culture of recognition, which
contributes to a sustained valuing, encouragement, and public visibility of civic
engagement.”119 The state, according to this document, must open itself to society,
institutionalize modes of participation, and impart responsibility to citizens, while
citizens for their part should voluntarily adopt some socially necessary tasks. The
commission posits a very harmonic and mutually supportive relationship, which makes
no mention of the role of civil society in keeping the state in check from an independent
vantage point.
Such encouragement of civil activity also exists on the local and regional level, where
citizenship prizes are being awarded by governments, and administrations engage in
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“participation management.”120 While civil society groups, among them those of the
History Movement, have benefited financially from such funding initiatives, they have
also lost in autonomy and critical potential. State actors may be able to use such an
intimate relationship with civil society as a way of legitimating their own actions, often
preventing citizens from being a highly disruptive (and corrective) force to government
policy. The ability of bureaucrats and politicians to argue that they have merely listened
to citizens and are implementing their wishes can take the wind out of opponents’ sails.
Sabine Weissler makes a distinction between genuine citizens’ initiatives and civic
engagement.
I think that civic engagement and citizens’ initiatives are different. Citizens’ initiatives
have a clearly traceable structural and organizational history in the Federal Republic. The
first citizens’ initiatives were not history initiatives, but were concerned with
environmental questions, the Startbahn West [a protest against a runway at Frankfurt
airport], the anti-nuclear movement – that’s where this form of political protest comes
from. This form was then appropriated by many causes, but it was always used by people
to represent their own interests. The term civic engagement is increasingly being used to
delegate responsibilities that the state no longer wants to honor. […] This is then
presented in rosy colors. Citizens’ initiatives define their own interests, and they are often
in opposition to those of the state. To struggle against them, with one’s own ideas, and to
want to push them through, that is a completely different thing than adopting tasks set by
121
the state.

In other words, when applying this critique to the erection of memorials, the argument
could be made that institutional reliance on civil society for the initiation and promotion
of remembrance is in a way a shirking of responsibility. Thomas Lutz has also noted that
civic engagement is touted particularly when state actors do not want to provide funding
to memory efforts.122
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A prominent example of this dynamic was the creation in 1997/98 of an association to
run the official Wall Memorial at Bernauer Strasse in Berlin. The Berlin government had
received the mandate from the federal level to create a documentation center on the
history and memory of the Berlin Wall at this location of both historical significance and
previous civic action.123 The cultural administration in Berlin first created a working
group in which it participated, but soon withdrew and encouraged the remaining
members to register the group as a civic association. Gabriele Camphausen, who took
part, notes that the participants were not particularly aware that “the state” was
outsourcing its responsibility, but merely saw the task at hand.124 She describes the
development as follows:
We had the state side, that recognized that something had to be done, but did not want to
get into that boat themselves. They delegated the whole thing to a private association
[Trägerverein], which provided financial support, but otherwise left us mostly to fend for
ourselves. And then this association generated such a powerful effect and so much public
attention, that the state felt pressure to become more involved after all. Consequently, the
small association was transformed into a public foundation, a foundation of the state of
Berlin partially financed at the federal level, a foundation analogous to the Topography of
Terror Foundation or the Memorial Berlin-Hohenschönhausen Foundation. Here, you can
125
see the very peculiar inter-weavings between state action and civic initiative.

Though formal institutions may try to outsource their memory “service obligations” to
the citizenry, then, the result is not necessarily an augmentation of power for civil
society. Furthermore, while providing funding, logistical support, and symbolic
encouragement, state representatives nevertheless seek to organize civil initiatives under
the auspices of hybrid institutions. As Knut Nevermann told me,
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I tend to think that initiatives should at some point be poured into a structure – at the
municipal, state, or federal level – a structure that is pluralistic and open, so that one can
build a memorial together with locally interested and engaged people. But at its core, I
think these structures should be the responsibility of the municipality or the state. Rarely
126
the federal level, except maybe in the capital.”

In his last point, Nevermann makes reference to the traditional division of labor in the
FRG whereby cultural matters are the concern of the regional states [Bundesländer].
However, he also indicates that the status of Berlin as the capital warrants special
intervention from the federal authorities.

An illustrative case of centralizing efforts vis-à-vis Berlin memorial institutions were
plans promoted under the tenure of Knut Nevermann in the BKM to create a federal
foundation that would incorporate all the large memorials focused on Holocaust memory.
This project would have included the Topography of Terror, the Memorial to German
Resistance (GDW), the Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe, and the House of the
Wannsee Conference. Though these plans have not been pursued further under the new
government since 2006, the lines of conflict which became evident in this context are
instructive as to the relationship between state actors, hybrid institutions, and civil
society.

All of these memorials already receive considerable federal funding as “Gedenkstätten
von gesamtstaatlicher Bedeutung” [memorials of pan-state importance]. According to
Nevermann, the goal was not to impede their autonomy but to combine them under one
administrative umbrella in order to improve coordination and a more cohesive image to
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outside audiences.127 This idea found supporters among some of the institution leaders –
notably Uwe Neumärker, Managing Director of the Foundation Memorial to the
Murdered Jews of Europe, and Johannes Tuchel, Director of the GDW. They stressed to
me the need to recognize the international significance of these spaces, as well as the
necessity to equip them to convey memory to new generations.128 Reinhard Rürup, the
former Scientific Director of the Topography also noted the importance of designating a
clear partner for comparable institutions in Jerusalem, Paris or London – though he
emphasized the continued validity of the principle of decentralization within such a
foundation.129

Most activists and memorial staff, however, responded negatively to consolidation plans.
Nevermann acknowledged their trepidation with respect to bureaucratization and powergrabbing and organized several meetings and colloquia to explain his reasoning and allay
fears.130 According to Andreas Eberhardt, Managing Director of the civic group Against
Forgetting, For Democracy, precisely those characteristics of the memorial institutions
which civil society advocates cherish are what cause difficulties for state representatives.
“I can imagine why Herr Nevermann thinks this is a good idea, because for a politician it
is always difficult to find the right interlocutor in and keep track of this diverse and
colorful landscape. I don’t believe that these plans are sensible. I think we are so vibrant
because there are many and diverse institutions.”131 Thomas Lutz was concerned that by
creating one administration for four institutions, the element of civic engagement would
127
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shrink down to one quarter and would be further removed from discourses within the
civil society community.132 Norbert Kampe, Director of the House of the Wannsee
Conference argued that the administrative staff in an organization like his is not easily
replicable through one in an umbrella bureaucracy. “My Administrative Director comes
in on the weekend if staff are sick, he runs our website, he speaks Hebrew and can help
out with visitors.” Kampe was worried that staff identification with the memorial would
wane if it became a larger organization.133 Christine Fischer-Defoy of the Active Museum
emphasized that the autonomy of institutions is crucial not only to their own functioning
but also for visitors to recognize diversity in memory. Furthermore, she explained the
principled aversion of activists against Nevermann’s plans as rooted in the History
Movement legacy:
For us, the fear was always great that a great big administrative head
[Verwaltungswasserkopf] with a foundation council will be imposed on us, and the
specific nature of the project will be lost. Especially in the context of the topic we are
focusing on, we have strong aversions against centralism, and a stronger need for
autonomy and direct democracy [Basisdemokratie], than for an administration from
above. [In the early years], we had fantasies of a transparent administration, where
everybody communicates with everybody and there are no hierarchies, because we said
that precisely because we are recalling a hierarchically structured system, we must do it
134
with an emancipatory approach and not with comparable administrative structures.

Though the umbrella foundation for Berlin Holocaust remembrance did not come to
fruition, such arrangements do exist in the realm of GDR memory (for instance one
consolidating the Berlin Wall memorial and the Refugee Camp memorial in
Marienfelde.)135 These administrative structures are not rejected outright, but memorial
leaders and activists are vigilant about meddling by politicians and the “politicization of
memorial institutions.” Günter Morsch, Director of the Sachsenhausen Concentration
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Camp Memorial, argues that the intervention of politics in hybrid memorials has
increased significantly:
Especially given the experience of the GDR, federal politics should not use the
Gedenkstätten as a forum; there should be no domination of content and no
instrumentalization. This restraint is being gradually given up in recent years. And the
organizational transformation of foundations that have since been newly created are
instructive here. Because in these foundations, the political parties are massively involved
– including in questions of content. Substantive issues are no longer decided in civil
society, but rather under the influence of politics – and they are growing increasingly
bold. They are thereby – and I preach this to politicians all the time, but I have the
impression that most of them do not listen – they are robbing these spaces of memory of
their emancipatory potential in the long-term. They are turning these spaces into spaces
of official state politics [Staatspolitik] and as a result, limiting and weakening the
emancipatory potential of civil society. This is of course an extremely dangerous and
difficult development for the Gedenkstätten, which is related to the paradigm shift in
German memory culture of 1989. It was clear to me personally, as an actor in this
process, that we were then playing – much like the sorcerer’s apprentice in Goethe – on
the keyboard [Klaviatur] of politics in order to professionalize these memorials. It was
urgently necessary to re-conceptualize these spaces, to restore them. […] We urgently
136
need civil society in order to apprehend this process in its tracks.

Andreas Nachama, Director of the Topography Foundation, concurs that the level of
intervention is now on the verge of going too far.137 Morsch argues that interventionism is
based on its desire for institutional legitimacy:
The state has an instrumental interest to derive its legitimation from the Gedenkstätten.
This applies to some extent to museums as well, but not as strongly as for Gedenkstätten.
The state has only recognized this need for legitimation in the past few years, but now its
political intervention is all the stronger. The more this is the case, the more we must refer
138
to the civil society origins of the West German Gedenkstätten-movement.

As is indicated in this quote, the role of hybrid institutions, as well as the civil society
activism that sustains them, is a dual and contradictory one. On the one hand, the civic
origins and flavor of the shadow state serve the representative needs of state agencies.
The History Movement was highly successful in sidelining the conventional governmentcentered culture of memory – where the commemoration of the past unapologetically
serves the glory of the state and the national community. The process of “working
136
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through” the Nazi past has led to an ingrained mistrust of top-down bureaucracies and the
state more generally. For these reasons, the legitimacy of official memory is derived
precisely from its emergence from the grassroots, from its authenticity, its lack of statist
pathos. As Uwe Neumärker contends, the norm over the years has become that memorial
initiatives emanate, not from the state, but from civic groups. This attitude “corresponds
to the basic character of this country.”139
On the other hand, activists and memorial staff with civic identities perceive the
worrisome intervention of state representatives and regard civil society as a bulwark
against the authorities. Such faith in civil society remains strong and sometimes betrays a
lack of reflection about the interwoven relationship between the state and civic
engagement. The mistrust of the state has at times resulted in an automatic trust of civil
society. For example, Andreas Nachama argues that “much like communicating pipes in
physics, if you put more civic engagement in on one side, more democracy will also
come out the other end.”140 This mind-set remains dominant in those hybrid memorial
institutions that emerged out of History Movement action – despite the fact that these
organizations maintain an at best tentative and at worst conflicted relationship with a new
generation of activists. Initiatives that emerged in order to advocate for the
commemoration of wrongdoings and resistance during East German communism have
become progressively more vocal in their demand for representation in the memory
landscape. But they have run into considerable resistance from those whose political
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socialization was defined by the struggle to commemorate the Holocaust.141 Though some
GDR memory activists have established cooperative relationships with longer-standing
memorial institutions and have found their way into public space, others have rattled the
memory community with their unfamiliar rhetoric. Martin Sabrow, a Professor who led a
federal commission to devise a comprehensive plan for GDR commemoration, went so
far as to identify civil society as potentially dangerous:
We need to free civil society actors from their halos and detach ourselves from the old
concern that the state is evil, society is good and emancipation means participation and
grassroots activity from below. We will then see that in the current memory culture,
societal actors are often equipped with a less sophisticated sense for the deliberative
rights of others than state entities. This is of course related to the fact that state and
parties are subject to a balance of powers: there is the government, the opposition, the
public. A societal group that forms an association does not have this and I therefore
believe – to put it drastically – that memory culture today is endangered less by the state
and more through the uncontrolled growth of civil society actors. Of course these should
not be curtailed – they are very important – but one has to find regulatory arrangements
through which a plurality of opinions can be articulated and one group cannot advance its
142
own interpretation through political power.

7.5 Conclusion
The Topography of Terror serves as an instructive example of a hybrid institution that
was founded in response to pressure from the History Movement in the 1980s. It is a
particular important case because of its historical significance and its location in the heart
of the German capital. With it, I sought to depict how such institutions’ activist staff,
their structures, their principles, their practical memory work, and their mediating role
situate them in the realm of the “shadow state.” Through the foundation of such
intermediary institutions, the German state has succeeded in taking on the responsibility
141
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for its past without thereby seeking full control of memory politics. The civic identity of
key memorials is thus pivotal both to their legitimacy in the eyes of activists and to their
representative nature. The contemporary institutional landscape of memory can be seen
as a key long-term success for the History Movement – notwithstanding the decline of the
Movement itself.

And yet, a critical reading of current memory politics is warranted. In this chapter, I have
sought to highlight the complexity of the relationship between civil society and state in
the memory realm. Though even during the 1980s, the strict opposition between History
Movement and the state was overdrawn, the self-righteousness of the Movement was to a
great extent well-founded. At its inception, the Movement overwhelmingly faced
resistance from officials and rightly criticized their reluctance to confront the Nazi past
and its lessons for the present. From this experience and their grounding in left-wing
ideology, the activists derived a principled suspicion of the state and of centralized
power. This socialization lingers in many activists’ dealings with institutions today and
has even found its way into the institutions themselves: civic identity is seen as a
guarantee against state control and officials stress a virtually universally positive role for
civil society. State actors actively support civic initiatives symbolically and financially.

However, when examined at close range, civil society groups are neither always
automatically a positive force, nor are they always trusted by officials or (former)
activists. State agencies routinely intervene in civil society and hybrid institutions by
setting professional standards, practicing quality control, and making funding decisions.
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The established standards of official commemoration today were developed with great
input from the History Movement. But institutions, just like public memory, are subject
to change and so these standards impede new generations of activists from accessing
official support and public recognition.

The larger conclusion from my research is that an analytical separation between civil
society and state in the memory field makes little sense empirically. People and even
institutional structures shift between spheres and blur the lines between actors. Neither
state nor society is a monolithic or straightforward actor – it must be disaggregated in
order to be understood. Civil society is neither automatically a bulwark against the state
nor the means to make the state a democratic memory provider. Though many would like
to hold up German memory culture as a model, civil society is no easy fix for any
society’s problems with the past. In this sense, the History Movement’s call to focus on
the process of memorialization and see it as a continuous responsibility of all members of
society rings all the more true.
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Chapter 8:
Conclusion

8.1 A new round of memorial activism
In the summer of 2005, bulldozers rolled into Checkpoint Charlie to remove over one
thousand black crosses marked with the names of those who had lost their lives trying to
overcome the Berlin Wall. The memorial was located in the very center of the German
capital, on privately owned property, adjacent to what had been the main checkpoint for
foreigners travelling in and out of East Berlin. Former political prisoners in the German
Democratic Republic (GDR) and other memory activists chained themselves to the
crosses, but could not prevent their destruction. The “Freedom Memorial” had been
erected in 2004 by Alexandra Hildebrandt, the controversial director of the nearby
Museum “House at Checkpoint Charlie,” as well as supportive grassroots groups, made
up mostly of former GDR prisoners. For the duration of its existence, the cross memorial
was the most prominent GDR memory space in the city.

Images 8.1 and 8.2: Checkpoint Charlie during the cross memorial installation and former prisoners chain
themselves to the crosses to prevent their removal1

1

http://www.uokg.de/cms/ (last accessed 15 June 2008)
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Checkpoint Charlie, with Hildebrandt’s Museum, is by far the most well-known and
visited memory site recalling the Wall in Berlin. However, neither the museum, nor the
temporary memorial installation, were initiated or supported by state institutions. The
memory activists responsible argued that – since the authorities were obviously not
interested in commemorating this element of Germany’s past – they themselves had to
step up and fill the void. Indeed, despite the existence of a range of historically important
memory sites – including the former Stasi prison in Hohenschönhausen and the official
Wall memorial at Bernauer Strasse – none of them was placed in a central location
frequented by tourists.

Officials and established memorial experts – most of whom had been socialized during
the struggle to confront the Nazi past in public and many of whom were adherents of the
History Movement – rejected these concerns. They argued that the status of GDR
commemoration was based on the authentic geography of historical events – many of the
key sites of GDR power were not in the city center. They were also mindful of Berliners’
need to move on after decades of separation. Furthermore, they derided the activists’
memorial as overly emotional and not historically accurate: the exact number of Wall
dead remained a matter of dispute, and Checkpoint Charlie had in fact only seen a few
escape attempts. This response reflected the History Movement’s norms of
decentralization,

authenticity,

and

anti-monumentalism

as

they

had

become

institutionalized. Representatives of what was now the mainstream of public memory did
not discount the GDR victims’ stake in the matter of memorialization, but they
maintained the matter had to be approached on the basis of professional standards and
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through the “proper” channels of deliberation. Of course, pursuing such channels could
have had the effect of altering the mnemonic outcome.

The activists were exasperated by the official response. Not only was the state shirking its
responsibility to honor the dead and provide memory spaces for Berliners and tourists, it
was not recognizing the efforts of a genuine civic initiative. As Hildebrandt told me:
If we build a memorial on the street, with our own strength, without applying for tax
funds, that is wonderful, you have to be happy and grateful, and thank us for this. This is
not private remembrance, this is public. […] There is civic engagement, but there is no
private remembrance. There is civic engagement and there are monuments built by the
state.2

The memory activists’ disappointment with and distrust of the state was palpable. In this
and other interviews, I repeatedly encountered these groups’ suspicion toward the federal
and local governments which they regard as infiltrated with Stasi spies and, in any case,
uninterested in representing the severity of repression in East Germany. The leftist
representatives of memorial institutions are routinely accused of having been “blind on
the left eye” – both during the Cold War and now. These sentiments come with a basic
reluctance to work according to the regular bureaucratic rules and rhetoric of German
memory politics. For instance, the group run by Hildebrandt refuses to register as a public
association in order to avoid control by the state. Moreover, these activists fundamentally
reject the understated memorial aesthetic which has become the norm since the late 1980s
in West Germany. Such designs are viewed as ill-suited for evoking the kinds of
emotions that can prevent a repetition of the past. Officially sanctioned remembrance is

2
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thus seen as inadequate or even dangerous. Hildebrandt and others regard it as their duty
to remain autonomous and rattle the consensus through high-profile memory actions.3

Interestingly, despite the fact that all the mainstream and government actors dismissed
the Checkpoint Charlie memorial as historically inaccurate and unacceptable, they
nevertheless acknowledge that Hildebrandt’s action created an enormous amount of
pressure on them to come up with an official strategy to meet the demand for Wall and
GDR remembrance.4 Overall, citizens’ initiatives were pivotal in creating a public
climate in which government inaction would have come at the price of losing any input
into the developing cultural discourse. As journalist Thomas Rogalla wrote:
Individuals, initiatives, and a few conservationists, pastors and historians deserve our
recognition for – often against the mainstream drive to demolish – preserving pieces of
the Wall, privately erecting a marker of remembrance, or safeguarding a watch tower.
These people, usually through their extraordinary engagement, have furthered and
influenced the memory debate more than an expert commission could ever have.5

Both federal and local authorities subsequently instituted commissions and drew up
comprehensive commemorative plans that were soon implemented with impressive
financial backing.6 Today, mnemonic references to the Wall, the GDR regime, and its
resisters are prominent and wide-spread throughout Berlin.7 These confrontations were
happening just as I set out to undertake field research in Berlin. They highlighted for me
3

Interviews with Alexandra Hildebrandt, Rainer Schubert, anonymous activist
‘Rede Kultur Senator Dr. Thomas Flierl’ Expertentagung zum Mauergedenken am 2. Februar 2005 im
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the pivotal but contentious role played by grassroots activists in memory politics, as well
as their problematic relationship with state institutions.

Indeed, it seems that a cycle of memory activism and contention with components of the
state is being repeated here. At its inception, the History Movement stood in fundamental
opposition to “the state.” And it did in reality encounter the resistance, especially of local
authorities, in response to its calls to confront the Nazi past. However, its mistrust of the
state was rooted in a political culture derived from the larger scene of new social
movements. It persisted even when mainstream leaders took a progressive stance (as for
instance President von Weizsäcker did in 1985), when particular state actors became
more accommodating practically, or when Movement members became part of official
institutions. The identity of the History Movement was bound up in its countercultural
stance – a fact that contributed to the decline of the Movement.

Through both its memory work – research and representation of local history from the
“bottom-up” – and its more high-profile memory protests, the Movement created pressure
on state actors to adopt a more critical approach to the Nazi past (and to history in
general). The Geschichtsbewegung certainly built on the achievements of leaders,
intellectuals, and activists of earlier eras – without these previous efforts, the starting
point for memory work in 1980 would have been profoundly different. Furthermore, the
Movement was propelled forward by the general “memory boom” of the eighties, and
took advantage of the opportunities afforded by this Zeitgeist. However, I hope to have
demonstrated convincingly that the History Movement was not merely a by-product of
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but instrumental in changing German memory culture. Without these grassroots
initiatives, German public memory would be different today in quality and quantity. The
results of this Movement are on full display in the memorial landscape of Berlin today –
where many of the central episodes of the 1980s were played out. Yet it is critical to
recall that this movement of “history from below” spread throughout Germany through
over one hundred local initiatives. It strength lay in its connection to local communities
and the authenticity of community participation in commemoration.

The Movement initiated both new kinds of monuments that today make up a
decentralized and contemplative landscape of memory, and helped create and transform
the institutional governance of ongoing memory processes and politics. Both the
deliberative, inclusive process of memory making and the aesthetic of the History
Movement infuse contemporary German memory politics. As I have argued, one key
result has been the establishment of “hybrid memorial institutions” that are marked by
both civic and statist attributes. This hybridity is manifested through activist staff,
organizational structures aimed at the inclusion of citizen initiatives, and the adoption of
Movement memorial principles and design preferences. Further, these organizations
consciously try to operate as intermediaries between state and civil society. Even state
agencies proper have been influenced by this transformation of memorial governance –
officials regularly stress the importance of civic impulses and their own hands-off
approach (notwithstanding their ultimate budgetary power). This intermeshing of state
and civil society, as well as the differential interests and actions of their various
components, are at times difficult to disentangle. There is no doubt, however, that the
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complex governance structure of memorialization has acquired considerable staying
power. It has become institutionalized to the point that it is a part of the “establishment”
against which the new generation of GDR memory activists struggle.

8.2 Competing Memories
Former History Movement participants continue to emphasize their basically critical
stance vis-à-vis the state. Those who have not become state employees are often quite
frustrated with those comrades who have. However, in general, activists proudly point to
their achievement of changing the way the past is commemorated in the FRG. Memory
activists turned institutional staff are passionate about the continued critical nature of
their work inside institutions. In this capacity, they defend institutional policies against
critics. Through both civic and institutional actions, the History Movement’s approach
has largely become ingrained as the status-quo of memorialization that is now defended
from positions of considerable power and with resources. This is the dominant consensus
with which new memory activists such as advocates for GDR memory – but also
representative of “expellees” and others – must contend when they seek representation in
Berlin’s centrally symbolic spaces.

Hence, a new round of memory contention has taken off, with opposition to and
resistance by the authorities, publicity-effective memory protests, then official action, and
a (to-date partial) embrace of the activists by formal institutions. The politics of
commemorating the GDR past since 1989 are complex and involve multiple divergent
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parties, but even my cursory account indicates that the contemporary relationship
between state and civil society is no more clear cut than it was two decades ago. Neither
the new grassroots rebels, nor the (now Movement-infused) institutions are inherently
“progressive” in their memory-political stance.

During my interviews with GDR activists and the memorial staff of GDR memorials, a
strong sense of frustration could be felt in relation to the more established institutions
concerned with the Nazi past. Indeed, numerous interlocutors directly referred to high
levels of competition for state funding, recognition, and public memory space between
civic groups and even memorial institutions. GDR victims’ advocates do not feel that the
German state has done enough to memorialize their suffering (nor has it been done
correctly). As Hans-Eberhard Zahn, of the Hohenschönhausen memorial, expressed it:
“we no longer want to be placed in a right-wing corner or one of incorrigible nostalgics.
Instead, we want to be recognized, just as those who have suffered under the Nazidictatorship. And the press, the public, and also the government has yet to deliver on this
recognition which we are owed.”8 This demand is mirrored in the kinds of memorials that
GDR memory activists call for. The official Wall Memorial at Bernauer Strasse in Berlin,
for example, was rejected for its non-emotional design as well as its “West-Berlin”
perspective. For East Berliners, the Wall was not merely one concrete barrier, but an
elaborate and life-threatening system of fortification.9 When I asked Rainer Wagner, the
Executive Director of the main victims’ groups UOKG (Union of Victims Associations
of Communist Dictorship), what kind of monument he would be satisfied with, he told
8
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me that a site as large as the Holocaust Memorial and as close to the Brandenburg Gate
would be desirable, in order to avoid an emotional degradation of the suffering of the
victims of communism compared to those of the Nazi dictatorship.”10

Image 8.3: Wall Memorial at Bernauer Strasse, 200511

Such pronouncements are deemed unacceptable by representatives of the memory
“consensus,” because the direct comparison with Holocaust memory seems to confirm to
them that the new activists are set on dismantling their hard-won achievements that are
viewed as a cornerstone of democratic political culture. The official German stance on
the Nazi past is fundamentally grounded on the incomparability and unique character of
the Holocaust. By contrast, GDR victims’ groups believe that a comparable level of
public commemoration would signal that their experiences have found their way into the
German national narrative. This conflict reminds us that civil society is not in and of
itself a supportive force for democratic institutions and that the voicing of (no doubt
legitimate) historical experiences can be highly problematic for democratic discourse.

10
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Interview with Rainer Wagner (and email communication 20 July 2010)
Photograph by Jenny Wüstenberg
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However, not only victims’ advocates with their at times shocking rhetoric have felt
excluded from official memory culture after 1989. Even highly regarded former GDR
democracy campaigners have argued that their past – and their story of resistance to
dictatorship – has not been integrated in public memory in the years after unification. The
reasons may be manifold and include the traditional lack of interest in communist crimes
on the part of the West German left and the general atmosphere of upheaval and renewal
in the 1990s. What is clear, however, is that the pressure created by the more
controversial grassroots activists like Hildebrandt has led politicians and bureaucrats to
embrace the more palatable memory proposals on the GDR past.

The emergence of a more comprehensive and officially sanctioned public
commemoration of the GDR past has taken place mostly within the framework of the
existing memorial culture. Berlin and federal memorial concepts stress a decentralized
landscape grounded in authentic historical spaces. For example, at the heart of the Berlin
plans lies the augmentation and popularization of existing memorials as a mutually
referential network. There is no central monument at the Brandenburg Gate but instead an
information portal pointing visitors to other locales. In addition, the city has installed a
system of uniformly designed signs and computer terminals along a “Wall path”
[Mauerweg] for pedestrians and cyclists.12 Officials also stress the emergence of such
sites out of citizen activism – this has provided an opening for civic groups to receive
funding and recognition.

12
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Since the mid-2000s, both the mnemonic and institutional landscape of memory has thus
been diversified. Moreover, there have been some changes to the official memorial
culture as a result. For example, there are plans underway to construct a “unity and
freedom memorial” in the center of Berlin. Such a more traditional monument which
explicitly applauds a national achievement (albeit a democratic one) has once again
become more acceptable.13 Nevertheless, at least at present, there are limits to the
malleability of governmental memorial policy – limits held in place by individuals and
norms that hark back to the History Movement. A GDR memorial of the dimensions of
the Holocaust memorial is in my estimation not feasible, nor is the re-installation of
Hildebrandt’s crosses. Indeed, there are efforts underway to claim the space that had been
occupied by the 2004 memorial for an official Museum of the Cold War.14

Furthermore, as I have discussed in Chapter 7, official institutions – notwithstanding their
“hands-off rhetoric” – implement very clear standards of professionalism and quality
control. By embracing GDR memory initiatives and providing funding for them, state
actors are able to apply such standards here as well. This point is illustrated by the
conflict over the Memorial in Hohenschönhausen, the former notorious jail of the Stasi
where many political prisoners were incarcerated. The leadership of this memorial has
been strongly criticized for its overly emotional approach and the installation of a
historically objective exhibit has been demanded.15 Here again, the interplay between
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15
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memory activists and the state-funded memorial stands both in tension and in cooperation
– a hallmark of the impact of the History Movement.

More research and analysis is no doubt needed on the issue of GDR memorial activists
and their impact on state institutions, as well as the commemorative landscape. My
findings on the long-term effect of the History Movement, however, should provide a
helpful starting point of inquiry. In this round of memory contention too, neither civil
society nor official institutions are unproblematic or unitary actors. The location and
nature of civic action is not preordained but rather emerges out of the complex interaction
and entanglement between activists and formal institutions. Understanding these social
relations is indispensable to grasping the meaning of public memory in Germany today.

8.3 State, civil society, and public memory in Berlin
Contention over memory is a field where civil society and state actors meet almost
inevitably. Most memorials in Germany, especially since the 1970s, are public by design
– they are built on public land, maintained by state agencies, and presented for public
consumption. According to Michael Cullen, a state utilizes memory to create “a sense of
its own importance. […] if a state wants to say ‘we are behind it,’ the state has to also get
in front of it and […] say we will do all the funding, we will buy it, we will take care of it
all, and we will maintain it.”16
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And yet, the history of modern memory politics in Germany shows that the engine of
creativity and innovation in public commermoration lies in civil society. In my research,
it becomes clear that in the course of History Movement’s life, state actors at both the
local and higher level gradually realized the benefits of supporting and institutionalizing
grassroots memory initiatives and their ideas. As public demand for critical memory
offerings grew and the representative needs of the Federal Republic changed after
unification, it became increasingly important to endorse a critical approach to the Nazi
past. Sites that were previously sustained mostly through civic engagement now received
state funding and were even endorsed as memorials of “pan-state” significance
[gesamtstaatliche Bedeutung]. In a similar process in the last decade, official institutions
gradually embraced the memory of life under East German communism as formative for
a unified political culture. The inclusion of East Germans’ experiences in the national
narrative was an important symbolic signal of inclusion. Repeating the process of
integration experienced during the 1980s, such inclusion in official memory also meant
that public memory could be better controlled by subjecting it to official sanctioned
boundaries and professional standards. Left to their own devices, memory activists are
less easily kept within the confines of the “palatable” and might produce “mnemonic
sprawl” making it hard for authorities to influence the overall message conveyed by the
memory landscape.17

The values propagated by the History Movement have been deeply ingrained in memory
culture. The memorial landscape that reflects a cultural and political reckoning with the
past is a point of pride. German officials have called the decentralized and yet state
17
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funded and supported network of memorial institutions a “negative wealth.” As Knut
Nevermann, formerly Ministerial Director in the federal Cultural Ministry stated in praise
of the memorial coordination office located in the Topography of Terror Foundation: “put
succinctly: here we – we Germans – simply accomplished something really good. It
would be absurd to question such a sensible and effective structure.”18 The negative
legacy has thus been turned into the source of positive official identity. Helmut Dubiel
called the German case of legitimacy built on the public reflection of guilt: “the most
poignant and historically established example of a new pattern of (post)national identity
formation. This novel ‘post totalitarian’ form of legitimation is marked primarily by the
gradual rejection of triumphalist demonstrations of national history.”19
As the new German capital, Berlin has acquired special meaning for the symbolic
underpinning of German institutions. Here, the embrace of negative memory meets more
conventional forms of commemoration. Paul Jaskot and Gavriel Rosenfeld write:
German official memory has found its primary physical embodiment in Berlin, which has
clearly served as unified Germany’s public face to the outside world since the epochal
events of 1989-90. Whether in the realm of architecture, historic preservation, or
monuments, the city has served as the nation’s showcase for urban
Vergangenheitsbewältigung – so much so that it has recently begun to market its sites of
memory as part of a larger “national memory district” or “memory mall.”20

In other words, Berlin’s memory landscape is crucial to official self-representation – visà-vis its citizens, tourists, and international partners.21 Here, federal officials have
therefore intervened more extensively in the cultural arena which is technically the
prerogative of the states [Bundesländer]. And here, federal policy directly interacts with
local state and civil society actors. For these reasons, I chose to concentrate on Berlin in
18
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those parts of this dissertation (especially Chapter 5 and 7) that closely analyze local
memory politics.
Similarly, civil society’s stake in authorities’ involvement in public memory is
heightened in Berlin. Acquiring official sanction for particular memories or even
becoming part of the national community’s defining narrative has long been an important
goal for a diverse set of social groups. Such recognition usually means not only symbolic
respect, but also often translates into material compensation or moves toward societal
inclusion. Thus, for civic actors, especially for associations representing victims groups,
lobbying the state apparatus for an official memorial is of utmost importance. As T.G.
Ashplant, Graham Dawson and Michael Roper argue,

Such is the power of official memory to bestow recognition on those whose experiences
it embraces that where possible claims about the meaning of war, by oppositional voices
seeking to advance their own interests, or by individuals asserting the dignity or
defending the necessity of their own wartime actions, will be couched within that
framework.22

However, when state institutions resists endorsing civil society’s interpretation of the
past, activists often find other ways to represent memory, either surreptitiously in public
space or in private locations. In the postwar era in Germany, representatives of Nazism’s
victims managed to inaugurate a series of memorials both with the reluctant permission
of state agencies or in locations that were beyond the control of the authorities. But they
were unable to reorient the public memory of German society on the experiences of
victims and truth about the perpetrators. Only during the 1980s were the traditional
monumental forms of memorialization discredited and official mnemonic structures
directly challenged.

22
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A long view of the history of Germany memory politics from 1945 to the present
explains how and why this happened. Each decade of the postwar period and each
generation brought cultural and political changes that built on the last – beginning with a
minority of intellectual and political leaders in the immediate postwar years. The
mainstream repression of the memory of the Holocaust and the focus on German victims
in the immediate postwar period reflected the character and the politics of the time. This
was the moment of reintegration into the West, the grand political bargain with the Allies
that permitted the catastrophic sins of the past to remain unspoken in exchange for a
democratic bulwark against Stalinism. A host of political developments during the 1960s
and the student movement in 1968 began to break the dam holding back these memories.
But it did not draw it out into a social and cultural process of confrontation, reckoning,
and open commemoration of victims and perpetrators. In this sense, 1968 made possible
the History Movement of the 1980s – but it would be the next generation of memory
activists that would do the crucial work of a deep and public reckoning with the Nazi
past.

During the 1980s, these new left memory activists were confronted with a conservative
federal government that primarily pursued grand memorial projects that did not critically
evaluate the Nazi past. The history workshops were influenced by left-wing and antistatist ideologies of their predecessor movements in the 1960s and 70s. This antipathy
towards the state meant that the History Movement at the outset sought autonomous
forms of remembrance. Their identity was formed by opposition to the state and a zealous
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embrace of bottom-up democratic principles. Even when they became successful enough
to force government to take them seriously, the activists endlessly debated whether it was
acceptable to take state funding.

Gradually, another shift occurred. While maintaining the spirit of rebellion, the
Movement made the move into institutions of state and normalized their practices into the
mainstream. As time passed, this made more and more sense. Despite a basic vigilance
about state interference and cooptation, even early on some Movement members argued
that state funding was justified because the workshops were taking on tasks that were in
reality the responsibility of the state.23 Increasingly, as activists began working for state
agencies and museums and as official resistance to confronting the Nazi past waned,
History Movement participants stressed the importance of official recognition, as well as
public visibility for their memorial projects. The focus of their work shifted from the
process of memory work, to achieving a public presence of their brand of remembrance.
It thus became not only acceptable, but a major goal, to transform state memorial
institutions, rather than merely create spaces of alternative memory in the local sphere.
As a partial consequence, the History Movement successfully created new and
transformed existing institutions, helping to establish a shadow state memorial sector. In
other words, many of the key state agencies responsible for public memory are today
marked by both civic and state attributes. This development is upheld by state
representatives as a positive and unique fact of German memory culture.

23

Interview with Andreas Ludwig
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Similarly, despite GDR memory activists’ suspicion of the state and emphasis on the
need for civic action, official recognition remains pivotal. Rainer Klemke, a member of
the 1968 left and now a key memorial official in the Berlin Senate Administration,
explains the importance of recognition by state institutions:
It is simply an act of recognition. For the victims it is indispensible that the state
acknowledges these things; that they are made into affairs of state. For one thing, this
takes on a symbolic form – the organs of the state make resolutions and declarations and
lay down wreaths etc. – this is very important! We 68ers made fun of this back then, we
rejected rituals. But rituals are important for people, because this reflects a framework for
life [...] we only realized this later, when we uncovered our own rituals. The second point
is that formal rites result in practical action. This includes the recognition of victims in
terms of pensions and other social policies. And it includes designating spaces of
remembrance. And here the Senate has to gradually take responsibility, although as I
mentioned earlier, we try to organize this in a manner remote from the state [staatsfern].
Of course, as the responsible agency and the funder, we have the last word, because the
monies have to be acquired.24

In Klemke’s explanation, the complexity of the state’s role and image becomes clear:
note that contradictory arrangement in which the state funds memorials (in which it has
“the last word”) are simultaneously regarded as remote from the state’s system of control.

The complex intermeshing of civil society and state is especially salient in Berlin. The
federal level here has both more opportunities and a heightened interest in intervention.
Of course, as the former capital of the Third Reich and of the GDR, there are more
“authentic” memory spaces here – sites of decision-making, human rights violations, and
symbolic centers of power – than in any other German city. Berlin has more memorials of
“pan-state” [gesamtstaatlich] status than any other state. But since unification, and with
the sudden availability of high-end real estate in its center, the city has acquired even
more memory political significance. It has become the prime focal point of memory
endeavors on the part of state actors and activists alike.
24

Interview with Rainer Klemke
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The federal state has certainly not abandoned its prerogative to design the new
Regierungsviertel (governmental quarter) to display its power and identity.25 For
instance, key government buildings are made of glass and steel, representing
transparency and openness to the citizenry.26 As soon as the Wall had been dismantled,
civil society and interest groups began working to share central representational spaces.
The most high profile was the Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe that was
inaugurated in 2005 which was the result primarily of the efforts of television journalist
Lea Rosh and her civic association. After much contention, this memorial was dedicated
exclusively to the Jewish victims of the Holocaust, compelling other groups to seek
representation close by. Eberhard Zastrau of the Initiative for the Homosexual Victims of
Nazism which lobbied for a monument opposite the main Holocaust memorial, argued
not only that the central location means high visibility for tourists, but also noted the
meaning derived from its proximity to other key memory spaces.27 Günter Dworek, of the
same Initiative, further stressed the importance of official funding:
We discussed this intensively. That would have been another option: to erect a private
memorial. We deemed it important that the state takes responsibility, because the
persecution was undertaken by the state, and the state did not address this issue in the
period after 1945, after 1949, even though it would have been the state’s responsibility.
[…] We wanted a memorial of the Federal Republic of Germany, not a memorial by gays
for the gays.28

As a result of these various drives to occupy public space, Berlin today reflects the
intricate interaction between various agencies and representational desires of state actors,
the influence of civil society groups, as well as of the “hybrid” institutions that are shaped

25

See Görtemaker 2004
Jeismann 1999
27
Interview with Eberhard Zastrau
28
Interview with Günter Dworek
26
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by them. An informed visitor walking through the capital will see this complexity, as well
as the longer history of postwar memory advocacy, mirrored in Berlin’s memory
landscape.

8.4 Memory as political science
As scholars of memory have long pointed out, what is expressed in public monuments
not only suggests a particular reading of the past but makes statements about a society’s
desires for the future. The activists of the History Movement certainly saw their work in
this vein. As Jennifer Jordan writes
Not only in Berlin, but also at the Tuol Sleng Museum of Genocidal Crimes in Phnom
Penh, or the Parque de la Memoria in Buenos Aires, or the Robben Island Museum off
the coast of South Africa, marking a site of past cruelty or courage serves, in part, as a
way to envision both the past and the future, the latter ideally free of the kinds of troubles
being recalled.29

The ways in which political processes of memorialization are organized thus have an
important bearing not only a society’s cultural landscape, but on the identies that
underpin its institutions and policies. We see reflected in the transformation of the
German memory landscape a transformation in German society and politics. This is, of
course, driven by the constant push, pull, and intermingling of state and civil society
actors as they struggle over the meaning of the past.

At the outset of this dissertation, I stated that I do not believe that causal pathways such
as those I have identified in this study can be directly transplanted to other cases. The
dynamics between grassroots actors and formal institutions in German memory politics
29

Jordan 2006 pp.18-19
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are unique and make sense only in their own context. However, my findings can sensitize
us to patterns of interaction between activists and institutions, to salient processes of
institutionalization, and to the challenges that arise from contentious claims about the
past elsewhere. My findings certainly compel us to question the stark distinction between
civil society and the state and instead examine empirically where civic identities and
impulses lie in practice.

Given the importance attributed to civil society in writings about democracy, my work
also has relevance for the relationship between the creation and consolidation of
democratic political cultures and the confrontation with the past. Though civil society
may function as a crucial representational vehicle of historical experiences present in
society, activists can also have the effect of undermining democratic institutions or
gradually dismantling important norms of democratic governance. The meaning and
status of Holocaust remembrance in contradistinction to the memory of “German
victims” for German democracy could be read as a case study in how public memory
impacts democracy. Such causal connections are highly complex and their explanation
goes beyond the scope of this project. However, my findings certainly suggest the need
for further research on the relationship between formal institutions, civic activism, public
memory, and the quality and steadfastness of democracy.

In an examination of a memory culture in formation, the questions about institutional
transformation, about the state-society relationship, and about the importance of
grassroots actors which I have raised can provide a useful orientation. Furthermore, my
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research highlights that memory politics are not merely a peripheral concern; they are
fundamental to the functioning of institutions and to the underpinning of representational
identities. As such, memory should be a central concern of Political Science.
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Appendix I – Interviews Conducted and Archives Visited

Interviews
Name

Affiliation

Relevance

Date

Location

Length

Wolfgang
Benz

Historian, Director Center for
Research on Anti-Semitism,
Technical University Berlin
until recently research staff at
the Foundation Memorial to
the Murdered Jews of Europe,
now at University of Vienna
Sectoral Leader for Political
Education at the agency in
charge of Stasi files
[Bundesbeauftragte für
Stasiunterlagen (BStU)],
Head of Berlin Wall
Association [Ehrenamtliche
Vorsitzende Verein Berliner
Mauer]

Observer of
memory
politics
long-time
member of the
Berlin History
Workshop
Previously in
leading
positions in
Topography,
GermanRussian
Museum
Karlshorst,
Hohenschönha
usen Memorial
Involved in
Berlin
Holocaust
Memorial
Child of
communist
anti-Nazi
resistance
fighters
Initiated bike
paths along the
former Wall
published on
Holocaust
memorial and
other memory
issues

30 May 2006

Berlin, offices
of Center

:45

22 August
2007

Berlin-Mitte,
offices of
Foundation

:58

21 August
2007

Berlin, offices
of BStU

:57

12 June 2006

Questions
answered per
email

No
recording

23 August
2007

BerlinTiergarten,
offices of
GDW

:44

22 May 2006

Berlin-Mitte,
in a café

:41

14 November
2005

Berlin, at his
apartment

1:21

16 May 2006

BerlinNikolaiviertel,
in the
Gedenkbibliot
hek
Berlin, offices
of law firm

2:21

BerlinLichtenberg,
offices of Stasi
Museum

1:08

Eva Brücker

Gabrielle
Camphausen

Peter Conradi

Architect, 1972-98 Member
of Bundestag (SPD)

Hans Coppi

Head of Union of the
Persecuted of the Nazi
Regime [Vereinigung der
Verfolgten des Naziregimes
(VVN)], Berlin
Member of the European
Parliament, The Green Party

Michael
Cramer
Michael
Cullen

Author and publicist

Thomas
Dahnert

Main staff member, Memorial
Library for the Victims of
Stalinism [Gedenkbibliothek
für die Opfer des Stalinismus]

Eberhard
Diepgen

Partner, law firm TümmelSchütze & Partner

Jörg
Drieselmann

Director, Stasi Museum,
Berlin Normannenstrasse

Former Mayor
of Berlin
(twice)
Managing
Director of
civic group
Anti-Stalinist
Action
[ASTAK e.V.]
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24 May 2006

15 August
2007

1:03

Martin
Düspohl

Director Kreuzberg Museum

Günter
Dworek

Staff member of Green Party
in the Bundestag and member
of the Lesbian and Gay
Federation in Germany
[LSVD]
Executive Director, Against
Forgetting, for Democracy

Andreas
Eberhard

Stefanie
Endlich

Manfred
Fischer

Peter Fischer

Christine
Fischer-Defoy

Author, professor at
University of the Arts, Berlin,
organized memorial design
competitions
Protestant Minister

Responsible for memorials
[Gedenkstättenreferent],
Central Council of Jews in
Germany
Head of Active Museum

founding
member of the
Berlin History
Workshop
Initiative on
Homosexual
Victims of
Nazism

30 May 2006

25 November
2005

16 November
2005

BerlinKreuzberg,
offices of
Museum
Berlin, offices
of Green Party
in Bundestag

1:19

BerlinTiergarten,
offices of
Gegen
Vergessen in
Gedenkstätte
Deutscher
Widerstand
Berlin, in her
apartment

:49

:35

Member of
Active
Museum

27 August
2007

Initiator Wall
Memorial
Bernauer
Strasse

22 November
2005

Berlin,
Bernauer
Strasse

1:27

22 May 2006

Berlin-Mitte

No
recording

Founding
member of
Active
Museum

17 November
2005

:55

Initiator
Memorial
Refugee Camp
Marienfelde
Member of
Cultural
working group
Schöneberg

2 June 2006

BerlinTiergarten,
offices of
Active
Museum
BerlinMarienfelde,
offices of
Memorial
BerlinSchöneberg in
Oberschule
BerlinTiergarten,
coordinating
office
Questions
answered per
email
Berlin, offices
of Foundation

No
recording

Harald Fiss

Former Head of Refugee
Camp Marienfelde

Bodo Förster

History teacher, SophieScholl-Oberschule

Edeltraut
Frankenstein

Staff coordinating office
Stolpersteine

17 November
2005

Christian
Freiesleben

Staff of Federal Ministry for
Culture and Media (BKM)

28 September
2007

Ruth Gleinig
&Oliver Igel

Staff Foundation for the
Reckoning with the GDRDictatorship [Stiftung für die
Aufarbeitung der SEDDiktatur], department on
victims and memory

16 May 2006
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26 May 2006

1:05

1:04

1:16

No
recording
:42

Udo Gößwald

Director Museum Neukölln

Alexandra
Hildebrandt

Director Museum at
Checkpoint Charlie

Helga Hirsch

freelance journalist, formerly
with Die Zeit

Jörg Holl and
Melanie
Roeser

Members of civic association
[Bürgerverein] Luisenstadt
e.V.

Walter
Homolka

Rabbi, Abraham-GeigerKolleg

Friedrich
Hossbach

Retired teacher

Michael
Jeismann

Frankfurter Allgemeine
Zeitung (FAZ),
editor/journalist

Norbert
Kampe

founding
member of the
Berlin History
Workshop

13 August
2007

25 November
2005
Member,
Foundation
Center against
Expulsions
Initiative
involved in
laying
Stolpersteine
Supports
Center against
Expulsions
Member of
Initiative
Synagoge Haus
Wolfenstein
Published
books on
memory,
regularly writes
on the issue

3 May 2006

BerlinNeukölln,
offices of
Museum
Berlin, in
offices above
Museum
Berlin, in a
café

1:10

:44

1:15

BerlinLuisenstadt,
offices of
association
Berlin, offices
of Kolleg

:39

15 August
2007

Berlin, in his
apartment

1:30

19 April 2006

Frankfurt, café
near the
offices of FAZ

1:03

Director, Memorial House of
the Wannsee Conference

4 May 2006

:59

Peter
Kenzelmann

Entrepreneur, founder GDR
Museum

25 August
2007

Diethart
Kerbs

Art historian/pedagogue

Rainer
Klemke

Responsible for memorials
[Gedenkstättenreferent],
Senate Administration for
Science, Research and
Culture Berlin
Staff, agency in charge of
Stasi files [Bundesbeauftragte
für Stasiunterlagen (BStU)]

BerlinWannsee,
offices in
Memorial
Berlin-Mitte,
in front of
Museum
Exchanged
numerous
emails/letters
Berlin-Mitte ,
Senatsverwaltu
ng

25 November
2005

BerlinLichtenberg,
offices of
Bürgerkommit
tee in Stasi
Museum

1:02

3 June 2006

Berlin-Mitte,
in a café

:46

5 May 2006

Berlin-Mitte

:49

Stephan
Konopatzky

Angelika
KrügerLeissner
Jörg
Kürschner

Member of Bundestag, SPD,
Deputy representative for
culture for SPD faction
Journalist, imprisoned in
GDR for smuggling literature

Co-founder of
Berlin History
Workshop

16 November
2005

31 May 2006

Spring 2010

18 May 2006

Co-founder
Bürgerkommitt
ee 15. Januar
e.V. which
occupied
former Stasi
headquarters in
1990

Head of
supportive
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1:06

:21

No
recording
1:01

in from the West

Jürgen Litfin

Gesine
Lötzsch

Member of Bundestag, Die
Linke

Andreas
Ludwig

Director Documentation
Center Everyday Culture in
the GDR, Eisenhüttenstadt

Thomas Lutz

Responsible for memorials,
[Gedenkstättenreferent],
Topography of Terror

Günter
Morsch

Director, Foundation of
Memorials in Brandenburg
and Memorial Concentration
Camp Sachsenhausen
Director, Foundation
Topography of Terror

Andreas
Nachama

circle
[Förderverein]
Memorial
Hohenschönha
usen
Initiator of
memorial to his
brother, Günter
Litfin, in watch
tower at Kieler
Eck

long-time
Berlin History
Workshop
member
Active in
Action
Reconciliation,
history
workshops etc.
Active on
periphery of
History
Movement
Former Head
of Jewish
Community of
Berlin

3 May 2006

Berlin, watch
tower at Kieler
Eck

:44

23 May 2006

Berlin,
Bundestag
offices
Eisenhüttensta
dt, offices of
Museum

:27

18 May 2006

Berlin-Mitte,
offices of
Topography

1:15

17 August
2007

Oranienburg,
offices of
Stiftung

1:02

24 November
2005

Berlin-Mitte,
offices of
Topography

:49

Berlin-Mitte,
offices of
BKM in
Kanzleramt
Berlin-Mitte,
offices of
Foundation
Berlin-Mitte,
Foreign
Ministry

:56

Berlin, offices
of Memorial
BerlinPrenzlauer
Berg, in a café

1:19

Berlin, offices
of Publicis

1:10

14 August
2007

Knut
Nevermann

Until late 2005, Ministerial
Director in Cultural Ministry
[BKM]

15 November
2005

Uwe
Neumärker

Managing Director,
Foundation Memorial to the
Murdered Jews of Europe
Human Rights representative
of the federal government

18 November
2005

Günter Nooke

Maria Nooke
Rainer
Potratz

Peter
Radunski

Project coordinator, Wall
Memorial Bernauer Strasse
Staff, Memorial Checkpoint
Marienborn

Publicis-PR/Consultants

Oppositionist
in the GDR,
initiator of
unity memorial
Oppositionist
in the GDR
Head of BerlinBrandenburg
History
Workshop
Formerly
Cultural
Senator in
Berlin and
election
manager for
Helmut Kohl
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12 May 2006

28 April 2006
16 August
2007

10 May 2006

1:43

No
recording
1:03

1:06

Matthias Rau

City guide, Stattreisen e.V.

Bernt Roder

Director, Prenzlauer Berg
Museum

Reinhard
Rürup

Historian

Gustav Rust

Memorial activist, runs
private memorial between
Reichstag and Brandenburger
Tor
Historian, Director of Center
for Research on
Contemporary History
[Zentrum für Zeithistorische
Forschung], Potsdam
Co-founder Active Museum,
founding Director Memorial
House of the Wannsee
Conference

Martin
Sabrow

Gerhard
Schoenberner

Rainer
Schubert

Jakob
Schulze-Rohr

Tom Sello

Hermann
Simon
Christian
Staffa
Renata Stih
and Frieder
Schnock
Andrea
Theissen

Founder of civic initiative on
GDR memory
[Aufarbeitungsinitiative
Deutschland e.V.]
Co-founder of supportive
association [Förderkreis]
Memorial for the Murdered
Jews of Europe
Staff member, RobertHavemann-Gesellschaft
(archives of GDR opposition
movement)
Director Centrum Judaicum
(since 1988)
Executive Director Action
Reconciliation/Service for
Peace [ASF]
Artists

Director of Art
Administration Spandau and
of Zitadelle Spandau (local
museum)

1 June 2006

Berlin-Mitte,
in a café

:45

2 June 2006

BerlinPrenzlauer
Berg, offices
of Museum
Berlin, at his
apartment

1:22

11 May 2006

Berlin, at his
memorial
installation

:46

Headed
commission on
GDR memory

30 August
2007

Potsdam, in
his office at
ZZF

:34

Active in
Holocaust
research since
1950s,
published The
Yellow Star in
1960
Former
political
prisoner in the
GDR
Architect,
memorial
designer, and
husband of Lea
Rosh
Oppositionist
in GDR

23 August
2007

Berlin, in a
café

1:16

21 November
2005

BerlinZehlendorf, at
his apartment

2:36

22 November
2005

Berlin at
offices of
Förderkreis

1:29

8 May 2006

BerlinPrenzlauer
Berg at offices
of Gesellschaft
Berlin-Mitte,
Centrum
Judaicum
Berlin-Mitte,
offices of ASF

1:14

Conducted
tours since
GDR period

former
Research
Director of
Topography of
Terror

19 May 2006

23 May 2006

17 May 2006

Designed the
memorial at
Bayrischer
Platz
Head of
Working
Group of local
museums in
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1:29

:32

1:13

9 May 2006

BerlinSchöneberg, in
their apartment

1:27

16 August
2007

BerlinSpandau,
offices of
museum

:32

Johannes
Tuchel

Director, Memorial to
German Resistance [GDW]

Peter von
Becker

Journalist, Der Tagesspiegel

Jesko von
Samson

Staff of Erika Steinbach
(Member of Bundestag) and
of Foundation Center against
Expulsions
Evangelical minister, head of
Union of Victims
Associations of Communist
Dictorship [UOKG]
Director of culture and library
administration in BerlinSteglitz-Zehlendorf

Rainer
Wagner

Berlin [ABR]
Helped to
found
Memorial
House of the
Wannsee
Conference
Regularly
writes about
memory issues

BerlinTiergarten,
GDW

:40

22 May 2006

Berlin, offices
of
Tagesspiegel
Berlin,
Bundestag
offices

:56

21 November
2005

:47

Political
prisoner in the
GDR

24 August
2007

Berlin-Mitte,
in a café

1:18

1 June 2006

Berlin, in her
apartment

1:16

11 May 2006
(and
subsequent
correspondenc
e)
17 May 2006

BerlinSchöneberg, in
shop of BGW

1:29

BerlinPankow, local
SPD branch
offices
Berlin, offices
of LSVD

1:36

Gisela Wenzel

Historian & Political
Scientist, coordinated
numerous exhibitions and
publications

Long-time
member of the
Active
Museum
founding
member Berlin
History
Workshop

Dieter
Winkler &
Harald
Hampel
Eberhard
Zastrau

Social Democratic Party,
local branch Berlin-Pankow

Local memory
activists

Member of the governing
council [Beirat] of the
Foundation of Brandenburg
Memorials and of Lesbian
and Gay Federation in
Germany [LSVD]

Founding
member of the
Initiative on
Homosexual
Victims of
Nazism

Sabine
Weißler

15 May 2006

28 November
2005

1:29

Archives & Libraries
Josef Wulf Bibliothek, House of the Wannsee Conference Memorial and Educational Site,
Berlin-Wannsee
Stiftung Topographie des Terrors Library, Berlin-Mitte
Berliner Geschichtswerkstatt e.V. Archive, Berlin-Schöneberg
Aktives Museum Faschismus und Widerstand in Berlin e.V. Library and Archive
(newspaper clippings and documents from the history of the Active Museum), BerlinTiergarten
Deutsche National Bibliothek (German National Library), Frankfurt am Main
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Appendix II – Research Methodology and Methods

Researchers usually describe their research methodology and/or methods in a way that
implies that they set out to examine their cases or topic with a clear philosophy of inquiry
in mind and a research design readily laid out. While the design may be modified in the
process (though even this is rarely mentioned), scholars almost never give the reader a
sense of the chaotic procedure by which the research proceeds, by which the final focus
of the study is worked out, and even by which methodological commitments are
manifested. I would venture to guess, however, that particularly for first-timers and
doctoral students, it is the experience of research itself that predominantly shapes
interests, epistemological beliefs, and ultimately findings.

For this reason, I want to take a somewhat unconventional approach to outlining the
research methodology of this dissertation by explaining how it evolved and changed as
research and writing progressed. In hindsight, my methodology was not conceived a
priori and then applied, but rather developed through an iterative process moving back
and forth between data and theory of various traditions. As Joe Soss writes, “[an
interpretive research project] is an evolving dialogue between fieldwork and framework,
mediated by concrete activities of transcription, memo writing, purposive reading of
literatures, and the like.”1 This description of the research process certainly rings true to
me now, but it took me a long time to be comfortable with such an open-ended
understanding. For most of the duration of my dissertation work, I felt I needed to fit my

1

Soss 2006 p.13
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study into the rigid demands of comparative case study design – despite the fact that it
seemed increasingly ill-suited to get at what I was interested in.

The Political Science discipline has seen heated debates in recent years between scholars
engaged in quantitative and qualitative research concerning adequate standards for social
scientific research. Since the publication of King, Keohane and Verba’s Designing Social
Inquiry, there have been strong efforts (driven by the APSA section on Qualitative and
Mixed Methods) to establish the legitimacy of “small-n” research in its own right. The
Institute on Qualitative Research Methods (which I attended in 2006) is held once a year,
and contributes to a whole generation of young scholars trained in this tradition.
Accordingly, the majority of qualitative scholars in Political Science follow a positivist
epistemology which is actually quite compatible with “large-n” research, making possible
“mixed method research” as the ideal which graduate students should strive for. As in
quantitative work, the standard starting point for mainstream qualitative methodology is
the articulation of theoretical propositions and hypotheses which are then tested on one or
more case studies. Moreover, in order to be able to select cases with the right
combination of variables to test theory, it is necessary to define ahead of time the entire
population of cases.2 The comparative case method continues to draw importantly on the
principles developed by John Stuart Mill and is designed to apply the logic of scientific
experiments in a situation where neither laboratory testing nor large-scale quantification
is feasible. The goal is coming up with robust predictions and generalizable propositions

2

Munck 2004
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about the social world – even if the theories developed or tested with case study research
are sometimes less grand than those thought possible with quantitative scholarship.3

Following these guidelines, I set out to compare two primary cases with respect to the
level and nature of civil society engagement in their memory politics. I was particularly
intrigued by the differences in public memory in two countries where I had spent a
considerable amount of time while ruminating about the issue: Germany and the United
States. In my dissertation prospectus, I proposed to follow the logic of a “most similar”
case comparison, arguing that the two countries could be seen to be similar on most
independent variables, except for that of civil society (my primary explanatory variable)
and a few others (as alternative explanations). I then planned to apply the theoretical
insights developed in the context of these two case studies to a whole set of “shadow case
studies,” thereby increasing the size of my n. I remarked in my prospectus that “the
specificity of historical experience and the different track records of confronting the past
mean that it is very difficult to identify perfect similarity of either basic conditions or
outcomes across any set of countries in terms of memory politics.”4 In hindsight, this
sentence suggests that I already sensed that I would confront a more messy reality during
my field work, but that I felt my research had to be framed in variable language to be
legitimate.

Theorists of case study methodology have discussed extensively the problems and
solutions to developing causal explanations with only a few cases or only one case.

3
4

van Evera 1997
Jenny Wüstenberg, Dissertation Prospectus, defended October 2005, University of Maryland.
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Andrew Bennett and Alexander George argue that many social phenomena are
characterized by complex or even “enigmatic” causality where variables are not
independent and numerous causal paths can lead to various or the same outcomes.5 When
causal relations are enigmatic, cases “will be unique in important respects, generalization
will be severely limited, and even highly contingent predictions will not be possible.”6
However, when causality is merely “complex,” tools such as “process tracing” allow the
researcher to identify causal mechanisms (and combinations thereof) at lower levels of
generality and thus develop generalizable propositions or “mid-range” theory. While this
is best done with multiple cases, under the right circumstances, it can even be possible
with a single case study. Process tracing involves examining decision-making processes
or chains of events through empirical evidence and is therefore “close to the action,”7
while still seeking to come up with testable theories. For Bennett and George, process
tracing occupies a happy middle ground between statistical analysis and postmodern
narratives.8 This seemed to describe the kind of research that I had in mind.

After about three months of field research in Germany, however, I began to realize that
the fascinating events and connections I was finding in local memory politics were highly
complex and warranted closer examination than I had anticipated. The closer I looked,
the more my two case studies seemed unique and incomparable in a formal sense. The
variables at play – if I could pin them down at all – were numerous and complexly
entangled. In order to do justice to at least one case, I decided half way through my

5

Bennett and George 2001
Bennett and George 2001 p.155
7
van Evera 1997 p.65
8
Bennett and George 2001 p.138
6
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research to focus on Germany and drop the US as a case. This move could still be
justified through case study methodology. Since random sampling (for positivists, the
safest method) is not possible with a small number of cases, case studies must be selected
carefully if they are to serve for theoretical purposes. John Gerring proposes nine
techniques for choosing cases, all of which refer explicitly to the universe of cases about
which the case studies are intended to make a statement.9 My selection of Germany as a
case made sense as what Gerring calls an “extreme case” design. Extreme cases are
denoted by unusual values on the independent or dependent variables relative to the
larger distribution of cases. No doubt, German memory politics qualified as unusual.
Gerring concedes that an extreme case often is also a “paradigmatic” case of a
phenomenon10 or what Stephen van Evera refers to as a case of intrinsic importance “in
accord with the magnitude of their human consequences.”11 Extreme case studies are not
suitable for hypothesis testing, but useful for exploratory purposes or theory
development.12

While I was glad to have found a mode of case selection that made sense to me, I also
began to suspect that this was so not because I had gotten to the bottom of the case study
logic, but rather because here, these scholars were departing from this logic. Selecting a
case due to its intrinsic importance begs the question of what and how it is that makes
this case especially meaningful to us – a question that cannot be answered through the
variance of variables but must be tackled with reference to moral commitments and social
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interactions. The more evidence I gathered, the more skeptical I became about positivist
qualitative methodology: fundamentally, I did not believe that causal mechanisms
identified in the unique constellation of German memory politics could be operative in
another context. I therefore sought out alternatives ways of systematically thinking about
empirical research. In particular, my readings in interpretive research methodology, as
well as my attendance of an intensive training workshop in interpretive methods in 2009,
helped me clarify my reservations about case study research and my own approach.
According to Dvora Yanow and Peregrine Schwartz-Shea, two leading figures in
interpretive methodology, this roundabout path to my realization is not unusual:
In fact, many social scientists working with interpretive methodologies come to their
philosophical presuppositions only after extended involvement in empirical research. It is
their very grounded empirically based dissatisfaction with the explanatory power for their
research questions of ‘traditional’ quantitative methods, rather than a more general
philosophically grounded inquiry, that leads researchers to explore and engage
13
interpretive epistemologies and interpretive-inflected methods.

Interpretive research methodology starts out with a set of assumptions that differ radically
from positivist methodologies. While there is diversity of opinion among interpretivists
on some issues, they agree on key points: First, they contend that facts are socially
constructed rather than objectively “out there” waiting to be gathered up. They eschew
the individualist orientation of positivism and instead focus on the intersubjective nature
of reality. Second, they therefore regard knowledge as context specific and not
generalizable. Third, they are interested chiefly in understanding activities of “meaning
making,” and are thus concerned especially with language, symbols, and culture. Fourth,
they view researchers not as ideally objective observers whose bias needs to be controlled
for but rather as more or less active participants in meaning-making.14 Hence, “data
13
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collection cannot be adequately considered as a passive extraction of information from
participants by the researcher, but rather as a mutual construction of meaning during the
data collection – for example in interview situations.”15

Further, because theory emerges from the research itself, it does not make sense to come
up with hypotheses nor specifications about how a case relates formally to a universe of
cases. As Yanow and Schwartz-Shea write,
The requisite flexibility also means that the research design often changes in the face of
research-site realities that the research could not anticipate in advance of beginning the
research. For this reason, it is accepted methodological practice not to begin such a study
with a formal hypothesis, which is then ‘tested’ against field ‘realities.’ Researchers in
this mode more commonly begin their work with what might be called informed
‘hunches,’ grounded in the research literature and in some prior knowledge of the study
setting. Understanding and concepts are allowed (indeed expected) to emerge from the
16
data as the research progresses.

This understanding certainly resonates with my own experience of how my assumptions,
cases, and methodology were transformed as the research progressed. Built into
interpretive methodology is the supposition that not only are cases not randomly selected,
but theory is developed and transformed throughout the research process. The
researcher’s motivations for choosing a particular research venue or topic are usually laid
open and may legitimately include theoretical, personal, historical and practical
justifications. Interpretivism acknowledges and views as valuable that we select to work
on what we are fascinated by for sometimes idiosyncratic reasons. A researcher’s
identity, including her gender, ethnicity, age etc., is also seen to crucially influence
interpretations and interpretivists make an effort to be explicit about their backgrounds.
In his classic work Orientalism, Edward Said argues that at the outset of every study a
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critical “inventory” of the scholar’s own standpoint as it emerged from personalhistorical experiences is needed.17 The more deeply emerged I became in my research
topic, the more I realized that my family history and upbringing were directly connected
to my scholarly interests.

My fascination with memory and particularly with the complex politics surrounding the
competition between various kinds of historical experiences is rooted in narratives about
my own family’s actions during the Nazi era. My mother’s father was a committed
member of the Nazi party and pressured his wife to have numerous children, ultimately
resulting

in

her

death

in

child

birth.

She

posthumously

received

the

“Mutterverdienstkreuz” (mother’s cross for accomplishments) from the Nazis. As I was
growing up, my mother – a leftist Professor and social worker – grappled with the
legacies of growing up without these Nazi parents. My paternal grandfather, by contrast,
had to escape from Nazi Germany, due to his trade unionist father’s murder by Nazi
thugs and his own resistance activities. He then met my British-Jewish grandmother and
after being sucked into the chaos of war and being deported to Australia, never wanted to
return to Germany. Though these stories were not discussed often during my younger
years, they were not silenced and their contradictions underpinned my parents’ critical
attitude towards politics and power. I was also exposed to some key debates about
memory while in high school, especially through one history teacher and my mother. For
example, my mother took me to hear Jonah Goldhagen and Jürgen Habermas speak on
the occasion of the former’s reception of a democracy prize. I believe that these
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experiences and these stories laid the groundwork for my interest in memory and my
skepticism towards straightforward readings of the conflicts involved.

As my field work began to focus more and more on the new left memory activists of the
1980s, I remembered quite intensively the environment of left-wing politics and life style
in which I was raised. I attended a “Kinderladen” (an alternative day care), lived in
Wohngemeinschaften (cooperative living arrangements) and was taken to countless
meetings and demonstrations by my parents. The activists of the History Movement came
from the same “scene” and seemed familiar characters to me. I was sympathetic to their
activism and they may have trusted me more after realizing my background (though I
would usually not discuss it until after an interview). With this realization, I made efforts
to take my empathy or “bias” into account while researching and writing. But no doubt
this connection played a role in my decision to make the History Movement central to my
dissertation: I believed (and continue to believe) that this is an important aspect of
German memory politics that has thus far been neglected.

Given my growing awareness of how my own background mediated my research, my
skepticism about generalizable propositions, and my dissatisfaction with case study
methodology, a shift to an interpretive approached appeared logical. My goal, then, had
changed from that of isolating the causal variables at work in my case(s) and that may be
operative elsewhere, to that of trying to understand how the most important actors in
German memory politics conceive of their work and how they impacted memory through
their practices. While some argue that interpretivists are engaged in “thick description”
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exclusively,18 others maintain that producing “explanatory arguments and causal stories”
remains critical to interpretive research.19 My goal, certainly, is not simply to describe but
to explain how German memory landscapes and institutions came to look the way they
look and how memory politics today functions as a result.

While I now reject the formal procedure of case selection and comparison, I would argue
that interpretivists too undertake a process of choosing their cases and comparing them to
other social interactions. This is so because any researcher must in some way delimit
what to study temporally and spatially – we thus make assumptions about what is
relevant or meaningful to our topic. Further, interpretivists too are confronted with the
“so what?” question when they present their findings. In order to give our work a wider
horizon, we intuitively compare, even if this comparison does take the form of formal
theoretical statements. Finally, the method of “process tracing” – of identifying the steps
by which an outcome emerges – is certainly practiced by interpretivists, but the causal
connections found are not assumed to operate independent of their unique social context.
Hence, I would maintain that many interpretivists, myself included, have the objective of
providing causal explanations and providing comparative insight in the sense of raising
important questions that might be investigated elsewhere.

Though interpretive research projects are less formally “rigorous” than positivists ones,
guided as they are by the realities on the ground rather than a priori hypotheses, they are
nevertheless systematic. In fact, I would argue that the context specificity and attention to
18
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diverse kinds of data, including language, actions and interactions, and physical objects,20
makes interpretive approaches firmly grounded in empirical data.

My “on-the-ground” field research took place during three separate trips to Germany in
2005 (5 weeks), 2006 (8 weeks), and 2007 (3 weeks), during which I conducted
interviews, visited archives, and undertook site visits. The majority of this time was spent
in Berlin. In addition, I spent several weeks at the German National Library in Frankfurt
which holds all German-language publications and where I was therefore able to use all
the relevant literature in German, as well as some primary sources. This being my first
major research project, I started off with only basic knowledge of research methods
derived from text books and advice from more seasoned scholars. In early 2006, in
between two trips to Berlin, I attended the Arizona State Institute on Qualitative Research
Methods – an experience which certainly helped me to think through some of the
challenges more systematically. My practical skills evolved quickly, usually in response
to mistakes I recognized – some of which were embarrassing, some of which cost me a
lot of time. As is the case with my methodological stance, thus, the description of
methods employed comes with the benefit of hindsight. As is probably the case in most
first-time projects, the reality of research is a lot more messy than most of us would care
to admit.

The primary focus of my field work were interviews with people involved in one way or
another in German or Berlin memory politics. Interviews seemed especially well-suited
for my activism-centered research as they provide access to a broader set of participants
20
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than are often reflected in available documents, they allowed me to achieve an
understanding of the wider discourses and contexts within which activism took place, and
they brought human agency to the center of the analysis.21 Further, I wanted to undertake
site visits of memorials in order to acquire a direct sense of the spaces of contention. I did
not set out planning to conduct extensive archival research, primarily because I expected
to concentrate on recent memory activism. As the research progressed, however, I found
that it was necessary to understand how memory activism had evolved over time. I
therefore visited relevant archives and also carefully reviewed secondary literature for
evidence of civil society action in the memory field since 1945. In practice, the methods I
used were not neatly separate in my mind. My days in the field were structured around
the interview appointments I was able to make (usually two or three a day) which often
required me to criss-cross the city at the mercy of public transportation. Whenever time
and location permitted, I visited memorials and museums on the way, sometimes as
suggested by interview partners. On weekends, I visited those sites that were too far or
too extensive to see in between and participated in public tours. In addition to specialized,
but public, libraries, most of my archival material came from the organizational archives
of the Berlin History Workshop (BGW) and of Active Museum Resistance and Fascism
in Berlin (AM). I found out about the existence of these organizational archives and was
offered access to them during interviews. My interview partners and the staff of these
groups were extremely helpful in a practical sense – helping me find material, letting me
photocopy (in one case for free), and even giving me duplicate original documents.
Furthermore, these staff members – some of whom were long-time activists themselves –
helped me understand some documents, clued me in to important issues, and suggested
21
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interesting interviewees. In the case of the BGW, a staff member took me down to the
basement with a flashlight and we searched boxes for old binders that had not been seen
in many years – and certainly not by an outside scholar. Several interview partners gave
or sent me copies of documents and the majority of those affiliated with memory
institutions gave me material on those institutions. In other words, my archival work
often blended with my interview research and it is the combination of all my research
methods that crucially guided my thinking.

Though I was not explicitly aware of it from the beginning, in the course of my research I
adopted what you might call an interpretive mode of interviewing. Though
methodologists do not agree on an exact definition of interpretivism, there is high level of
consensus on what makes an interview interpretive in orientation. First, interpretivists
who conduct interviews view their interlocutors as meaning-makers as opposed to mere
reporters of facts. The goal is to understand the subject’s interpretation of events in the
course of the interview, as well as its discursive and social context.22 Interpretive
interviewers are thus unlikely to adopt a structured interview format that is inflexible to
the ways in which interviewees want to tell the story. Second, interpretivists pay great
attention to the language (both verbal and non-verbal) used by subjects in order to
understand how meaning is constructed and where contradictions may lie. According to
Joe Soss, it is precisely when we are sensitive to “strange talk” that we can develop
explanations about how social activity is organized and carried out.23 Third, the interview
itself is viewed as part of the meaning-making process and therefore part of the data. The
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researcher is neither neutral nor should we report our findings as if her identity did not
matter. Interpretivists view the social relationship, including the “structured and
historically grounded roles and hierarchies of […] society, particularly those of gender,
race, and class,”24 that develops in the interview as critical to the development of insight.
This also suggests that the analysis of interview data is to some extent contingent on the
unique perspective of the scholar and may shift over time. This does not mean that
research findings are arbitrary but rather that the social and cultural contexts of the
interview are made explicit as far as possible. As Carol Warren writes,
The social contexts of the interview process are not viewed as something to be controlled,
as they are in standardized survey interviews, but instead are seen as an important part of
meaning making in its own right. Qualitative researchers, in other words, treat the
unfolding social contexts of the interview as data, not as something that, under ideal
conditions, can be eliminated from the interview process.25

In the approximately seventy interviews I conducted, my identity, the identity of my
interviewees, and the interview setting all impacted the conversations to varying degrees.
Many of my interview partners were elites in the sense that they were highly educated
and/or held positions of power in their field or institutions. In some instances, this made it
easier to develop rapport: my interlocutors were often familiar with what it means to be
pursuing a doctorate and sympathetic to the needs of research. This made them generous
with their time, willing to be recorded, and interested in my findings. They sometimes
treated me as a more junior colleague. Others, by contrast, assumed a position of
superiority and immediately made clear that they were to ones in charge of the
conversation. In these instances, our interaction sometimes became unequal and the
interview felt more like a lecture. In most of these cases, my gender was also an
24
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important factor, with usually considerably older men often treating the interview as an
opportunity to “take me under their wing” and teach me about how memory politics
“really works.” Though these situations were slightly uncomfortable, I felt that they were
nevertheless highly informative because they afforded me both a considerable amount of
information and an impression of how that individual constructed the meaning of the
issues when the intention was to teach someone “the basics.” Teresa Odendahl and
Aileen Shaw note that an age difference can be advantageous with subjects speaking
more candidly because they assume the interviewer cannot “do” much with the
information.26 Conversely, I also sometimes found that once the interview partner
realized that I knew something about the topic and had already spoken to many other
players, he seemed to take me more seriously.27

Factors of gender and age mediated what I would view as the most important factor in my
interview relationships: whether my interlocutor perceived me as an insider or outsider
and as sympathetic to their cause or not. Both were crucial to establishing rapport and
hence to how much my respondents were willing to share. The challenge of creating
rapport entails finding a balance between appearing interested but not ingratiating,
knowledgeable, but not arrogant, professional but not stiff – all according to the
personality of the subject.28 My educational status and my letters with university
letterhead conveyed to the academics and many memorial staff that I was a professional
who was likely to “speak the same language” of a detached approach to the field of
26
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commemoration. This was especially helpful in making them feel comfortable telling me
about conflicts among various memory actors and those they considered not to be taken
seriously. Surprisingly, several respondents assumed that I must be American (despite my
very German name) and would ask where I learnt to speak such good German. They were
often curious about the procedures of American academia, especially when the consent
forms were brought out. This often helped to establish rapport. Those interview partners
who were not part of the elite were less interested in academics and sometimes put off by
the consent forms. But, with a few hostile exceptions, almost all assumed that I was “on
their side,” and would complain bitterly about the shortcomings of mainstream memorial
politics. Their memorial cause was often took center stage in their lives and so I imagine
that merely by requesting an interview, they believed I was sympathetic. I was repeatedly
surprised by how generous people were with their time and how glad that someone was
interested in their story.

The interview location and setting was determined by the interviewee. Interviews with
memorial institution staff and academics usually took place in their offices, were often
conducted with a clear time limit, and at times interrupted by (often interesting) phone
calls or knocks on the door. This setting lent an authoritative air to the respondent and I
often followed them up with a visit to a related memorial, making the interview directly
resonant. Interviews with activists, artists, and some others took place in a great variety
of spaces – from bars and cafes, to homes, park benches, or the memorials themselves, as
part of a private tour. In one case, I was invited to have cake with two veteran social
democrats in the back court yard of a local SPD branch in the north east of Berlin, with
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senior SPD women activists bringing us coffee. Such experiences made for informal and
friendly conversations. I suspect these interviewees were just as impressed with my effort
to travel and take time to hear them, as I was with their generosity of time and trust. I
believe being invited into such settings enhances my understanding of what memory
activism means to these individuals and that the atmosphere of these conversations
influenced my interpretation. I became not a more objective observer, but a more
understanding one.

The processes of meaning-making that surrounds memory activism cannot be directly
observed in an interview. As Joe Soss writes “The interview, in a sense, stands outside
the stream of interactions we seek to understand and, thus, offers only an indirect basis
for accessing them.”29 For this reason, the emotional investments, the contradictions,
jealousies, and varying accounts proffered by interviewees are crucial to provide clues
about what memory means in the interaction between different agents. The question I try
to answer is not “who is right?” when there are contradictory accounts, but what sorts of
politics result from these different understandings and constructions and how they impact
what memory means to democratic practice.

How did I decide who to talk to? Prior to my first field trip, I identified important players
in Berlin memory politics through newspaper articles and web sites of memorial
institutions and activist groups. I also received a few referrals from US academics to
German academics. This sampling method is referred to as “key informant” sampling,
where the goal is not sampling a representative group from a formally defined population,
29
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but rather the questioning of informants based on their position or role in the politics of
interest.30 At the end of each interview I sought the respondent’s advice about who else to
talk to. This “snowball sampling” technique taps into key informants’ social networks.31
In my research, this method proved enormously effective not only for identifying
important interlocutors but also at times gaining access to them. Interviewees often told
me to mention their name or even called someone on the spot to get me in the door. In
one poignant case, I interviewed a leader in a memorial and at the end asked her about
contact information for her husband, the then human rights representative in the German
government and a former GDR opposition figure. When I arrived for my interview with
the husband he promptly said to me: “My wife said I should talk to you. You have
exactly one hour.” I believe I would not have gotten what turned out to be an important
interview without the wife’s help.

As for the range of my interview partners, I followed two principles. First, I continued
interviews until I felt that I was getting similar bits of information (within the defined
frame of my study) and the topic seemed “saturated.”32 Deciding to stop took a
considerable amount of self-discipline because my topic kept evolving and politics do not
stop. Second, I tried hard to interview people with different standpoints, both within
activist organizations and across the spectrum of the Berlin memory politics scene. This
meant talking to people from different kinds of organizations (NGOs, memorial
institutions, parliament, executive, research institutions etc.), as well as different kinds of
memories (focused on the Holocaust, the communist period, the expulsion from the East
30
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and more). The result was a complex collection of narratives, though there was a high
degree of agreement about which were the issues of contention.

Unless an interview came about short-notice, spontaneously, or with direct help from
someone, I usually sent a letter briefly explaining my project and announcing that I
would be in touch via telephone (or sometimes email).33 A few times, I called someone
“cold.” Though it often took several attempts, my success rate with gaining access was
extremely high, especially as I became more experienced. One important exception was
the Central Council of Sinti and Roma in Germany. Even after sending questions, my
request for an interview was flatly denied, for reasons that were not clear, but I felt were
grounded in mistrust toward me. Instead, I was sent public relations material intended for
the media.

When interview partners requested seeing questions in advance, I emailed them a
catalogue of questions but emphasized that I may not stick exclusively to this template.
Their concern, in any case, seemed to have less to do with wanting to know questions in
detail than with making sure that I could be taken seriously, would not ask anything
outrageous, and could be trusted not to embarrass them. In order to keep track of my
many contacts and sometimes numerous call attempts or conversations with assistants, I
used a basic data base in Microsoft Word.34
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Each interview began with an explanation of the Institutional Review Board (IRB)
consent form. The vast majority of my interview partners did not mind signing these
papers, though they were sometimes a little confused as to their purpose due to the lack
of such a formalized process in German academia. Because of these reactions early on, I
changed the form to make it more intelligible and clarify the options for confidentiality
and anonymity. With many, the form sparked a discussion about what I would do with
the information and whether or how they wished to be referred to – a very useful starting
point from my perspective. It also led to the matter of whether they would agree to be
recorded. Most of them did: of about seventy interviews, I was asked not to record only
three times. In these cases I made extensive notes, typed them up after the interview and
emailed them to the respondent to correct any errors. Both the consent form and the
recording device offered occasions for building rapport, especially with those
interlocutors who had themselves conducted research. In general, I believe that it signaled
that I took the information an interviewee was giving me seriously and that they could
trust me not to use it in an irresponsible way. Many researchers opt not to record, arguing
that the effect on their conversations is detrimental. While I have also found that people
sometimes speak more freely when the microphone is off (for instance in the hallway
while showing me out), I made the decision that in my study, there was more to be gained
than lost from recording. Because I conducted a large number of interviews (in addition
to archival and site visits) in a short time span, I did not have much downtime to process
in between and much would have gotten lost without having the audio to return to.
Further, with some exceptions I felt that my interviewees were accustomed to presenting
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their positions publicly or even to researchers and that their awareness of the digital
device did not significantly skew their responses.

My interviews would be designated by most methodologists as “in-depth” and “semistructured.” They were in-depth in that they were relatively lengthy (between 30 and 150
minutes) and semi-structured in the sense that their duration and flow was determined
largely by the interviewee. This approach was well-suited to my research project, which
did not start out with clear hypotheses or theories to be tested and which emphasized the
construction of meaning through the actors. It was therefore crucial to let respondents
partake in shaping the narrative framework through which they shared their insights. As
Aberbach, Chesney and Rockman recognized early on, “the more exploratory one’s
concerns and the less precisely stated one’s expectations, the greater the need to choose
less constraining interview instruments in order to increase the ability to capture the
richness, subtlety, and nuance of the responses.”35 To be clear, some scholars reserve the
term “in-depth” for more intense engagements with interview subjects, either through a
series of conversations or through an unstructured form of interviewing that is set in the
context of everyday life and comes closer to ethnographic research.36 I did not feel that
this type of research was either necessary or feasible in my case.

For each interview, I prepared a list of questions (see Appendix IV) to guide the
discussion. I always began with an inquiry into the person’s background information,
basically asking them to explain why or how they had become involved in memory
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politics, suggesting they mention their personal motivations or education or professional
access points. With most interview partners, their answer to this question was detailed
and expansive, often leading them to offer a much broader assessment of the issue at
hand and locating themselves in it. Sometimes, I did not have to ask many questions after
this one, and essentially used my questionnaire as a check list to make sure we had
touched on all the questions I was interested in. When the answer was more limited, I
stuck more closely to my questionnaire, usually first asking them about their particular
organization or cause and later branching out into more general assessments of memory
politics. I always ended with “have I forgotten something important? What would be
important to you that we haven’t talked about?” – which sometimes yielded interesting
new aspects. Finally, I asked for referrals and if applicable, recommendations to see
memorials. In the case of the human rights representative who had started out by stating
his strict time restrictions, he ended up driving by me as I walked out of the German
Foreign Ministry and directing me to the site of a proposed memorial he was involved in.

If interviewees wanted to know about my study goals or interpretations, I postponed that
conversation until after the interview so as not to influence their responses more than
needed. My questionnaire of course changed to some extent from respondent to
respondent as well as over time, as my objectives became clearer and I more experienced
and knowledgeable. For example, I became better at asking questions without using
social scientific jargon that was either unfamiliar to interviewees or pushed the
conversation in a particular direction.
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After each interview, I sent a thank-you letter (or sometimes email). In some instances,
contact continued either because interviewees sent me materials (or I returned materials
that were lent to me during an interview) or because I solicited feedback on something I
had written. Feedback was usually provided via email, in rare cases also per mail or in
person. With some interviewees, especially those of the Berliner Geschichtswerkstatt, a
more continuous relationship developed and I have repeatedly asked follow-up questions
in the course of the analytic process. With others I have been in touch in order to request
permission to cite them as we had arranged through the process of informed consent.
Most rewardingly, I have been contacted by activists whom I did not interview who read
an article of mine and offered their own recollections in response. In one case, I presented
my research at the research colloquium of one of my interviewees who is a professor.
This occasion produced interesting feedback from a very knowledgeable audience.

The collection of archival data was a continuous process, taking place in between
interviews, as well as after I had stopped conducting interviews. Materials came from
four kinds of places. First, from two archives run by activist groups I studied, the Berlin
History Workshop and the Active Museum. For both, I needed permission from the
groups themselves, though these were granted in a verbal and informal manner. At these
archives, I copied a vast amount of material, some published, but mostly internal
correspondence, position papers, memos and the like. The Active Museum also has an
extensive newspaper archive on memorialization politics which I viewed selectively.
Second, I used public but specialized libraries attached to memorial institutions. The
librarians there were extremely helpful in assisting me with finding mostly secondary
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literature and organizational newsletters. They also had a small number of primary
materials such as flyers and memorial brochures.37 Third, I used the German National
Library in Frankfurt extensively. This library houses all German language publications
and so not only has the full range of secondary accounts I needed but also numerous
publications that qualify as primary documents for my purposes, such as early selfpublished brochures or studies by the History Movement. Finally, I received a
considerable amount of material from interview partners. Many of them (the majority of
those attached to political organizations or official institutions) prepared material for me
before the interview. Often, in the course of the conversation, respondents would refer to
particular articles they or others had written and would print or copy them for my on the
spot. Several times, interlocutors sent me material after the interview. In one case, a
founder of the Berlin History Workshop contacted me after seeing an article of mine and,
after some correspondence, sent me copies from his personal archive, including pages of
his personal diary from the founding period.

As Cameron Thies points out, historical researchers must be aware that what they find in
the records is incomplete – that not all the information may be accessible, some may not
have survived, and much may not have been recorded on paper. Documents do not hold
merely information, but also misconceptions, silences and inconsistencies.38 It is
therefore important to think about how this incompleteness impacts our conclusions.
While “triangulation” (the use of different types of sources to arrive at a more accurate
representation of history) is not always possible, I did try to compare claims in archival
37
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sources with those in others or in interviews. For example, I noticed after a while that in
the newsletters of the History Movement, activists from one side of a division within the
Movement contributed more frequently. I therefore tried to get different perspectives,
mainly through interviews. Further, when using historical narratives to describe the
backdrop to my primary research, I used accounts by different historians and tried to
critically assess divergent interpretations.39 However, it is equally important to be aware
that, no matter how hard we try, we are not going to arrive at the unequivocal truth.
Instead, we should attempt to come up with the most plausible interpretation backed up
by evidence. The ways in which writers of documents present the issues are most
interesting in what they tell us about how these actors viewed and constructed the world
around them. In other words, I did not aim to get the “full story” but rather understand as
best I could what different accounts meant in relation to each other.

While I undertook ongoing analysis of my interviews and sources in an unsystematic way
in the field – revising questions, interview targets, and adding memorial sites to visit – I
did not undertake more systematic analysis in the field due to the aforementioned lack of
time. However, I did engage in analysis in between my field visits, working through
particular parts of the research and writing parts of the dissertation before returning to
seek out more specific information and informants for particular areas. Most of the
analysis, though, happened after the field work was complete. Most of the interviews
were transcribed by other people (either against remuneration or by relatives eager to
help me complete the dissertation), so that I did not lose too much time with this task.
This meant I had to listen to the interviews while I worked with the transcripts in order to
39
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put myself back into the interview context and also to more easily correct errors in the
transcripts.

There were two phases of analysis. First I selectively listened to and coded interviews for
projects (dissertation chapters and articles) on particular aspects for which the informants
could easily be identified. Relevant archival material was selected in the same way.
Second, I revisited all the interviews in preparation for writing the final, more wideranging dissertation chapters. This process was not ideal – I would have liked to work
through all my materials systematically before publishing some of my interpretations.
However, most research projects are probably less systematic in procedure than they are
presented to be and all are subject to the needs of the academic timetable.

One interpretive tradition that helped me think through carefully how to analyze the vast
amounts of material I brought home, was that of “Grounded Theory.” This approach was
pioneered by Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss in the 1960s40 and developed as
interpretive methods became more sophisticated. Grounded theory regards theorybuilding as a process that emerges from the engagement with data. Glaser and Strauss
proposed a systematic way of coding and re-coding qualitative data in order to generate
theory. “Hence grounded theory methods keep researchers close to their gathered data
rather than to what they may have previously assumed or wished was the case. These
methods give researchers tools for analyzing data as well as for obtaining additional
focused data that inform, extend and refine emerging analytic themes.”41 Based on this
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foundation, the software application Atlas.ti was developed which allows for complex
coding, memo writing, and the visual representation of the concepts that emerge. While
classic grounded theory requires an extraordinarily detailed analysis of texts – often down
to interpreting pauses in the conversation and the like – the software can fruitfully be
used to draw out the most important concepts and themes and thereby systematically
analyze a wealth of material. This is how I used it. Further, the software helped me find
relevant quotes and references during the writing process. Thus, my analytic process
worked both ways: simultaneously “up from data and down from existing ideas,
propositions, concepts, theories and hypotheses.”42

42
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Appendix III – Sample Interview Questionnaires
First Interview
Interview Michael Cullen, author/intellectual
Monday, November 14, 2005, Carmerstr.1, Berlin
Interview has roughly three components: personal background, information about the
actors and strategies of memory politics, and finally your assessment of those politics.
I. Background
1. Please tell me a little bit about your background – what did you study, when did
you come to Berlin, and whatever you think is important for me to understand
your perspective on memory politics.
2. How did you become involved in the discussion about memory in Germany more
generally and the Holocaust Memorial more specifically? Was there a decisive
event for you that triggered your engagement with this topic?
3. You have participated in the debate about the Holocaust memorial. Have you
been active in any other debates or initiatives concerning German history and
memory?
4. How do you see your role in this debate/these debates? More generally, how do
you see the role of intellectuals in memory politics?
5. Are you a member or affiliated with any relevant organizations?

II. Action
1. What were the main contentious issues in the debate about the Holocaust
Memorial? Were there recognizable factions in the debate?
2. In the process of campaigning for and acquiring the Holocaust Memorial, who, in
your opinion, were the most important individuals and institutions – without
whom it might not have been built?
3. Why were they so central?
4. What goals and strategies did they pursue?
5. Do you know of any significant or unusual cooperation between actors – alliances
for memorials that were surprising?
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6. Are these goals and strategies comparable to actors in other campaigns for
memorials in Berlin or elsewhere? Examples?
III. Assessments, Meaning
1. Why do you think the Holocaust memorial was built when it was? What was the
impetus? Was it inevitable?
2. Do you think it is important that this memorial exists? (probe for domestic,
international, structural, leadership factors)?
3. Is it important that the memorial was initiated by Germans? (And rejected by
many Jewish leaders and intellectuals?)
4. You wrote in your book Wo liegt Hitler? that haste in erecting the memorial is
inevitably counterproductive. In retrospect, what is your opinion on this?
5. Are you satisfied with the form (dedication and design) that the memorial took?
6. What do you think is its reception so far? Is it fulfilling the role it was supposed to
fulfill?
7. What do memorials tell us about a society/this society?
8. Should everybody’s memories be represented in the capital? (Maybe ask about
ZgV and Checkpoint Charlie)
9. How do you see the role of civil society organizations in memorial politics?
10. What about the role of the state? Should central memorials be initiated and/or
built by the state? What is the difference between a memorial which was
initiated by citizens and by state institutions?
11. Does memorialization the capital hold special significance? Why/why not?
12. Are you familiar with memory politics in the United States? How does it compare
to German memory politics?
13. Is there anything you find important on this topic which I haven’t thought to ask
you?
14. What would be some interesting people for me to talk to? Can I tell them that you
referred me?
15. If I have further questions, would it be alright to call or email you for
clarification?
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One of the last interviews
Andreas Ludwig, Dokumentationszentrum Alltagskultur der DDR
Interview 14 August 2007, 4 p.m.
Erich-Weinert-Allee 3, D – 15890 Eisenhüttenstadt, Tel.: (03364) 41 73 55
I.
1. Vielleicht können Sie mir auch ein wenig über Ihren Bildungs- und Berufsweg
erzählen, damit ich Ihre Perspektive zur Vergangenheitsaufarbeitung besser
einordnen kann.
2. Sind Sie noch anderweitig aktiv (in Bürgerinitiativen)?
II.
1. Bitte erzählen Sie mir ein bisschen über die Geschichte der Berliner
Geschichtswerkstatt.
2. Was für Leute sind/waren Mitglieder? (probe for 68er, andere Bewegungen)
3. Wie wurde die BGW verwaltet und finanziert?
4. Bitte erzählen Sie mir ein bisschen über die Geschichte des
Dokumentationszentrums?
5. Mit wem (Individuen, Bürgerinitiativen, staatliche Institutionen) kooperieren Sie?
6. Wie beurteilen Sie die Wirkung Ihrer Arbeit?
7. In wie weit kann man sagen, dass heutiges Engagement für Erinnerung aus der
Studentenbewegung oder Bewegungen der 80er Jahre stammt? Sind es die
gleichen Leute, Motivationen, Strategien?
8. Wie beurteilen Sie die Beteiligung von zivilgesellschaftlichen Gruppen an der
Vergangenheitsaufarbeitung?
9. Wie beurteilen Sie die Wirkung der Geschichtsbewegung auf die Erinnerung in
der Bundesrepublik?
10. Wie sehen Sie die Rolle des Staates in der Erinnerungspolitik (damals und heute)?
11. Wie beurteilen Sie die Ergebnisse und Wirkung der Sabrow Kommission?
12. Gibt es Konkurrenz zwischen Vertretern der Erinnerung an die DDR und
anderen?
13. Gibt es historische Erfahrungen oder Ereignisse, denen nicht gedachte werden
sollte? Warum?
14. Ist die deutsche Herangehensweise an die Vergangenheit ein Vorbild für andere
Länder?
15. Gibt es noch etwas, was ich wissen sollte? Wen sollte ich noch interviewen?
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Appendix IV – The Terminology of Memory Studies
Given the interdisciplinary character of memory studies and the terminological baggage
that scholars from different fields bring to the table, the lack of agreement on terms is not
surprising. I will here discuss and define for the present purposes my own key concepts,
keeping in mind that the language of memory is at all times context-dependent and often
the result of the societal contention during which it was formed. In other words, our
scholarly vocabulary cannot be separated neatly from the social reality that we analyze.
This is all the more the case with a topic such as memory, for which public deliberation
and academic participation is so crucial.

Scholars usually begin by organizing memory into categories. A common distinction is
between collective and (mass) individual memory – mémoire or Gedächtnis and souvenir
or Erinnerung. “The latter refers to the recollection of events which individuals actually
lived through. The former establishes a social framework through which nationally
conscious individuals can organise their history.”43 König points out the importance of
not viewing Gedächtnis and Erinnerung in opposition with each other, but rather as
complementary elements of the larger whole.44 While the separation is useful, I find that
“collective” is often used in a vague manner. Some employ the term interchangeably with
“national,” which entails a whole range of difficulties such as defining what a nation is
and who belongs. Maurice Halbwachs, the doyen of memory studies, sees collective
memory as specific to groups, arguing that there are as many collective memories in
societies as there are families, classes, religious affiliations, etc. The remembering,
43
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according to Halbwachs, can only be done by individuals, but the memories only make
sense in the group context.45 The problem with this approach is that it posits groups in
society as though they develop their memory in isolation from each other. The focus of
my work, however, is the creation of memorials which reflect the contentious negotiation
between different groups and individuals. Those involved do not participate with static
memories – they evolve in the process. Public memory (the manifestations of memory in
public space) therefore reflect not some kind of of unitary and consistant memory of
society as a whole, but rather the process of negotiating memory and the power
relationships underpinning it. Here, I am therefore not concerned with individual
memory, nor do I use the term collective memory.
Vergangenheitsbewältigung, developed in the German context and often employed
generically to denote “the abolition of dictatorship and its replacement with democratic
institutions,”46 is a good example of a term that has a loaded meaning in current German
politics. Norbert Frei employs it to denote the phase of critical reckoning with the past in
Germany since the 1960s.47 By contrast, when I used it in interviews, I was on more than
one occasion told that the word was unacceptable, that it implied that the past needs to be
“overcome” or even “wrestled to the ground,” rather than confronted honestly.48 My
interlocutors preferred Vergangenheitsaufarbeitung which conjures up an active process
of reckoning with history, a “labor of memory,” “memory work,” or “working through
the past.” Consequently, I use all of these concepts to mean any type of effort, on the part
45
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of any actor, to understand, exhibit, explain or artistically express the past. I should note
though that the word Vergangenheitsaufarbeitung in German usually entails a value
judgment, in the sense that it implies an “honest confrontation,” usually with the Nazi
past.
“Public memory” is used in this dissertation to signify any expression or result of
memory efforts in public space, be they discursive (such as a debate), symbolic (such as
an anniversary), or physical (such as a monument). Public memory is the subject of
contention on the part of memory actors. Remembrance (and this includes forgetting) is
the active process on the part of individuals, groups, and institutions that leads to public
memory. A commemoration is used in the same way. Though some authors use the term
“memorial” interchangeably with a lieu de mémoire49 and thus very broadly to include
any result of remembrance, I take it to mean physical and purposely built manifestations
of memory in public space. I use “memorial” in the same sense as “monument.” These
are initiated by memory actors – the umbrella concept for any type of actor (state,
individual, or group). Of course, in this dissertation I am especially interested in
grassroots memory activists.
In relation to these activists, a note on civil society is in order. Though throughout this
thesis I am concerned with civil society as a category of practice – as a sphere that is
bounded and characterized by its practical usage – I do need a working concept of the
term to delineate what I am investigating. I therefore adopt Ariel Armony’s relatively
broad definition of civil society as “the network of ties and groups through which people
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connect to one another and get drawn into community and political affairs”50 which
includes formal as well as informal groups such as social movements and does not
exclude “bad” civil society (groups that might be deemed to have detrimental effects for
society.) The advantage of conceptualizing civil society as a network is two-fold. First,
networks have both spatial and organizational characteristics – they are composed of
linkages (social relations) and nodes (groups), thus allowing us to view civil society in its
full complexity. Second, the idea of a network puts emphasis on the connectedness of
various actors and structures, while not dismissing the importance of autonomy. Drawing
on Nancy Bermeo’s work, Jan Kubik explains this point: “for the democratic architecture
to function ‘properly,’ the relative autonomy of each domain is not enough. Ideally, all
domains should be interconnected via a robust system of linkages. Nancy Bermeo argues
that the connectedness of civil society with other domains may be the most important
feature scholars should observe.”51 This understanding allows for both the various
meanings that are invested by political actors in civil society, as well as its intermeshing
with state institutions that is so important to my argument.

There has been much debate over how to conceptualize the politics surrounding public
memory. Vergangenheitspolitik (politics of the past) may at first glance seem general, but
has in fact acquired a quite specific meaning. This is the result most notably of historian
Norbert Frei’s work on the first five years of the Federal Republic (1949 to 1954). The
aim of Vergangenheitspolitik, far from acknowledging the plight of Nazism’s victims,
was to institute a break from the time of occupation and re-integrate convicted or
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“purged” Germans and, through this indiscriminate exoneration, to dispel the feeling of
collective guilt. This Vergangenheitspolitik, though not a coherent policy, was promoted
by political elites and found broad consensus in the public (see Chapter 3 for a more
detailed account). Notwithstanding this particular usage, other scholars have expanded it
“as a generic term for temporary policies by which post-dictatorial states primarily,
through legal regulations, deal with problems resulting from regime change” in
comparative perspective.52 This can include both policies that protect perpetrators (in
Frei’s sense) or such that try to compensate victims (as Claus Offe has argued).53 There
are several consistent characteristics of Vergangenheitspolitik despite these authors’
divergent usages. First, the concept is concerned with the practical and material
confrontation with the institutional and personal legacies of dictatorship, rather than with
symbolic gestures. Second, and in direct consequence, Vergangenheitspolitik has a
relatively short temporal focus, concerning the first years (usually not beyond a decade)
after regime change.

By contrast, Geschichtspolitik (history politics) has come to be associated with symbolic
and discursive reckoning, rather than with judicial or material policies (though the two
are not always neatly divisible, as in the case for instance of recent compensation paid to
forced laborers). History politics are not temporally limited by the presence of witnesses
to or participants in history.54 Geschichtspolitik is another example of a term the meaning
of which was shaped as part of the struggle over memory. According to Michael
Kohlstruck, during the 1980s and especially after the Historikerstreit (historians’
52
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dispute0, it was used primarily by the left in order to label and reject conservative and
governmental “historical revisionism.”55 Some commentators, such as Edgar Wolfrum,
continue to

attach

to

it

a pejorative air that

suggests

manipulation and

instrumentalization.56 I favor an understanding of Geschichtspolitik that regards it as a
normal activity on the part of various actors, undertaken with various motivations. This
reading precludes a value judgment and does not attempt to ascertain how close an
interpretation of the past comes to historical reality or whether it has favorable
consequences. As Erik Meyer puts it, “In this perspective, the question is not if the image
of history communicated is scientifically truthful. Instead, the crucial factor is how and
by whom, as well as through which means, with which intention, and which effect past
experiences are brought up and become politically relevant.”57 I use Geschichtspolitik
interchangeably with Erinnerungspolitik (memory politics) as an analytical concept,
though others sometimes differentiate between them.58 In my understanding, history or
memory politics are practiced everywhere.
The politics of memory have a noticeable impact on their environment. Historical
consciousness is located at the individual level and means the subjective processing of
historical experience; I am not directly concerned with this. Pivotal to my work, instead,
is the concept of historical or memory culture (Geschichts- or Erinnerungskultur) which
refers to the intersubjective dimension and which is shaped directly (though not
exclusively) by memory politics. In correspondence with the neutral notions of public
memory and memory politics, I regard memory culture as applicable to any interpretation
55
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of the past. Some scholars (and practitioners too), however, invest the term with specific
normative meaning and with the goal of preventing the repetition of authoritarian
pathways.59 I reserve such specifications for the idea of a “democratic memory culture.”
It should be noted that the interest in the concept of memory culture is directly linked to
the larger normative commitment of its investigators. As Meyer writes,
Political science mainly focuses on aspects of memory culture insofar as it understands
itself as a discipline contributing to the foundation of democratic conditions. According
to this agenda and considering the success of parliamentarian democracy as a form of
government on a global scale, this approach does not deal with the normality of political
systems. It rather concentrates on the special case of regime change, which generally
causes a confrontation with the previous regime: Wherever an abrupt transformation from
pre-democratic, autocratic, or dictatorial regimes to democratic governance takes place,
there is the necessity to come to terms with the past.60

Meyer’s point brings me to a final terminological clarification. Jan Assmann has
popularized the distinction between communicative and cultural memory, where the
former refers to the immediate processes of confronting past history (akin to
Vergangenheitspolitik) and the latter denotes the long-term and more symbolic
perspective.61 The primary difference is based on temporal and generational variation of
the actors and the distance to the referential past. Communicative memory does not have
to rely heavily on constructed interpretations of the past because it is recalled and shared
by the majority of community members. König deduces from this that communicative
memory is natural and therefore apolitical and impervious to influence “from outside.”62
On the contrary, I contend that even memory of recent pasts is not natural, though it
might be somewhat less malleable than when it is further removed. My account of
postwar memory politics in Chapter 3 should make it clear that it was by no means a
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given how the past would be approached by leaders or the public – especially when the
experiences in East and West Germany are compared. Cultural memory, according to
Assmann, is manifested in material and discursive representations and influencing these
therefore becomes the focus of contentious politics. Whatever can be given material form
is more likely to have staying power63 (though of course new circumstances often lead to
new interpretations of existing artifacts.) Cultural memory is also marked by what
Helmut Dubiel calls “reflexivity” by which he means that memory politics are always
understood through the prism of all those experiences which have been made in the
interim.64 Though one should not overstate the distinction between communicative and
cultural, it is a useful one because it is precisely during the period of shifting from one to
the other that the most intensive memory politics happens.
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